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(i)

SUMMARY

This thesis describes the construction and use of a model of 

the system which generates the demands for fuel in Northern Ireland.

The end use demands for fuel can be classified as low temperature 

heat such as space heating, special such as television, work such as 

transport and high temperature heat such as welding. These demands 

result in a demand for primary fuels and at present there are no 

economically viable sources of primary fuels in Northern Ireland so 

that all primary fuel is imported.

The demand side of the Northern Ireland energy system is considered 

to be composed of the following seven sectors: domestic; private trans

port; public transport; agriculture; movement of goods; industry; 

commerce and public service. Based on population and economic activity 

as driving functions, an activity analysis is made of each of these 

sectors from an end use fuel demand viewpoint and the total demand 

system structure is modelled.

The model is regarded as an instrument for testing assumptions 

about the future values of system parameters and producing 30 year 

predictions of the resultant primary fuel demands in terms of oil 

equivalent. Three scenarios - the most likely outcome, the high energy 

demand case and the low energy demand case - are run on the model and 

the results discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
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].1 The Research Project

This thesis describes an exercise in systems modelling in the area 

of energy demand in Northern Ireland. In consequence of the large 

increases in the prices of all fuels since the Yom Kippur war of 1973, 

the steady upward growth pattern of energy demand was disrupted. Fore

casting future demands by projecting past demands is hazardous enough for 

a system in a reasonably steady state but the perturbation caused by the 

price increases made such an approach very difficult. The demand for 

fuels in Northern Ireland which had risen steadily throughout the 1960's 

and early 1970's dropped in 1974 - 75 and only started to approach the 

1973 levels in 1978 (081). Imports of oil rose from 1.820 million tonnes 

in 1966 to 3.677 million tonnes in 1973, an increase of just over 100%, 

fell to 3.404 million tonnes by 1975 and had still not returned to the

1973 level by 1978, being 3.344 million tonnes. Sales of electricity

rose by 146% during the period from 1964 to 1974 and remained static 

until 1979 when slow growth occurred.

It was thus thought that it might be worthwhile to adopt a systems 

approach to the Northern Ireland energy demand/supply system. As will be 

discussed in Chapter 5, after an initial wide view of the system, it was 

decided, as a first step, to confine the study to the demand side. As an

objective, it was decided to adopt a systems modelling approach and to

try to build a model of the demand subsystem by looking at those sub

systems which require energy to fulfil needs or accomplish tasks. This 

would entail identifying the mechanisms by which energy demands occur and 

examining them to discover how the demands were made and how the sub

systems demands were likely to change in the future. If the structure 

could be modelled, then it should be possible to explore possible future 

paths of energy demand as an aid in decision-making about the future shape 

of the total system.
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Chadwick (022) in the context of regional planning mentions employ

ment, retailing, transport and housing stocks as the important subsystems 

and then highlights the population and its economic activities as the 

prime movers. Foell, Mitchell and Pappas, in describing a regional energy 

model for Wisconsin, also emphasise population and economic activity as 

the 'societal driving functions'. After preliminary work in this study 

the same general driving functions were seen to be the bases upon which 

to build a model. Chadwick warns of the dangers of modelling exercises 

'foundering on the data rock'. This warning was heeded at all stages of 

the study so that, where possible, existing published data were utilized 

and situations where the data were not readily available in a suitable 

form were highlighted for further research.

1.2 Personal Choice

The choice of any research project and the approach used in that 

research are much influenced by the experiences, interests and objectives 

of the researcher. To quote D.J. Harris (053):

'Because of the variation in personality, intelligence, 
education, social environment, past experience, etc., 
each individual perceives a given set of events in 
different ways and will then evaluate his perceptions 
against an individual/organizational scale of values 
which again varies from individual to individual.'

and, thus, individuals will perceive any situation and will approach any 

problem in a unique way. People are purposeful in that they establish 

not only the ends that they wish to pursue but also the means by which 

those ends will be sought. It is obvious that people are demonstrating 

preference when selecting ends but Ackoff (000) points out that people 

also have preferences for means. He goes on to argue that means have 

two values, an extrinsic or instrumental value which relates to the 

efficiency of a means relative to the achievement of an end, and an
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intrinsic or stylistic value which relates to the satisfaction gained 

from a process or activity independent of the outcome. As Ackoff puts 

it:

'The set of preferences which each of us has 
that are independent of considerations of 
efficiency constitute our STYLE. Our indi
viduality, or uniqueness, lies as much in our 
style as it does in our desired objectives 
and the efficiency with which we pursue them. 
Style has to do with the satisfaction we 
derive from what we do rather than what we 
do it for.'

This study reflects a growing interest in 'systems concepts' and 

the need for width of outlook in decision situations. The method 

adopted, that of activity analysis or 'bottom-up', is undoubtedly 

quantitative with a strong bias towards engineering concepts rather 

than, say, the methods of economics. These things merely confirm what 

Harris and Ackoff have said.



Chapter 2 

SYSTEMS
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2.1 Introduction

There are many definitions of system ranging from simply "a system 

is an array of interrelated parts" to the more definitive statement of 

Ackoff and Emery (006):

'System: a set of interrelated elements, each 
of which is related directly to every other 
element, and no subset of which is unrelated 
to any other subset.1

Both of these definitions emphasize the most important characteristic of 

system - interrelatedness. It is this property which aives systems 

their richness and makes the understanding of them a major challenge to 

researchers. An informative and useful hierarchal classification of 

natural systems by Checkland (027) is shown in Figure 2.1. An interesting 

dichotomy of the natural systems of Figure 2.1 is that of "living" and 

"non living" systems.

It is in the non-living class of systems that the major advances of 

science during the past two centuries have been concentrated. These 

advances were achieved by adherence to the doctrine of linear cause- 

effect mechanisms as an explanation of natural phenomena. Since much 

scientific thinking is based on the manipulation of logical relationships, 

the constant search was for more fundamental relationships based on the 

postulate that to explain the whole one has only to break it up into 

smaller and smaller parts, study the parts and add the results - the 

disassemble/reassemble approach. Many of the forward movements in 

science were due to the discovery of more fundamental laws by such 

methods. Thus, the lav/s of Newton, while providing sound models involving 

large bodies, were found to be inadequate to explain phenomena when 

fundamental particles were involved and Newton's laws were superseded by 

those of Einstein in such situations. This reductionism led to the 

formation of the many disciplines and subdisciplines of science and to
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what Boulding (018) has described as "the spread of specialized 

deafness" when economist can talk only to economist and physicist only 

to physicist and further when econometrician can talk only to econome

trician and nuclear physicist only to nuclear physicist. The non living 

systems in which these advances occurred are those systems in which 

interaction is small and where linear cause-effect proves to be a power

ful explanatory tool.

As Ackoff and Emery (006) and many others point out nature is not 

arranged in disciplines and natural phenomena do not occur as "physics", 

"chemistry", etc. A discipline develops from viewing natural phenomena 

in a particular way and not because of what is viewed. In the second 

quarter of this century workers in a number of areas but notably 

biologists realized that the disassemble/reassemble technique had limita

tions in situations where the interdependencies between the constituent 

parts of a system were important and that these interdependencies could 

not be adequately explained by linear cause-effect mechanisms, i.e. the 

reductionist approach of science had limitations for inquiry in living 

systems. This is not to infer that the generally accepted philosophical 

basis of scientific inquiry, the hypothetico-deductive method as 

expounded by Popper (095) was inadequate, but that the tool of reductionism 

was of limited value. It will be argued later that the hypothetico- 

deducti ve method is the underlying basis of scientific inquiry coupled 

with whatever tools seem appropriate for the task in question. The 

response of science to the problems of understanding the interdependencies 

of systems has been the growth of an expansionist mode of thought - the 

"systems approach". This is not to say that reductionism has been 

abandoned by scientists whose interests are in systems. It will be shown 

that what might be referred to as enlightened reductionism is still a 

useful tool of inquiry. Ackoff (004) states that analysis reveals the 

structure of a system but does not reveal why a system works and for
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understanding an expansionist mode of thinking is needed - "systems 

thinking". Far from advocating that analysis, i.e. reductionism, should 

be abandoned when working with systems, he argues convincingly that by 

taking a systemic or holistic view reductionism or mechanistic thinking 

is included as a special case - a useful tool of inquiry. The many 

writings of Ackoff in this area are intuitively appealing but there have 

been relatively few reports of practical applications. There is diffi

culty in making systems thinking operational and in many instances one 

feels that homage is paid to the "Systems Approach" and the systems 

engineer, planner, operational research worker, etc, goes on to find "the 

solution" that will solve "the problem". Ida R. Hoos (055)(056) raises 

many criticisms of, in particular, the work of systems engineers in 

situations where social phenomena are predominant and many of these 

criticisms are well founded. Nevertheless, there seems to be agreement 

that, as modern society becomes more and more complex and since so many 

solutions to so many problems have only created new and often more severe 

problems, there is a need for a wider view when approaching what Ackoff 

(005) describes as a "mess".

Before proceeding it seems appropriate to draw attention to the 

limitation imposed by the linear form in relating what is a circular and 

indeed convoluted story. In building up the theoretical basis in order 

to place the actual research in context the need will occur when 

developing certain concepts to refer to other concepts which have not 

been presented and which it is felt cannot be argued properly until a 

later stage.

2.2 Systems Classifications

A number of authors have drawn attention to the fact that in 

practice an actual "system" depends to a varying extent upon the point
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of view of the researcher and the research task in question. As Chadwick 

(022) says "like beauty, a system lies in the eye of the beholder". The 

various classifications to be considered in this section together with 

those already encountered in the previous section result from different 

viewpoints but all give insight. Ashby (010), for example, defines a 

variable as a measurable quantity which at every instant has a measurable 

value, states that every real machine has an infinite number of variables 

which describe it and then goes on to say that a system is defined by 

selecting those fevi variables of interest and ignoring the rest. While 

it is not possible to compare a complex social system to a machine, a 

complex social system can also be said to have an infinite number of 

variables and Ashby's point is still valid in that a selection of vari

ables of interest is made. This selection of the system of interest 

together with the fact that often the research itself leads to change in 

the system raises the difficulty of "objectivity" in the scientific sense 

in systems work and this is another item which will be discussed in a 

later section.

Ackoff (002) gives two definitions which will prove useful in 

considering systems classifications. The first is:

'The state of a system at a moment of time 
is the set of relevant properties which that 
system has at that time.'

In Ashby's terminology the state is the set of values of the defining 

variables. The second definition is:

'The environment of a system is a set of 
elements and their relevant properties, 
which elements are not part of the system 
but a change in any of which can produce a 
change in the state of the system.'
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2.2.1 Closed and Open Systems

A closed system is one that is isolated from its environment and 

hence has no inputs or outputs. Conventional physics and chemistry, for 

instance, deal with closed systems (015). Although going from the 

particular to the general certain useful ideas about closed systems can 

be demonstrated using a simple example without recourse to the detailed 

mathematics needed to show their theoretical bases.

Consider a closed vessel, isolated from its surroundings, into 

which, say, ice and boiling water have been introduced. The final state 

of the mixture occurs when it is all at the same temperature, i.e. when 

no temperature gradient exists anywhere in the mixture. In probability 

terms the most probable distribution of the water molecules is one of 

complete disorder since any order in the distribution of the water 

molecules would indicate a temperature gradient. The presence of such a 

gradient would also mean that potential for work existed and so for a 

closed system one can say that the equilibrium state is one of zero 

potential for work. Closed systems are characterized by their movement 

toward static equilibrium.

A perpetual motion machine is not possible because, while the total 

system energy remains constant, the energy available to drive the machine 

decreases as energy is transformed over time to low grade heat. In a 

closed thermodynamic process the total energy also remains constant but 

the energy available for useful work decreases over time as the temper

ature differential decreases. Hence, the amount of unavailable energy 

increases. The relative amount of unavailable energy in a system is 

called entropy and so the best one can hope for in a closed system is 

that the entropy will remain unchanged, i.e. an isentropic process. It

is a property of closed systems that they tend toward a state of maximum 

entropy.
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An open system is in contact with its environment and imports and 

exports combinations of energy, information and materials (015). This 

throughput enables open systems to resist the drift toward maximum 

entropy and static equilibrium implied by the second law of thermo

dynamics. In fact, many open systems are negentropic, i.e. they use the 

imports from the environment to increase the available energy or their 

potential for work. All living systems are open and if an open biologi

cal system is denied access to its environment it ceases to function as 

a living system - it dies, the second law applies and its entropy 

increases to a maximum. While being wary of the trap of fallacious 

analogy, a similar fate can befall, say, a port if the harbour entrance 

is neglected and allowed to silt up or, say, a company dependent upon 

one foreign market which becomes closed to it by a change of government 

in the foreign country. This was the fear of many of the smaller 

Commonwealth nations when the United Kingdom entered the EEC.

As Ackoff (002) states "openness" and "closedness" are simultan

eously properties of systems and our conceptualizations of them. Thus, 

while all living systems are open, non living systems can be closed or 

open. A river, for example, while living organisms use it as their 

environment, is just a volume of water and suspended solids and, as 

such, can be considered as a closed, non living system. This is a 

particularly sterile conceptualization and it is much more fruitful to 

regard it as an open system which, for instance, is capable of trans

porting suspended solids long distances and thus changing its own 

physical boundaries. A. simple conceptualization of an open system is 

shown in Figure 2.2.

Conceptualizing an open system as a transformation process 

emphasizes that an open system has an interface with its environment. 

Understanding the relationships that exist at the system-environment
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Energy Energy

Information ------------------------- -
Transformation

-----------2--------------3*

Information

Materials
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Process
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M’gure 2.2 Open System as a Transformation Process

boundary is a major activity in systems thinking. It is these relation

ships that reductionism ignores by its emphasis on analyses of closed 

systems. Since many complex systems are formed by the combination of a 

number of subsystems the relationships within a system are still system- 

environment boundary in nature since each subsystem is part of the 

environment of the other subsystems. Emery (040) refers to these as the 

overlap of interdependent processes and cites as an example the inter

personal life that will emerge in the marriaoe of a man and a woman.

Open systems, unlike closed systems, aim as a minimum to exist in 

a state of dynamic equilibrium with their environment but can be 

negentropic which permits them to redefine the state of dynamic equilib

rium to their own advantage. The open systems of interest to management 

thinkers consist of many open subsystems combined together in a very 

complex way, e.g. an industrial firm or a social system, and it seems 

worthwhile at this point to mention Ashby's (010) comments about stability
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and equilibrium. He argues that stability is not a function of a body but 

of a field and the position of the body in that field or to a system and 

its position in its environment. Given an environment a state of equi

librium is one from which a system does not move. Thus, a system without 

a supply of free energy will be stable at a point of static equilibrium 

in the environment whereas a system supplied with free energy can achieve 

dynamic equilibrium at other points in the same environment. For example, 

a tennis ball on a roof will roll downwards into the gutter whereas a bird 

can perch on the apex. The open system can withstand small system changes 

and small environmental changes. The human body reacts to return its body 

temperature to normal when the body temperature has increased because of 

illness. If an uncomfortable temperature occurs in the environment, the 

person concerned will move to a different position. Ashby goes on to 

argue that stability belongs to the combination that makes up the system 

and cannot be assigned to the parts considered separately. If two systems 

are joined together then knowing they are each stable when considered 

alone is not an indicator of their joint stability. Fany company mergers 

are proof of this.

Another important principle of systems due to von Bertalanffy (015) 

is that of equifinality. For any closed system the final state is 

determined by the initial conditions and the process. If either the 

initial conditions or the process are altered, the final state is differ

ent. For open systems the same final state may be reached from different 

initial conditions and in different ways. An example of this is that 

given by Beishon (014) of a child growing up whose growth is interrupted 

by illness. After recovery the child will tend to grow faster to 

compensate for the loss. Von Bertalanffy expounded this principle for 

biological organisms and it is an acceptable approximation. For instance, 

one must question the example given by Beishon since there is no way of 

knowing what the child's final height would have been had there been no 

illness.
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2.2.2 Hierarchal Classification by Complexity of Organization

Kenneth Boulding proposed a hierarchal classification of systems 

based on the increasing complexity of their basic individual unit of 

behaviour. This classification gives considerable insight and combined 

with some comments about the state of theoretical knowledge in the various 

levels of systems the whole article is a powerful reference tool and 

provides a framework for additional analysis and synthesis. A summary of 

Boulding's classification is given in Figure 2.3 (018).

This classification has intuitive appeal due to its logical structure 

and its comprehensiveness and will be referred to frequently as a bench

mark. One criticism is his reference to level 4 as "Open System" which 

infers that the levels below are closed. In section 2.2.2 it was argued 

that "openness" and "closedness" were system properties which depended on 

the conceptualization of the system of interest and that while all living 

systems were open non living systems could be thought of as closed or open. 

"Elementary Living System" would seem to be a more appropriate name for 

level 4 systems. By including the environment it is also possible, of 

course, to conceptualize living systems as closed but this is true of all 

systems if one extends the system boundary to include the universe.

Boulding goes on to review the empirical knowledge at each level 

and, while progress has occurred since 1956, the substance of his summary 

is still valid:

- there are gaps at all levels

- level 2 is probably the most developed field

rapid strides have been made in control and cybernetics

- little is knoiAnabout control systems in genes and cells 

beyond the fourth level not even the rudiments of theoretical 

systems

- in the face of living systems almost helpless
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1. Static Structure

2. Clockworks

3. Control Mechanism or 
Cybernetic System

4. Open System

5. Genetic Societal 
Level

6. Animals

7. Human Being

8. Social Organization

9. Transcendental 
Systems

the level of framworks.
The accurate description of frameworks is the 
beginning of organized theoretical knowledge 
in almost any field, e.g. the anatomy of the 
universe.
simple dynamic system with predetermined 
necessary motion. The greater part of the 
theoretical structure of physics, chemistry 
and even economics lie at this level.
the level of thermostats.
Systems at this level are characterized by 
maintaining equilibrium within limits by 
self regulation.
the 1evel of the cel 1.
The property of self maintenance of structure 
in midst of throughput of material becomes of 
dominant importance. The existence of the 
simplest living organism needs ingestion, 
excretion, and metabolic change.
the level of plant.
These systems dominate the empirical world of 
the botanist and are characterized by the 
division of labour among cells to form a cell 
society with differentiated and mutually 
dependent parts, e.g. a tree.
increased mobility, teleological behaviour 
and self awareness.
This level shows the development of special
ized information receptors, e.g. the eyes, 
and an information processor, the brain, 
which organizes the information intake into 
an image to which the animal responds.
the individual human being as a system.
The human has self awareness and the ability 
to utilize language and symbols. He also has 
an elaborate image of time and relationships 
and is probably the only organization that 
knows that it dies and that contemplates in 
its behaviour a whole life span or more.
man isolated from his fellows is practically 
unknown.
The unit of such systems may not be the 
individual but the 'role' - that part of the 
person which is concerned with the organiza
tion in question. The recognition of the 
content and meaning of messages, the nature 
and dimensions of value systems and the 
subtle symbolizations of art and music, etc. 
are needed at this level.
the ultimates, the absolutes, the unknowables.

Figure 2.3 Boulding's Classification
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- since humans are the systems studied at higher levels 

systems that are not fully understood can be utilized

He himself suggests that the most valuable use of his scheme is to prevent 

science accepting as final a level of theoretical analysis which is of a 

level below the system level being investigated. This is a useful warning 

to keep in mind when applying in level 8 theories and methods developed 

in levels 2 and 3. Despite the many successes claimed for the application 

of cybernetic theories and other management science methods to management 

problems which are essentially level 8, the successes have occurred where 

it has been possible to isolate subsystems and so reduce the richness of 

the interrelationships. Hoos (056) warns of the booby trap of fallacious 

analogy, saying

'to impute verisimilitude where only superficial 
similarity exists leads to nonsensical conclusions 
about everything including skill transfer.'

She goes on in the same article to relate the difficulties involved in 

transferring systems engineers well versed in cybernetic control theory 

to work on social systems. Specifically she mentions the program insti

gated by Governor Brown of California to employ systems analysis to design 

systems of criminal justice, information handling, waste management and 

mass transportation. The real point is that of the great difficulty of 

working in level 8 systems with level 3 techniques when it is not possible 

to isolate small subsystems. Further comments will be made about this 

difficulty when level 8 systems, which in fact cover the whole spectrum 

of human behaviour, are considered in much areater detail.

2-2.3 Classification by Increasing Complexity of Behaviour

Another classification of systems which further emphasizes the great 

complexity of those systems in which man is involved is that due to 

Ackoff (002) based on the behavioural character!sties of systems. Ackoff
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gives a series of precise definitions before giving his proposed classi

fication. Shortened versions of two of these "the state of a system" and 

"the environment of a system" have already been quoted. /'Ithough all the 

definitions are relevant it is felt that the following shortened versions 

are sufficient for the purpose of clarifying the classification.

'A system (or environmental) event is a chanae in 
one or more structural properties of the system 
(or its environment) over a period of time'of 
specified duration.1

'A reaction of a system is a system event for 
which another event that occurs to the same system 
or environment is sufficient. Thus a reaction is 
a system event that is deterministically caused by 
another event. '

'A response of a system is a system event for 
which another event that occurs to the same system 
or to its environment is necessary but not 
sufficient; - - - . A system does not have to 
respond to a stimulus. '

'An act of a system is a system event for the 
occurrence of which no change in the system's 
environment is either necessary or sufficient.
Acts therefore are self determined events, 
autonomous changes,'

'A systems behaviour is a system event(s) which is 
either necessary or sufficient for another event 
in that system or environment. Thus behaviour is a 
system change which initiates other events. Note 
that reactions, responses and actions may themselves 
constitute behaviour. Reactions, responses, and 
actions are system events whose antecedents are of 
interest. Behaviour consists of system events whose 
consequences are of interest.'

The classification of systems is summarized in Figure 2.4. As in the 

case of classification by Boulding it is again found that the systems 

involving human beings are the most complex. Ackoff goes on to define 

organizations and no apology is made for again quoting at length from 

this important source.

'The goal of a purposeful system in a particular 
situation is a preferred outcome that can be 
obtained within a specified time period.'
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1. State Maintaini

2. Goal Seeking

3. Multi Goal Seeki

4. Purposive

5. Purposeful

6. Ideal Seeking

- can react in only one way to any one internal 
or external event

- reacts differently to different external or 
internal events

- these different reactions produce the same 
external or internal state (outcome) i.e. the 
behaviour is variable but determined (reactive) 
yielding a fixed outcome

- can respond differently to one or more differ
ent external or internal events

- can respond differently to a particular event 
in an unchanging environment until it produces 
a particular state (or outcome)

- production of this state is its goal
- if it has memory it can increase its efficiency 

over time
- the behaviour is variable and chosen 

(responsive) yielding a fixed outcome

ng - goal seeking in each of two or more different
(initial) external or internal states and which 
seeks different goals in at least two different 
states, the goal being determined by the 
initial conditions

- the behaviour is variable and chosen yielding 
variable but determined outcomes

- multigoal seeking the different goals having a 
common property

- can pursue different goals but they do not select 
the goals

- the goal is determined by the initiating event
- the system chooses the means by which to pursue 

the event

- can produce the same outcome in different ways 
in the same (internal or external) state

- can produce different outcomes in the same and 
different states

- i.e. can change its goals under constant 
conditions

- it selects ends and means e.g. human beings

- a purooseful system which on attaining any of 
its goals or objectives then seeks another goal 
and objective which more closely approximates 
its ideal

Figure 2.4 Ackoff's Classification
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'The objective of a purposeful system in a 
particular situation is a preferred outcome that 
cannot be obtained within a specified period but 
v/hich can be obtained over a longer time period.1

'An ideal is an objective which cannot be obtained 
in any time period but which can be approached 
without limit.'

'An element of a system controls another element 
or system (or itself) if its behaviour is either 
necessary or sufficient for subsequent behaviour 
of the other element or system (or itself) and 
the subsequent behaviour is necessary or sufficient 
for the attainment of one or more of its goals.'

'An organization is a purposeful system that 
contains at least two purposeful elements which 
have a common purpose relative to which the system 
has a functional division of labour; its function
ally distinct subsets can respond to each other's 
behaviour through observation or communication; 
and at least one subset has a system-control 
function. '

Thus, the systems involving man are purposeful and may be ideal 

seeking. They can be classified as "Human Activity Systems" or H.A.S. 

(117) and as such are purposeful systems that contain purposeful elements 

with different roles and functions. By definition, a purposeful system 

has to set goals and objectives and perhaps ideals and a major problem in 

H.A.S. is that of conflict between the aims of individuals and certain 

groupings and the aims of the total system. This point will be mentioned 

later but topical examples are the conflicts that arise in industrial 

relations where as members of a union workers have objectives which are 

in conflict with the company objectives. The term H.A.S. is an umbrella 

which covers all human systems from an individual through simple organ

izations, to multinational companies, social systems, nations and indeed 

mankind. As such, it is of little operational value since to quote 

Boulding (018) "all we can say about practically everything is almost 

nothing . Ida Hoos (055) makes a similar point when she says

'As the complexity of a system increases our
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ability to make precise and yet significant 
statements about its behaviour diminishes until 
a threshold is reached beyond which precision 
and significance (or relevance) become almost 
mutually exclusive characteristics. It is in 
this sense that precise Quantitative analyses 
of the behaviour of humanistic systems are not 
likely to have much relevance to the real 
world societal, political, economic and other 
types of problems which involve humans, as 
individuals as well as groups.'

While it is difficult to disagree with the general thrust of this argument 

there is an over emphasis on precision. By adopting a scenario building 

approach it will be argued that quantitative analyses can make a real and 

significant contribution to even the most complex systems by indicating 

general trends. The term H.A.S. is expansionist in outlook and the 

realization that any system involving humans is also going to have similar 

systems as contained subsystems and as part of its environment should act 

as a warning when conceptualizing and solving problems in a machine-like 

or mechanistic way.

Since a purposeful system can set ideals, objectives and goals, 

there must be a subsystem which establishes these for the system. In the 

case of individuals or organizations the subsystems can be identified. 

However, in the case of social systems, such ideals are a complicated 

product of the history, the values, the ethics, the political system, 

etc. and it is seldom, for instance, that a whole society sets itself a 

precise objective. Exceptions to this occur when a nation is at war and 

the objective is plainly to beat the enemy. As Ackoff says (005)

'because social systems are purposeful and their 
parts have purposes of their own, often in con
flict with those of the systems, it has become 
increasingly apparent that the ability of such 
systems to perform effectively depends on their 
ability to serve better the purposes of their 
parts and to provide them with an improved 
quality of life within the system.'

Inherent in this is that the ideal of a social system must be to become
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the environment which allows the parts to move toward their objectives 

and ideals. But, since the parts are likely to have conflictinq ideals, 

the social system has to create a package of freedoms and constraints, 

where necessary, so that the movement of one part towards its legitimate 

ideal does not create intolerable conditions for another part intent upon 

moving toward its particular ideal. Thus, one of the functions of 

politicians in a society is to establish what the ideals of the society 

are and then create the necessary climate for the constituent parts. It 

often appears in western democracies that politicians seem to concentrate 

on ensuring their own re-election and political decisions are made with 

this as the primary motive. Many are the detailed analytical reports that 

have been ignored by politicians although to the investigators the reports 

indicated obvious solutions to the problems. A classic example is the 

Roskill (106) reoort on the siting of the third London Airport which was 

(perhaps rightly) ignored by the politicians when making the decision.

In summary, a social system is not a single organization, rather 

it is a system of which organizations are subsystems. The social system 

itself creates organizations such as government agencies which pursue 

objectives identified as leading toward societal ideals. Many of these 

organizations of society act as constraints or rule enforcers while many 

provide supports to other parts but all supposedly act for the public 

good. This brief discussion of social systems has been included to show 

the difficulty in trying to find a conceptual approach which will cover 

all purposeful systems. To quote Emery (040) about social systems

'their complexity is greater than that which 
we have so far learnt to cope with in our 
separate social sciences.'

Boulding's level 8 of Figure 2.3 in reality consists of a whole spectrum 

of increasingly complex purposeful systems of which "social system" is 

among the most complex. Hence his warning about the limitations of tools
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developed in lower levels when applied at hinher levels is also valid 

within levels. However, by considering a social system as a set of 

organizations answerable to a central ideals generator, then it should 

be possible to use a single conceptualization of organization to give 

some insight.

Many conceptual models have been proposed by researchers of 

organization theory. The earlier models were basically closed but since 

World War II the models have become more open and holistic in nature. A 

brief review of the movement of organizational theory from closed to open 

concepts is given by Kast and Posenzweig (061). For the present study 

the conceptualization of organization used will be basically that of an 

open system in its environment. The system itself will be regarded as a 

hierarchy of decision levels. Before looking at this conceptualization 

in detail, "environments" will be discussed.

2.3 Environments of Systems

The basic conceptualization of system which has emerged is that of 

a transformation process acting on throughputs of materials to maintain 

itself or move towards a more advanced, i.e. a more complex state. In 

defining the "system of interest" the person at the same time defines 

the environment of the system since in a general way one can say that 

the environment is made up of all those elements not in the system.

This is much too broad a viewpoint to be helpful in guestions relatina to 

the interaction of a system with its environment. It seems to be, 

however, the view of Chadwick (022) who defines the environment of a 

system as:

'the set of all systems other than the one in 
which we are interested. We are never interested 
in the elements of the environment otherwise we 
should have to include them in our defined system.1
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This is an isolationist view which seems to result in a closed system 

and a "problem" to be solved. Although writing of predominantly techno

logical systems, i.e. in the telecommunications field, A. D. Hall (051) 

offers a definition which seems much more in keeping with the holistic 

notion of systems:

'For a given system, the environment is the 
set of all objects outside the system:
(1) a change in whose attributes affect the 
system and (2) whose attributes are changed 
by the behaviour of the system.'

Hall goes on to say that the "specification of the universe and its 

subsequent dichotomization into system and environment is in itself a 

problem of fundamental complexity". Ashby (010) in talking of organisms 

closely follows the Hall definition with

'Given an organism its environment is defined 
as those variables whose changes affect the 
organism and those variables which are changed 
by the organisms behaviour.'

Both these point toward the increased complexity of the situation when 

objects exist in the environment which can affect the system but which 

are not affected by the systems behaviour. For example, certain natural 

phenomena such as floods and earthquakes can have catastrophic effects 

for many systems while the systems cannot affect the phenomena and can 

at best take precautions. Such environmental changes are not restricted 

to natural phenomena but large changes in any environmental value may 

act as "shocks" beyond the range of the systems response or the response 

may not be quick enough to allow the system to recover before its 

activities fall below some critical level. Packer (090) uses a simulation 

model to test a hypothesis that the fall of Rome was due to a sudden 

reduction in available resources when the western empire was denied 

access to the physical resources of the eastern empire. The model shows 

that the sudden drop in resources could have resulted in the fall of Rome
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as fewer resources were available for the army which contracted leading 

to the loss of still more resources as Britain, Upper Gaul and Africa 

v/ere lost.

Just as the system is a function of the individual conceptualization 

so likewise is the environment. It has already been pointed out that 

within Boulding's level 8 there exists a spectrum of increasingly complex 

systems. Are increasingly complex systems linked with increasingly com

plex environments? There is a "chicken-egg" situation here since it seems 

that increasing size and complexity of organization leads to increasing 

size and complexity of environment while increasing size and complexity 

of environment leads to increasing size and complexity of organization.

For example, the tobacco industry grew to the stage where it was 

dominated by a few large firms and then faced environmental pressures 

about monopoly. Further environmental pressures emerged independent of 

the industry's actions because of health research leading to restrictions 

in market activities in western countries. One response of the industry 

has been to seek the less complicated environments of the third world.

In a seminal article Fmery and Trist (041) have examined the 

complexity of environments by seeking to deal with processes in the 

environment which affect the conditions of exchanges with and within the 

system. To this end they examine "the causal texture of the environment" 

stating the following general proposition:

'That a comprehensive understanding of organizational 
behaviour requires some knowledge of each member of 
the following set, where L indicates some potentially 
lawful connection, and the suffix 1 refers to the 
organization and the suffix 2 to the environment:

Ln Li 2

L21 L22
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L]1 here refers to processes within the organ
ization - the area of internal interdependencies; 
l]2 and L21 to exchanges between the organization 
and its environment - the area of transactional 
interdependencies, from either direction; and L22 
to processes through which parts of the environ
ment become related to each other - the area of 
interdependencies that belong within the environ
ment itself.'

Emery and Trist go on to discuss "The Development of Environmental 

Connectedness", postulating that

'a greater degree of system connectedness, of 
crucial relevance to the organization, may 
develop in the environment, which is yet not 
directly a function of either of the organization's 
own characteristics or of its immediate relations.'

For example, a small builder was almost forced into liquidation due to a 

working capital crisis when two builder suppliers, with each of whom he 

had trade credit, amalgamated and his total credit was cut by fifty per 

cent. The research topic of this thesis was triggered by the interest 

in energy matters which has grown since the oil crisis of 1973. The 

Northern Ireland Electricity Service started to build a large oil burning 

power station in the early 1970's - an understandable decision in the 

late 1960 s given the demand pattern in the previous years and the price 

and supply of oil. The rapid oil price increases and supply restrictions 

since 1973 have meant substantial changes in the environment of the 

Northern Ireland Energy System and these are changes upon which the 

system has had no influence. As a customer the Northern Ireland Energy 

System is small and warranted no special attention from the producers of 

primary energy especially when the market changed from "buyers" to 

"sel1ers".

Figure 2.5 shows the four ideal types of causal texture based on 

increasing connectedness as conceptualized by Emery and Trist (041). The 

environments of real organizations are unlikely to match any of these 

ideal types exactly being more likely a slice from a spectrum of environ-
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1. Placid 
Randomized

2. Placid 
Clustered (

3. Disturbed 
Reactive- (E

4. Turbulent 
^elds (E^|)

- goals and noxiants relatively unchanging and 
E-|) randomly distributed

- a surface with isolated widely scattered points 
with no connections between the points

- the economist's classical market
- no distinction between tactics and strategy
- optimal tactic is simply to do one's best on a 

purely local basis
- extreme type of field postulated as theoretical 

lower limit

similar to No. 1 but clustered 
2) - the imperfect competition of economist

- strategy is now distinct from tactics
- survival becomes critically linked to environ

mental knowledge
- relevant objective is "optimal location" as some 

positions are richer than others

- dominant characteristic of environmental field is
) existence of a number of similar organizations

- oligopolic market of economist
- the position to which an organization wishes to 

move to in the long run is also the part to which 
others seek to move

- strategy selects strategic objective
- tactics selects an immediate action from the 

available repertoire
- organizational objective has to be defined to be 

able to meet and make competitive challenge
can give rise to situations in which stability can 
be obtained only by certain "coming to terms" 
agreements between competitors

- dynamic processes arise from the field itself 
create significant variances for component 
organizations

- the dynamic processes occur because the "ground 
is in motion"

- trends which contribute are:
(i) growth to meet type 3 conditions of organ

izations and linked sets of organizations 
so large that their actions are both 
persistent and strong enough to induce 
autochthonous processes in the environment

(ii) the deepening interdependence between the 
economic and other facets of society

(iii) a change gradient is continuously present 
in the environmental field

- for organizations these trends mean a gross 
increase in their area of relevant uncertainty 
consequences flowing from organization's actions 
lead off in increasingly unpredictable ways

Figure 2.5 Ideal Types of Environment
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ments of increasing complexity. Once environments have developed to a 

certain level of complexity it is not possible to decompose them into 

less complex types. Suppose, for example, the complicating factors in 

the environment are legislative in nature, then these complexities 

cannot be ignored or broken down. It is, however, useful to think in 

terms of, say, small organizations which exist in, say, a true 

environment as being in a pseudo E., since many of the E^ connections do 

not have any real impact on them. The lower environmnets E^ and E^ are 

probably uncommon for organizations in Western countries although E^ in 

its more or less pure form is likely to be met in some of the less 

developed markets of the third world. The environments of subsystems of 

an organization might be conceptualized as pseudo-E^ for certain purposes, 

e.g. a class in a school, or a workshop in a factory. In developed 

nations a pseudo E^/E^ type seems to be a typical environment, for 

instance, in which a small specialist retail outlet operates. Many small 

organizations probably still operate in a pseudo E^ type environment 

particularly if they restrict themselves to a local territory. It appears 

that it might be possible to classify market segments on an environmental 

basis and companies should perhaps try and match their marketing activ

ities to their capacity to deal with particular levels of external 

complexity. Further to this export aid programmes for small businesses 

could be regarded as environmental reducers, i.e. reducing the apparent 

complexity of foreign markets by advice on legislation, consumer protec

tion, etc. or by taking over the marketing function entirely.

Terreberry (116) gives an alternative descriotion of a turbulent 

field as one in which

'the accelerating rate and complexity of inter
active effects exceeds the component systems' 
capacities for prediction and, hence, control 
of the compounding conseouences of their actions.'
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As already described, this is the situation faced by the Northern Ireland 

Energy System in the wake of the oil price escalation since 1973. 

Terreberry (116) goes on to postulate that formal organizations are

'increasingly finding themselves in environments 
where the complexity and rapidity of change in 
external interconnectedness (L22) gives rise to 
increasingly unpredictable change in their trans
actional interdependencies (L^ and L^).'

Because of division of labour and specialization, then in general large 

organizations are better able to deal with more complex environments than 

small companies. Frequently, of course, changes in the environment are 

in response to actions of large companies. During the 1970's in the 

United Kingdom there was a plethora of legislative changes which amounted 

to a very rapid increase in the complexity of the environment for all 

companies. The managements of many smaller companies in particular had 

difficulty in coping with such rapid changes because so many of the 

changes were occurring in areas where they had little expertise.

Emery (040) considers how the changes come about and in the case of 

complex social systems suggests that predicting change is extremely diffi

cult since the sharing of parts, i.e. individuals playing different roles 

in different situations, enables a new social process to grow for long 

periods before it is really noticed. However, the process tends to reach 

some critical mass and then grows explosively before reaching some 

saturation point. A great deal of the consumer protection type of legis

lation which has emerged in Western countries and which has complicated 

the environments in which companies sell their products has been initiated 

by a few people dedicated to an idea, e.g. Ralph Nader's crusade for 

automobile safety in the United States.

In summary, systems which involve people, i.e. Human Activity 

Systems, are open, purposeful and of great complexity and they exist in 

environments which are composed of similar systems.
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3.1 Introduction

Boulding's level 8 (018) can be considered as a spectrum of systems 

of increasing complexity from small two person groups through the largest 

organizations to whole societies. The definition of organization by 

Ackoff (002) quoted in Chapter 2 highlighted an important characteristic 

of an organization as the existence of a subsystem with a system control 

function, i.e. the existence of a management subsystem. For most organ

izations the controlling subsystem is readily identified but in the case 

of social systems it is not possible generally to identify clearly a 

control subsystem. Hence a useful dichotomy of human activity systems is 

that of organizations and social systems, i.e. systems with and without 

easily recognized control subsystems. An organization may, of course, 

be considered as a social system for certain purposes, as for example 

when talking of the social needs of participants, but in such circumstances 

the concept of control is of little value although hierarchal status can 

affect social relationships. Although, ignoring totalitarian societies, 

no specific control subsystem exists in social systems, yet organizations 

are themselves contained within and, in the most general way, controlled 

by social systems, i.e. by the societies to which the organization in 

question belongs. In the context of this study social system will be 

taken to mean society. Later in this chapter ideals, objectives and goals 

as pertaining to an organization will be discussed in some detail but in 

the case of social systems it is postulated that only ideals have meaning. 

Objectives and goals have to be defined clearly for the purpose of system 

control and it is only in exceptional cases that a total social system 

can define a precise objective to the achievement of which all its con

stituent parts become committed. For example, such objective definition 

can occur when a nation is at war and the people are united under 

accepted leadership. Under normal circumstances a society sets ideals and 

it is in pursuit of these ideals that a society in the most general sense
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controls its constituent organizations.

3.2 Social Systems and Ideals

The concept of ideal' is a state of perfection which is not obtain

able but which can be approached. To quote Ackoff and Emery (006):

'It is a peculiarity of man and some of the 
social systems of which he is a part /i.e. of 
all purposeful systems/ that they can"pursue 
outcomes and states they know cannot be 
obtained. Yet they draw satisfaction from 
approaching states that cannot be reached.
The approach is called progress and the end 
state an ideal.1

^hadwick (022) also expresses a similar idea when he says:

'life is not a well defined problem with 
explicit goals and subgoals to be obtained: 
its goals instead are a horizon at which to 
aim and we plan toward a continual kind of 
'becoming' rather than a fixed goal.'

In terms of the definitions adopted in this study one would substitute 

ideal for goal in Chadwick's writing.

The ideals of a society can be said to evolve slowly over time and

together with the ethics, customs, and traditions control and direct the 

behaviour of the individuals and groups which make up a society and the 

behaviour of that society as a whole. The ideals, or states to which the 

members of a society wish to move, change with time and in Western 

countries many of the changes of the past two centuries have occurred 

because of or in response to economic growth and its consequences. Emery 

(040) discusses how changes occur in societies in terms of what he refers 

to as 'overlapping temporal gestalts' which by interaction lead to new 

processes with no separate history prior to the start of interaction. As 

time passes these processes may lead to changes in existing ideals or to 

the formulation of new ones.

The ideals which a society selects as worthy of pursuit represent
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a consensus based largely on that society's accepted basic values and its 

feeling for what is right and wrong. The ideals in general are aimed at 

creating conditions in which each individual and group of the society 

can pursue the ideals of increasing social, spiritual and physical well- 

being without preventing other individuals and groups from doing likewise. 

In a complex modern society the creation of these conditions involves the 

allocation of scarce resources and hence the society has to form a hier- 

archal ordering of ideals. One function of politicians is to establish 

the desired hierarchal ordering of its ideals by the society.

How then does society pursue its ideals? The most common method 

for creating amenable conditions in modern society is by the creation of 

agencies by government. These agencies can be roughly divided into 

supportive and enforcement. Typical supportive agencies are education, 

health and social services, the water service, refuse collection, etc.

All of these aim to create "good" conditions for the society. Enforce

ment agencies include the police force, the collection of taxes, and 

many agencies set up to administer specific legislation in such areas as 

industrial safety, public health, sex and racial discrimination, etc. Do 

these agencies of government work toward a society's ideals? The answer 

must obviously be yes in that without these agencies a modern society 

would cease to exist but these agencies themselves are organizations and 

as such have a tendency to establish self preservation as their prime 

consideration. To quote Ida R. Hoos (055):

'the first order of business of bureaucracy is
self preservation not the nations well-being.'

Modern communications media have had a great impact on the speed 

of dissemination of ideas in societies and Western societies via legisla

tion have been careful to control and prevent monopolies in such media.

One result of modern communication is the more rapid awareness by 

individuals and groups of their rights and the more rapid growth of an
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acceptable idea into what amounts to a new societal ideal. A prime example 

of this must be the growth of environmental and consumer rights awareness 

since World War II. Since individuals can be members of many groups these 

rapid changes, compared to say the rate of change of ideas in the earlier 

half of this century, lead to more rapid changes by members of an organ

ization of how they see their roles in that organization.

In Chapter 2 the important concept of 'turbulent field environment', 

E^, due to Emery and Trist (041) was introduced. The above discussion 

indicates that a modern society constitutes an E4 environment for its 

constituent organizations. In 'constituent organizations' one must also 

include those agencies set up by government to help the society achieve 

its ideals. The E^ environment is becoming more complex with passing 

time. New legislation appears frequently and ideas become fashionable 

by quick and wide transmission to all who wish to hear. Except for some 

government agencies the constituent organizations have no control and 

little influence in any of these things. When one considers that many 

companies operate in foreign markets their environments are made up of a 

number of different societies each with different cultures, traditions 

and attitudes and hence such organizations exist in E^ environments of 

extreme complexity.

Emery and Trist (041) designated the various transactions which 

affected an organization as:

L-j-j - internal to the organization 

L21 " ^rom t*ie e^ironment to the organization

- from the organization to the environment 

L22 ~ external to the organization, i.e. within the environment

It is obvious that a society in pursuing its ideals has a very large
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effect on L22 and by its actions enriches the texture of the environment 
by the creation of new links and processes. For a company marketing goods 
and services the only other major agents of change in the environment are 
its competitors. It will be argued later that a major task for the 
management of an organization is the constant search of the environment 
for 1^2 changes of importance to the organization. Society also has very 
important influences on the complexity of the and L-j^ transactions. 
Legislation such as Flealth and Safety constitutes an enforcement input 
while, for instance, the education of employees could be regarded as a 
supportive input. Tax collection is an example of an L.^ transaction as 
is, say, sponsorship of local cultural activities. It is by its influence 
on L21 and transactions that society controls the constituent 
organizations by ensuring that the actions of the organizations are such 
as to help society to move towards its ideals or at least do not obstruct 
such movement.

3.3 Organizations

As stated in Section 2.2.3 the conceptualization of organization in 
this study will be that of an open system in its environment. Figure 2.2 
shows a simple concept of an open system as a transformation process 
acting on inputs to produce outputs. Considering the need for a control 
subsystem in an organization leads as a first step to the model of an 
organization as a transformation process split into a management sub
process controlling a logistic subprocess (117) as shown in Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1 shows the management subprocess controlling the logistic 
subprocess and the flow of input materials by a stream of decisions.
These decisions are based upon information about the inputs, the outputs 
and the environment. This simple model can be developed to give much 
more insight and to this aim some discussion of the meaning of management 
and decisions is needed. As in the case of the discussion on the growth
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Figure 3.1 Management/Logistic Dichotomy of the Transformation Process

of complexity in environments and organizations there is a "chicken-egg" 

problem when considering management and decisions.

3.3.1 Definitions of Management

As a human activity management is among the most pervasive and, 

in consequence, any definition of management reflects the viewpoint of 

the definer. A definition like "management is getting things done 

through people", for instance, considers the behavioural facet of 

management. Using this definition of management as a guide for training 

managers means the emphasis is placed on "people" aspects such as 

motivation and group dynamics. In terms of Figure 3.1 it ignores the 

information gathering and processing and the making of decisions but 

concentrates on getting people to accept decisions and carry them out. 

Another more fruitful approach is to list those activities which a 

manager is supposed to do such as "planning", "forecasting".
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"organizing", "budgeting", "administering", "directing", "co-ordinating", 

"controlling", etc. By considering each of these a comprehensive view of 

the tasks of a manager can be built up. A succinct definition which can 

act as a useful guide is the summarizing trinity

'plan - execute - control'.

This definition says that to manage means to plan for something to take 

place, to make and issue decisions to the logistic process to execute the 

plans, to measure and compare the results of the execution with the 

planned action and close the loop by modifying the plans if necessary. 

This is a description of the management process at all levels. For 

example, in a large organization the highest level of management make 

plans which can have execution times of years where perhaps a new factory 

or a new power station has to be built and the plans have to be turned 

into reality by lower levels of organization. A workshop supervisor has 

to plan in a situation which is constrained by all the decisions made 

above him and his planning horizons may be weeks but his activities can 

be described as plan - execute - control. It seems appropriate at this 

point to quote Johnson, Newell and Vergin (060) who definea system as:

'an array of components designed to accomplish 
a particular objective according to plan.'

They go on to argue that there are three important parts of this 

definition:

(i) a purpose or objective has to be set

(ii) the components have to be arranged to achieve the objective

(iii) there must be a plan by which resources are allocated.

These are management activities and to examine management one has to 

consider what managers do or should do in an organization.

Ackoff (003) argues that organizations contain as purposeful parts 

other organizations and are themselves parts of larger purposeful systems
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and since all purposeful systems will have goals and/or objectives and/or 

ideals he proposes that:

'the principal task of the manager and the 
management scientist is to learn how to remove 
the apparent conflict between these levels of 
purpose - subsystem, system, and suprasystem - 
and to find strategies which serve each of them 
effectively.1

In another article Ackoff (004) on the same theme says there are three 

interrelated organizational problems which face a manager:

’how to design and manage systems so that they 
can effectively serve their own purposes, the 
purposes of their parts, and those of the 
larger systems of which they are part.1

Looked at in this way it is apparent that failure to meet any one can 

lead to the demise of an organization. If it fails to serve the parts 

the parts will cease to co-operate, if it fails to serve its own purposes 

it will fail, and if it fails to further the ideals of its containing 

social system then that social system will act to protect itself and 

further its ideals. To again quote Ackoff (004):

'Managers are not confronted with problems 
that are independent of each other, but with 
dynamic situations that consist of complex 
systems of changing problems that interact 
with each other. I shall call such situations 
messes.'

These are wide, powerful concepts of Ackoff that have to be expanded if 

one is to be more specific. For all organizations the future holds changes 

due to technology, social, and economic movement. These changes will 

affect the relationships between the parts of an organization and between 

an organization and its environment, i.e. L22 changes will result in L^, 

L^ , and L-|2 changes. The job of a manager becomes one of designing a 

system that can learn and adapt quickly and effectively in a rapidly 

changing situation - one that has good L-jp and response times to 

l-22 changes. The most adaptive element is a well trained human and so
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the crucial need is for such adaptive elements at the critical points in 

the system. But the system is purposeful and the effectiveness must be 

measured in terms of system goals and objectives achievement. This leads 

to the definition of management by Ansoff (008)

'the active process of determining and guiding 
the course of a firm toward its objectives.1

Management is thus seen to be responsible for setting objectives and con

trolling the movement of an organization toward their achievement. In 

the terminology of open systems a manager has to constantly oppose 

increasing entropy and for the betterment of the organization achieve 

negentropy. To quote Morris (071)

'The philosopher and scientist achieve the 
ordering of experience by experiment, data 
processing, and conceptual formulation: the 
manager by using the power to change activi
ties and resources so that they become more 
orderly.'

Thus any management activity can be judged on whether or not it helps to 

resist movement to disorder by an increase in order, i.e. on whether or 

not it is negentropic. For example, staff training can be viewed as 

negentropic since its aim is to increase the pool of skills and knowledge 

within a firm. Recruitment of new staff is an import of energy and can 

be viewed in a similar fashion while reorganization is movement to a new 

'order' which a purposeful organization should only undertake if it will 

improve the ability of the organization to achieve its ideals and at a 

minimum will not impede its parts or its containing social system in the 

pursuit of their respective ideals.

In terms of an open system in its environment the task of the 

management of an organization is to establish transactions which 

together with the and transactions continually render the organ

ization negentropic in the face of increasing transactions, i.e. the
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L-|1 transactions design a system with inputs and L-j^ outputs which 

must survive changes. In fact, an organization in society cannot 

choose all its inputs and outputs. For example, enforcement legislation 

becomes an input which must be accepted while the recruitment of a 

key employee by a competitor is an unwanted l]2. Many L22 changes can 

be beneficial such as new market opportunities and lead to such desired 

l-2i 1'nPu^s as Increased profits. This is yet another general conceptual

ization which is of little use in an operational sense but can be useful 

as a reference.

3.3.2 Decisions

How then do managers manage? In the simple terms of Figure 3.1 

managers make decisions, i.e. decisions are the key element at all stages 

of management. Again in open system terms decisions are the principal 

output of the purposeful system 'manager'. In terms of 'plan - execute - 

control' a plan represents a decision on what to do,the execution stage 

on how to do it and the control stage on whether or not it meets the 

planned action. In a narrow sense all decisions consist of the decision 

maker reorganizing his knowledge of the situation which requires a 

decision by processing the relevant information inputs and then deciding 

on a course of action that, as a purposeful system, will help in the 

achievement of his goals and objectives. Thus, since decisions are based 

on information, processing information becomes of prime importance for 

managers. In the wider sense one must consider the decision making 

process in management.

An essential characteristic of the decision process in management 

is that single decisions yielding single solutions to 'the problem' are 

rare, rather a decision is one of a continuing sequence. This is not to 

say that single solutions are not sought but that they are not effective.
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Indeed as Checkland and Griffin (031) say

. .it is a characteristic of the complex 
situation facing Management Science that the 
difficulty of the problems, and the unreal 
longing for a single solution, lead to 
intense (but temporary) interest in particular 
aspects of the subject.1

Such interests are the result of fashions in management or more correctly 

stages in the development of management theory. Thus, the 'systems

approach to management' is the current stage in a sequence starting with 
F. W. Taylor.

Again, considering Figure 3.1 as a transformation process and 

applying Ackoff's definition of organization as consisting of at least 

two purposeful parts, one of which has a control function, then a system 

can be viewed as a subsystem of physical objects controlled by an organ

ization, i.e. the organization is the set of purposeful elements of a 

system and as such can be regarded as a decision making subsystem. 

Checkland (027) refers to 'designed physical systems' in this context 

saying that such systems exist only because they are needed within human 

activity systems - once they are made they have no objective but serve a 

purpose only. As an open system the decision making subsystem takes in 

information about I^, and and makes a sequence of decisions

to affect I-21, L^, and to its own advantage. As a purposeful system 

it is capable, not only of responding to a change in its situation, but 

of acting in response to its own teleological behaviour, i.e. some 

decisions will be transactions which will set objectives and goals 

and all other decisions will be judged upon their consequences for attain

ment of these objectives and goals. As Ozbekhan (089) states:

'If the system is one possessed of "telos", 
it falls into the class of teleological or pur
poseful systems. Such systems act not only 
reactively, but also voluntaristically. They 
are capable of generating willed action. (Human 
beings and societies belong to this type.)
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'All action generated by these systems 
changes the environment - or its less static 
counterpart, the situation - in various degrees. 
However, only willed action can alter it in ways 
that are controlled - namely in ways that conform 
to the systems purpose. Controlled and con
trolling acts can be seen as designed interventions 
of the system into the (its) situation.'

This is a broad view of decision making to which Emory and Niland (042) 

subscribe saying of management decision making that

'it encompasses the entire process by which goals 
are set, tasks defined, options searched for, 
choices made, and plans developed. It includes 
all of those investigative, creative, diagnostic, 
and evaluative activities which precede the 
decision point. It also includes the development 
of an implementation strategy (a new decision 
problem in its own right).'

This covers the activities of management and supports the earlier state

ment that by Figure 3.1 management and the decision making subsystem are 

well-nigh synonymous.

A more specific statement of the phases of the decision making

process is that due to H. A. Simon (109)

'Decision making comprises four principal phases: 
finding occasions for making decisions, finding 
possible courses of action, choosing among courses 
of action, and evaluating past choices.'

He goes on to refer to these activities as:

(i) intelligence - searching the environment for con
ditions calling for decision

(ii) design inventing, developing, and 
analysing possible courses of action

(iii) choice selecting a particular course of 
action from those available

(iv) review assessing past choices

Applying the plan - execute - control model of management to these 

decision phases as expounded by Simon indicates that planning must be 

the major managerial activity since execution and control come only
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after choice.

Radford (099) argues that the Simon phases of search, design, and 

choice require modification when applied to turbulent environments to 

take account of the interactions between the participants in such environ

ments. He suggests that the first three phases be modified to:

'information.gathering, in which information related 
to the decision problem at hand is gathered in an 
attempt to enhance the information set of a partici
pant and reduce his uncertainty concerning the 
elements of the environment
strategic analysis, in which possible future outcomes 
that might be available to the participants and their 
preferences for these outcomes are studied 
interaction, the prime feature of which is communica
tion between participants in which information is 
exchanged in an attempt to reach an understanding 
concerning mutually acceptable outcomes.'

These suggested modifications by Radford add nothing to the concepts of 

Simon and are in fact restrictive. In particular, the 'intelligence' 

phase of Simon is much richer than Radford's 'information gathering' 

since Simon's concept includes the teleological behaviour of a purposeful 

system while that of Radford is restricted to a 'problem' and hence to 

system response to a change in situation.

Ansoff (008) proposed three hierarchal levels of the decision 

making process in relation to business enterprises. These are:

(i) strategic decisions which set the overall objectives 

of an organization

(ii) administrative decisions which design or structure 

the organization to achieve the objectives

(iii) operational decisions which control directly the 

logistic process.

Applying these levels to the model of Figure 3.1 leads to the much more 

enlightening model of Figure 3.2 adapted from Thomas (117). Figure 3.2 

is very informative and, although proposed as a model for business
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organizations, it can be easily adapted to give insight into most organ

izations including agencies and institutions and will be referred to 

frequently.

Many writers have contributed to the concept of hierarchal decision 

levels. Terreberry (116) quotes Parsons (092) as having distinguished 

three distinct levels of organizational responsibility and control: 

technical, managerial, and institutional. She goes on to say that:

'His categories can be construed to parallel the 
intraorganizational (i.e., technical or L]-|), the 
interorganizational (i.e., managerial or L21 and 

and the extra-organizational levels of 
analyses (i.e., the institutional or L22 areas).'

This equivalence by Terreberry is somewhat restrictive since it tends to 

pigeon hole individuals to functions via their organizational level.

Gupta and Richards (050) make a similar criticism of the strategic, 

administrative, operational model when applied to institutions arguing 

that:

'In more pluralistic structures, individuals 
throughout the organization participate in a 
variety of functions. We will refer to insti
tutional/strategic planning functions as the 
top level management process; management 
control functions as the intermediate level 
management process; and technical/operational 
functions as the lower level management 
process.'

This is the case of individuals with multiple management roles within an 

organization. Typical examples of such institutions are universities 

where an academic can be involved at each level. As Doyle and Lynch (037) 

point out such institutions with high emphasis on democratic structure 

are slow to change direction or alter priorities and suffer from not 

defining their ultimate goals in operational terms. This, in fact, seems 

to be a characteristic of institutional organizations. These criticisms 

of the basic strategic, administrative, operational model do not in any 

way invalidate the model. Later in this section a 'non content-specific'
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model suggested by Ozbekhan will be introduced but it will also be seen 

to add little to the Ansoff model.

Applying the L-^, and transactional concepts to the

decision and information flows of Figure 3.2 yields Figure 3.3. The 

varying thicknesses of the arrows in Figure 3.3 merely indicate the 

quantities of decision and information flows. They are not an attempt 

to mark the various flows in any way. The l22 inputs are "intelligence" 

about the environment. The need for good L22 intelligence increases as 

the environmental complexity increases. Defining the strategic, adminis

trative, operational model in this way overcomes the restrictions imposed 

by Terreberry's equivalences.

3.3.3 Types of Decisions

Ansoff's hierarchal levels of decisions constitute a vertical 

classification of great importance but by reviewing a number of horizontal 

classifications it is possible to achieve additional insight into 

decision situations.

Checkland (028) suggests that problem situations facing organizations 

can be thought of as falling in a spectrum from 'soft' to 'hard'. Soft 

problems are those with a predominance of human content and relatively 

little technology or at least the technology is not a major factor, i.e. 

the problem is about the interrelationships between purposeful systems.

Hard problems have high technology content with a minimum of human or 

purposeful involvement. It is in the area of hard problems that the major 

successes of management science and systems engineering have occurred.

In Boulding's terms (018) soft are predominantly level 8 while hard are 

predominantly levels 2 and 3. By Ackoff's classification (002) soft are 

dominated by purposeful and ideal seeking systems whereas hard fall in the 

multi-goal seeking and purposive classes. People concerned with running
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a system often see problems in a narrow operational way and frequently 

solve hard problems about the technology when the real problem is about 

interrelationships. Examples of this occur when, say, detailed analyses 

of workload in a hospital by management scientists point to a particular 

nursing rota system only to find that the different trade unions involved 
wi11 never agree.

Although the make-up of the and transaction sets

have not yet been considered in detail the concept of a soft to hard 

spectrum can be applied to each set. For example, the equal pay legisla

tion of 1970 in Great Britain was at the soft end of the L22 spectrum for 

British employers while the discovery of the transistor in 1948 turned out 

some twenty years later, with the advent of digital watches, to be a hard 

L22 event for the Swiss watch making industry. It should be noted that 

many !_22 changes lead to changed or new and L^2 transactions.

Naylor and Vernon (073) expressing an economic theory of the firm 

take a narrow viewpoint and consider that on the basis of goals and 

information managers make two types of decisions - input and output.

Input decisions determine the factors of production and output decisions 

determine the products to be made. This point of view takes goals as 

given whereas, in fact, the establishment of goals and objectives is a 

major decision area for management. In terms of Figure 3.3 they are 

putting the major emphasis on the transactional decisions at the 

administrative and operational levels. Johnson, Newell and Vergin (060) 

criticize this approach stating that it is typical of manufacturing 

companies where managers concentrate on tactical considerations and do 

not devote sufficient time to the strategies of their comoetitors, i.e. 

to the 'intelligence' function with regard to l22 changes.

Emory and Niland (042) when discussing the nature of decision 

situations refer to the concept of programmed and non programmed
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decisions developed by H. A. Simon. Programmed decisions are those 

repetitive problems for which a routine solution procedure has been 

developed. They cite as an example the routine inventory reordering 

procedure which is triggered when inventory falls to a certain level.

Non programmed decisions on the other hand occur in 'ill defined, complex 

and non repetitive situations'. In reality, decision situations form a 

spectrum from non programmed to programmed which in many ways mirrors the 

soft-hard spectrum of Checkland. The non programmed are those dominated 

by the non quantifiable interrelationships between purposeful systems 

whether internal L]] or external L2] and i]2 transactions, while the 

programmed decision situations tend to be concerned with things rather 

than people.

Alec M. Lee sees a similar dichotomy to that of Simon but refers to 

the problem types as those of 'specific response' and 'effective routine'. 

He states that these problems occur because organizations have two main 

needs (064):

'1. To respond promptly and effectively to each 
event in a stream of individually non 
recurrent events, each of which poses a 
particular challenge.

2. To respond promptly, effectively and con
sistently to several concurrent streams of 
events, each stream comprising events that 
are generically the same and recurrent or 
periodic.'

His problems of specific response are at the soft end of Checkland's 

spectrum and in the non programmable set of Simon. Lee goes on to say 

that events giving rise to problems of specific response are 'complex, 

wide ranging and individually unique or rare.' All such problems consist 

of three parts which he lists as:

'1. The recognition and definition of the event 
or situation which demands a response

2. The identification and specification of 
feasible responses
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3. The evaluation of these responses in terms of 
their contribution to the attainment of the 
objectives of the organization,'

In terms of the model of Figure 3.2 while the problems facing management 

at each level may range from soft to hard those of specific response 

dominate the higher levels of management while the lower levels of 

management deal almost solely with problems of effective routine.

Ackoff (004) contends that in the complex type environment in 

which modern organizations exist managers are confronted not with problems 

but with messes. He goes on to argue that 'problems' are abstractions 

extracted from messes by analysts and states:

'The behaviour of a mess depends more on how the 
solutions to its parts interact than on how they 
act independently of each other. But the unit in 
OR is a problem not a mess. Managers do not 
solve problems; they manage messes.'

It appears that Ackoff's messes are equivalent to the non programmed 

decision situations of Simon and the soft problems of Checkland. In 

general terms these are the decision situations faced by strategic 

management while moving along the spectrum toward the hard end one is 

moving in the direction of the lower levels of management, toward the 

operational level. This is not to imply that operational managers do not 

face 'soft' problems - any operational manager negotiating with a trade 

union shop steward is facing a soft problem indeed - but such situations 

are not dominant at this level and tend to be restricted to the internal 

L-|-j transactions. Figure 3.4 is an attempt to summarize these various 

problem situations.

3.3.4 Planning

Figure 3.2 clearly identifies three levels of decision making 

although in reality there will be some overlap between adjacent levels.

The plan - execute - control model of the management process can be
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applied at each of these levels and as shown in Figure 3.3 the intra, 

inter, and extra transactions exist at each level in varying amounts.

The model of Figure 3.2 was developed to deal with business enterprises 

and before looking at the levels in more detail it seems appropriate to 

consider a model proposed by Ozbekhan (089) as 'non - content - specific'. 

This is reproduced as Figure 3.5. Some important points made by Ozbekhan 

of relevance to the model are:

'In hierarchical structures the objectives and 
goals of the organizing system represent the 
objectives and goals of the whole structure; 
whereas the objectives and goals of instrumental 
systems are set and attained with the aim of 
providing information to the knowledge/means 
elements of the next higher level, and ultimately 
to that of the organizing system.'

'For any component system of a hierarchical 
structure to attain its goal, it is necessary 
that the component systems below it function 
correctly.'

'It is not possible to understand a hierarchically 
structured whole system with reference to any of 
its component systems if the latter are taken 
separately. It is, however, possible to say that 
"starting from any given /system/ stratum, under
standing of a system increases by crossing 
boundaries: moving down the hierarchy one obtains 
a more detailed explanation, while moving up the 
hierarchy one obtains a deeper understanding of 
its significance /or meaning/".'

Ozbekhan then proposes a three level system structure of planning, 

which he defines as the design of decision/action systems, consisting of 

normative, strategic, and operational planning processes.

'the normative planning process is the organizing 
element of any plans hierarchical structure; for 
at this normative level decisions are directed 
toward what ought to be done. At this level 
planning is guided by decisions that define the 
oughts to which the entire system's "ends",
"purposes", "objectives", and "goals" are 
subordinated.'

He argues that it is necessary to examine values explicitly to ensure
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that consequences produced by adhering to a current set of values in a 

complicated environment will be desirable in the longer term:

Strategic planning is the second level (downward) 
of the system. It involves choice procedures that 
permit us to visualize the distinctions between 
known options and their possible alternative con
sequences. What this suggests is that aside from 
ends and their consequences, in the long run one 
must establish procedures for goal setting in which 
goal(s) - that is, time-specific or plan-specific 
outcomes - are related to their more distant 
consequences.
'Strategic plans define, therefore, those decisions 
which determine what can be done - given a time 
interval and a whole situation.1

The strategic plan defines what "can" be done as derived from what 

ought' to be done. Again, quoting Ozbekhan, goal setting involves not 

only goal selection but

selection and design of the means for attaining 
such goal(s) - this involves the definition of 
appropriate operating policies, including the 
structuring of the operational controls that will 
govern implementation; the determination of 
resources that are needed; the allocation of the 
resources among the organizational components that 
will carry out the plan as a whole; and the design 
of the implementing organization as a whole.'

With regard to his third planning process level, which he refers to as 

'operational' or 'tactical' planning he states:

'The prime function of this system is the imple
mentation of decisions that have been formulated 
at higher levels. ... All decisions of "how" 
to attain the goal are made at this level of the 
overall planning system. It is at this level that 
what will be done to satisfy the "oughts" and the 
"can" that have been established at higher levels, 
is determined in an ongoing manner.'

Ozbekhan s definition and split of the planning process supports the view 

already expressed that planning is, or should be, the major activity of 

management being synonymous to decision making since the execution and 

control stages of plan - execute - control come only after the choice 

stage of search - design - choose. Comparing the Ozbekhan stages with
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those of Ansoff the normative level seems equivalent to the strategic 

plus the more complex part of the administrative levels of Ansoff, the 

strategic level of Ozbekhan to the remainder of Ansoff's administrative 

level, and the tertiary levels as envisaged in each case appear to be 

quite similar. Together with some of the writings of Ackoff, some of 

which are expanded by Ozbekhan, this work constitutes a considerable step 

forward in the understanding of the nature of planning as the main part of 

the decision making process. However, the philosophical nature of the 

work of Ozbekhan and Ackoff, makes it difficult to apply their ideas 

directly to either business enterprises or agencies/institutions. The 

derivation of the Ansoff model from business organizations does not 

invalidate it as a useful model for agencies and institutions. It is a 

general model of organizational structure that, with appropriate modifi

cations, can be made specific for the different types of organization.

In a comprehensive exposition, from an engineering viewpoint, of 

the system s approach applied to the design of large capital intensive 

manufacturing systems, Jenkins (059) includes an appendix called 

"Business and Social Systems" in which he proposes a three level model 

of the management systems of a firm. This model is reproduced as Figure 

3.6 and to quote Jenkins

'the apex of the firm's hierarchy of systems is
the Corporate Planning System.'

It is quite apparent that the levels of Figure 3.6 are very similar to 

those of Ansoff. An exception is that Jenkins includes technical systems 

as part of his operational systems but separates out the human elements 

whereas the Ansoff model seems to regard the human elements of the logistic 

process as purposive.

While Jenkins' model refers to corporate planning in the context of a 

business organization it is felt that his model along with that of Ansoff
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are appropriate for other organizations which are essentially agencies of 

society such as housing, fire, and water authorities, public utilities, 

revenue collection departments such as income tax, and customs and excise, 

and even planning departments of government. With increased emphasis on 

such organizations to run themselves in a business like fashion the major 

difference becomes one of control of the budget. A business controls and 

allocates its own budget while an agency in general can only try to 

influence its share of a larger budget and controls only the allocation 

of that share. Irrespective of the organization the corporate planning 

process will be similar, the differences will be on emphasis of parts in 

choices due to differing traditional value systems.

Many writers have contributed to the literature of corporate 

planning. Harris (053) discusses the definitions of corporate planning 

due to a number of authors and goes on to say that a major source of con

fusion arises because some of the theories of corporate planning bear 

little relation to what corporate planners actually do. The theories 

rightly emphasize objective setting and definition of responsibilities 

while in practice corporate planning has been largely concerned with 

financial planning. Harris develops a simple classification of decisions 

based on level of understanding and amount of change which is shown in 

Figure 3.7.

In summary the characteristics of the problem are:

Quadrant 1

Quadrant 2

Quadrant 3

high understanding of the underlying structure 
small changes

low understanding of the underlying structure 
small incremental changes due to lack of 
understand!ng

high understanding of the underlying structure 
major organizational changes such as reformation 
of objectives

Quadrant 4 low understanding of the underlying structure 
major changes must be made 
the "crisis" quadrant
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High Understanding

Smal 1
Change

Change

Low Understanding

Figure 3.7 Classification of Decisions

To quote Harris

Thus in quadrants 1, 2, and 3 some control can be 
exercised in relation to taking decisions, whereas 
in quadrant 4 little control is exercised in 
decision making.1

The problems of quadrant 1 are similar to the "programmed" classification 

of Simon and the "effective routine" of Lee. Those in quadrant 4 tend to 

be due to unforeseen and perhaps unpredictable "shocks" in the environment 

tequiring rapid system responses, thus leading to large changes by the 

system based on little planning or "intelligence". Natural disasters fall 

into this category. Quadrants 2 and 3 form a dichotomy of the non 

programmed or specific response oroblems and appear to be differentiated 

by the level of environmental knowledge or intelligence. The problems of 

quadrant 2 and 3 are the realm of corporate planning. In quadrant 2 the 

emphasis is on exploring and establishing relationships between the 

organization and its environment while in quadrant 3 the relationships
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are thought to be understood and the organization seeks to achieve 

beneficial change at present and in the future. In quadrant 3, to again 

quote Harris, answers are sought to such questions as:

‘What business are we in?'

’What business ought we to be in?'

'How do we organize our resources so
that we may achieve our objective?'

While, like the models of Ansoff and Jenkins, the questions posed by 

Harris relate to business the same questions seem relevant to many non

business organizations. For those institutions in which the purposeful 

elements have multiple roles the strategic, administrative, and opera

tional levels can be thought of as hierarchies of roles rather than 

individuals since the actual decisions are usually taken by committees. 

This means that an individual may perform his task at one level and be 

constrained by decisions of a higher level committee to which he or his 

peers belong. Perhaps the model should be relabelled as strategic com

mittees, administrative committees, and operational units and expanded to 

show the cross memberships.

As organizations and environments have become more complex so too 

have the tasks of management. There has been an accompanying widening of 

the concepts of management effectiveness. Morris (071) describes manage

ment development in three paradigms which are presented as Figure 3.8.

He is writing from a managerial development viewpoint and postulates 

paradigm three as a model for judging managerial effectiveness in the 

current level of complexity of environment, i.e. an Ed environment. His 

paradigms one and two appear to be appropriate for the superseded and 

E3 type environments. These paradigms may be applicable at lower levels 

of management since, although an environment having reached an E^ stage 

of development cannot be simplified, it can be made to appear as pseudo 

E3 or pseudo E? to lower organizational levels by the actions of higher
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levels, i.e. higher levels can make decisions to act as constraints on 

lower levels or provide specialist staff services such as legal advice, 

both of which simplify the environment from the point of view of the 

organizational level concerned. Strategic management face an environ

ment but their decisions acting downward may mean that administrative 

management view what appears to be an environment while the administra

tive decisions acting downward may mean that operational management view 

what appears to be an E£ environment.

Considering the transactional interdependencies L,,, L0,, L,0 and 

L22 of Emery and Trist (041) as shown in Figure 3.3, the L,-| transactions 

emanating downwards from strategic management are derived from l2^ and 

L-j2 transactions and intelligence about L22 based upon an unsimplified E^ 

environment. At the administrative level, the and L-p are based upon 

a reduced E^ (say pseudo E^) due to the constraints in the strategic - 

administrative Lp . At the operational level, the and Lp are based 

upon a further reduced E^ (say a pseudo E2) due to the constraints in the 

administration - operational L-,,.

The increasing complexity of environments has also resulted in a 

widening of the scope of corporate planning. Ackoff (005) argues that 

organizational planning should move in the direction of interactive planning 

which involves all the actors of the planning situation. Bearing in mind 

Ackoff's own definition of an "ideal" then his interactive planning is an 

ideal approach which has hardly been tried to date. However, his 'content 

of interactive planning' is a comprehensive statement of the stages of 

organizational planning in an E^ environment. According to Ackoff, 

planning should include:

(i) formulating the mess - identify problems and prospects
- reveal relationships
- conceptualizing relationships needs 

synthesis not analysis
- messes often best formulated as 

scenarios based on no change in 
current policies
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(ii) ends/means planning - setting organizational goals, 
objectives and ideals

- selecting the means for pursuit

(iii) resource planning - what resources will be needed 
and when

- how are they to be generated
- how are they to be allocated

types of resource are people, 
plant, materials, energy, money 
information

(iv) organizational and - designing the organization and
resource planning

-
management system
for the execution and modification
of plans
for effective organizational 
learning and adaptation

(v) design of implemen - who does what, where, when and how
tation and control - monitoring effects

Being very aware of the meaning of ideal, Ackoff goes on to say that the

product of such planning

'is not a utopia, an ideal system, but the best 
"ideal seeking" system its designers can currently 
conceptualize.'

By combining Simon's intelligence - design - choice model of the decision 

making process with Ackoff's planning stages the research reported in 

this thesis can be classified as 'intelligence' in 'formulation of the 

mess'. It is an attempt to structure how demand for energy occurs with 

the facility for testing scenarios about future demands. This, it will 

be argued, is a necessary early step in any attempt to model the Northern 

Ireland Energy System.

The range of environmental factors which must be considered at the 

strategic level is very great while the knowledge about many of the 

factors may be slight and of a fuzzy or nebulous variety. Given that the 

planning horizon at the strategic level may be decades it may be that a 

little known factor may be one that will grow in importance as time 

passes while some important element of the present may fade away.

Emery's comments (040) about the growth of new processes was discussed
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in Chapter 2. And yet it is not possible to include all factors, some 

must be discounted or discarded and the skill of strategic management is 

in making judgements in decisions in the light of incomplete and uncertain 

knowledge, i.e. in the non programmed or specific response situations. It 

is for this reason that the planning process must lead to flexible adaptive 

systems. By the Ackoff definitions it is apparent that it becomes easier 

to be precise as one moves from ideals to objectives to goals. Thus, 

flexibility at the strategic management level is monitored by the stating 

of broad yet clear objectives which say something about environmental 

conditions, resources to be allocated and which allow progress toward 

their achievement to be measured. However, objectives so stated tend to 

be the exception and Emory and Niland (042) discuss human goal (objective) 

setting difficulties saying:

'The importance of having goals is widely 
recognized. Books on management point out the 
need for having well-defined objectives.
Unfortunately, the quantity of lip service 
given to the topic of goal setting is not a 
valid indicator of the frequency and thorough
ness with which explicit goals are set and 
used as guides to action. Too often the vocal 
advocacy of the value of goals is the only 
recognition they get.1

They go on:

'. . . many executives tend to be action- 
oriented rather than contemplation-oriented.
Effective goal setting requires something 
different - disciplined contemplation. It 
calls for mental grappling with abstract 
principles and complex relationships. . . .
"Doing something" is a more attractive 
alternative.'

Rosenhead (105) in a review of a number of planning methodologies argues 

that they tend to produce inflexible systems. It appears that the 

methodologies have not yet developed sufficiently to deal with or are 

inappropriate for an E^ environment. 'Premature specificity and 

commitment' are common and the result is a narrowing down of future
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options and a reduction in flexibility. Acknowledging that hindsight is 

a universal gift, this seems to have happened on the supply side of the 

Northern Ireland Energy System with the 1969 commitment to a new large 

oil fired power station.

In practice, when considering a number of factors which in some way 

have to be ranked if the process is to proceed, there is a tendency to 

put extra weight on those factors about which most is known, particularly 

if what is known can be stated in what appears to be precise quantitative 

form. This tendency is expressed by Boulding (018) when he writes:

1 . . . we still view the world from a 
perspective, for those things which are clearly 
quantifiable and orderly will occupy the 
foreground, and we will relegate Celtic twilights, 
mystical experience, and all things of clouded 
and brooding significance to the jungle edges of 
our tight little intellectual clearing.'

Ida R. Hoos (055) says 'Quantomania has encouraged premature (and even 

spurious) precision'. It is to guard against early commitment to a fixed 

path that Ackoff (004) advises against trying to cut a mess down to the 

size of a problem. He proclaims the systems approach by advocating that 

when faced with a problematic situation the thing to do is:

'Enlarge it by focusing on and formulating the 
largest relevant mess over which the management 
served has some control or influence.'

Even this must be considered restrictive and the word influence should 

be replaced by 'interest' to take into account those transactions of 

crucial significance but which the organization cannot control or 

influence.

The L-ji outputs of strategic management consist of a set of 

organizational objectives accompanied by a policy - a set of decisions - 

to be implemented by the lower levels of management for the attainment 

of the objectives set. Thus, in addition to setting objectives,
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strategic management have to choose the policy for their pursuit from a 

set of policies which will achieve the objective set to different 

degrees. This is the very difficult policy assessment problem due to 

the "one-of" characteristic of the situation. It is not possible to try 

out the policies to choose the "best" one. Often the risks are such that 

while a particular policy, if all goes well, may be extremely beneficial, 

if it fails it will be disastrous for the organization. In addition, 

once a policy is initiated, the situation itself changes as other systems 

in the environment respond to the policy. For example, a new marketing 

policy will invoke responses from competitors which will change the market 

conditions. This dilemma leads to 'satisficing' by policy makers:

'the generation of policies which simply satisfy
the constraints on desired degrees of objective
achievement.1 Rivett (104)

Management science has to date been of limited value as an aid in policy 

selection due in part to the importance of the non quantifiable factors. 

Generating a series of "scenarios" is a useful approach for giving indi

cations of where different policies may lead. The usual approach is to 

model the mess and then look at the worst that can happen, the best that 

can happen and what is most likely to happen. Three such scenarios are 

used in this research, not to test policy but, to look at what might 

happen to demand for energy in Northern Irealnd.

Jenkins (059), having identified the 'Coroorate Planning System' as 

the key system, goes on to discuss the process by which objectives are 

arrived at taking cognizance of the wider system (the environment) and 

constraints and other objectives. In his example he cites the wider 

system as including

'(1) its shareholders and other investors
(2) its actual and potential customers
(3) other firms, both home and abroad
(4) the government.1
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He develops a complete model to include the wider systems and states a 

broad objective in financial terms as follows:

'to maximise the shareholders' discounted rate 
of return by balancing present income in the 
form of dividends against long term share 
appreciation, subject to constraints such as 
the fol1owing:
(1) maintaining liquidity,
(2) maintaining a responsible attitude towards 

its employees,
(3) maintaining its reputation as a socially 

responsible company,
(4) making an effective contribution to the 

balance of payments,
(5) avoiding restrictive practices such as price 

fixing or becoming a monopoly supplier, and
(6) establishing bridgeheads in the economies of 

developing countries.'

Jenkins' approach is 'content - specific' in that it is particular to 

industry and one must be careful of the pitfalls of induction when going 

from the particular to the general. Just because something works in one 

form of organization does not mean it will work in all forms of organ

ization. As stated earlier, Ozbekhan (089) proposes a non content - 

specific model for planning which it was felt would be difficult to make 

operational. Jenkins' model, while more limited in scope than that 

proposed by Ozbekhan, is operational and perhaps the lessons to be drawn 

from the particular approach are in the area of making general models 

operational, i.e. the transfer of method from one type of organization to 

another where possible.

The task of administrative or second level management is to implement 

the policy of strategic management in pursuit of the organization's objec

tives. As suggested in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 the decision situations faced 

by administrative management are about half and half and and

about half and half soft and hard. If one thinks of a new company being 

established to make a new product or a new educational institution being 

set up or a new agency of government to administer a particular piece of
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legislation then the range of problems faced are similar but of differing 

importance to the different organizations. There are physical problems 

about the plant, be it a factory or a college, such as the location, 

which depends on factors like transport facilities, government policy, 

labour availability, markets, etc; the layout of the plant which considers 

factors such as internal communication and flow of materials and people; 

the equipment to be used in, for example, information processing; etc.

All such physical problems lend themselves to quantitative analyses of 

varying degrees. There are internal organizational design problems which 

determine the hierarchal structure and influence the information systems 

needed. In an industrial firm the formal organization is usually 

structured on the functional lines of production, marketing, finance, and 

personnel; in a college important committees are established and an admin

istrative support sub system set up. As organizations grow they tend to 

develop functionally and each function or specialism assumes responsibi1ity 

for a subset of L-j^, L-^j l_2i and indeed L^- This means that as organ

izations grow larger, more complex and with greater functional division of 

labour the need for coordinated activities becomes of increasing 

importance, i.e. good internal communication. For a manufacturing company 

with the traditional functions of production, marketing, finance and 

personnel it is a sterile debate to try and rank the functions in 

importance. They are a useful way to organize the pursuit of objectives 

but together they constitute a system and gross failure by any one can lead 

to total system failure.

The administrative level also has to establish contacts with the 

environment and set up internal systems to maintain and use such contacts 

to the advantage of the organization. A business, for example, must place 

great emphasis on marketing, on contacts with financial institutions, and 

on establishing a reputation as a good employer so that it can attract
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high quality labour. A new college faces the same sort of problems but 

with different emphases. It, perhaps, needs to spend time on social 

contacts of a political nature to ensure support in local and central 

government although this might be more properly a strategic management 

activity. Undoubtedly there are lessons to be learnt by institutions 

from observing how businesses are run and lessons for business in how 

institutions operate. A direct transfer of methods seems doomed to 

failure because of the different value sets in the different types of 

organization. It is the existence of different value sets that make non 

content - specific models difficult to apply.

3.3.5 Execution and Control

While planning in the widest sense is or should be the major activity 

of management it is of little use without the execution and control stages. 

Thus, the translation of company objectives into operational goals together 

with the necessary management control systems are important tasks of 

second level management.

To paraphrase Riggs and Inoue (102):

to manage 

to control 

to measure 

to define

must control 

must measure 

must define 

must quantify

For control system purposes the goals produced should be precise, 

unambiguous, and measurable. In a manufacturing company such goals will 

be stated for the various activities and will in turn be converted into 

subgoals to guide the work at all levels. The comments of Emory and Niland 

about objectives apply also to goals - goals meeting the above requirements 

tend to be the exception rather than the rule and more likely to be found 

in business than in other organizations. A typical example of such goals
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and associated control systems in a manufacturing/distribution company 

is that of product quality. The overall quality flows system of a 

manufacturing/distribution company is shown in Figure 3.9. The Quality 

control system emanating from the quality control manager would set and 

measure goals at such stage of the production of the product. The state

ment of such goals has implications for the personnel training system in 

that workers have to be trained to a standard to meet the quality goals.

The same concept can be applied to services and a typical measurement for 

telephone operators is 'average time to answer'.

Supervision of the execution stage of goals is the task of operational 

management. In an industrial concern this may include managers down to the 

level of departmental foremen. In a college a teacher has multiple roles 

and can be considered to be operational manager in the classroom when con

trolling the logistic process of information transmission. The logistic 

process then includes the teacher as well as the hardware used - the 

teaching aids.

As previously stated, the possibility of stating ideals, objectives, 

and goals in precise quantitative form increases as one goes from the wide 

level of general ideals to the narrower level of particular goals. It has 

also been argued that quantitative analysis becomes more relevant the 

harder the problem situation. Chapter 4 will consist of a review of 

various quantitative methodologies and techniques used as aids in the 

management of systems. Adopting a wide definition of "quantitative",

Figure 3.10 has been developed as a sort of summary of the major points of 

this chapter and as a reference for Chapter 4. As each method or technique 

is discussed an attempt will be made to show where it fits in Figure 3.10.

It must be emphasized that Figure 3.10 is just a guide. In terms of Figure 

3.10 the research reported in this thesis pertains to cell 3,1 - at the 

intelligence gathering stage of a strategic management situation of 

specific response in an environment.
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Chapter 4

SCIENCE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SYSTEMS
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4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 it was shown that one can regard an organization as an 

open system existing in an environment made up of purposeful systems and 

that the organization is itself composed of purposeful subsystems. The 

most difficult problem situations faced by the management of an organiza

tion thus tend to be those occurring at the boundary between the organiza

tion and its environment while within the organization the most difficult 

problems are those arising out of interaction between the purposeful sub

systems. In terms of the interdependencies of Emery and Trist, problems 

arising in the and interdependencies tend to be more difficult 

than those in L-j-j and within the L^-j category 'inter' subsystem problems 

will be more difficult than 'intra1. The aim of this chapter is to 

consider a number of the methods and techniques which are applied in 

diiferent ways in the management of systems and which are usually thought 

of in broad terms as being scientific in nature.

4.2 The Method of Science

Before considering the 'scientific' methods and techniques used in 

the management of systems it seems appropriate to look briefly at the 

method of science. To quote Ackoff (001):

'Science refers both to an activity - the process of 
controlled inquiry - and to the product of that 
enquiry - a body of knowledge.'

As an activity science has been one of the most successful activities of 

man and in the past three hundred years or so has enabled man to radically 

change the world that he lives in. The method of the scientist, Ackoff's 

controlled process of inquiry" has been considered by many philosophers 

of science during this period.

For many years the underlying method of science was regarded as 

inductive by nature. In simple terms this means arriving at general
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conclusions from particular instances. As a statement of the scientific 

method induction was more complex than this simple view and saw the scien

tist as gathering facts about the natural world, analyzing and classifying 

the facts to try and find patterns, and finally formulating scientific laws. 

This description of method placed great emphasis on objectivity in obser

vation. The inductivist view of how a scientist worked was attacked for a 

number of reasons. Medawar (068), for instance, gives three reasons for 

rejecting induction:

'In the first place, the starting point of induction, 
naive observation, innocent observation, is a mere 
philosophic fiction. There is no such thing as 
unprejudiced observation. Every act of observation 
we make is biased. What we see or otherwise sense is 
a function of what we have seen or sensed in the past.'

'Scientific discovery or the formulation of the scien
tific idea on the one hand and demonstration of proof 
on the other hand, are two entirely different notions,
................................. induction was the "ooeration of
discovering and proving general propositions", as if 
one act of mind would do for both.'

'It simply is not logically possible to arrive with 
certainty at any generalization containing more infor
mation than the sum of the particular statements upon 
which that generalization was founded, out of which it 
was woven. How could a mere act of mind lead to the 
discovery of more information? It would violate a law 
as fundamental as the law of conservation of matter: 
it would violate the law of conservation of information.'

John Naughton (072) argues against induction for similar reasons, saying

it is logically false, and

'assumes not only that "facts" are sacred, but also 
that our observations of them are reliable and 
object!ve.'

Popper (095) says:

'It is usual to call an inference "inductive" if it 
passes from singular statements (sometimes called 
"particular" statements), such as accounts of the 
results of observations or experiments, to universal 
statements, such as hypotheses or theories.'
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and goes on to consider the problems of logic associated with trying to 

establish the 'truth' of universal statements by experience. To again 

quote Popper:

'Now it is far from obvious, from a logical point of 
view, that we are justified in inferring universal 
statements from singular ones, no matter how numerous; 
for any conclusion drawn in this way may always turn 
out to be false: no matter how many instances of 
white swans we may have observed, this does not 
justify the conclusion that all swans are white.'

He concludes that the difficulties associated with inductive logic are 

insurmountable and that induction as a description of the scientific 

method must be rejected.

In the place of inductive inference Popper proposed that the method 

of science, i.e. how a scientist worked, could be best described as 

1hypothetico-deductive' in nature and this is the view accepted at present 

by most philosophers of science. According to Popper the method of science 

consists of two distinct phases: that of conceiving a new idea and that of 

the logical examination or testing of the conclusions which can be drawn 

from the idea. To quote Naughton (072):

'In sharp contrast to the inductionist view, it 
/the hypothetico-deductive view/ starts from the 
premise that scientific inquiry, in its forward 
advance, is not logically propelled. Scientific 
reasoning is seen as a dialogue which can always 
be resolved into two distinct episodes of 
thought - one imaginative, the other critical - 
that alternate and interact.'

Medawar describes the formation of hypotheses as inspirational in character 

'they arise by processes that form part of the subject matter of psychology 

and certainly not of logic.' A hypothesis is thus seen as a new idea and 

as Naughton says 'is not illogical but non logical, . . . , it is "outside 

logic".' How are new ideas formed? In Chapter 3, when discussing the 

decision making process, it was postulated that humans reorganize their 

knowledge in the light of new information and possibly hypotheses are new
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ideas resulting from the melding of new and old experiences in the human 

mind. Having formed a hypothesis one can deduce certain consequences from 

it and vigorously test these deductive consequences. In the testing of 

deductions Popper argues strongly and convincingly that, in contrast to 

induction, falsifiability and not verifiability must be the criterion.

'. . . what characterizes the empirical method is 
its exposure to falsification in every conceivable 
way the system to be tested.'

Thus, in the hypothetico-deductive view of science, the scientist argues 

from a 'general' hypothesis to 'particular' logical consequences which are 

then tested. If the deductions stand up to the tests the hypothesis has 

not been falsified and to quote Medawar 'remains on probation as before'.

If the tests falsify the deductions then the hypothesis must be discarded 

or at least modified.

ihere is no doubt that as an activity science has been outstandingly 

successful so the method appears to work. Checkland (029) examines why it 

works and suggests that for 'hard' sciences such as physics and chemistry 

scientific activity is characterized by three R's - reductionism, 

repeatability, and refutation. As Checkland says:

'We may reduce the complexity of the variety of 
the real world in experiments whose results are 
validated by their repeatabi1ity and we may build 
knowledge by the refutation of hypotheses. The 
reductionist approach of science is a major source 
of its power. ... It is thus highly satisfactory 
to most scientists that chemistry is increasingly 
explicable in terms of the concepts of ohysics - 
mass, force, energy, etc. And perhaps thinks the 
reductionist, there will eventually be a reduction 
of biology to chemistry, and so on to physics . . . 
and of psychology to biology and so on?'

Reductionism based on linear cause - effect mechanisms and the resultant 

formation of scientific subdisciplines has already been discussed in 

Section 2.1. The refutation of hypotheses by falsification of the 

resultant deductions is achieved by repeated testing which aives to the
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nethcd of science its objectivity. By the inductivist view an individual 

scientist sought objectivity through value free observations. By the 

hypothetico-deductive viewpoint the impossibility of value free observation 

is acknowledged and objectivity is achieved by the repeatability of 

experiments. Popper argues that:

'. . . the objectivity of scientific statements lies 
in the fact that they can be inter subjectively 
tested.'

This view is also expressed by Ackoff (003) when he says:

'To conceive of objectivity in terms of thoughtless 
observations made by man emulating a camera or tape 
recorder, and observationless thinking by man 
emulating a computer is to conceive of the scientist
as a machine, not a man........................
Objectivity is not the absence of values in purpose
ful behaviour simply because purposeful behaviour 
cannot be value-free. Objectivity is the social 
product of the open interaction of a wide variety 
of individual subjectivities:, it is a systemic 
property of science taken as a whole, not a property 
of an individual scientist. There is no concept as 
value loaded as that of objectivity itself.'

The repeatability based objectivity of science means that a scientist 

willingly exposes his theory to testing by fellow scientists.

As stated in Section 2.1 the major advances of science have occurred 

in closed systems, the non living systems of Figure 2.1. In terms of 

Boulding's classification, the triumphs of science have occurred in the 

lower levels 1, 2, and 3 with, in Ackoffs terminology, a maximum 

complexity of system behaviour that was purposive. One must then consider 

if a method of inquiry developed in less complex systems is appropriate 

in systems of much greater complexity where little reductionism may be 

possible and where the presence of the researcher himself may have con

siderable impact upon the situation so that repeatability of testing is of 

little meaning. Should the question be, "How appropriate is the formal 

hypothetico-deductive method of inquiry for human activity systems?" or 

"Can the methods of inquiry used in human activity systems be classified
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as scientific?" These are obviously two entirely different questions.

The first question is about the efficacy of the accepted method of 

science, which has been so successful in systems where reductionism was 

possible, when applied in much more complex systems where the bonds 

itequently constitute the area of inquiry. The second question implies 

that in some way, for academic respectabi1ity perhaps, or to meet a need 

to be thought of as objective and value free, methods of inquiry must be 

seen to be scientific' in nature. Some consideration of each question 

will yield insight to the remaining sections of this chapter.

Checkland (029) argues that the direct application of the 

hypothetico-deductive method is not appropriate in human activity systems. 

He includes an illuminating quote by Pantin (091):

'The physical sciences are restricted because they 
discard from the outset a very great deal of the 
rich variety of natural phenomena. By select!nq 
simple systems for examination they introduce a~ 
systematic bias into any picture of the natural 
world which is based on them. On the other hand, 
that selection enables them to make raoid and 
spectacular progress with the help of mathematical 
models of high intellectual quality. In contrast, 
advance in the unrestricted sciences, as in geology 
and biology, is necessarily slower. There are so 
many variables that their hypotheses need continual 
revision.'

Checkland himself goes on to say:

'The implication of scientific activity has been that 
the successes of the restricted sciences would, given 
time, be extended to the unrestricted sciences 
including social science.'

He goes on to challenge this view arguing that the reductionist solutions 

which have often emerged to questions of increasing complexity within 

particular disciplines cannot take place in open systems of high complexity. 

In support of Checkland one can argue that the systems in which scientific 

method reigns supreme are unchanging. If a hypothesis is proposed and 

found wanting the phenomenon does not change and while the researcher has
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to find a new hypothesis he has extended his knowledge since he knows 

something that does not explain the particular phenomenon. The purposeful 

nature of human activity systems, however, means the system may change 

before a hypothesis is tested, if it can be tested, or if decisions are 

made based on an incorrect or limited hypothesis the situation changes 

because of the decisions and the researcher has to start again having 

perhaps queered the pitch. Checkland does not advocate the abandonment of 

the scientific method but that researchers in human activity systems 

embrace the "systems movement" with its emphasis on holistic thinking as 

opposed to reductionism and which he regards as complementary to the 

science movement. He even quotes Popper (095) in support of this view:

'Now I want to make it clear that as a rationalist 
I.wish and hope to understand the world and that I 
wish and hope for a reduction. At the same time,
I think it quite likely that there may be no 
reduction possible; it is conceivable that life is 
an emergent property of physical bodies.'

Ackoff (004) states that the science revolution of the last three hundred 

years or so, based on reductionism and concentration on parts, represents 

the Machine Age of man’s thinking. He argues that such thinking regards 

systems as goal seeking and purposive and that this conceptualization is 

inadequate when understanding of purposeful systems is sought. To quote:

'Systems thinking, expansionism and objective 
teleology provide the intellectual foundation for 
what may at least be called the Systems Age. The 
world view they yield does not discard that of the 
Machine Age but incorporates it as a special case.
Machines are understood as instruments of purpose
ful systems; purposeful systems are no longer 
conceptualized as machines.'

Thus Ackoff is saying that the pure method of science is inadequate in 

situations where continued reductionism is not possible. Ashby (oil) 

defines system theory as:

'the attempt to develop scientific principles to 
aid us in our struggles with dynamic systems with 
highly interactive parts'
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and argues the need for systems theory in richly joined situations. He 

warns of the dangers of unwittingly following old rules of science which 

may be obsolete in the new context. While warning of the dangers associ

ated with reductionism he concludes that systems theory must become based 

on methods of simplification and that the systems theorist will have to 

become an expert on how to simplify, i.e. he advocates some form of 

enlightened reductionism. Ashby writes as a cybernetician and cyberne

ticians tend to regard organizations and organisms as analogues whereas 

organizations are more complex, being made up of purposeful parts, than 

organisms which, while purposeful, are made up of purposive parts. If 

Ashby sees problems with the hypothetico-deductive method in purposive 

systems it must be less applicable in even more complex situations. It 

seems reasonable to conclude then that the pure method of science does not 

provide an adequate methodology for situations where "wholes" are dominant 

and particularly where such wholes are purposeful. In terms of Figure 

3.10 the classic hypothetico-deductive method of science does not appear 

to be applicable anywhere. Yet much of the work in all areas of organiza

tional thought, particularly in business management, is clearly regarded 

by practitioners and theorists as scientific in nature. The answer to 

the second question posed earlier depends upon what is meant by scientific.

The origins of Popper's hypothetico-deductive work lie in the pure 

sciences where most often the extension of knowledge is the prime objec

tive of the researcher. The major results of the application of the 

knowledge gained are the designed physical and abstract systems used by 

man and much scientific endeavour is "applied". Naughton (072) uses a 

diagram that he refers to as a 'pedagogical' aid since it is constructed 

not on factual research but on what he feels is the situation. This is 

reproduced as Figure 4.1 and Naughton goes on to argue that only a small 

minority of scientists work in pure research. Thus, for the vast majority 

of scientists, their methodology must be suitable for applied situations
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Scientists
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Fundamental 
or pure research

Applied research 
Established concepts 

Fairly complex problems

Design and 
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problems

Applied research 
Novel concepts 

Complex problems

Bread and butter 
analysis

<-

Analysis Design

Figure 4.1 Scientists and Modellers

where the objective is likely to be concerned with the design of some 

sort of system. It seems then that one has to consider the methodologies 

used in a number of different applied situations to see if there is 

agreement on what constitutes the basic methodology of applied science.

Miser (069) discussing the introduction of students to operational 

research lists:

'The three principal parts of the method of science:
(a) Observing the phenomena of operating systems
(b) Building models to account for these phenomena
(c) Verifying predictions from these models by 

comparing them with new observations.'

He illustrates the method in the diagram reproduced as Figure 4.2.

Naylor and Vernon (073) writing about economics have this to say:

'When applied to economics the scientific method 
takes the form of the following well-known four- 
stage procedure: (1) observation of the economic
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Real World World of the Intellect

Phenomena Observations

-------------^ \
Analysis (Models)

<-------------
\

Predictions

Figure 4.2 Miser's Method of Science

system; (2) formulation of a mathematical model 
which attempts to explain the observations of the 
system; (3) prediction of the behaviour of the 
system on the basis of the model by using mathe
matical or logical deduction, that is, by obtaining 
solutions to the model; and (4) performance of 
experiments to test the validity of the model.'

Thus Naylor and Vernon add what turns out to be a very important step, 

that of model validation, to the sequence.

De Neufville and Stafford (076) prior to discussing a methodology 

for systems analysis show its equivalence to scientific method as follows

'The process of systems analyses, as proposed, is 
perfectly congruent with the scientific method.
In the natural sciences, the scientific method 
iteratively searches for the most plausible explan
ation of known natural phenomena through the 
formation of hypotheses, the verification of these 
trial explanations through experiment, and their 
subsequent improvement to take into account what 
these tests indicated. In design, systems analysis 
homes in on optimal solutions by learning from 
previous analyses and, over time, from the effects 
of implementing portions of a system under development.
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The design process is a learning process. In this 
search for the best solution, as in the search for 
scientific truth, preliminary schemes must be 
revised in the light of new insights obtained either 
as analysis proceeds or implementation takes place.

1 In systems analyses the hypotheses about the
behaviour of the world are known as models ...............
Because models are the means whereby the designer 
can trace out the consequences of potential 
solutions, they are central to the design process.
'. . . Following the scientific method, these 
models should be validated in the usual scientific 
way. ihis can be vizualized as a four-step process.
1. The formulation of a theory or model
2. Initial verification by comparison with available 

observations
3. Use of the theory to predict results for new 

situations
4. Refinement of the model until behaviour can 

confidently be predicted within the margin of 
error expected from the imprecision of the 
observations.'

This seems more in keeping with 'formulate and test hypotheses' since the 

initial observation step proposed by Miser and by Naylor and Vernon and 

which seemed inductive has been omitted. But examination of step 2 

indicates that initial observations form an important part of De 

Neufvilie and Stafford's applied scientific method also. They make the 

important equivalence between models and hypotheses. It will become 

evident that model building requires considerable prior analyses of the 

system and hence that induction may have a place in applied science 

methodologies for complex real world situations.

Balabanian (013) writing for electrical engineers describes the 

scientific method in a similar way:

'The first step is to make observations, to experi
ment. The next step is to postulate a model of the 
physical world (that portion of it which is under 
observation) and to generalize the results of the 
observations to this model. This is done by 
stating a relationship among the variables used to 
describe the phenomenon under consideration. This 
relationship comes to be known as a law.................
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‘On the basis of the postulated laws, we next try 
to compute other relationships among the variables 
in the model. In other words we derive additional 
results based on the assumed lav/s. Finally, we 
test the validity of these results by making more 
observations. If these observations confirm our 
predictions, we gain confidence in our orininal 
laws and in our model. On the other hand, if the 
observations fail to confirm our predictions, we 
seek modifications of the model.1

rigain, an inductive first stage is indicated and in comparing the situa

tions faced by pure and applied scientists this is a necessity. Pure 

scientists tend to be researching in a single area for perhaps a lifetime 

where reflective thinking guides their every step and specific preliminary 

observation may seem unnecessary. Applied scientists tend to have a 

sequence of different problems to solve and a good look at the problem 

seems an obvious first step before starting to theorize and seek solutions. 

As Naughton (072) puts it:

'it remains true in general that the purpose of 
scientific research is to understand the world 
while that of systems modelling is to change it.'

An added complication is that many applied scientists work in systems 

where direct experimentation is impossible and where even observation tends 

to change the system. Hence a model becomes a necessary solution testing 

vehicle. This occurs in large physical designed and hence purposive 

systems but is a particular problem where the system contains purposeful 

elements. To quote Checkland (026):

'In management, however, there is no way of 
conducting experiments in this way. We cannot 
do something as managers and know both what 
hapoened and what would have happened had we 
not done it. Even the most sophisticated 
quantitative techniques available to the 
manager can be used only to reduce uncertainty 
or to evaluate risk, not to establish anything 
with certainty in a scientific sense.'

A succinct summary of the applied method is given by Rivett (103):

'The basic stages are four: observation,
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generalization, experimentation and validation.'

It will be seen that the various scientific methodologies used in the 

management of systems and to be discussed later in this chapter have, in 

general, these four steps as the core of their structure.

4.3 Models

In each of the applied science situations just discussed 'model' 

was mentioned and in fact the opening sentence of Rivett's work is:

'All scientists are aware that the central act 
of the scientific method is the creation of a 
model. '

It seems necessary therefore to spend some time looking at models before 

considering methodologies. While scientists, cure and applied, make use 

of iconic and analogue models the most common model in science is a 

symbolic model, i.e. a set of mathematical relationships which describe 

a system or part thereof in quantitative form. As described in Section 

4.^, the precise hypothetico-deductive method of science was seen to have 

developed in areas of pure research in the lower levels of system (by 

Boulding's classification) and the method was extended and relaxed for 

solving applied problems. The development and application of models in 

the field of organizational management can be seen to have followed a 

similar pattern. The range of decision situations and decision phases 

which make up the spectrum of activities in the management of organizations 

is shown in Figure 3.10. Referring to Figure 3.10 then as one moves from

right to left and from bottom to top the following general statements can 

be made:

(i) the number of factors which can be exoressed in quantitative 

form becomes fewer

(ii) those factors which can be quantified are often the less 

important factors of the decision situation.
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Accepting that there is some substance to these remarks influences how 

models and indeed methodologies are viewed with regard to the management 

of organizations. Thus, where reference is to problem situations which 

can be clearly defined, or at least are thought to be so, the models tend 

to be made up of precise quantitative statements even where stochastic 

variables are involved. Where the problem situation is ill defined and, 

in Ackoff's term, messy, there is corresponding looseness in the definition 

of the model.

By reference to Figure 4.2 setting up a model is the setting up of a 

specific conceptual system to represent a specific real world situation 

and thus achieve variety reduction. Checkland (030) warned of the crucial 

importance to distinguish between the real world and the model making the 

point that models are intellectual concepts for use in debate about the 

real world. Chadwick (022) based on work by Apostel (009) gives the most 

important reason for a model as "the need for a theory concerning an 

inaccessible object" and goes on to say:

'Planning, by definition, is concerned with the 
future; the future, by definition, is inaccessible.'

. .we can, - and if we are to plan, we must - 
make theories or hypotheses about the future, and 
we can test these hypotheses of the future just as 
we may test a hypothesis concerning something which 
is now past. Cur hypothesis takes~the form of a 
model of some future state of the system concerned 
and we test this model in order to evaluate the 
hypothesis. Thus instead of dealing with an 
inaccessible (future) system we substitute a readily- 
accessible (because in model form) present system 
and base our judgement upon the evaluation of the 
model. 1

In Chapter 3 it was argued that 'plan - execute - control' was a useful 

definition of management at all levels with planning representing the 

major activity. Hence Chadwick's comments, while made in the context of 

urban and regional planning, can be applied to the three levels of 

management of Figure 3.10. Moving from right to left and from bottom to
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top the most notable differences in the models used are the reduction in 

the quantified content and the change in emphasis from complete problem 

solving models to what can be called indicative models, i.e. models which 

give some indication of the consequences of various possible policy changes. 

The complete problem solving models are making "accurate" short term pre

dictions of some system conceived as 'purposive', e.g. a linear programming 

solution to a diet-mix problem. Although as Checkland (026) says:

'A model implies logical interaction of rational 
rules, whereas it often happens, even in an apparently 
mechanistic system such as a manufacturing plant, 
that output is dominated not by the rational rules but 
by the inevitable unprogrammed, chance events.'

imoving in the direction of strategic management one is moving in the 

direction of turbulent field environments where uncertainty is the dominant 

characteristic and where conceptualizing a complete system in a mechanistic 

way is not likely to be of much help. This is reflected in the models used 

as a lessening of the amount of quantification and the disappearance of 

'complete' models. As Packer ( 090) says:

But human organizations differ from engineered 
systems in that elements within the system can 
exercise some free choice. They may choose not to 
obey the laws set down to govern their behaviour.'

The major purpose of models is thus seen as a means of saying something 

about the future of the real world system being modelled. Hoos (056) has 

some strong criticism of complete modelling of large systems:

'Mathematical precocity has saddled us with out
rageously costly programs that assure neither peace 
nor prosperity; technical virtuosity continues to 
bedazzle the uninitiated and to subvert social 
planning. We have been hoisted on our own petard.
We welcomed technical solutions because ours is a 
technological era, because we interpreted our 
problems as being technological, and because we 
imputed to technology the capability of solving 
them.'

ihe criticisms in this quotation include technology in general but the
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opening sentence is directed at the large computer based models developed 

in the 1960's for which it was often claimed that they were capable of 

solving even very complex problems including those with social content. 

The latter day practitioners of the systems approach are aware of the 

limitations of such models and as Checkland (026) says:

'It is better to develop simple models which can 
be used initially to investigate the system rather 
than build a complex total model which distorts 
reality. In the language of the trade: it is 
better to develop simple modelling tools which can 
be used heuristically, rather than to find algor
ithmic solutions which derive from distorted total 
models. An algorithm gives a specific answer to a 
specific question, but is it the right question?'

In addition to the predictive purpose of models, other uses listed by 

Tate and Jones (115) include communicating facts and ideas about the 

system and, where appropriate, to aid in generating new ideas for the 

design or operation of a system. They and other writers also point out 

that an important by product of the modelling activity is the insight 

yielded into the behaviour of a system. For some purposive systems the 

solution to a problem often becomes obvious early in the modelling pro

cess due to the insight gained and the remainder of the procedure is not 

needed.

Just as Checkland postulated a spectrum of problem situations 

ranging from hard to soft so there is a matching spectrum of model types 

ranging from total mathematical models to qualitative models in verbal 

or perhaps influence map form. Jenkins (059) defines a model for use in 

design of operating systems as follows:

'By model is meant a quantitative description of 
the behaviour of the system which can be used to 
predict performance over a relevant range of 
operating conditions and real life environments.
In its crudest form, a model could consist of a 
set of tables or graphs; at a more sophisticated 
level it might be written in mathematical form, 
namely as a set of algebraic or differential 
equations.'
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Such a model is at the hard end of the spectrum. Kotler (062) gives a 

more general definition which nevertheless points toward a mathematical 

format, i.e.

'A model is a set of variables and a specification 
of their interrelationships designed to represent 
some real system in whole or in part.'

Since it has already been tentatively agreed that as one moves left and 

up in Figure 3.10 qualitative factors become more important, then the 

more general definition of Quade (097), writing about public policy, 

seems appropriate:

'My suggestion is that we take a broad view of the 
traditional concept of model, accepting in practice 
any device that provides a means to predict and 
compare the outcomes of alternative actions, 
regardless of its representative features or how 
efficient it is at optimization. Calling such a 
device a "model" in the context of systems 
analysis and operations research, would, I think, 
help to counter the bias toward mathematical models 
acquired by so many analysts through their education 
and work with industry.1

This is a much more powerful definition of model from a systems point of 

view where messes, which almost by definition will not yield a satis

factory mathematical formulation, constitute the systems to be modelled.

It does not inhibit the use of mathematics in such situations, if 

appropriate even only to parts, and allows the use of any intellectual 

construct which can contribute to the resolution of the mess. It also 

widens the spectrum of disciplines which can contribute to the resolution 

of the mess. Inherent in the criticism by Ida R. Hoos quoted earlier was 

the fact that people from a non quantitative background were often dis

couraged and inhibited by the mathematics and the 'magic' of the computer. 

The definition, however, while implying the need for a more liberal 

interpretation of 'scientific' leads to model validation problems. Having, 

in general terms, discussed the purposes and some definitions of models, 

it seems necessary to consider the problem of model validation before goinc]
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on to discuss some of the methodologies used in the management of systems.

A model in applied science is the equivalent to the hypothesis 

formulation stage of scientific method and like a hypothesis needs imacin- 

ation in its creation but also like a hypothesis it must be tested. In 

science, it has been argued earlier, objectivity is achieved through the 

need for hypotheses to be inter-subjectively testable. As has already 

been said, experimentation in large designed physical systems and, 

especially, in organizations and social systems is seldom possible and so 

a model has to be shown to be valid in other ways. If, as Chadwick says 

(022), systems are in the eyes of the beholders it follows that models 

will depend to a large extent on the viewpoints of the modellers. Quoting 

Naughton (072):

. the subject matter of modelling is so complex 
that the modeller is extremely unlikely to come ud 
with anything that withstands attempts to falsify it.
But this does not alter the fact that his widely 
imperfect model may be better than existing models or 
theories, in that it explains some phenomena better 
than before. The onus is on the modeller to show 
that this is in fact the case.'

A particular model is one of many possible hypotheses about a system and 

validation of any particular model depends upon the model type. For 

quantitative models derived from 'hard' systems the validation tests are 

likewise quite precise and based on empirical data. For models of 'soft' 

situations, even those portions which are quantitative, validation is 

more likely to be based on exposing the model to criticism and seeking 

assurances from other people who know the system that the model is a 

reasonable replica. As Gupta and Richards (050) say when talking of 

policy level models:

'validation becomes a process of demonstration 
and user acceptance.'

There are three approaches to validation of models listed by Naughton
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(015)- These is summary are:

(i) rationalist approach - a model rests on the plausibility of
its a priori theoretical base

- the validation of a model is achieved 
by finding a set of basic assumptions 
underlying the behaviour of a system

(ii) empiricist approach - the direct opposite of the rationalist
viewpoint

- refuses to accent any postulate or 
assumption, however basic, unless it 
can be empirically proven

- validation then becomes a quest for 
empirical evidence for each assumption

(iii) predictive approach - validity depends on the power of a
model to predict the behaviour of a 
system, i.e. if it works it's valid

These three validation approaches parallel closely the three 'ideal' 

methodologies of economics, viz. extreme a priorism, ultra empiricism, and 

logical positivism, discussed by Ferguson (043). In complex systems 

validation is so difficult that all three approaches tend to be used since 

in modelling complex systems one had little alternative except to 'do the 

best one can with the information available' (or obtainable within the 

time and financial constraints of the study).

4.^ Methodologies

So far the discussion has been about the complexity of human activity 

systems, the problems of managing such systems, and the modifications of 

the method of science needed to use it in such systems. It is not possible 

to consider all the scientifically based methodologies which are used in 

the management of systems. The ones to be discussed are operational 

research, systems engineering, systems analyses and the Checkland action 

research methodology. Two important methodologies which will not be 

discussed are systems dynamics derived from the industrial dynamics of 

Jay W. Forrester (046) in the early 1960's and the general planning method

ology referred to by Ozbekhan (089) and Chadwick (022). Systems dynamics
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has been omitted, not because it is considered unimportant, but because it 

is not of the family of methodologies to be discussed and to do it justice 

requires a build-up of material which is unique to it alone. General 

planning has been omitted because many of the ideas are covered by opera

tional research, systems engineering and systems analysis. In addition, 

to have included planning would have meant discussing the various method

ologies used in planning such as rational comprehensive planning and 

incrementalism. Before considering the methodologies in some detail, it 

seemed appropriate to look briefly at the researcher as a purposeful 

system. This is based largely on a paper by Samuel Eilon (039) entitled 

"Seven Faces of Research" but it is felt that it gives some indication of 

why different beholders see different systems. While the following argu

ment will not be pursued, it seems that it also shows why different people 

are attracted to different methodologies and why the same people may be 

attracted to different methodologies at different stages of their personal 

development with regard to systems knowledge and awareness.

In the Introduction to his paper Eilon says:

'At the risk of oversimplifying the issues involved,
I suggest that there are seven arch-types of research 
workers, which for convenience I shall call the 
chronicler, the dialectician, the puzzle-solver, the 
empiricist, the classifier, the iconoclast, and the 
change-agent. In practice we find, of course, that 
research workers are (sometimes inadvertently) a bit 
of each, but the arch-types may help us to discern 
between fundamentally different approaches to research 
in this field.'

The chronicler - regards himself as a true detached observer
- an anthropologist or photographer
- takes great pains to remain an outsider
- it can be argued that a true unbiased observer 

does not exist

- judgement is needed in selection of facts e.g. 
operational research workers tend to over
emphasise the quantitative facts

- makes a clear distinction between facts and 
conclusions
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The dialectician - aims at objectivity but believes that in human 
affairs it is necessary to argue and debate to 
elicit the facts

- feels compelled to unsettle the system
- inevitable result is distortion
- prepared to take this risk for the sake of 

attaining his own perception of the facts

The puzzle-solver - very different from chronicler and dialectician
- little concern with the mechanics and intri

cacies of data collection
- greatly concerned with intellectual activity 

associated with solving a well structured 
problem

- puzzle solver rather than problem solver because 
the latter has first to define the problem and 
its objectives

- does not question whether or not it is the right 
problem

- if A is your problem then B is your solution :
I take pride in the latter but no responsibility 
for the former

The empiricist - physicists, chemist, etc have long traditions 
of empirical research based on observation and 
experiment

- many laboratory experiments are about extreme 
conditions

- limited room for experimentation in management 
science and any experimentation is confined to 
marginal changes

- main problem facing the researcher is that of 
causal attribution

- change may be due to an environmental change 
occurring during the time period of observation

The classifier - does not concern himself with collection of 
information

- concentrates on the organization and categor
ization of collected data and on projections 
based on it

- sifts data to search for patterns and then 
seeks to explain - induction

- many examples of postulates in field of organ
ization theory may be regarded as classification 
exercises

■ in such cases classifier is an inductivist since 
it is often in the nature of the classifier to
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generalize from the particular
- classifier, chronicler, dialectician and 

empiricist all strive to build a model of 
reality

- strength of classifier is in his detachment 
from measuring subjectivities

- weakness is lack of intimate knowledge of 
information

The iconoclast - the breaker of cherished beliefs
- effective research method
- starts with argument such as

"current beliefs are associated with 
doubtful or arbitrary assumptions"

- all arguments based on value judgements
- reactions to iconoclast often take the form of 

semantic debate

The change agent - with the exception of the puzzle-solver all
the previous types have an end product as a 
common objective:

- a model that describes reality and 
can provide a basis for proposition 
on causal relationships ultimately 
in a form that would allow the various 
models to be used for predictive purposes

- change agent has as his main objective the 
change of the system

- (a) catalyst is careful not to impose his views
but to help system members to define real 
problems and evolve solutions

- (b) activist has views on goals and solutions
and takes action to steer the system toward 
them.

It is not suggested that individual investigators can be classed in these 

well defined compartments. Rather, these types are different research 

roles which a single investigator may act at different times in different 

situations. In a team research project it is quite likely that all of 

the roles will be played at sometime during the investigation.
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4.4.1 Operational Research

Operational research (O.R.) evolved during World War II when 

scientists from a number of disciplines worked as part of the operations 

planning teams of the British and American armed forces. The ideas 

developed by these teams helped to lay the foundations for the subsequent 

rapid growth of operational research and management science in industry, 

commerce, government and defence. The Operational Research Society gives 

the following definition:

'Operational research is the application of methods 
of science to complex problems arising in the 
direction and management of large systems of men, 
machines, materials and money in industry, govern
ment and defence. The distinctive approach is to 
develop a scientific model of the system, incorpor
ating measures of factors such as chance and risk, 
with which to predict and compare the outcomes of 
alternative decisions, strategies or controls.
The purpose is to help management determine its 
policy and actions scientifically.'

The operational research methodology which has developed during the past 

forty years is succinctly stated by Rivett (103) as:

'formulation of the problem; 
constructing a model; 
deriving a solution; 
testing and controlling the solution; 
implementing the solution.'

late (114) gives a detailed account of the method, a summary of which 

fol1ows:

Three broad phases - crude analysis of many alternatives 
rigorous analysis of one or more

- implementation

Crude analysis - consists of five steps

(i) )
)

(i i) )

- identify the client set and their objectives

- consider everyone affected
person asking for study 
the analyst
employees whose jobs will change or disappear
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unions 
customers 
competitors

- attitudes, aims, objectives and possible 
responses of all affected may be incorporated 
into the objective of the decision making set 
or treated as constraints or alternative 
solutions

(iii) - generate many alternatives
- couple a fertile imagination to appreciation of 

the problem and its environment
- assess only qualitatively at this stage

(iv) - select a crude measure of appraisal
e.g. annual cash flow

(v) - evaluate proposals roughly
- lack of information is not an acceptable excuse 

for ducking an issue at this stage
- may identify data collection needs
- eliminate "way out" proposals i.e. narrow down 

the field for next stage

Rigorous Analysis - consists of twenty-nine steps in three groups 

1. Formulate the problem

(i) identify the decision making element of subset of 
client set

(ii) list those of its objectives affected by the alternative
(iii) determine quantitative measures attainment of each 

objective
(iv) set limiting values for any objectives to be treated as 

constraints
(v) develop an objective function from the remaining 

objectives which involves making their quantitative 
measures commensurate

2. Build a mathematical model

(i) pick out controllable variables whose values are to be 
set

(ii) pick out any uncontrollable variables
(iii) list the constants
(iv) develop a nomenclature for each variable and for each 

constant whose value is still unknown, and for the 
objective function

(v) hypothesise relationships between the variables and 
constants and the constraints and objective function 
either intuitively or by analysing data or by con
ducting experiments
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(vi) devise a test of the acceptability of a hypothesis
(vii) collect test data for the hypotheses

(viii) test the hypotheses
(ix) select the appropriate hypotheses
(x) write down the objective function in terms of the

hypothesised relationships in the defined nomenclature
(xi) write down the equations for the constraints similarly

(xii) re-express the problem as a mathematical one
e.g. find X. that maximise V(X.; Y.: C 1 1 i J k ■

subject to W(Xi; Cj,) <0

3. Solve the model

(i) develop a criterion for model goodness
(i i) collect test data for the model

(iii) test the model
(iv) modify the model or criterion if necessary
(v) develop a criterion of the acceptability of a solution

(vi) develop or select optimizing or satisficing procedures
(vii) collect data

(viii) solve the model
(ix) evaluate the improvement in the objective function
(x) if the improvement is satisfactory test the 

where possible
solution

(xi) modify criterion, model or data as necessary
(xii) re-evaluate the solution

Implementation

(i) design or modify the system in which to imbed the 
solution

(ii) design monitoring procedures
(iii) implement the solution
(iv) monitor the implemented solution
(v) maintain or correct as necessary

This detailed exposition of the operational research methodology illus

trates the key features of an operational research study:
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an objective is defined in quantitative form

factors affecting the achievement of the objective are divided 
into controllable and uncontrollable factors

a model is constructed - a formal statement of the relationships 
between the objective and the factors,

i.e. P = f (C., U.)v i j'

where: P is the objective function

Ci are the controllable factors 

Uj are the uncontrollable factors

- model reduces the variety of the real world

model is used to calculate the achievement of the objectives 
under different policies about the controllable factors

the results are used to influence decisions

There is no doubt that operational research in the 1950's and early 1960's 

linked to the growth in size and numbers of computers had a great impact 

on management decision making. A wide range of standard models and 

techniques was developed and this is reflected in the similarity of the 

contents of the many operational research text books published during the 

past twenty years.

With reference to the matrix of decision levels and decision phases 

of Figure 3.10, O.R. has been very successful in intelligence, design and 

choice phases of operational management decision situations, i.e. in cells 

0?4), (2,4) and (3,4). At this level with its pseudo environment and 

predominantly interdependencies it was oossible to regard the oper

ating systems as purposive, i.e. in a mechanistic manner, build a 

mathematical model, use the model to test alternative solutions, and so 

find the optimum solution to the hard or effective routine type problem 

in question. Rivett (103) discusses the following nroblem situations 

which have received detailed attention by O.R. practitioners and in which
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considerable mathematical theory has been developed over the years:

'queuing problems 
inventory problems 
allocation problems 
scheduling and routing problems 
replacement and maintenance problems 
search problems 
competitive problems'

For such situations O.R. is a powerful enquiring and problem solving 

method and has become an important weapon in the armoury of operations 

management.

Moving to the left in Figure 3.10, to cells (1,3), (2,3), and (3,3), 

O.R. has also proved a useful method for dealing with effective routine 

problems of administrative management although for these situations it is 

seldom possible to base choice solely on quantifiable criteria. Warehouse 

location and capital budgeting are typical examples of successful O.R. in 

administrative management. Further to the left in Figure 3.10, i.e. in 

the specific response columns O.R. has made little impact in terms of 

total problem solving but has been used to model parts of problems where 

appropriate. In general O.R. as defined and as applied by its method has 

proved of limited use in those purposeful systems where no clear single

objective can be set and where there is little scope for mathematical 

models.

There has been much discussion and self-examination in the O.R. 

literature by practitioners about the inability of O.R. to make significant 

contributions to the complex problem situations, the messes or problems of 

specific response, which now face strategic and administrative management. 

Typical comments are:

Philip Sadler (107):

'Given that O.R. is concerned with solving comolex 
problems in the real world we must accept that the
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real world is a rapidly changing'one and that we must 
respond by identifying the new problems as they emerge 
and working on them, instead of continuing to refine 
our techniques for solving the old ones.'

'My own personal view is that if O.R. is to have a 
future of its own, it must face up to the problems 
of this kind. To do so, however, calls for a change 
in orientation and, in particular, for acceptance of 
the following three requirements.
First, you should stop paying lip service to the 

concept of thesystems approach and put it into 
operation. This involves a recognition that oroblems 
in the real world are "messy" wholes. They have 
their quantitative and qualitative aspects, their 
logical and irrational components, their technical, 
economic and social dimensions. O.R. practitioners 
must be prepared to solve problems, not just those 
aspects of problems capable of mathematical 
solution . . .
Secondly, you have to get much closer than you have 

been hitherto to the centres of decision makino and 
strategic planning.
Thirdly, there is need for a greater willingness to 

get involved in the management of change and the 
implementation of the results of your work.'

K. C. Bowen (019):

'I believe that the methodology of the O.R. process 
itself and the techniques for modelling the behavioural, 
as opposed to the simpler functional and the structural' 
properties of systems are seriously underdeveloped for 
present day needs.'

A. M. Lee (064):

The mathematical abilities of early O.R. workers (and 
others) made these successes possible; and in turn 
these successes have much encouraged the mathematical 
orientation of present day O.R. For universities and 
colleges have set out mainly to provide a grounding in 
successful standard mathematical techniques and they 
have done it well. They produce graduates who are 
equipped to repeat earlier successes. It is not sur
prising therefore that O.R. should be so widely regarded 
as a means of enhancing computer based systems which 
deal with low-level problems of routine.'

'To improve the contribution of O.R. to the solution of 
problems of definitive specific response there are two 
immediate needs. First O.R. workers need a kit of 
approximate models and approximate methods. Second 
colleges must teach future O.R. workers how to develop 
ad_jioc approximate models, convince them that it is
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a respectable approach and condition them to stop 
seeing every problem as a potential computer 
programme.'

D. J. Harris (053):

Corporate Planning is a multi-dimensional activity 
It can no longer be thought of as a largely analytical 
process to which O.R. can make a contribution through

laJ1Ve te!;hm'<<ues- ™s be a reason why 
Operational Researchers seem to be losing their pre-
eminent position as corporate model builders. So 
that it can regainthat position O.R. will have to 
consider constructing models that incorporate political 
as well as psychological variables and models that 
allow managers to manage.'

K. Radford (099):

'Those responsible for dealing with complex decision 
problems in a modern turbulent environment experience 
uncertainty with regard to future conditions and with 
respect tothe future actions of others. Many of the 
formal decision-making methods that have been' developed 
in the disciplines of operational research and decision 
analysis do not take full account of these factors
I5eias's of these methods is the optimization
of the bene,its of a single participant in a state 
environment. The methods themselves consist of a 
search for a uniquely rational solution in terms of 
that single participant.1

• . . managers must contend with situations that are 
much more complex than those in which the available 
formal analytical techniques are applicable In 
these circumstances they have tended to turn away from 
the use of these techniques and to rely instead on 
intuitive methods derived from long experience in 
aeanng with complex decisions.1

M. R. Dando and R. G. Sharp (035);

'Yet the O.R. community inhabits a rapidly changing 
environment and its own evolution must seek to match 
that of the outside world, if it is to survive 
successfully. At present, it appears that the O.R. 
community is being confronted with major problems, 
often of a behavioural or social nature, which many 
in it feel ill-equipped to tackle. If these problems 
are neglected, however, decline and stagnation is 
likely and a much needed decision-aid will be lacking.
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R. L. Ackoff (004):

'By the mid 1960's most O.R. courses in American 
universities were given by academics who had never 
practiced it. They and their students were text 
book products engaging in impure research couched 
in the language, but not the reality, of the real
w°r^: a result O.R. came to be
identified with the use of mathematical models 
and algorithms rather than the ability to formulate 
management problems, solve them, and implement and 
maintain their solutions in turbulent environments.
This obsession with techniques, combined with 
unawareness of or indifference to the changing demands 
being made of managers, had three major effects on 
the practice of O.R.

'First, practitioners decreasingly took problematic 
situations as they came, but increasingly souaht, 
selected and distorted them so that favoured technioues 
could be applied to them........................
'A second effect of the technical perversion of O.R. 
derived from the fact that its mathematical techniques 
can easily be taught by those who do not know where, 
when, and how to use them.
'The third effect of O.R.'s immersion in techniques 
is that those who either practice or preach it have 
come to be more and more like each other.
In several countries, including this one, serious 
consideration has been given to registering only 
qualified practitioners and to accreditino academic 
programmes. Nothing could be more effective in 
removing whatever vestiges of interdisciplinarity 
there are in the practice of O.R.'

The common threads in these comments are that O.R. has become too 

mathematical and too immersed in techniques and as a result seems to 

have stagnated into a sort of mathematical organizational and methods 

management service. O.R. is not contributing to the solution of the 

messes represented by the left half of Figure 3.10 in the way that the 

various authors seem to think it should. Given the development of O.R. 

(its methodology and high mathematical content) since the end of World 

War II, perhaps the question should be asked, "Why should O.R. be 

expected to make major contributions to complex problem situations in 

turbulent environments?" During the period of rapid O.R. development in 

the early 1950's some of the most important problems facing business
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management were concerned with the efficiency of operating systems. For 

such problems O.R. rapidly evolved to the point where it offered a well 

nigh total problem solving capability based on the assumptions of a 

single objective and a static environment, i.e. the systems were con

sidered purposive, the environments and mechanistic solutions followed. 

The solution to these problems made it possible for business to expand 

still further with an associated increase in organizational and environ

mental complexities. Now the urgent problems facing management were more 

complex with conflicting objectives and changing environments. O.R. had 

developed from the sciences of lower systems but it was not now possible 

to regard the systems in question as purposive and find workable solutions 

and so O.R. was unable to make contributions of a similar magnitude to 

these new problems as it had to the operating system problems. Although 

individual O.R. practitioners like Ackoff have made significant contri

butions in the left half of Figure 3.10 the contribution which general 

O.R. can make to messes seems to be limited by its methodology and 

associated battery of techniques and models. In purposeful systems 

"science" seems to require a much more liberal interpretation than that 

of O.R. O.R. as taught at present and as reflected in its literature 

cannot succeed in situations where one purposeful subsystem in the system 

or the environment has an objective in conflict with the system and which 

the subsystem will pursue strongly and/or has enough power to have a veto 
capabi1ity.

O.R. is the most powerful methodology for the right half of Figure 

3.10. Having been developed and polished in business systems the tools 

of O.R. are now used extensively in the operations management of a wide 

spectrum of organizations. When the more serious and influential members 

of the O.R. community ask why O.R. is not being used by managers in the 

left half of Figure 3.10, they may be trying to achieve the status for
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O.R. that O.R. had when the most important problems facing management 

were in the right half. But the great majority of the O.R. community 

work is in problem areas of the right half. Figure 3.8 is a summary of 

three paradigms of managerial effectiveness by Morris (071). There seems 

to be some validity in arguing that some form of "matching" is required 

between decision makers and decision aiders. During the rapid growth 

period of O.R. the highest level decision makers were adequately described 

by the content of management implied by paradigms 1 and 2. The purposive 

approach of O.R. meant a reasonable match between managers and analysts. 

Managers now have to respond to the content implied by paradigm 3 and only 

a minority of the O.R. community can effect a match with them. The 

remainder of the O.R. community match with the lower management levels 

and so deal with nuts and bolts problems.

4.4.2 Systems Engineering

While O.R. originated in World War II as the application of methods 

Oi science to specific problems, systems engineerino evolved over a longer 

period as the methodology for the total process of creating large designed 

physical systems in, for example, telecommunications, electrical distri

bution, and chemical process industries. It has been presented in depth 

by a number of authors but notably A. D. Hall (051) and G. M. Jenkins 

(059). Hall summarizes the methodology in six steps:

'Defining the problem 
Selecting objectives 
Synthesizing systems 
Analyzing systems 
Selecting the best alternatives 
Planning for action1

Figure 4.3 is reproduced from Hall to show how these phases interact.
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Decision Making
(1) Selecting 

Objectives
(2) Selecting
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Problem Problem/
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Systems Synthesis 
-5 and e
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Figure 4.3 A Systems Engineering Methodology

Systems engineering is a 'hard' methodology. As one would expect, 

given the background and training of the personnel involved and the types 

of organization in which it was developed, the preferred tools of appli

cation are quantitative and the final product itself is a large designed 

physical system of purposive behaviour. However, there is, or should be, 

a large environmental search activity to discover the future 'need' to 

which the designed physical system is a response. There are examples of 

large physical systems which have been designed and built only to find 

that L^2 environmental changes during the time of system design and 

construction render the final system in some way obsolescent if not 

obsolete. Although in O.R. the concept of optimization and search for 

optimum solutions is not now so fashionable as in the early years of 

O.R. development, the definition of optimum by Hall still appears valid. 

Hall argues that some ideal system can be defined and is fully described 

by a set of desired consequences which result from meeting physical,
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economic and social objectives. He goes on to say:

'The optimum system is one of a set of alternative 
systems, any one of which could be developed within 
the physical, economic and social constraints. It 
is fully described by that set of actual consequences 
which differs least from the desired consequences.'

Experience seems to indicate that few major projects fail because of an 

inability to get the technology to work even if it takes longer and costs 

more to do so than originally estimated. Failure is more likely to be 

economic or social and due to poor prediction of future environmental 

states. The rapid increase in world energy prices since 1973 has 

rendered many energy intensive systems uneconomic. Large engineered 

systems can also fail for social reasons where, for instance, a purposeful 

system such as a trade union, can prevent the system functioning at all 

or restrict it to a much less than optimum performance. Examples of this 

have occurred in shipyard modernization and freight handling systems. 

'Environmental' pressure groups within society have also led to reduced 

performance of systems designed by the systems engineering methodology.

Jenkins (059) defines systems engineering as:

'Systems Engineering is the science of designing 
complex systems in their totality to ensure that 
the component subsystems making up the system 
are designed, fitted together, checked and 
operated in the most efficient way.'

He emphasizes the importance of overall performance and states that an 

important central feature of the method is the building of quantitative 

models so that some overall measure of performance can be optimized. A 

comprehensive summary of Jenkins' exposition of the methodology follows:

1. Systems Analysis

1.1 Recognition and Formulation of the Problem

(a) How did the problem arise?
(b) Who believe it to be a problem?
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(c) If it involves implementing a decision made higher 
up, what is the chain of argument leading to the 
making of the decision?

(d) Why is the solution important? How much money might 
it save?

(e) Is it the right problem anyway? Might it not be the 
manifestation of a deeper problem? Would greater 
benefits accrue if that problem were solved rather 
than the one posed by management?

(f) Is this problem the one most likely to show the 
greatest return for the systems effort?

1 -2 Organization of the Project

(1) Systems Team

(a) Leader - systems engineer
(b) User - get commitment
(c) Model builders
(d) Designers
(e) Programmers/mathematicians
(f) Economist or accountant

(2) Terms of Reference - as wide as possible with access 
to information and people

(3) Scheduling the Project - apply systems approach to 
activities of systems team to ensure logical and 
systematic completion of tasks.

1.4 Definition of Wider System

flow diagram of wider system provides an excellent tool 
for clarifying thinking about interactions between 
system and environment

- needs a lot of clear thinking to get sufficient detail 

1-5 Definition of Objectives of Wider System

- objectives of wider system are crucial since they 
determine the environment in which system has to work

- if environment changes so do objectives of system.
Advantages of defining wider system objectives
1(a) junior systems in a hierarchy should play their

designed role in achieving objectives of more senior 
systems

1(b) senior systems in the hierarchy should make a clear 
unambiguous statement of what junior systems are 
expected to contribute
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2. Objectives of subsystems at the same level in the 
hierarchy are often in conflict
- competing systems have to contribute effectively to 

senior systems objectives and defining wider systems 
objectives makes this clear

3. Facing up to senior system objectives counteracts the 
tendency to omit the systems at the top because they 
seem too vague, or more importantly too difficult to 
formulate

4. Defining the objectives of the senior system allows 
the system to be designed with capability of adaptino 
itself to change quickly

5. Immediate and worthwhile benefits can result by 
communicating objectives of the senior systems since 
it can pinpoint areas where conflicts are leading to 
a deterioration in efficiency.

1 -6 Definition of the Objectives of the System

End product of definition of objectives is a measure of
efficiency - economic criterion
- in early stages define in broad terms
- begin with a comprehensive ranked list of all possible 

object!ves
- ill defined objectives are better than none
- quantify if possible

1-7 Definition of the Overall Economic Criterion

- related to objectives
- avoid precise mathematical statement which is not all 

embracing
- as with objectives bring subjective elements to the 

foreground
- do not use a criterion which is easy to quantify but 

irrelevant to the real life situation
- subjective economic constraints are usually best 

expressed as constraints in design
- consider operating costs, capital costs, design costs, 

unreliability costs, delay costs.

1.8 Information and Data Collection

- most extensive stage of systems analysis
- data are needed to provide operating information
- data are needed to make forecasts of future environment 

need
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2. Systems Design (or Synthesis) 

2.1 Forecasting

- corporate plan needs 15-20 year forecasts (long term 
forecasting, technological forecasting)

- sophisticated models will not compensate for grossly 
inaccurate forecasts

- need estimates of accuracy of forecasts for risk 
assessment

2.2 Model Building and Simulation

- model means a quantitative description of the systems 
behaviour

- used to predict performance over a range of operating 
conditions and environments

- quantitative model type

(1) descriptive model
- provide a quick qualitative description and insight 

compared to predictive models which predict 
economic performances

(2) mechanistic models
- based on mechanism of system behaviour compared to 

empirical or statistical models obtained from data 
fitting techniques

(3) steady state models
- based on average performance compared to dynamic 

models which allow for time variation
(4) local models

- used to describe subsystems compared to global 
models which tie subsystem models together

In systems engineering end objective is to optimize
- model building must serve this purpose

(1) must ensure model building has sense of purpose
(2) tie together specializations

- model those areas to which the overall economic 
criterion is sensitive

(3) work on important areas
(4) freeze the model design - do not get carried away

adding frills
(5) with planning models engage end users in dialogue
Model has to be converted from passive to active mode and
used to simulate system when subjected to
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(a) realistic inputs
(b) realistic disturbances

simulation is working on operational model which should 
be able to reproduce system behaviour to accented 
degree of accuracy

- inputs or disturbances may be
(i) deterministic

- models tend to be fed with average values and 
calculate average output

(ii) statistical
models tend to be fed with data described 
probabilistically and generate hypothetical 
data over long periods

2.3 Optimization

after trying a number of system designs choose system 
for most favourable value of economic criterion

- narrow system boundaries and objectives lead to sub- 
optimization and a possible lowering of overall per
formance
search for the optimum must consider
(1) sensitivity of economic criterion to changes in 

parameters near the optimum
(2) sensitivity of economic criterion to various 

assumptions made in design
(3) the effect of uncertainty in the forecasts of 

the environment in which the system will have 
to operate

- system must be robust with respect to the underlying 
assumptions

2.4 Contro1

unpredictable disturbances cause the actual performance
to deviate from predicted performance
(1) control should be an integral part of desion and 

not added on as an after thought
(2) systems approach avoids getting tied up in local 

1 oops
(3) systems approach focuses on economic benefits of 

control
(4) advantages of local control can only be realized 

when playing its planned role in a hierarchy of 
technical and financial controls
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2.5 Re 1ia bi1ity

- must consider overall effect of uncertainty on system 
design

- uncertainty in forecasting environmental factors
- unreliability of equioment
- is redundant or standby equipment needed?
- reliability measures lead to higher capital and 

operating costs
- reliability must be integral part of design and not an 

afterthought

3. Implementation

3.1 Documentation and Sanction Approval

- end product of systems engineering study is report 
which highlights proposals for action

- to avoid communication failure
(1) form and content of report must be discussed, 

before issue, with senior managers whose backing is 
needed

(2) report should be simple, direct, logical
(a) a brief statement of problem
(b) summary of conclusions and benefits
(c) summary of recommendations with overall 

savings and cost figures
(d) main substance of recommendations and benefits
(e) detailed section with technical reports

(3) additional document with time-table for implementa
tion and arguments in favour
- decision to proceed 

3.2 Construction

- still part of overall systems design
- still need systems approach to planning construction 

stage
- need continuity by involving some of systems team

(i) systems team specify the system in a clear 
and unambiguous way down to minutest detail

(ii) systems team involvement with builders ensures 
continuity of thought and philosophy

(iii) project is well planned, duties allocated and 
targets met on time
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- critical path scheduling emerges as the 
important technique in this area.

4. Operation

4.1 Initial Operation

- effective liaison between desianers and users is 
essential

(i) adequate documentation and training must be 
provided in advance

(ii) one of the users of the operational system 
should be involved in the design to be 
conversant with the design philosophy

(iii) adequate communication must be maintained to 
ease the inevitable start-up difficulties

4-2 Retrospective Appraisal of the System

job of systems team is not finished with construction
have to accept responsibility for successful operation 
and identify with success or failure
Reappraisal may mean
(1) recognizing that certain factors were overlooked
(2) system has to operate in an environment which is 

different from the one designed for
- both need re-optimization 

4.3 Improved Operation

system must be ' tuned ' to its environment
- may need some re-examination of design and modifications
- need for orderly clear documentation at all stages of 

the total process becomes evident at this point'.

This review of the method clearly shows the importance of quantitative 

methods in the widest sense in the work of systems engineering. Jenkins 

goes on to list some thirty-five techniques which are relevant at the 

various stages of the method and of these techniques twenty-six can be 

described as mathematical while most of the others such as Coroorate 

Planning and Production Control are umbrella terms which include a range 

of mathematical applications.
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To quote Smith and Rowland (111):

'The purpose of systems engineering is to solve 
large problems beyond the scope of any one 
individual.1

As a methodology, systems engineering has a proven record in the design 

of large complex man-machine systems ranging from industrial applications 

to the various projects of the United States space programme. These 

successes were largely in 'green field' situations where there was little 

interaction with other purposeful systems, i.e. a clear well-defined 

objective was stated, and where the conflict of objectives referred to 

in the method could be overcome. In situations where the new system is 

to replace an existing system which, for example, may be labour intensive 

and the success of the new system depends upon a major reduction in the 

labour force, then systems engineering is less than a complete methodology. 

The major thrust of the method is always tov/ard mathematical models and 

the physical system and it is tacitly assumed that any conflict will be 

resolved by the time the newly engineered system is complete. For 

example. Smith and Rowland discuss briefly environmental factors, including 

legal, social and political constraints, and then say:

'As part of the development of understanding of 
the problem it is necessary to identify and 
understand these restraints and antidotes.'

Despite the impressive size and complexity of the problem situations 

which, without systems engineering, would have been well nigh impossible 

to solve in a reasonable time span, the problem situations, while of a 

specific response nature, always had purposive solutions. The environ

ments were always assumed less complex than turbulent. Figure 3.10 refers 

to the management of all organizations and not just those with high 

technology content. Systems engineering is content specific in that it 

is a methodology for use where the problem situation has a high physical 

designed system content. In terms of Figure 3.10, for organizations for
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which it is applicable, systems engineering covers all but cells (1,1), 

(2,1) and (3,1). Although the importance of 'needs' analysis is stressed 

by the various authors, it is in reality a search of the environment to 

identify markets for products and services. When the method has been 

applied by organizations in situations with a large social content and a 

consequential increase in the importance of environmental search, the 

results have been poor. Some of the criticisms will be considered after 

the closely related methodology, Systems Analysis, has been discussed.

Systems engineering and O.R. have much in common for as Hall says:

'The intellectual processes comprising the patterns 
of operations research and systems engineering show 
more similarities than differences.'

It seems, however, that one can regard O.R. in many ways as being con

tained within systems engineering or rather that systems engineering has 

readily accepted the techniques of O.R. for its own modelling purposes.

The opposite viewpoint is taken by Chadwick (022) who in diagrammatic 

form shows systems engineering ranked below O.R. Part of the diagram is 

reproduced as:

General Planning Theory

1 I
Operational Research, i.e. Spatial Planning, etc
organization of activities 
within an institution/ 
organization framework, e.g.
Firm, Government, i.e. man- 
societal group oriented

I
Systems Engineering, i.e. 
optimization of specific 
man-machine systems within 
above framework

This view is the one which O.R. would like to be true but in fact neither 

O.R. nor systems engineering seems capable of solving man-societal problem 

situations.
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Jenkins ( 059) agrees that O.P.. and systems engineering have much in 

common but goes on to say:

'The writer cannot speak for Operational Research 
but can only repeat that Systems Engineering is 
concerned with placing a big emphasis on the design 
of the total system and not individual sub-systems. 
It is difficult to escape the conclusion that if 
Operational Research is really concerned with the 
overall design of complex human-machine systems, 
the subject has a rather unfortunate title and 
that many of its exponents are nevertheless content 
to tinker with sub-systems.'

Systems engineering is not concerned with status in the way that O.R. seems 

to be but like O.R. emphasises, and is in fact impossible without, a team 

of interdisciplinary approach. Like O.R. it is a powerful methodology 

for the type of problem situation in which it developed and like O.R. 

proves to be not directly applicable to softer situations.

4.4.3 Systems Analysis

E. S. Quade (098) says:

'Systems analysis, that is, analysis to suggest a 
course of action by systematically examining the 
costs, effectiveness and risks of alternative 
policies or strategies - and designing additional 
ones if those examined are found wanting - repre
sents an approach to, or way of lookino at, 
complex problems under uncertainty.'

Systems analysis and systems engineering have much in common for as Ouade 

goes on to say:

'It offers a means of discovering how to design or 
to make effective use of a technologically complex 
structure in which the different components may 
have apparently conflicting objectives; that is an 
approach to finding the best balance among risks, 
objectives and cost.'

Whereas systems engineering was developed in industry and in the design 

and construction of defence products, systems analysis was developed for 

strategic long range military planning. From a military viewpoint systems
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analysis concentrates on the left half of Figure 3.10 and linked with 

0‘R' military Planners have a methodology for all the situations repre

sented by Figure 3.10. While such long term planning is concerned with a 

changing environment it tends to regard the environment, not as turbulent, 

but as disturbed reactive, i.e. a small number of purposeful systems 

(other nations or alliances) with conflicting objectives. The objective 

of each is survival in the case of direct conflict but the major system 

effort goes toward avoiding such conflict. In that one result of such 

systems anlaysis may be the identification of new needs in the form of 

weapon systems, then systems engineering can be thought of as subsidiary 

to systems analysis in the military planning context. Since there are 

few formal contacts between the various groups making up the environment 

and information is gained by intelligence, much of the analysis is 

speculative about possible future situations. Systems analysis is thus 

highly quantitative making much use of mathematical and computer simula

tion models. It is this high level of quantitative analysis which limits 

the usefulness of the methodology, and of systems engineering, when 

applied in other real world situations to those environments which can be 

described as disturbed reactive or to those phases of the mess which can 

be described quantitatively. De Neufville and Chin (075) hypothesizing 

on future development for systems analysis suggest that it will make the 

greatest contribution in large scale engineering planning problems such 

as regional transportation and water resources.

De Neufville and Stafford (076) talk of quantitative systems 

analysis for the management of men, money and materials in government and 

industry and list the following advantages of the method:

'1• ^ sharpens the designer's awareness of his 
objectives by forcing him to make explicit 
statements about what they are and how they 
are to be measured.

2. It seeks mechanisms for predicting the future
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demands on a system which often are not 
observable in advance but must be determined 
from an interaction of social and economic 
factors.

3. It establishes procedures for generating a 
large number of possible solutions and for 
determining efficient methods of search 
through them.

4. It assembles optimization techniques which 
can pick out favourable alternatives.

5. It suggests strategies of decision-making 
which can be used to select among possible 
alternatives.1

Saying that systems analysis "seeks to integrate the power of advanced 

quantitative analysis and the conceptual richness of economic theory", 

they describe a five step methodology which can be summarized briefly as

1. Definition of Objectives
it is not possible to design without clear unambiquous 
objectives

- much of the value of systematic analysis lies in identi
fication of objectives

- loosely stated goals must be challenged
- classes of goal are

- pure economic efficiency - profit
- redistribution of income - public works
- fulfillment of desires - education

2. Formulation of Measures of Effectiveness
- needed to judge goal achievement of alternative designs
- should be quantitative on at least some scale
- choice of measures of effectiveness can influence design 

choice

3. Generation of Alternatives
- principles

- the major analytical effort should be directed to 
those alternatives which have been shown to be 
most productive

- the total effort spent on the analysis should not 
exceed its expected benefits

- search for classes of solutions

4. Evaluation of Alternatives
- associate with each alternative
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- costs
- benefits
- community impacts
- functional effectiveness

- use mathematical analyses

5. Selection

- art of balancing all the consequences
- value judgements
- the area of the decision maker

political viability often clearly depends upon an even 
distribution of benefits and costs

systems analysis is fundamentally an attempt to define 
issues and alternatives for the decision maker and then 
to provide him with the information relevant to his 
choices.

For the restricted problem types suggested by De Neufville and Chin this 

methodology of De Neufville and Stafford linked with the detailed systems 

engineering method of Jenkins covers all of Figure 3.10. It does so by 

explicitly recognizing cell (1,1) (and where necessary cell (1,2)) as a 

separate step in the methodology. The output of the open system 'the 

systems analysts' is seen to be a set of quantitative information inputs 

to the open system 'decision-maker'. The decision-maker combines these 

with the non quantifiable inputs such as the value system of the con

taining society to make the choice. Lawrence D. Shubnell (108), 

discussing the application of systems analysis in public policy making, 

describes a similar method to De Neufville and Stafford and on selection 

says:

'Although systems analysis yields apparently 
precise results, it must be kept in mind that 
experience, judgement, and intuition confine 
systems analysis to an advisory role in the 
decision-making process.'

Riggs and Inoue (102) refer to the acronym TAPE as summarizing the 

criteria which an effective solution must meet, i.e. a solution must be
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Technically feasible 

Administratively convenient 

Politically expedient 

Economically viable

The first four steps of the De Neufville and Stafford method finds these 

solutions which meet T, A, and E and leave it to the decision-maker to 

choose that solution which is most acceptable from the wider viewpoint of 

society, i.e. which best meets the P criterion.

The need to consider society's values when making decisions is 

mentioned by most writers in this field. Ingelstam (058), for example, 

reports on a systems study of the long-term environmental effects on forest 

soil and water courses of sulphur dioxide precipitating out of the atmos

phere. Figure 4.4 outlines the method adopted. He emphasizes that there 

are no 'a priori1 reasons for assuming that quantifiable variables are 

more important than those which can be described in verbal form only and

Conclusions

Discussion Action

Problem Reality

Values and Goals

Systems Model 
(abstract)

Systems Model 
(operational)

Logical Model

Figure 4.4 Model Building Procedure (058)
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argues against single dimensioned cost benefit analysis for this reason.

He proposes that some form of multi dimensional measure of effectiveness 

is needed in such situations where there is a need to evaluate such 

things as quality of life factors, the interests of one generation against 

the interests of future generations and the interests of one group versus 

the interests of another group. Commenting on methodology, he advocates 

a problem oriented or ad hoc procedure within broad guidelines for areas 

of high technical and social complexity.

So far systems engineering and systems analysis have been considered 

as methodologies which, while applicable to most of Figure 3.10, have been 

applicable in situations which were predominantly hard. The methods were 

clearly seen as producing quantified inputs to cell (1,1) - the decision 

maker - in a not too turbulent environment. In such situations these 

methods have been successful but their extension as general methodologies 

into softer situations has not been so. Hoos (055) (056) is very critical 

of engineering systems analysis methods in social situations. Writing 

sarcastically, she says:

'And since enormous and growing complexity is an 
outstanding characteristic of our web and tangle 
of social problems, only systems analysis with its 
capacity to embrace the whole, order the parts, 
and achieve "rational" goals with mathematical 
precision is adequate to the task in hand.'

She goes on to review the California experiment when, in view of the 

successes of systems analysis techniques in solving space project 

problems, research contracts were awarded to utilize the techniques to 

design systems of criminal justice, information handling, waste manage

ment and mess transportation for the State of California. Success was 

not achieved. The situations were too soft for the methods. Referring 

to Figure 3.10 there was much that could be quantified in the left half 

but in terms of the total problem the quantified parts were small in 

comparison to the unquantifiable social factors.
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4.4.4 The Checkland Methodology

The methodologies considered so far have been quite rigidly 

structured and all required the setting of an objective early in the 

process before progress could be made. The methodology to be considered 

now evolved from a programme of action research at Lancaster University. 

It aims to give a reasonable level of methodological guidance at specific 

stages of all enquiry and to permit the investigator to deal with the 

difficulty in soft systems of specifying objectives that can be made 

operational. The methodology resulted because of the difficulty of 

applying the systems engineering method of Jenkins in soft systems.

Most of the material which follows is based on Checkland (028) "Towards 

a Systems Based Methodology for Real World Problem Solving" and Smyth and 

Checkland (112) "Using a Systems Approach : The Structure of Root 

Definitions . Extensive quotations will be made from both these articles 

since this is felt to be necessary to explain the methodology. Checkland 

(028) commenting on systems engineering says:

'Methodologies stemming from engineering thinking 
inevitably postulate a certain kind of structure 
in the situation in which the methodology will be 
used; either a need can be defined, or a system's 
objectives can be stated unequivocally thus 
enabling the system to be engineered to achieve 
them. . . . Basically these methodologies 
derive from the model that sees human behaviour 
as goal seeking. But this model, useful though 
it is in many situations is inappropriate in many 
real-world problems which are seen as "problems" 
precisely because there is no agreement on needs, 
objectives, measures of performance, etc.'

One must disagree with Checkland's assertion that the methodologies see 

human behaviour as goal seeking or purposive. All the methodologies 

considered so far in fact have an early objective setting phase and so in 

total regard human activity systems as purposeful. Checkland is however 

correct in stating that the methodologies are inadequate in situations 

where early goal setting is not possible. That is, engineering systems
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analysis is suitable for all phases of Figure 3.10 except cell (1,1) for 

specific problem types but is not general enough to guide all situations. 

The breakdown of engineering systems analysis where objectives cannot be 

set may be compared to the inadequacy of Newtonian physics referred to 

in Chapter 2 and the need is thus for a more general hypothesis.

Inglestam (058) referred to in the previous section proposed general 

guidelines with ad hoc methods for specific problems. Checkland's 

methodology is one attempt to meet the need for a general method.

A general methodology has to be non content-specific or as Checkland 

puts it:

'We need simultaneously to be precise enough to 
provide guidelines which can actually be used, 
and vague enough to remain problem oriented; 
avoiding distorting the problem into a particular 
structure just because we would know how to tackle 
it if it came to us in that form.'

Much of the criticism of O.R. is because of the tendency of practitioners 

to become methodology bound and to ascribe greater structure to a 

problem than in fact is the case. Writing of action research, Robert N. 

Rapoport (100) says:

'Action research is a type of applied social 
research differing from other varieties in the 
immediacy of the researcher's involvement in 
the action process. Some social scientists 
have differentiated action research from the 
larger field of applied research by the exist
ence of a client with a problem to be solved.'

He goes on to state:

'Action research aims to contribute both to 
the practical concerns of people in an immedi
ate problematic situation and to the goals of 
social science by joint collaboration within 
a mutually acceptable ethical framework.'

Based on these comments then any researcher attempting to solve problems 

in purposeful systems must at some stage of the work adopt the mantle of
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Ellon's change agent (039). This contributes to the difficulty of 

establishing a content free methodology for soft systems. The method

ology described by Checkland evolved from some 100 action research 

projects and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.5 and summarized in 

Figure 4.6.

With regard to the analysis stage, Checkland says:

'. . . it was found most useful to make the 
analysis stage a building un of the richest 
possible picture of the situation being 
studied without pressing the analysis in 
systems terms.'

As quoted earlier, Ackoff makes the same point when he advocates enlarging 

a problem situation to the largest mess in which the management concerned 

is interested. Although going on to warn of the danger of seeking 

structure too soon and hence imposing false structure nevertheless the 

structure and process must be established during the analysis stage.

These help the analyst to establish a viewpoint and identify relevant 

systems. Checkland argues that the analysis stage may be regarded as 

complete, at least on a first iteration,

'when it is possible to postulate a root 
definition of the basic nature of the system 
or systems thought to be relevant to the 
problem situation.'

and

'when the following questions can be answered 
convincingly and in some depth.

Within and/or around the problem situation:
1. What resources are deployed in what 

operational processes under what planning 
procedures within what structure, in what 
environments and wider systems, by whom?

2. How is this resource deployment monitored 
and controlled?'

Figure 4.5 like Figure 4.2 emphasizes the real-world/intellectual 

concepts split. Having completed the analysis stage in the real v/orld.
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1. ANALYSIS

1.1 Examine the problem situation, and collect candidates 
for the role of "the problem".

1.2 Analyse the problem situation
(Structure, Process, Relationship between them).

2- ROOT DEFINITION OF RELEVANT SYSTEMS

2.1 Formulate root definitions of relevant systems.

3. CONCEPTUALIZATION

3.1 Assemble the minimum necessary activities in the 
system(s) 2.1, hence build conceptual models

3.2 Use the formal system1 concept and/or other systems 
thinking to finalize the conceptualizations.

4. COMPARISON AND DEFINITION

4.1 Make a formal comparison between the results of 1. 
and 3.

4.2 From the results of 4.1 define a range of possible 
changes

5. SELECTION

5.1 Select with relevant actors in the problem situation, 
or get them to select, a relevant feasible change 
required to improve the situation in 1.2

6. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

6.1 Design whatever is necessary for the implementation 
of the change selected

7. APPRAISAL

Figure 4.6 A Summary of the Methodology
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the next three stages are the crux of the methodology. Having chosen 

relevant systems, the analyst has to describe the relevant systems by 

what Checkland calls a "root definition". He states that a root defini

tion "should be a condensed representation of the system(s) in its most 

fundamental form". Emery (040) makes a similar point when writing about 

methodologies for predicting the future:

‘Given the conceptual model of overlapping temporal 
gestalts ("processes", "systems" or "directive 
correlations"), the general methodological problem 
is clear - to identify "the constructive principle"
(ends or "focal condition") that characterizes the 
system or subsystem whose development we are trying 
to predict.1

Smyth and Checkland (112) state that:

‘an adequate Root Definition should embody the 
following five areas in an explicit way, or failing 
that, that any of these areas which is omitted should 
be omitted consciously and with good reason.

Consideration 
(1) "Ownership" (0)

(2) "Actors" (A)

(3) "Transformation" (T)

(4) "Customer" (C)

(5) "Environmental 
and Wider System 
Constraints" (E)

Amplification
Ownership of the system, control, 
concern or sponsorship; a wider 
system which may discourse about 
the system.

The agents who carry out, or cause 
to be carried out the transforma
tion process(es) or activities of 
the system.
The core of the R.D. A transfor
mation process carried out by the 
system. Assumed to include the 
direct object of the main activity 
verb(s).
Client (of the activity), bene
ficiary, or victim, the subsystem 
affected by the main activity(ies). 
The indirect object of the main 
activity verb(s).

Environmental impositions. Perhaps 
interaction with wider systems 
other than that included in (1) 
above, these wider systems being 
taken as given.

To this list we add a sixth item which is, by its nature, 
seldom if ever explicit in a Root Definition but is always 
implicit and always relevant.
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(6) "Weltanschauung" (W) The (often-unquestioned) outlook
or taken-for-granted framework 
which makes this particular R.D. 
a meaningful one.

The six considerations may be remembered by the mnemonic 
CATWOE.'

Smyth and Checkland go on to consider a number of root definitions and, 

for example, for a national mail service suggest:

'A partly monopolistic government instrumentality to 
transport mail accepted from the public from its 
point of posting to its point of delivery at an 
acceptable quality of service with maximum efficiency, 
having regard to the reasonable expectations of labour.'

Having got root definitions of relevant systems, the next stage is 

that of creating conceptual models of the system "implied by the Root 

Definition". Checkland emphasises that the conceptual model is derived 

by deduction from the root definition only, i.e. it is an intellectual 

process removed from the problem situation in the real world. He identi

fies the two main problems of conceptualization as "finding a way to do 

it, and finding a way to validate the conceptual model which is its 

outcome." For the first problem the suggested solution "is to assemble 

in correct sequence the minimum activities which are necessary in a 

human activity system described by the root definition." The validation 

problem is difficult and as a first step it is compared to a standard 

human activity system to ensure that the model has no basic deficiencies. 

This is box 3(a) of Figure 4.5 and Checkland has developed a checklist 

of items which must be present if a human activity system is to be 

capable of purposeful activity. In summary:

"S" is a formal system if and only if

i. S has an objective, a mission, a definition of a final 
desirable state or an ongoing purpose

- exploitation of technical skills
- discovery of knowledge
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2. S has a measure of performance
- financial performance
- publications

3. S has subsystems with properties 1. and 2.
- divisions
- departments

4. S has subsystems which interact, effects and actions can 
be transmitted through the system

- information
- decisions

5. S exists in wider systems and/or environments with which 
it interacts

- the market
- public opinion

6. S has physical and abstract resources

- men, money, materials, machines

7. S contains a decision taker and decision takino process
- levels of management
- unions
- employees at all levels

8. S has some guarantee of continuity i.e. it is not ephemeral
- basic need for service

The two stages of root definition formulation and conceptualiza 

tion combine as shown

Formulate Assemble
Root ----- > Minimum
Definition Necessary

Activities

Structure Check
Activities ----- * Conceptual
into a Model against
Conceptual -<■-----  Formal System
Model Model

khen a satisfactory conceptual model has been created comparison 

with the real world takes place to try and find possible changes which 

could improve the problem situation. For example, the information needs
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of the planning, operating, monitoring and controlling processes may 

be considered together with the physical, hierarchal, reporting and 

communicating structures. To again quote Checkland:

. the Comparison stage consists of a debate 
in which only those who live in the problem 
situation can select a change to be implemented.
The systems analyst may state and defend a 
particular suggestion but the decision for action 
can only be made by the actors, not the analyst.'

This ensures that any proposals for change which come out of this 

methodology will reflect what is felt to be in all ways feasible within 

the organization.

Having established desirable changes, the changes have to be 

designed and implemented but as Checkland says of design in softer 

systems:

'Design here is not the creation of something 
which will perform in some specified people-proof 
way to achieve some designed objective, it is 
the creation of some modification to which 
purposeful individuals are prepared to give their 
commitment.'

Implementation is also achieved by the actors of the organization with 

the analyst acting, in EiIon's terminology, as a catalyst type of change 

agent.

The design and implementation stages help to highlight one aspect 

of the methodology, i.e. it is a methodology primarily for non green 

field situations. It is for existing organizations facing messes. In 

terms of Figure 3.10 it appears to be general for all organizations, all 

decision levels, and all phases including an advisory function in the 

decision making cells of the top row. Because of its generality, it 

appears to be much harder to get to grips with than the methodologies of 

O.R., systems engineering, and systems analysis. It seems as if it might 

well form the basis of a meta methodology with the other methodologies
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and techniques being used where appropriate. The link back to the real 

world for comparisons, and steps 1.2, 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 4.5 which 

form an iterative loop, would help to prevent the design of elegant 

mathematical models which were found to be incomplete or really models 

of the wrong problem. As Tobin, Rapley and Teather say when discussing 
changing views of O.R. (118):

'However, the complexity of the real world becomes 
more apparent the more closely it is examined and 
the classical models were not by any means 
uniformly successful. Something of importance 
(often of a social nature) was always left out and 
many in O.R. found it highly frustrating to see 
their recommendations rejected on the basis of 
considerations that were not included in their 
formulation of the problem, nor perhaps even 
mentioned to them in the discussions before or 
during the project.'

Is the Checkland methodology scientific? Checkland himself argues 

that it is not on the grounds that one cannot expect repeatable results 

in purposeful systems and that making progress via refutation is also 

inapplicable. However, as previously argued in Section 4.2, it seems 

that scientific1 needs to be interpreted more and more liberally as 

the systems become softer. For hard systems and the resultant models 

validation procedures are quite structured but become less so as the 

system becomes softer. Does Checkland's comparison of his conceptual 

model with a formal human activity system constitute validation?

Perhaps the real question should be "Does it matter whether the method

ology for purposeful systems is accepted as scientific or not?"

Perhaps being systematic in its approach and acceptable to practitioners 

in the field are sufficient criteria at this stage of soft systems 
methodologies.
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4.4.5 Summary

With regard to methodologies for use in human activity systems 

it seems to be a case of horses for courses depending on the degree of 

hardness and whether the problem is one of specific response or 

effective routine. McPherson (066) has considered this problem and 

adopting the concept of a spectrum of problem situations ranging from 

hard to soft defines:

s - soft problem
- ill defined
- liable to many different subjective interpretations

goal functions are subjective, fuzzy, difficult to quantify, 
multi-dimensional and conflicting

h - hard problem
problem is well structured and quantifiable

- goal functions can be expressed in mathematical form

To match these problem types he suggests two distinct forms of problem 

solving methodologies are needed:

S - soft systems methodology for the conceptual phase
- function of methodology is to structure the analyst's 

mental exercises as he attempts to convert the initial 
perception into a well structured and comprehensive 
conceptual model

H - hard systems methodology using mathematics and modelling
- given that a well defined problem structure has emerged 

from the conceptual phase

The most straightforward situation is an h problem to which an appropri

ate H methodology can be applied, i.e. hH. But every h problem exists 

in an s shell and only really becomes h after an explicit or implicit 

application of S. S either structures the problem or it is decided 

(subjectively) that the subjective elements can be discarded. The most 

complex situation and the least well developed methodologically is sS, 

i.e. the situation for which the Checkland methodology has been developed.
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The need appears to be for a matching continuum of methodologies from 

S - H or for a comprehensive higher level methodology into which all the 

systems methodologies can be located.



CHAPTER 5

THE NORTHERN IRELAND ENERGY SYSTEM
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5.1 Introduction

The hierarchal model of organization developed in Chapter 3 

combined with decision types and phases yielded Figure 3.10. It was 

also postulated in Chapter 3 that this model of organization, while 

developed mostly in business, was applicable to those organizations 

created by society in pursuit of its ideals. Many of the physical and 

economic ideals of society are dependent upon reliable energy supplies, 

i.e. as Chesshire et al say (032), "energy is expected to be on tap", 

and for nations to develop the creation of a reliable energy supply 

system is of paramount importance. It is obvious that the hierarchal 

model will fit the various supply subsystems of an energy system such 

as electricity generation and distribution, coal mining and distribution, 

the oil companies, and the gas undertakings. The extraction, conversion 

and distribution of energy are all capital intensive operations and all 

the involved organizations operate at all stages of Figure 3.10. In 

addition to decisions at operational and administrative levels all exist 

in an E4 environment of increasing complexity and all must make long 

term strategic decisions. The price of oil increased from SI.80 per 

barrel, a price which had been constant for a decade, to £2.90 between 

1971 and mid-1973 and then, when used as a political weapon as a result 

of the Yom Kippur war, increased to £11.65 per barrel on January 1,

1974 (032). This second increase of some 400% was an L22 change of 

massive proportions over which even the largest nations had no control 

and little influence. It meant for all nations that energy policy was 

thrust to the forefront of political decisions since such a rapid increase 

in the price of oil was seen as a threat to economic growth upon which 

the survival in office of many politicians depended. Energy strategies

which had been based largely on the abundant supply of relatively cheap 

oil had to be reviewed.
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The agency of society in the United Kingdom with the responsibi1ity 

for establishing energy policy is the Department of Energy and as a sub

system the responsible agency in Northern Ireland is the Energy Division 

of the Department of Commerce. Thus, these agencies face the management 

of systems situation of the leftmost column of Figure 3.10. It might be 

argued that because Northern Ireland is a subsystem of the United Kingdom 

and must work within the constraints of the higher level policy decisions 

of the Department of Energy that the Department of Commerce face a pseudo 

reduced environment. But, likewise, the Department of Energy must work 

within the broad energy policy of the European Economic Community. The 

environments faced are still very complex and the higher level policies 

do not insulate the lower levels from the full impact of the environmental 

changes. It seems possible to argue that because of the higher level 

constraints the lower levels have, in fact, less flexibility when designing 
their own energy policies.

5.2 The N.I. Energy System - An Overview

Figure 5.1 shows the Northern Ireland energy system in relation to 

those other systems of which it forms a part or by which it is influenced 

or controlled. The original aim of this research was to build a policy 

testing model of the complete Northern Ireland energy system so that for 

a 30 year planning period various supply options could be studied 

assuming different demand patterns, i.e. to investigate various likely 

demand - supply matches. In terms of decision phases the model would con

tribute to the intelligence phase by permitting demand forecasts to be 

generated and to the design phase by aiding the testing of various designs. 

From the point of view of the engineering systems methodology of Chapter 

4 the intention was to have created a model which would evaluate 

different designs, i.e. a powerful management tool providing input infor-
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mation to the choice stage of decisions. It became apparent quickly, 

however, that such a model was much too ambitious an undertaking for one 

individual. As will be seen later in this Chapter the task was redefined 

more realistically to that of building a model of the demand side of the 

system that would allow the testing of different assumptions about energy 

demand mechanisms and so produce demand forecasts. This means that the 

work is intelligence" in a complex environment and in terms of the 

various overall methodologies of Chapter 4 remains quite firmly rooted in 

the problem analysis and formulation stages.

Prior to the quadrupling of oil prices at the end of 1973 and the 

resultant rapid increases in the prices of all delivered fuels the demand 

for energy in Northern Ireland had been increasing steadily year by year. 

For example, the growth in demand for electricity had been averaging 

about nine per cent per annum for a number of years and in the early 

1970's, based on this demand pattern and the abundant supply of low cost 

oil, the Northern Ireland Electricity Service planned and started to 

build a major new oil fired power station. When completed, in excess of 

ninety per cent of the installed electricity generating capacity of 

Northern Ireland will be oil fired. In 1972 the United Kingdom joined 

the European Economic Community and the E.E.C., in response to the oil 

price increases and supply restrictions, produced an energy strategy 

document which set a series of targets and the United Kingdom as a member 

had an obligation to adhere to these policies. Thus, 1973-74 was a 

period when fundamental changes occurred in the environment of the

Northern Ireland energy system which led to changes within the system.

The most apparent changes occurred in the demand side of the system

as users economised, started to take energy conservation measures, and, 

where possible, switched fuels in response to relative changes in the 

prices of fuels and the perceived reliability of supplies. The demand 

pattern experienced a discontinuity and hence forecasting based on past
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data, an acceptable approach when the system was relatively stable, was 

now not possible. The supply side was changed in that there was doubt 

about the reliability of oil supplies in the longer term and any future 

planning had to comply with the E.E.C. policies developed in response to 

the crisis.

In Figure 5.1 the Northern Ireland energy system was shown in 

relation to the rest of the world. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are influence 

maps of increasing levels of particularization. In figure 5.2 the 

system is shown as a subsystem of the United Kingdom energy system and 

as a service function of the people of Northern Ireland responding to 

their economic needs and controlled via the political systems. Figure 

5.3 concentrates on the Northern Ireland context and shows everything 

else under the umbrella heading of environmental influences and controls. 

Figure 5.4, adapted from Checkland (028), defines the Northern Ireland 

energy system at a very general level and shows that it can be regarded 

as a resource allocation system which has a very complex structure.

As a subsystem of the Northern Ireland society its goals and objectives 

must be set to contribute to the overall goals and objectives of its 

containing system and the ideals of the society. The demand derives 

from the Northern Ireland economy and domestic consumers and the deci

sions within the system are subject to influences and controls from all 

the wider systems which make up the environment of the system. The 

most notable characteristic of the system is shown by the fact that the 

system is dependent on the wider system for all its physical resources 

and for much of the capital needed. A more detailed examination will 

be presented later but the Northern Ireland energy system has no 

indigenous conventional primary energy sources. It is thus a system in 

a complex E^ environment and one for which l22 changes are of crucial 

importance. The oil price changes have already been referred to but
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other changes external to the system have created major problems for 

the different supply sectors. Examples of such changes are:

(i) non payment of gas and electricity accounts has 

been extensively used as a means of political 

protest;

(ii) the electrical inter-connector with the Republic 

of Ireland electrical distribution network has 

been out of commission for some time due to 

terrorist activity. This has been estimated to 

cost the Northern Ireland Electricity Service 

some £3,000,000 per annum in lost revenues and 

carrying charges for additional peak load gener

ating plant.

(iii) the United Kingdom government after much public 

debate finally decided against a natural gas 

pipe line from Great Britain to Northern Ireland 

to give access to North Sea gas and decided that 

the town gas industry in Northern Ireland, based 

on naptha feed stock, should be phased out.

There is a considerable bottled gas market.

So far, the words energy and fuel have been used although they 

have not been defined. As Chapman (023) points out:

'The problems which arose in industrial 
countries in 1973/74 were due not to shortage 
of energy but to a shortage of "technically' 
useful energy".'

He goes on to call technically useful energy 'fuel' and says:
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'Thus our present society is dependent on a 
supply of fuel and it is fuel shortages which 
cause economic chaos.1

Fuels are classified as primary and secondary. In Great Britain 

there are five fuels classified as primary - coal, oil, natural gas, 

hydroelectricity and nuclear heat. As already mentioned, Northern 

Ireland is without any significant indigenous sources and the only 

primary fuels used are imported coal and oil. The fuels delivered to 

the final consumers are either in the primary forms of coal and fuel 

oil or have been converted to the secondary fuel forms of electricity 

and refined petroleum products which in the case of Northern Ireland 
includes gas.

The breakdown of the 1978 Northern Ireland primary fuel imports 

to final users either directly or after conversion to secondary fuels 

is shown in Figure 5.5 which has been adapted and extended from the 

Northern Ireland Economic Council report on energy conservation (077). 

Some of the numbers in Figure 5.5 differ slightly from those in this 

report due to the use of different conversion factors. The thermal 

content of primary fuels depends upon the source of the fuel so 

that, for instance, some coal has a thermal content of 8,000 kilowatt 

hours (kWh) per tonne while the average content of U.K. coal is quoted 

by Chapman (023) at 7,650 kWh per tonne. Different sources of oil 

likewise give different thermal contents and thus slight differences 

occur in the work of different authors. Table 5.1 is a summary of 

the various units and thermal contents used in this study. The 

standard units used in the study are kilowatt hours and tonnes of oil 

and all other fuels are converted to these units as and when necessary. 

Thus, the units used in Figure 5.5 are million tonnes of oil equivalent 

(mtoe) and one million tonnes of coal is approximately equivalent on
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a thermal content basis to 0.62 mtoe.

Table 5.1 Thermal Content Fuels

kWh

Fuel Oil 1 tonne 12,450

Coal 1 tonne 8,000

Gas 1 therm 29.3

Petrol 1 1itre 9.65

1 kWh = 3.6 x 106 joules

Figure 5.5 demonstrates clearly the dominant position of oil in 

the Northern Ireland energy system. Not only does oil account for 

seventy-eight per cent of total primary fuel imports but some eighty 

per cent of the electricity is generated by burning oil and this figure 

is likely to increase in the future as the new oil burning power station 

at kilroot comes on stream.

McVitty (067) reviews the planning constraints under which the 

Energy Division of the Department of Commerce have to operate when con

sidering the future of the Northern Ireland energy system. The con

straints fall into the categories of political, geographical and geo

logical. Political constraints have already been mentioned but in more 

detail the major points of the EEC energy policy document of May 1974 

(038) were:

- a 10% reduction in the growth of fuel consumption 

by 1985 from the estimate of 1972;

- a reduction in fuel imports from 60% to 40% of total
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fuel supplies;

- nuclear derived electricity to expand by some 

twenty times by 1985;

- solid fuel consumption stabilized at 1973 levels 

and rising consumption in this sector to be met by 

imports;

- by 2000 nuclear power to account for half the total 

fuel supplied.

The major objective of the policy was to reduce substantially the 

dependence of the Community on oil imports. However, Nigel Forman, 

writing in 1978 (045) highlights the difficulties associated with 

implementing the EEC policy due to the widely differing supply and 

demand patterns in the member states and comments:

'The net result is that it has proved very 
difficult even to co-ordinate national energy 
policies, let alone to develop a Community 
policy worthy of the name.'

He goes on to review the progress made in terms of the 1974 policy 

statement and states that the indications are that by 1985 imports depend

ence may have dropped to only fifty-five per cent and that installed 

nuclear power plant will most likely be about half of that projected in 

1974. Nevertheless, the policy is one of reduction of imports of oil in 

the future and Northern Ireland is committed to a course which is 

contrary to that policy.

The major political constraint exercised by the U.K. is financial 

since the Northern Ireland energy system cannot by itself finance major 

capital investments. As has already been quoted, it was a U.K. decision 

that there should not be a gas pipe line linking Northern Ireland to 

Great Brii,ain. While there was, and still is, considerable controversy 

about the figures the publicly stated reason for the decision was that
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it was not a financially viable project.

Although the gas pipe line decision was political, the major 

contributing factor was due to geographical location. The high cost of 

a sea bed pipe line across the North Channel was prohibitive. Likewise, 

the Northern Ireland electricity system is denied access to the British 

national grid and the connector with the Republic of Ireland is a prime 

terrorist target and has been out of commission for some years. The 

resultant self contained nature of the Northern Ireland electricity 

system coupled to its small size and consequential low number of gener

ating plants means that a higher percentage of standby equipment is 

needed than for the national grid in Great Britain. It also means that 

at peak periods the more expensive low merit order plant has to be 

brought into service more frequently, thus adding to the overall costs of 

electricity. As described by Morley (070), the operational control of a 

power system is complex. Basically the generating plants are brought 

into service to meet consumer demand. The order in which plants are 

brought into service is determined by the production costs of each 

generating plant which are a function of the cost of heat delivered to 

the boiler, i.e. the fuel cost, and the thermal efficiency of the plant. 

The plants are ranked in merit order according to the production costs 

and the base load is met by the higher merit plants with the other more 

costly plants coming on in merit order as the load increases. Another 

advantage of large systems with many generating plants and a steady 

programme of new and replacement building is that each new power station, 

due to technological improvements, tends to be more efficient than the 

previous one and much more efficient than the old plant being phased out. 

This means that over time there is a gradual increase in the overall 

efficiency of the generating plant. When the Kilroot station is complete 

the Northern Ireland electricity system will consist of one coal fired
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and three oil fired stations giving a total generating capacity of 

2760 Megawatts (MW) which i's likely to meet demand for at least another 

fifteen years. In January 1977 an all time high demand of 1204 MW 

occurred and the expected long term growth is four per cent per annum 

(094). The Northern Ireland electricity system thus faces the prospect 

of deteriorating plant efficiency as the plant becomes older without the 

addition of new improved power stations to counteract the accompanying 

increased operating costs.

The geological constraints on the Northern Ireland energy system 

are summed up by McVitty (067) when he says:

'So far as we have been able to discover we 
have no economically attractive major deposits 
of any fossil fuel.'

He goes on to review each possible resource but in each the available 

geological evidence points to only small non economically viable amounts 

in any location. Even peat, which is widespread, occurs in small hill 

bogs and it cannot be extracted economically by mechanical means unlike 

the flat bogs of the Republic of Ireland. Likewise, there are no 

economically viable hydro electric sites.

Thus, the Energy Division of the Department of Commerce is quite 

constrained in the broad energy strategy which it might determine for 

the Northern Ireland energy system.

It is shown in Figure 5.5 that coal and oil imports are either 

distributed directly to end users or else are used as inputs to the 

secondary fuel industries - electricity, petroleum products and gas. 

Given that the U.K. government has decided to phase out town gas within 

the next few years and that bottled gas is distributed by private 

companies, the supply side of the Northern Ireland energy system 

reduces, at the present time, to the coal industry, the oil industry
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(including bottled gas) and the electricity industry. The coal and oil 

industries are made up of private companies and the Department of 

Commerce has no statutory powers in either case. The electricity 

industry, however, consists of one organization, the Northern Ireland 

Electricity Service (NIES), and the Department of Commerce has statutory 

powers under the provisions of the Electricity Supply (Northern Ireland) 

Order 1972 which extend to almost every activity of NIES (067).

As has already been pointed out when the Kilroot power station is 

completed the structure of the largest single element of the supply 

side of the Northern Ireland energy system will be fixed for at least 

fifteen years although the possibility of converting the second phase 

of Kilroot to coal burning is being investigated. Thus, the Energy 

Division with responsibility for determining energy strategy appears in 

the meantime to have little flexibility and must concentrate on creating 

the most efficient system within these constraints. Any long term 

planning must consider alternative supplies and the fact that as compe

tition for oil and coal supplies increases with accompanying price 

increases, and most experts in the field think that fossil fuels will 

increase in price in real terms by a minimum of four per cent per annum 

until at least the end of the century, some of the alternative fuels in 

Northern Ireland such as peat, lignite, hydro electric power, pumped 

storage systems and tidal power may become viable. There is also 

considerable research taking place throughout the world on alternative 

energy supplies such as solar power, wind power, wave power, and geo

thermal power. The geographical location of Northern Ireland is such 

that it is unlikely that solar power will ever make a significant con

tribution to fuel needs but, in particular, wind and wave power may 

become important sources as the technology improves. In terms of 

Figure 3.10 there appear to be no broad strategy changes within, say,
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ten years that can be made if one considers the environment as the wider 

systems outside Northern Ireland.

However, if one approaches the system in terms of its supply and 

demand subsystems so that the demand subsystem or market is perceived 

as a very important part of the supply subsystem the problems facing 

the Energy Division, the NIES, the coal and the oil industries are 

indeed complex and the environment turbulent since the market is very 

price conscious and influenced by the wider environmental events. The 

fuel industries are themselves important sectors of the Northern Ireland 

economy and the prices which they have to charge are often crucial for 

the competitiveness of manufacturers and for the competitiveness of the 

economy itself in attracting outside investment in manufacturing. Thus, 

any decisions have to be made taking account of their likely effects on 

the general Northern Ireland economy.

Chapman (023), considering the demand for fuel, identifies the 

demand sectors which account for the total primary fuel use in the 

United Kingdom. These are domestic, private transport, other transport, 

agriculture and food industries, materials production, manufacture and 

construction, retail distribution services, public services, and the 

fuel industries. Initially an attempt was made to structure the demand 

side of the Northern Ireland energy system in the same way. The 

sectorial breakdown which evolved during the period of the research, due 

mainly to the format of data, and in some cases because of the lack of 

suitable data, consisted of the following seven sectors:

domestic
private transport 
public transport 
agriculture 
movement of goods 
manufacturing industry 
commerce and public service
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The fuel industries did not emerge as a separate sector but, as will be 

described later, efficiency factors were derived for the different fuel 

industries to calculate input primary fuels from forecasted secondary 

fuels.

Chapman also identifies four broad categories of fuel use:

(i) low temperature heat - space heating, water heating, etc.

(ii) high temperature heat - smelting, etc.

(iii) work - transport, industrial machinery, etc.

(iv) special uses - electronics, lighting, control, etc.

Given that at present in Northern Ireland fuel is supplied to final 

users in the form of coal, oil and petroleum products, electricity, or 

town gas and that town gas will be phased out soon, then any attempt to 

try to improve the supply - demand match must be aware of the advantages 

and disadvantages of different fuels for different users. One measure 

is the amount of primary fuel which must be landed at the dockside to 

deliver one unit of useful energy to the final user. For example, if 

one kilowatthour of low temperature heat is delivered via an electric 

heating appliance, the appliance itself is 100 per cent efficient in that 

it projects one kilowatthour into the space it is required to heat. 

However, by reference to Figure 5.5, the electricity service uses 

1.53 mtoe or approximately 19000 mkWh to deliver 4700 mkWh to final 

users - an overall efficiency of about twenty-five per cent. This means 

that to deliver one kilowatthour of electricity requires the equivalent 

of four ki1owatthours of primary fuel at the dockside. If one considers, 

say, solid fuel central heating, the appliance efficiency is about 

seventy per cent and taking into account the fuel needed for distribution 

the overall efficiency is about fifty per cent or one kilowatthour 

delivered requires some two kilowatthours of primary fuel at the dockside. 

Hence, for space heating, one can say that overall solid fuel central
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heating is about twice as efficient as electricity even though electric 

heating appliances are 100 per cent efficient.

Similar calculations can be done for each fuel for each application 

ior which it is appropriate and the results used to provide guidelines 

to suppliers and consumers alike though, in fact, over time market prices 

teflect these differences and consumers, where possible, switch to the 

cheaper fuels. Electricity is essential for the specialized tasks but 

gas, oil, coal or electricity can be used to provide high temperature 

heat, each having advantages and disadvantages in different situations.

On the basis of work done and primary fuel needed, Chapman, Leach and 

Slesser (024) present an overall analysis to compare the efficiency of 

electric and petrol powered cars and conclude that there is little 

difference. This may have important implications for private transport 

in the longer term since one great advantage of electricity is that any 

pollution caused during the fuel conversion stage is centralized and 

easier to control. A summary of the analysis is given in Figure 5.6.

The Northern Ireland energy system is shown in Figure 5.7 on the 

basis of the demand sectors, the fuel uses, and the secondary and primary 

fuels. There are thus many things which must be considered when looking 

at present and future demand matches. Are the primary fuels used 

efficiently? When are the various indigenous and alternative fuel 

sources likely to become viable, if ever? The various demand and supply 

sectors and the wider economic and political systems have different goals 

and objectives which are often in conflict. Is it possible to define 

goals and objectives for the whole system? How does one evaluate a 

'good' demand - supply match in such a complex situation? Various measures 

of effectiveness include:

(a) minimum cost to consumers

(b) maximum profit to suppliers
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Primary Energy

Conversion St
Efficiency <

Oil Refinery Electricity

Petrol 0.88 0.25 To Consumer

Petrol Engine 0.25 0 80 Battery Charge/ 
Discharge

Transmission 0.80 n on Motor Control U. ou -rTransmission

Overall Efficiency = 0.176 Overall Efficiency = 0.16

Figure 5.6 Overall Efficiencies of Electric and Petrol Cars

(c) minimum fuel loss in conversion - distribution

(d) minimum primary fuel use to meet needs

(e) minimum balance of payments effects in U.K.

(f) minimum imports into Northern Ireland

(g) minimum adverse environmental changes

(h) least lumpy capital investment schedule

(i) maximum employment in fuel industries

(j) security of supplies

(k) some composite measure to embrace a number of (a) through 

(j) and minimise 'total cost' to the people of Northern 

Ireland.

The discussion in this Chapter so far has concentrated on the 

description of the problem situation and the environmental factors, the 

internal constraints, the various supply and demand types and sectors.
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and some mention of the multi-variable nature of the criteria by which 

any demand - supply match would have to be judged. One conceptualization 

of the Northern Ireland energy system in these terms is shown in Figure 

5.8. Conceptual in this case is not used in the manner of stage 3 of the 

Checkland methodology since the analysis stage is not complete and no 

attempt has been made to construct a root definition. Rather conceptual

ization is used in the engineering systems analysis way as an aid to 

showing how the various parts of the problem are interconnected. Foell, 

Mitchell and Pappas (044) reporting on a regional energy study for the 

State of Wisconsin in the U.S.A. and Howard (057) writing about an 

expansion study of the Mexican national electricity system give examples 

of similar broad energy system models.

Although only two sources of primary fuels are used at present 

eight are shown in Figure 5.8 as being of interest when considering the 

long term system future. Gas is still included because there has been 

some recent consideration given to the feasibility of extending the 

natural gas pipeline which connects Dublin and the gas field at Kinsale 

north to Belfast. Such a scheme would require large capital investment 

which would be difficult to raise without U.K. government support.

Recent (April, 1981), though officially unconfirmed, reports indicate 

that new drilling technology linked with high fuel prices may have made a 

gas field on the Cavan/Fermanagh border, which was discovered in 1960 but 

was then uneconomic, economically viable. Upon the completion of the new 

Kilroot power station a further addition to the electricity generating 

system will not be required to be operational for another fifteen to 

twenty years. Nuclear power is undoubtedly a possibility for that 

installment but a nuclear power station is a very big capital investment 

indeed and while lessening the dependence on fossil fuels still leaves 

the whole system dependent totally on external fuel sources. The other 

four possible supplies of fuel shown for the future have the advantage
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of lessening dependence on outside fuel supplies although at present they 

are thought to be not viable economically or that the technology is not 

yet far enough advanced. All the primary fuel supplies have different 

environmental, economic and social consequences and the policies of the 

U.K., the EEC and the Department of Commerce regarding these consequences 

result in a package of costs and benefits. It is this package which has 

to be evaluated, together with a similar package derived from the use of 

secondary fuels by the demand sectors, to determine the 'goodness' of a 

supply - demand match - in total a sort of social value function.

For example, mention has already been made of the small difference 

in overall fuel use between electric and petrol cars and that environ

mental advantages may accrue to petrol cars. In Northern Ireland a switch 

to petrol cars would increase the demand for electricity which would make 

little difference to the total fuel imports but would mean a reduction in 

the price of electricity since the price is inversely related to demand.

It could actually lead to reduced fuel imports in that at present elec

tricity is sold cheaply during the night for space heating because it has 

to be produced anyway and it is not possible to cease generation altogether. 

A policy decision to eliminate lower off-peak electricity tariffs for home 

heating but to permit them for car battery charging would mean a switch by 

consumers to then lower priced heating fuels which are also more fuel 

efficient overall. The reduction in the price of electricity referred to 

above would lead to a further increase in demand for electricity and would 

thus help to reduce the costs incurred by manufacturing industry which, 

in turn, would benefit the rest of the economy. It could lead to reduced 

employment of motor mechanics since electric cars need less maintenance, 

fewer petrol distribution workers would be needed although this would be 

offset by more distribution workers to supply fuels to those households 

switching from off-peak electricity, fewer service station attendants and 

indeed fewer service stations would be needed, etc.
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This example illustrates the complex interconnected nature of the 

various segments of the model and the great difficulties associated with 

measuring alternative demand - supply matches. The example also indicates 

that proposed policy changes should be tested on other than straightforward 

economic viability but that the effects on employment, pollution, imports 

from U.K., imports from elsewhere, prices of other goods, etc. should also 

be considered. The initial grand idea was to build an interactive model 

between demand and supply to evaluate good matches on the basis of the 

criteria mentioned. This is still regarded as a worthwhile systems 

research task but one that requires a considerable commitment of research 

finance and of research manpower from a number of disciplines. Any such 

investigation is going to need detailed analyses of all aspects of the 

model of Figure 5.8 and one such area is the demand for fuels. The 

remainder of the investigation concentrates on the demands for fuels in 

the Northern Ireland energy system, i.e. at the "intelligence" or informa

tion gathering stage of the overall system study.

5.3 Forecasting Fuel Demand

The driving functions of the system are clearly the size of the 

population served and the economic activity of the region. As either vary 

the demands for fuel for the various fuel applications will vary in the 

same direction. This is so even though total fuel demands in the future 

for higher population levels and greater economic activity may be less due 

to fuel conservation measures and increased conversion efficiencies of 

machines at all stages of the process from the extraction of primary fuels 

through conversion and end use of secondary fuels.

Stratton (113) commenting on different approaches to energy fore
casting says in his introduction:
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'In an era of continuing increase in fuel consumption 
and decreasing cost of oil (by a factor of 2.6 in 
real terms from 1950 to 1970), forecasting was a 
relatively simple process of projecting an increase 
in demand from historical trends and expected future 
market penetration. The consequences of over 
estimation in demand were not serious being a lag in 
obtaining maximum capital utilization that was small 
relative to plant lifetime.'

The more sophisticated models for forecasting fuel demands were of the 

econometric causal' type. E.W. Henry (054), for example, describes a 

causal model which is used to forecast "gross inland energy consumption" 

for Ireland from 1977 to 1985 based on the causative factors Gross 

Domestic Product per capita at constant prices. The model is constructed 

using data from other countries at various stages of economic development. 

At the end of this article when reviewing areas for further research he 

suggests that detailed sectoral models are needed to give more insight to 

the behaviour of the energy system. Leach (213) is more critical of the 

established econometric forecasting methods and says:

'Until recently most long range energy forecasts 
rested on the observation that in many countries 
over long periods of time primary energy consumption 
rose in line with GDP. From this arose the belief 
that the energy - GDP linkage was a rigid economic 
law; that energy use must grow with rising GDP and 
conversely that a low energy future must involve 
fewer goods and services, fewer jobs, and belt 
tightening deprivation.'

A criticism that must be made of Leach, however, is that he writes to prove 

the feasibility of a low energy strategy and his comments are aimed to 

support this case. Nevertheless, there is some validity in his statement 

in that many economists seem to regard GDP and fuel consumption rigidly 

linked. The real point seems to be that GDP will rise more rapidly if 

relatively cheap plentiful supplies of fuels are there because the fuels 

are not then major factors in production decisions but, in fact, can make 

possible the more rapid substitution of energy intensive machinery for 

expensive labour, i.e. fuels are a cheap substitute for another factor of
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production. In consumer markets the cheap fuels make labour saving 

devices and cars attractive. In such a situation there is little 

incentive to use fuels efficiently or prevent waste. While not wishing 

to pursue the analogy too far, water is a resource which in certain 

places assumes the characteristics almost of a free good. Little attempt 

is made to use it efficiently or to prevent waste unless, of course, it 

has had value added by heating it using expensive fuels. In places where 

water is scarce then the lack of it is often a major constant on economic 

growth, particularly in agriculture, and consumers are careful to prevent 
waste.

Man uses fuels along with other resources to satisfy his needs and 

if the fuels are cheaply available compared to the other resources he will 

be inclined to be less careful in the use of fuels. However, man is 

unlikely to be willing to regress to a stage of development corresponding 

to some lower level of fuel availability as fuels become scarcer and more 

expensive but is much more likely to respond by using the fuel available 

more efficiently than in the past and so try to maintain economic and 

social progress. It seems, therefore, that to try to forecast demand in 

a situation where fuels are likely to continue to become scarcer and 

increase in price relative to other goods and where the ways in which 

they are used is likely to change one must examine in detail how the fuels 

are used and what changes in their use are likely to occur, i.e. how man 

will go about throwing less fuel away. The implication is not that 

econometric models are of no value, but that they do assume a relatively 

stable system, i.e. little change in fuels applications or technology, 

and hence in a rapidly changing situation demand forecasting has to try 

to predict the likely future changes and the consequential implications 

for demands for fuels. Models built on aggregated data are not likely to 

yield the necessary insights.
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Chateau and Lapillonne (025) describing a long-term energy demand 
simulation say:

'Energy demand forecasting is increasingly faced 
with a contradiction. On the one hand it is 
becoming necessary to forecast energy demand over 
a longer time horizon to take into account 
increased construction time for energy production 
equipment (e.g. nuclear plant), and in line with 
the increasing need to take into account the social 
and economic impacts of energy system deveopment 
when defining energy strategies. On the other hand, 
the increasing uncertainties in the evolution of 
energy prices and, particularly, of the economy and 
its structure, together with the increased rapidity 
of changes in those fields require that time horizons 
are shortened within which one can reasonably use 
the traditional tools of energy demand forecasting 
(and in particular econometric forecasting).

The demand forecasting approach pursued in this study is basically 

that of activity analysis or 'bottom-up'. Since it has been argued in 

Chapter 4 that building a model is equivalent to hypothesis formulation 

then the overall hypothesis pursued is to attempt to build a model of 

the underlying structure of the seven demand sectors shown in Figure 

5.8. The model will be conceived with the physical activities which 

consume fuels, the attributes of those activities which affect the 

amounts of fuels consumed, and the external factors which affect or 

might affect the activities and amounts of fuels. The model is thus an 

attempt to simulate the demand subsystem of Figure 5.8 and to permit the 

testing of different scenarios about future values which affect the fuel 

demands. Two very important links in Figure 5.8 are prices and revenues. 

The prices and availability, or reliability of supply as perceived by 

the consumer, obviously affect demand but likewise demand produces 

revenues which in turn affect prices. It proved well nigh impossible to 

account for the interaction of these in the model on a feedback basis 

and where possible they are input as scenario data. Some attempt is made 

to look at consumer switching between fuels due to price differentials. 

For each of the seven demand sectors a model of future activities related
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to the driving functions of population and economic activity is built 

which incorporates the ways in which secondary fuels are used, applies 

the necessary conversion loss factors and for a given input data set 

calculates the dockside oil equivalent primary fuel in tonnes for each 

year for 30 years. Omitted from the model are commercial fishing, 

ships' bunkers and air transport.



CHAPTER 6

THE MODEL
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6.1 Introduction

The task as perceived was to build a reasonably comprehensive 

structural model and test different assumptions about the factors which 

affect end use fuel demands over a period of thirty years. That is, to 

build a planning tool which would give a planner answers to 'what if 

type questions not only about controllable policy variables but about 

those influential factors, internal and external to Northern Ireland, 

over which the policy makers have no control. Thus, a planner could 

describe a future scenario of factors which have an impact on end use 

fuel demands and the model would calculate the total primary fuel implied 

by the scenario in tonnes of oil equivalent for each of thirty years.

Building a model such as the one described here is very much an 

iterative procedure with the 'three steps forwards two steps backwards' 

mechanism much in evidence. It is difficult to classify the phases of 

the work into neat methodological steps although treating this model 

building itself, which is just an aid to the intelligence phase of a 

decision situation, as a problem situation the process breaks down 

roughly into the following segments:

1. Problem identification and analysis

- a sort of wallowing around to get the feel of the 
whole situation

reading what other people have done and deciding 
whether it is applicable to the situation

- making contact with people of the system and others 
who appear to have some worthwhile knowledge to 
contribute

identification of likely cause and effect mechanisms

- an initial subjective Pareto analysis of the identi
fied factors to identify those which appear to be worth 
spending time on and including in the model.
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The importance of this phase cannot be emphasized too much. It 

takes time and patience because it appears that little progress is being 

made and, having set the task, there is a great individual need to make 

progress that can be measured.

2. Model construction

- the format of the available data or data that can 
be collected in a given time often determines the 
model shape

- very often the early ideas on what is seen as the 
ideal form for a particular segment of a model have 
to be changed to meet the data

- much of the activity in the early stages of building 
a model proves most useful in helping to identify 
pitfalls which can be avoided in later stages

- verification of the model is difficult but must be 
done. An important step is discussion with other 
people involved in the system such as the fuel supply 
segments and the end use segments

since the model itself is a computer programme each 
portion has to be de-bugged and checked to make sure 
the programme as written matches the mathematical 
logic intended

3. Running the model

the model is used to test the various future scenarios 
of interest

In the case of a model built to simulate the structure of a system and 

the actual design of which is influenced by the available data this stage 

is not really divorced from verification in that it is found easier to 

design by adopting one possible scenario for testing the model as one 

goes along.

The overall model which emerged consists of a set of logical 

relationships and straightforward calculations in which the mathematics
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are kept as simple as possible. The data are assumed to be deterministic 

in nature and there are no probability distributions associated with data. 

With regard to data the aim was to use published data where available and 

to seek other data from organizations within the various sectors and, if 

possible, identify areas where improved data might be usefully souoht as 

a research activity. A range of values for data can be tested by running 

as a new scenario. Within each segment the depth of detail of the 

modelling depends upon the data source and upon the effects of extra 

detail on model size. For example, when modelling the segment of public 

transport in Belfast, i.e. Citybus, an attempt was first made to model 

each individual bus route and its associated route length but this had to 

be abandoned in favour of a more aggregated model which uses an average 

journey length for all routes. On the other hand, it was possible to 

model agriculture in considerable detail because the Department of Agri

culture provided a rich source of suitable data.

While the remainder of this chapter is devoted to describina the 

detailed construction of the model, much of the discussion will concern 

itself with the form of data and its effect upon the model design. At 

the end of Chapter 5 the difficulty of showing the effects of fuel prices 

and availabilities was mentioned and the model, in fact, consists of 

relatively independent segments. The linking effects are provided by 

careful scenario writing to ensure consistency of assumptions and three 

such scenarios will be described in Chanter 7.

6.2 An Overview of the Model Structure

The overall structure of the model is shown in Figure 6.1. A 

listing of the Fortran programme 'ENERGYMOD1 is given in Appendix 1.

There are 481 arrays dimensioned to store input data and the results of 

calculations performed during the running of the programme. The data
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which is read in consists of 527 data cards to describe any particular 

scenario. The first calculation stage shown in Figure 6.1 is that of 

sector input data in which the input scenario data is modified and com

bined where necessary to provide the actual data for use in calculating 

individual sector fuel demands. For example, the population forecast 

which forms an important part of the input data is combined with a fore

cast of the proportion of the population in institutions and a forecast 

of family size to give the number of families and hence total housing 

units needed in any year.

6-3 Sectors Input Data Calculations

The flow chart for this portion of the model is shown in Figure 

6.2. It is apparent from Figure 6.2 that the number of DO loops could be 

reduced since four of them are based on the variable N ranging N = 1,30. 

The structure of Figure 6.2 reflects the method of construction of the 

overall model which was sector by sector starting with 'Domestic'.

Hence when the Domestic sector only had been modelled the overall model 

had the following structure of Fortran statements:

Master Dimensions 

Domestic Dimensions 

Master Reads

Master Calculations - Domestic Sector Input Data

Domestic Reads

Domestic Calculations

Domestic Writes

Master Summers

Master Writes

Master Data 

Domestic Sector Data
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As each sector was modelled it was done so independently but the various 

statement numbers were allocated so that after de-bugging and testing 

the statements could be split up into Dimensions, Reads, Writes, etc. 

and slotted into the overall model. As shown in the listing of Appendix 

1, the complete model has the following general Fortran Structure:

Master Dimensions

Sub Sector 1 Dimensions

Sub Sector 7 Dimensions

Master Reads

Master Calculations - Sector's Input Data

Sub Sector 1 Reads

Sub Sector 1 Calculations

Sub Sector 1 Writes

Sub Sector 7 Reads

Sub Sector 7 Calculations

Sub Sector 7 Writes

Master Summers

Master Writes
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Sectors Input Data Writes

Master Data 

Sub Sector 1 Data

Sub Sector 7 Data

While much of the data used to generate the more specific data 

inputs for the sectors is due to the form of the pertinent sector and 

might be better discussed when describing the individual sectors, it is 

felt that it will help if the reasons for the various data are given when 

first encountered.

6-3.1 General Input Data Calculations

One of the fundamental inputs is that of the total projected popu

lation (TOTPROJECTPOP) which is published in the N.I. Digest of Statistics 

(081 )• This gives projections for each fifth year for thirty five years 

ahead and straight line growth is assumed within each five year interval 

when interpolating to give values for each year for thirty years. A 

proportion of the total population is assumed to be in institutions - 

hospitals, old people's homes, prisons, etc. - and this is accounted for 

by the array INSTFACTOR with a value for each thirty years. The popula

tion which has to be housed in the Domestic sector is called PR0JECTP0P 

and in year N is

PR0JECTP0P(N)=T0TPR0JECTP0P(N)*(1.O-INSTFACTOR(N))

The average family size in Northern Ireland, although larger, has 

been falling in line with family size in the United Kingdom. A projection 

of family size for England and Wales is given in Social Trends (085).

The projected family size array for Northern Ireland (FAMSIZE) was
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calculated using the same percentage decreases over the various time 

intervals but with a higher starting point. Thus, in 1976, the average 

family size in England and Wales was 2.76 (085). The average family size 

in Northern Ireland in 1978 was calculated to be 3.014 using data from 

the Belfast Household Survey (087). Thus, the total number of families 

(TOTALFAMS) in year N is

T0TALFAMS(N)=PROJECTPOP(N)/FAMSIZE(N) 

and this is the total number of housing units needed in year N.

6-3.2 Domestic Input Data Calculations

A common approach when considering the energy consumption in 

housing is that followed by Leach (063), for example, which is to classify 

the housing stock into four classes, say, pre-1975 houses and flats and 

post-1975 houses and flats. Using the Belfast Housing Survey (087) and 

being aware of the slum clearance and housing rejuvenation schemes in 

Northern Ireland, it was decided to divide the houses roughly into old and 

new. New houses (NEWHOUSES) are those which will not need complete 

renewal or major renovation within the planning period while old houses 

(0LDH0USES) are those which will have to be replaced or updated in a major 

way. Using the Belfast Housing Survey as a sample of the housing stock in 

Northern Ireland (it accounts for 21% of the population and so represents 

a large sample) the estimated 1979 numbers of old and new houses were 

198,000 and 297,000 respectively. The rate of conversion of old houses 

is a variable which is read in and chosen to suit the scenario being 

written - if a high economic growth rate is being considered then the 

variable C0NRATE will be high and vice versa.

Considerable use is made throughout the model of the difference 

equation form by initializing a variable, moving into a DO loop, calcul

ating a new value for the variable based on the initial value and some
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relationship, then redefining the start value as the newly calculated 

value before cycling through the DO loop to find the next value. For 

example, to calculate the values of the compound interest factor for an 

interest rate of eight per cent for each of ten years and store in a 

previously dimensional array COMPINT one can write:

SCOMPINT = 1.0 
R = 0.08 
DO 4 J = 1, 10
COMPINT (J) = SC0MPINT*(1.0+R) 
SCOMPINT = COMPINT(J)

4 CONTINUE

Hence the various housing calculations take place as follows:

SOLDHOUSES = 198000 
SNEWHOUSES = 297000

- start value old houses
- start value new houses

DO 20 N=1, 30

CONHOUSES(N) = S0LDH0USES*C0NRATE - converted houses 
OLDHOUSES(N) = SOLDHOUSES - CONHOUSES(N)
NEWNEWHOUSES(N) = TOTALFAMS(N) - (SOLDHOUSES + SNEWHOUSES) 
- this is the increment in the housing stock to house new 

family formation in year N
NEWHOUSES(N) = SNEWHOUSES + CONHOUSES(N) + NEWNEWHOUSES(N) 
SOLDHOUSES = OLDHOUSES(N)
SNEWHOUSES = NEWHOUSES(N)

20 CONTINUE

6.3.3 Personal Travel Input Data Calculations

Fuel expended on personal travel is divided between private and 

public transport. It is apparent that these two parts are not inde

pendent but that as, say, the private transport element grows then the 

public transport element will tend to decrease in some way. Ideally, a 

personal travel submodel would use the needs of the population to travel 

as a driving function to generate some amount of travel to be satisfied 

by private and public transport. In the Wisconsin regional study (052) 

this approach is adopted using an econometric model of 'trip generation' 

to feed a trip distributor which splits the trips into local and inter

city categories which are further split into modes of travel - car, bus,
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and train - before calculating the resultant fuel demands.

To have attempted such a model for Northern Ireland would have 

meant a big data gathering exercise with grave doubts about its marginal 

gains over the simpler method which was adopted. The small physical size 

of Northern Ireland with the one dominant population centre of Belfast 

means, in fact, that the greater portion of public transport (and 

private) exists within Belfast or provides commuter transport between 

Belfast and the sourrounding towns out to about a radius of thirty kilo

metres. There are three public transport undertakings. Citybus Limited 

provides a service totally within Belfast. Ulsterbus Limited operates 

throughout the rest of Northern Ireland and is restricted within Belfast 

to setting down passengers on inward journeys and picking up passengers 

on outward journeys. Northern Ireland Railways Limited operate about 

340 kilometres of track on four tracks, all of which radiate from Belfast.

Information provided by Ulsterbus Limited for the year ended 1st 

April 1979 showed that out of a total distance travelled of 43,000,000 

kilometres approximately seven per cent was non revenue, ten per cent was 

private hire, two per cent was intercity express and eighty-one per cent 

could be classified as short haul. Of the short haul journeys just over 

one third was due to commuter traffic between Belfast and surrounding 

towns within a twenty kilometre radius. In the case of Northern Ireland 

Railways Limited, seventy-five per cent of the total distance travelled 

in 1978-79 was commuter traffic with Belfast. As with the Northern 

Ireland economic system as a whole the greater Belfast area dominates the 
public transport system.

The major portions of the public transport system are thus com

mitted to commuter traffic in a concentrated area. In discussions with 

the managements of the public transport organizations, Citybus and 

Northern Ireland Railways both see reduction in frequency of service at
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off-peak periods as the effect of increased private car ownership. It 

needs a large increase in car carried commuters to lead to a reduction 

in the number of trips and trains at peak periods. It was also thought 

that due to the dominance of Belfast and the convergence of commuter 

traffic on Belfast with the resultant all day car parking problems the 

growth in traffic during the next thirty years will be much less than 

during the previous thirty. Ulsterbus made similar points but added that 

any decision by them to operate a particular route and the frequency of 

service was made on revenue grounds. There was a clear relationship 

between revenue and route length multiplied by frequency of service. An 

important effect on their operations of increased private car ownership 

was the resultant reduction in revenues on the low route - freauency 

routes so that they became uneconomic leading to a decision to cease the 

service.

Given the high commuter characteriStic of the public transport 

system, the dominance of the greater Belfast area within the system and 

the comments of management about the likely effects of increased car 

ownership on their operations, it was decided to model the private and 

public sectors of personal travel separately. For private transport use 

would be made of expected car ownership levels while for public transport 

the model would concentrate on the numbers of vehicle journeys and dis

tances travelled.

6.3.3.1 Private Transport Input Data Calculations

The total number of private cars (PRIVCARS) is a function of the 

population size and expected car ownership patterns. Forecasts of cars 

per person for Great Britain are given in Transport Statistics, Table 

180 (049) for each 5 years until 2005. The yearly cars oer person array 

(CARSPERPER) was calculated by interpolating on a straight line basis
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between the given years and extrapolating on the same basis from 2005 to 

2010 and thus

PRIVCARS(N)=PROJECTPOP(N)*CARSPERPER(N)

It seems to be accepted generally that electric cars will have 

started to penetrate at least the urban or short haul car market during 

the planning period and it was thus necessary to split PRIVCARS into 

electric cars (ELGARS) and petrol cars (PETCARS). The growth of any new 

product tends to follow an S-shaped or logistic curve and it was felt that 

the market penetration curve of electric cars will do likewise. However, 

it was thought that, since they are not likely to make an appearance for 

some time yet, the growth curve will not reach saturation in the planning

period. The general growth of electric cars was assumed to follow the 

pattern of Figure 6.3.

To make this curve specific the following four parameters must be 

specified as part of the scenario description:

51 “ the number of periods after zero when sales of electric

cars start (ELCARSSTART1)

Slope-j - the initial growth rate of electric cars (ELCARSSL0PE1)

52 “ the number of periods after zero when sales of electric

cars start to increase (ELCARSSTART2)

SI0Pe2 ~ the accelerated growth curve for electric cars 

(ELCARSSL0PE2)

Electric and petrol cars are then calculated as follows:

IF(N-ELCARSSTART1)14,14,15
14 ELCARS(N)=0.0 

GO TO 19
15 IF(N-ELCARSSTART2)16,17,18
16 ELCARS(N)=PRIVCARS(N)*(N-ELCARSSTART1)*ELCARSSL0PE1 

GO TO 19
17 ELCARS(N)=PRIVCARS(N)*(N-ELCARSSTART1)*ELCARSSL0PE1 

ELCARSS2 =ELCARS(N)
GO TO 19

18 ELCARS(N)=ELCARSS2+(PRIVCARS(N)-ELCARS2)*(N-ELCARSSTART2)*
19 PETCARS(N)=PRIVCARS(N)-ELCARS(N) ELCARSSL0PE2
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Figure 6.3 General Growth Pattern for Electric Cars

6-3.3.2 Public Transport Input Data Calculations

Public transport has been modelled in three subsections. In each 

case the data upon which projections of future activity are based was 

built up using the published time-tables and maps of routes. For Citybus 

it was possible to combine the various routes shown on the System Map 

(033) into eighteen major routes. The Citybus time-table (036) was then 

analysed to find the total number of single bus journeys per week in the 

categories:

Monday to Friday plus Saturday Normal (MFSNCB)
- journeys up to 6.30 p.m.

Monday to Friday plus Saturday Late Evening (MFSLECB)
- journeys after 6.30 p.m.

Sunday (SUNDAYCB)

This was done by simply doing through the time-table and counting the bus 

departure times scheduled for each route. The eighteen subtotals were
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added together and multiplied by fifty-one to give the yearly total. 

Fifty-one was used instead of fifty-two to account for seven days each 

year when there is no service or a limited skeleton service only. City- 

bus also provides a significant hire service for the schools and mis

cellaneous educational transport needs of the Belfast Education and 

Library Board. For instance, in 1978-79, out of a total distance 

travelled of 11,300,000 kilometres, some seven per cent was educational. 

Subtracting the educational from the total and dividing by the total 

yearly journeys gave an equivalent radial distance for each journey of 

7.486 kilometres.

The information provided by the Belfast Education and Library Board 

showed that the number of single journeys (EDUCMISCCB) in 1978/79 was 

47,000. This was used to calculate an equivalent educational trip 

length of 8.569 kilometres. The various calculations for City bus are 

shown in Appendix 2(c).

The input data for the Citybus submodel are then calculated as 

follows:

SMFSNCB = 568300 start value for MFSNCB
SMFSLECB = 78600 start value for MFSLECB
SSUNDAYCB = 54000 start value for SUNDAYCB
STARTP0P = 1529000 start population value
SEDUCMISCCB = 47000 start value for EDUCMISCCB

DO 20 N=1, 30

REDLECB SMFSLECB/100 1% reduction
REDSCB = SSUNDAYCB/100 - 1% reduction
REDNCB = SMFSNCB*0.0 no reduction
MFSNCB(N) = SMFSNCB-REDNCB
SMFSNCB = MFSNCB(N)
MFSLECB(N) = SMFSLECB-REDLECB
SMPSLECB = MFSLECB(N)
SUNDAYCB(N) = SSUNDAYCB-REDSCB
SSUNDAYCB = SUNDAYCB(N)
EDUCMISCCB(N) = SEDUCMISCCB*PR0JECTP0P(N)/STARTP0P
STARTP0P = PROJECTPOP(N)
SEDUCMISCCB EDUCMISCCB(N)

20 CONTINUE
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Initially it was proposed to model Northern Ireland Railways in 

the same way as Citybus by breaking total journeys into normal, late 

evening and Sunday. However, after discussions with the management of 

Northern Ireland Railways and learning of the possible electrification of 

the railways, it was thought necesssry to model in such a way that each 

track was identifiable since any electrification would be phased in on a 

track by track basis. A sketch map of the system is included with the 

data calculations in Appendix 2(c). Each track is assumed to consist of 

a number of routes, i.e. a station - station revenue link. From the 

sketch map and the time-tables it was decided that the following eleven 

routes constitute a useful model of the system:

Bangor - Belfast 
Belfast - Lisburn 
Lisburn - Portadown 
Belfast - Dublin 
Lisburn - Antrim - Ballymena 
Ballymena - Coleraine 
Coleraine - Portrush 
Coleraine - Londonderry 
Belfast - Carrickfergus 
Carrickfergus - Whitehead 
Whitehead - Larne

The method adopted was to use the time-tables (088) to count up the 

number of trips on each route and hence calculate the distance travelled 

on each route. The Bel fast - Dubl in route is operated jointly with Cdras 

lompair Eireann (C.I.E.) and so half the total scheduled journeys by the 

time-table are credited to C.I.E. and half to Northern Ireland Railways. 

Future projections are found by multiplying by the route growth factor 

for the relevant year, the growth factors being determined as part of a 

scenario and being less than, equal to or greater than unity. The 

following arrays of growth factors are read in:
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GFBANGBEL - Bangor - Belfast

GFBELLIS - Belfast - Lisburn

GFLISPORT - Lisburn - Portadown

GFBELDUB - Belfast - Dublin

GFLISANTBM - Lisburn - Antrim - Ballymena

GFBMCOLE - Ballymena - Coleraine

GFCOLEPORT - Coleraine - Portrush

GFCOLEDER Coleraine - Londonderry

GFBELCARR Belfast - Cam’ckfergus
GFCARRWHIT - Cam'ckfergus - Whitehead

GFWHITLARN - Whitehead - Larne

The route distances are initialized by start values SBANGBEL

SWHITLARN and the projections are simply:

BANGBEL(N) = SBANGBEL*GFBANGBEL(N)

WHITLARN(N) = SWHITLARN*GFWHITLARN(N)

The other major categories of distance travelled are those of excursions 

and the combined category of dead, engineering and training. The input 

data calculations for these two categories are calculated as proportions 

of the total scheduled revenue distance. Two arrays excursion factor 

(EXCURSFACT(N)) and dead, engineering and training factor (DEADENGFACT(N)) 

are read in as part of the scenario and used to calculate the respective 

distances as follows:

SUBTOTAL(N) = BANGBEL(N)+BELLIS(N)+LISPORT(N)+ 
BELDUB(N)+LISANTBM(N)+BMCOLE(N)+ 
COLEPORT(N)+COLEDER(N)+BELCARR(N)+ 
CARRWHIT(N)+WHITLARN(N)

EXCURS(N) = SUBTOTAL(N)*EXCURSFACT(N)
DEADENG(N) = SUBTOTAL(N)*DEADENGFACT(N)
TOTAL(N) = SUBTOTAL(N)+EXCURS(N)+DEADENG(N)

where SUBTOTAL(N) = time-tabled distance in year N

EXCURS(N) = excursions distance in year N

DEADENG(N) = dead, engineering and training distance in 
year N.
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Taking cognizance of the comments of the Ulsterbus management that 

low revenue routes tend to be abandoned when competition from private 

transport makes them unprofitable and the continued decrease in the rural 

population in Northern Ireland, the approach to Ulsterbus was to use the 

time-tables (119) and system map (120) and for each route calculate the 

total weekly 'route times frequency' product. Two hundred and fifty three 

routes were identified and the resultant route-frequency products arranged 

in ascending order and read in as input data to the array WROUTEBYFREQUB. 

Since competition from private transport will mean closure in reverse 

rank order of route-frequency products, a variable called INCREMENT was 

defined and the value to be assigned to it is a scenario decision and 

determines how many routes will be eliminated each year. The input data 

to the Ulsterbus submodel is calculated as follows:

TSUM=0.0 
D021 1=1,260
TSUM=TSUM+WROUTEBYFREQUB(I)

21 CONTINUE 
0022 J=1,30 
SUBSUM=0.0
0022 K=1, INCREMENTS 
SUBSUM=SUBSUM+WROUTEBYFREQUB(K)
PARTSUM(J)=SUBSUM
T0TR0UTEBYFRE0UB(J)=TSUM-PARTSUM(J)

22 CONTINUE

6.3.4 Movement of Goods Input Data Calculations

As stated in Chapter 5, it soon became evident that it was not 

possible to build a nine sector model and the seven sector model that 

evolved included a movement of goods sector. The input data needed for 

the movement of goods submodel are projections of the various categories 

of goods which must be moved inside Northern Ireland. These categories 

were identified as:

agricultural products produced and consumed in Northern Ireland
INTRAG00DSAGRIC
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- other products produced and consumed in Northern Ireland

INTRAGOODSOTHER

- imports of food, drink and consumer goods

F00DDRINKC0NSG00DS

- intermediate goods, i.e. goods used in the manufacture 
of other goods

INTERMEDGOODS

- exports other than intermediate goods

EXPORTS

As will be shown in Appendix 2(e) start values for each of these cate

gories were calculated in tonnes using published data sources and the 

input data derived as follows:

SINTRAGOODSAGRIC = 1000000 
SINTRAG00DS0THER = 19000000 
SF00DDRINKC0NSG00DS - 4300000 
SINTERKEDGOODS = 5725000 
SEXPORTS = 3190000

DO 30 n=l , 30
POPFACTOR = PROJECTPOP(N)/SPROJECTPOP 
INTRAGOODSAGRIC(N) = SINTRAGOODSAGRIC*POPFACTOR 
INTRAGOODSOTHER(N) = SINTRAGOODSOTHER*POPFACTOR*ECONGROWTHFACT(N) 
FOODDRINKCONSGOODS(N) = SF00DDRINKC0NSG00DS*P0PFACT0R*

ECONGROWTHFACT(N)
INTERMEDGOODS(N) = SINTERMEDG00DS*EC0NGR0WTHFACT(N)
EXPORTS(N) = SEXP0RTS*EC0NGR0WTHFACT(N)

Thus, the five categories of goods are functions of the change in popula

tion or the economic growth or both. The economic growth factor 

(ECONGROWTHFACT) is read in as general input data in each scenario and 

may be less than, equal to or greater than unity. It is used in this 

case to relate the output of the economy in one year to the output in 

the previous year.

IMPORTS(N) = INTERMEDGOODS(N)+F00DDRINKC0NSG00DS(N)
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The start values are then reset

SPROJECTPOP - PROJECTPOP(N)

SEXPORTS = EXPORTS(N)
30 CONTINUE

6-3-5 Industry Input Data Calculations

The industrial sector proved in many ways the most difficult to 

model in a disaggregated manner since the available data was in general in 

aggregated form. The approach used will be discussed in the submodel of 

industry section and the various calculations and derived tables given in 

Appendix 2(f). Basically, total industrial output is projected for each 

yeai and apportioned to the industrial sectors by industry proportion 

factors which are calculated to show the relative changes between indus

trial sectors within the total. Mineral oroducts are done separately since 

the tonnage involved is large and the energy intensiveness small. Energy 

used in construction is also difficult to model on an outout basis and is 

instead based on predictions of numbers employed. The first stage in the 

input data calculations is to read in the following 30-period arrays:

EXPORTPROP
FOODDRINKPROP
ENGINEERINGPROP
LINENTRADESPROP
OTHERTEXTILESPROP
CLOTHINGPROP
TIMBERFURNPROP
PAPERPRINTINGPROP
MISCMANUFACTPROP
CONSTRUCTEMPLOY

Proportion of industrial output exported
food, drink and tobacco proportion
engineering industry proportion
linen trades proportion
largely the man made fibres proportion
clothing manufacturing proportion
timber and furniture proportion
paper products and printing proportion
miscellaneous manufacturing proportion
construction sector employment

The input data calculations are then:

DO 40 N=1, 30
MINERALPRODUCTS(N) = INTRAGOODSOTHER(N)
OUTPUTOFINDUSTRY(N) = EXPORTS(N)/EXPORTPROP(N) 
FOODDRINKTOBACIND(N) = OUTPUTINDUSTRY(N)*FOODDRINKPROP(N) 
ENGINEERINGIND(N) = OUTPUTOFINDUSTRY(N)*ENGINEERINGPROP(N) 
LINENTRADESIND(N) = OUTPUTOFINDUSTRY(N)*LINENTRADESPROP(N) 
OTHERTEXTILESIND(N) = OUTPUTOFINDUSTRY(N)*OTHERTEXTILESPROP( 
TIMBERFURNIND(N) = OUTPUTOFINDUSTRY(N)*TIMBERFURNPROP(N) ' N)
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PAPERPRINTINCIND(N)=OUTPUTOFINDUSTRY(N)*PAPERPRINTINGPROP(N) MISCMANUFACTIND(N)=OUTPUTOFINDLISTRY(N)*MISCP!ANUFACTPROPf N)40 CONTINUE v '

6-3-6 Public Service and Commerce Input Data Calculation

The general approach was to estimate the floor areas in each cate
gory within this sector and then apply energy intensities per unit of 
floor area. To have got accurate floor area data was possible via the 
Rating Division of the Department of Finance but when contacted they 
pointed out that the expense involved to extract the data was such that 
another government department seeking the same information had abandoned 
the idea. It was then decided to base the floor area projections on 
employment projections coupled with appropriate average floor areas per 
employee for each category. The various calculations are given in 
Appendix 2(g). The input calculations are to generate numbers of employees 
and the first stage is to read in the following 30-period arrays:

EMPL0YABLEPR0P0FP0P - employable proportion of population
EFPLOYMENTLEVEL - percentage of available employees in

employment
EMPLOYINMANUPROP

EMPLOYPUBADMINPROP

EMPLOYEDUCATPROP

proportion of workforce in manufacturing 
industry and construction
proportion of non manufacturing employment 
in public administration
proportion of non manufacturing employment in education

EMPLOYMEDDENTPROP - proportion of non manufacturing employment
in medical and dental

EMPLOYGASWATELPROP - proportion of non manufacturing employment
in gas, water, and electricity

EMPL0YXP0RTC0MMPR0P - proportion of non manufacturing employment
in transport and communications

EMPLOYRETAILDISPROP - proportion of non manufacturing employment
in retail distribution

EMPLOYINSBANKPROP - proportion of non manufacturing employment
in insurance, finance and banking

EMPLOYCATHOTELPROP - proportion of non manufacturing employment
in catering and hotels
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EMPLOYMISCSERVPROP - proportion of non manufacturing employmentin miscellaneous services
EMPLOYOTHERPROFPROP - proportion of non manufacturing employment

in other professions
EMPLOYOTHERDISTPROP - proportion of non manufacturing employment

in other distribution

The number of employees in each category of the sector is then found by:

DO 50 N=1, 30
EMPL0YEESAVAIL(N)=PR0JECTP0P(N)*EMPL0YABLEPR0P0EP0P(N)
EMPLOYEES(N)=EMPLOYEESAVAIL(N)*EMPLOYMENTLEVEL(N) 
EMPLOYINMANU(N)=EMPLOYEES(N)*EMPLOYINMANUPROP(N) 
EMPLOYINSERVICE(N)=EMPLOYEES(N)*EMPLOYINMANU(N) 
EMPLOYPUBADMIN(N)=EMPLOYINSERVICE(N)*EMPLOYPUBA.DMINPROP(N)

50 c^j;OTHERDIST(N)=EMPLOYINSERVICE(N)*EMPLOYOTHERDISTPROP(N)

6.4 Domestic Sector

The domestic sector is concerned with the end use fuel demands made 
by people to meet their needs in the home. Chateau and Lapillonne (025) 
suggest a model which classified households into three types, then looks 
at eighteen different types of building and calculates the fuel demands 
for space heating, hot water, cooking and electrical appliances. Leach 
(063) for the United Kingdom model, as stated earlier, uses four household 
classifications and then considers end use demands of cooking, water 
heating, electric light and appliances, and space heating. D. A. Frey 
(047), modelling the residential use of energy for the Wisconsin study, 
uses a broad dichotomy of base and secondary appliances. Base appliances 
tend to be those which are built-in, such as central heating, water 
heating and air conditioners, whereas secondary appliances are mobile, 
like refrigerators, freezers, etc. The three models consider the 
expected changes in the housing stock and ownership levels of household 
appliances. The general approach adopted in this study has similarties 
with each of the above but, like Frey's, is largely based on a dichotomy
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which in this case is that of domestic appliances and space heating.

It will be seen that gas fires and electric fires are considered as 

appliances and later gas and electricity are forms of space heating.

As appliances, they are meant to be secondary heating forms and, as 

space heating, primary forms. There is, unfortunately, bound to be 

some double counting in this area but it is a very small percentage of 

the total.

6.4.1 Domestic Appliances

The energy demand for appliances is calculated first since there 

is considerable space heating from the waste heat of appliances which has 

to be accounted for when calculating the space heating needs of houses. 

The flow chart for Domestic Appliances is shown in Figure 6.4. The model 

accounts for the following twenty-one different appliances:

A 1 - electric lights
A 2 - electric irons
A3 - electric cookers 
A 4 - refrigerators 
A 5 - television receivers
A 6 - freezers
A 7 - dishwashers
A 8 - mixers 
A 9 - stereos, video, etc.
AID - vacuum cleaners
All - washing machines
A12 - tumble driers
A13 - electric fires
A14 - electric water heaters
A15 - gas cookers
A16 - gas fires
A17 - gas water heaters
A18 - paraffin heaters
A19 - microwave ovens
A20 - solid fuel cookers
A21 - electric kettles
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The total fuel demanded for a particular type of appliance in any 

year depends upon the average annual consumption rate per appliance in 

that year multiplied by the number of houses with that appliance in that 

year. The average annual consumption rate for an appliance is likely to 

decrease over time for a number of reasons. The most important reason 

is the expected improvement in the efficiency of utilization of fuel and 

to allow for different estimates of this efficiency change an annual 

efficiency increase factor (AEI) is a read in variable whose value is 

decided upon as part of the scenario. For example, one expectation is 

that the efficiency of electrical appliances will increase by about fifty 

per cent during the planning period (063). Hence, an AEI of 1.5 per cent 

would yield forty-five per cent improvement in thirty years and this 

figure is used in one scenario.

The amount of fuel used by an appliance is also affected by the 

number of people in the household. This factor is small and is not 

included in the appliance calculations, although it could be included with 

little difficulty, but is however accounted for when calculating space 

heating needs. Leach (063) referring to demands for cooking fuel also 

considers the effects of increased eating out and the greater use of 

prepared foods both of which will reduce the demand for fuel for cooking. 

These are changes which have occurred in the United States and, as is so 

often assumed for social changes, the United Kingdom is expected to follow 

the lead of the United States. Increased eating out and greater use of 

prepared food are related to increased personal income. Personal income 

in Northern Ireland lags that of Great Britain by over ten per cent while 

household expenditure on food as a percentage of total household expendi

ture is about four per cent higher in Northern Ireland than in Great 

Britain (085). For these reasons it was thought that these factors would 

have little bearing in the Northern Ireland situation and have been ignored
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Thus, average annual consumption rates at the start of the planning 

period are read in, the units used depending on the fuel type. Where it 

seems appropriate it is possible to specify different annual rates for 

the same appliance when used in old or new houses. Thus, for example,

Al° and A1N refer to the fuel consumed by electric lights in OLD and NEW 

houses respectively, A20 and A2N to the fuel consumed by electric irons 

in OLD and NEW houses, etc.

The number of houses with particular appliances requires a predictive 

model and this is achieved by calculating a penetration factor for each 

appliance in each type of house, old or new, in each year and then multi

plying the predicted total number of houses of the relevant type in that 

year. For example, the number of new houses with freezers in year N is 

NEWH0USES(N)*A6NPF where A6NPF is the penetration factor for freezers (A6) 

in new houses in year N. It is assumed that the market penetration of 

individual domestic appliances follows an S shaped curve. As a simplifi

cation, since thirty-two penetration factors are calculated each curve 

nas been assumed to follow a positive or negative linear trend, as appro

priate, starting from a value now and then to reach a saturation level in 

a particular year and to remain constant thereafter. The general curve is 

shown in Figure 6.5. Hence, for each domestic appliance for which a 

prediction has to be made (some are assumed to have already reached 

saturation, e.g. electric lights), the three parameters current value (CV), 

yearly increase (YI), and saturation point (SP) are read in as part of the 

scenario description. There are thirty-two read statements as follows:

READ(1, 151) A30CY, A30YI, IA30SP

READ(1, 151) A21NCY, A.21NYI, IA21NSP

The penetration factors are calculated using a simple sequence of IF and GO

TO statements as shown here, for example, for A7N - dishwashers in new 

houses.
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Figure 6.5 Domestic Appliance Penetration Curve

The data read in is:

A7NCV = 3.7% 
A7NYI - 2.0% 

IA7NSP = 25

DO 260 N=1, 30

183 CONTINUE 
IF(N-IA7NSP)184, 184, 185

184 A7NPF=(A7NCV+A7NYI*N)/100 
GO TO 186

185 A7NPF=(A7NCV+A7NYI*IA7SP)/100
186 CONTINUE

For example, if N = 10 

then A7NPF

if N = 25, 

then A7NPF

i.e. A7NPF increases as

= (3.7+2.0*10)/100 
= 0.237

26, 27, 28, 29 or 30

= (3.7+2.0*24)7100 
- 0.537

2.0 per cent per annum from N=1, 25 and then

remains constant.
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Because of the decision by the United Kingdom Government to phase 

out the town gas industry in Northern Ireland gas cookers (A15), gas 

fires (A16) and gas water heaters (A17) in old and new houses are assumed 

to have negative growth curves. This assumption means that the relevant 

penetration factor calculation statements for these appliances have 

negative signs, e.g.

220 A150PF = (A!50CV-A150YI*N)/100

As will be discussed when describing some scenarios in Chapter 7, these 

aPPl isnces are assumed not to decrease to zero but to values based upon 

estimates of the future market for bottled gas appliances.

Having proved that the programme segment for calculating penetration 

factors is working correctly by writing out the factors and checking the 

writing can be suppressed by imputing a value for SALLY in excess of zero 

and the

'IF(SALLY)250, 250, 257'

statement will step the programme beyond the penetration factor writing 

instructions.

The fuel demands for the actual appliances are calculated by calcul

ating the demand in old and new houses separately and then adding these 

together taking into account the relevant penetration factors and expected 

increases in efficiency. When writing the programme it was felt that no 

significant efficiency increase was likely for A13 - electric fires,

A15 - gas cookers, A16 - gas fires, A17 - gas water heaters, A18 - paraffin 

heaters, A20 - solid fuel cookers, and A21 - electric kettles, since all 

used fuel directly. On reflection, some of these are likely to become 

significantly more efficient but a small change in the model will make it 

possible to allow for this. It is not thought necessary to look at all
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twenty-one appliance demand calculations in detail but a few examples 

will illustrate the approach.

A1 Electric Lights -

A1DO - A10*(1.0-AEI*N) 
A1DN = A1N*(1.0-AEI*N) 
AID - AIDO + AIDN

100% penetration is assumed or A10PF - A1NPF 
= 1.0. There are a small number of remote 
farm houses still without electricity but 
the figure is less than two per cent of the 
total houses in Northern Ireland.
* OLDHOUSES(N)
* NEWHOUSES(N)

A3 Electric Cookers - the fuel used by conventional electric
cookers will show a decrease in those houses 
which have microwave ovens (A19). Making the 
assumption that houses with microwave ovens 
will also have conventional cookers - an 
assumption which, however, may not hold 
throughout the planning period - the calcula
tion of fuel used by conventional electric 
cookers has to take microwave ovens into 
consideration. Hence, the demand in old and 
new houses is further subdivided into those 
houses with and without microwave ovens. It 
is assumed that those houses with microwave 
ovens will use one quarter of the average 
annual usage of fuel in the conventional 
cooker.

A3D0 - A30*(1.0-AEI*N)*0LDH0USES(N)*(A30PF-A190PF)
+ (A30*(l.0-AEI*N)/4)*0LDH0USES(N)*A190PF

A3DN = A3N*(1.0-AEI*N)*NEWH0USES(N)*(A3NPF-A19NAF)
+ (A3N*(1.0-AEI*N)/4)*NEWH0USES(N)*A1 9NPF

A3D = A3D0+A3DN
Suppose for example

A30 = 640 kWh 
A3N = 1300 kWh
AEI = 0.005 i.e. 0.5% per annum 
N = 10
OLDHOUSES(N) = 179068 
NEWHOUSES(N) = 335320 
A30PF = 0.541 
A3NPF = 0.541 
A190PF = 0.541 
A190PF = 0.03 
A19NPF = 0.155

then

A3D0 = 640(1.0-0.05)*179068*(0.541-0.03)
+ (640(1.0-0.05)/4)*l79068*0.03

A3DN = 1300(1.0-0.05)*335320*(0.541-0.155) 
+ (1300(1.0-0.05)/4)*335320*0.155
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A4 Refrigerators - this is a straightforward calculation using 
„ , efficiency increase and penetration factors.

A4D0 = A4*(l.0-AEI*N)*0LDH0USES(N)*A40PF 
A4DN = A4*(l.0-AEI*N)*NDWH0USES(N)*A4NPF 
A4D = A4D0+A4DN

The remaining appliance demands are calculated in similar ways.

Any appliance which uses fuel also supplies heat to the surrounding 

space and so household appliances project heat into the house, which does 

not then have to be supplied by the heating system for the house. This 

free heat gain from appliances is calculated and stored for use in the 

domestic space heating submodel as free heat gain due to appliances in old 

houses (FHGAPPLIOLDHOUSES) and free heat gain due to applicances in new 

houses (FHGAPPLINEWHOUSES). Each appliance demand is converted to kilo- 

watthours where necessary and then multiplied by the free heat gain 

factor, i.e. the percentage of the fuel used by a particular type of 

appliance which heats the surrounding space. These factors are those 

quoted by Leach (063). Hence

FHGAPPLIOLDHOUSES(N) = (A3D0+A15D0*29.3)*0.40
+ (AID0+A2D0+A4D0+A5D0=A6D0 

+A7D0+A8D0+A9D0+A10D0+A11 DO 
+A12D0)*0.80 

+ A14D0*0.14 
+ A17D0*29.3*0.14 
+ A13D0 
+ A16D0*29.3 
+ A18D0*29.3 
+ (A20D0*8000)*0.40 
+ A21D0*0.40

where

29.3 is a factor to convert therms to kWh in the case of gas 
cookers, gas fires, gas water heaters, and paraffin heaters
8000 is a factor to convert tonnes to kWh in the case of solid 
fuel cookers

0.40, 0.80, and 0.14 are free heat gain factors for the 
appropriate appliances as quoted by Leach.
Electric fires, gas fires and paraffin heaters have free heat 
gains of 1.00, i.e. they are in fact part of the heating system 
slthough included in the appliance submodel for ease of 
model ling.
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In a similar fashion

FHGAPPLINEWHOUSES(N) = (A3DN+A15DN*29.3)*0.40
+ (A1DN+A2DN+A4DN+A5DN+A6DN 

+A7DN+A8DN+A9DN+A1ODN 
+A11DN+A12DN)*0.80 

+ A14DN*0.14 
+ A17DN*29.3*0.14 
+ A13DN 
+ A16DN*29.3 
+ A18DN*29.3 
+ (A20DN*8000)*0.40 
+ A21DN*0.40

The actual total appliance demands for fuel are calculated in terms 

of special, electric low temperature heat, gas low temperature heat, and 

solid low temperature heat and then converted to primary fuel equivalents 

where appropriate. Appliance Demand Special (ADSPEC) is the total demand 

by those appliances which must use electricity.

ADSPEC(N) = A1D+A2D+A4D+A5D+A6D+A7D+A8D+A9D+A10D+A11D+Al9D
i.e. lights + irons + refrigerators + televisions + freezers 

+ dishwashers + food mixers + stereos, videos, etc.
+ vacuum cleaners + washing machines + microwave ovens

Appliance Demand Electric Low Temperature Heat is

ADELECLTH(N) = A3D+A12D+A13D+A14D+A31D
i.e. electric cookers + tumble driers + electric fires 

+ electric water heaters + electric kettles

In any supply model this appliance demand could be met by alternative 

fuels. Appliance Demand Gas Low Temperature Heat is 

ADGASLTH(N) = A15D+A16D+A17D+A18D 

and Appliance Demand Solid Fuel Low Temperature Heat is 

ADSOLLTH(N) - A20D

The various demands, except ADSOLLTH, are converted to the oil equivalents

of input primary fuel in tonnes as follows:

ADSPECEQ(N) = ADSPEC(N)*ELINDEFF(N)/12450.
ADELECLTHEQ(N) = ADELECLTH(N)*ELINDEFF(N)/12450.
ADGASLTHEQ(N) = ADGASLTH(N)*GASINDEFF(N)*29.3/12450.
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Reference has already been made to electricity and oil industry 

conversion efficiencies when discussing electric and petrol car overall 

energy conversion efficiencies. The factors ELINDEFF(N) and GASINDEFF(N) 

are two of four arrays describing the conversion efficiencies of the 

electricity, gas, oil and solid fuel industries. These factors are read 

in as part of the input data and will be described in detail in Chapter 

7. Hence, if ADSPEC(N) is, say, 700,000,000 kWh and the electricity 

industry efficiency is twenty-five per cent, then ELINDEFF(N) will be 

4.0 and

ADSPECEQ(N) = 700,000,000*4.0/12450 
= 224900 tonnes of oil

If ADGASLTH(N) is, say, 31,800,000 therms and the gas industry efficiency 

is seventy-six per cent, then GASINDEFF(N) will be 1.321 and

ADGASLTH(EQ) = 31,800,000*1.321*29.3/12450 
= 98861 tonnes of oil

Finally, the oil equivalent for electricity and gas appliance demands is 

simply

ADOILEQ(N) = ADELECEQ(N)+ADGASLTHEQ(N)

The oil equivalent of the solid fuel used for cooking is calculated 

during the overall summation when all primary input fuels are converted 

to tonnes of oil equivalent.

6.4.2 Domestic Space Heating

The average prices of domestic fuels in Northern Ireland since 1974 

have been higher than those in the rest of the United Kingdom. In 1978 

(085)» For example, gas was some forty per cent higher, electricity 

twenty-five per cent higher, and solid fuel fifteen per cent higher.

The average gross weekly household income in Northern Ireland in 1977 was 

almost sixteen per cent lower than in the rest of the United Kingdom and
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yet the average expenditure on fuel, light and power as a percentage of 

total household expenditure was nine per cent compared with six per cent 

in the United Kingdom (085). Householders are very aware of the high 

fuel costs and there is a tendency to change the heating system if there 

appears to be a long term advantage to a particular fuel. In this section 

the domestic space heating fuel demands will be considered in two major 

sections - centrally heated and non centrally heated houses.

There are four fuels used in domestic central heating systems in 

Northern Ireland, i.e. fuel oil, electricity, gas, and solid fuel. The 

actual choice of central heating system depends upon a number of factors 

such as price, cleanness, convenience, and the apparent long term availa

bility of the fuel. Fach of the four fuels meets these criteria to 

different degrees but for simplification it was decided to make comparative 

price the basis for choice in the programme. It was thought that, while 

this would not be a valid assumption if one were trying to model the 

decision making process of an individual householder, since cleanness, 

convenience and apparent long term availability depend to a great extent 

upon individual judgement, this simplification was reasonable in terms of 

the aggregated decisions of many thousands of householders. A further 

simplification was that centrally heated houses would be 'new' houses and 

that any increase in the number of houses with central heating would occur 

in the new houses category.

A flow chart of the Domestic Space Heating model is shown as Figure 

6.6. After reading in some pertinent input data and initializing the 

variables the model consists of one DO loop and the output WRITE statements.

In Chapter 5 reference was made to the expectation that the prices of 

fuels are likely to increase in real terms in the future (020). The first 

calculation is thus to establish the fuel prices per unit in year N. The 

price of a fuel in any year is calculated by using the price in the
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previous year as a start value and applying a percentage change factor. 

The arrays RO, RE, RG, and RS refer to price changes of oil, electricity, 

gas and solid fuel and are read in as master input data, the values being 

determined as part of the scenario description. The fuel prices are 

initialized with read in start values and the yearly prices calculated in 

the DO loop.

i .e.

i .e.

and

OPTON(N) = S0PT0N*(1.0+R0(N))
oil price per tonne in year N = start oil price per tonne 
in year N times 1.0 + percentage increase for oil in year N 
e.g. if S0PT0N = £110 and R0(N) = 0.04 

then OPTON(N) = 110*(1.04) = £114.4 
SOPTCN = OPTON(N)
the start oil price per tonne per year N+l is the oil price 
per tonne in year N.

EPKWH(N) - SEPKWH*(1.0+RE(N))
SEPKWH = EPKWH(N)
GASPTHE(N) = SGASPTHE*(1.0+RG(N))
SGASPTHE = GASPTHE(N)
SOLPTON(N) = SS0LPT0N*(1.0+RS(N))
SS0LPT0N = SOLPTON(N)

) electricity 
) per kWh
) gas per 
) therm
) solid fuel 
) per tonne

From these general fuel prices central heating fuel prices are 

calculated. Since price is a mechanism which can be used to control the 

demands for the different types of fuel, provision was made for such 

control by changing the relative prices of fuels using fuel tax variables. 

This is already done by the reduced off-peak rate for electricity and the 

reduced tariff for those customers with gas central heating. Without 

these reductions neither fuel would be competitive as heating fuels and 

in both cases the price mechanism is used to increase demand but such 

taxes could be used to direct demand toward, say, solid fuel as a means 

of meeting EEC policy to reduce oil imports. The central heating fuel 

prices are calculated as follows:

CHOP(N) = 0PT0N(N)*(1.0+CH0T(N)) - oil
CHEP(N) = EPKWH(N)*D0ME0FPKR(N) - electricity
CHGP(N) = GASPTHE(N)*D0MG0FPKR(N) - gas
CHSP(N) = S0LPT0N(N)*(1.0+CHST(N)) - solid fuel
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where CHOP(N) = central heating oil price per tonne
CHEP(N) = central heating electricity price per kWh 
CHGP(N) = central heating gas price per therm 
CHSP(N) = central heating solid fuel price per tonne

and CHOT(N) = central heating oil tax rate
DOMEOFPKR(N) = domestic off peak rate for electricity 
DOMGOFPKR(N) = domestic off peak rate for gas 
CHST(N) = central heating solid fuel tax rate

These last four are read in as arrays and form part of the scenario 
description.

Having calculated central heating fuel prices, these are converted 

to prices in pence per kilowatthour by:

0P(N) = (CH0P(N)*100.0)/12450 
C0(N) = CHEP(N)
GP(N) = CHGP(N)/29.3 
SP(N) - (CHSP(N)*100.0)/8000

The number of houses with central heating in year N is calculated 
as follows:

PERCENTCH(N) = CHHSESV+RINCHH(N)
CHHSESV = PERCENTCH(N)
CHHSE(N) = NEWH0USES(N)*(PERCENTCH(N)/I 00.0)

where PERCENTCH(N) = percentage of new houses in year N with
central heating

CHHSESV = percentage of new houses at start of 
year N with central heating

RINCHH(N) = percentage increase in the number of
new houses with central heating in year 
N - scenario variable

CHHSE(N) = number of centrally heated houses in year N

If price is regarded as a control mechanism, then the centrally 

heated houses in each year have to be allocated to particular fuels 

depending in some way upon the relative prices of the fuels. However, the 

decision to use a particular type of fuel implies the installation of a 

particular type of heating system. The different heating systems have 

different installation costs, different lifetimes, different maintenance 

costs, etc. and these factors are taken into consideration by the indi-
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vidua! householders. As has already been stated, it was decided to 

ignore the behavioural factors regarding the choice of fuel but the 

installation costs are combined with fuel costs to give an overall price 

per kilowatthour for each type of fuel. The average lifetime of central 

heating systems has been quoted as ten years (020) but it was decided to 

spread the costs over five years and ignore maintenance costs. The 

average annual heat supplied via a central heating system was taken as 

37.3 Giga Joules or 10360 kWh and the total price in pence per kWh of 

fuel plus installation costs found as follows:

AINSTFAC = 1.0/(5.0*10360)
AINOCH(N) = SIN0CH*AINSTFAC*100.0 
AINECH(N) = SINECH*AINSTFAC*100.0 
AINGCH(N) = SINGCH*AINSTFAC*100.0 
AINSCH(N) = SINSCH*AINSTFAC*100.0 
T0P(N) = 0P(N)+AIN0CH(N)
TEP(N) = EP(N)*AINECH(N)
TGP(N) = GP(N)+AINGCH(N)
TSP(N) = SP(N)+AINSCH(N)

where AINSTFAC = average installation factor per kWh for
10360 kWh per year for five years

AINOCH(N) = installation cost of oil central heating 
spread over five years

AINECH(N) = installation cost of electric central heating 
spread over five years

AINGCH(N) = installation cost of gas central heating 
spread over five years

AINSCH(N) - installation cost of solid fuel central heating 
spread over five years

SIN0CH )
SINECH ) _ installation costs in £ of each type of 
SINGCH ) central heating system 
SINSCH )
T0P(N) )
TEP(N) ) _ total costs in pence per kWh, fuel plus installa- 
TGP(N) ) ation costs of each type of central heating 
TSP(N) )

Having established the total cost in pence per kWh for each type of 

central heating the centrally heated houses in each year had to be 

allocated. A straightforward split of the total number of centrally
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heated houses based on the fuel prices was tried but was found to be 

unrealistic since it ignored the start conditions, i.e. the numbers of 

houses with the various types of central heating. It was in effect 

saying that each year the total number of centrally heated houses would 

be split up in inverse relation to fuel prices whereas each category has 

an established number of households and the relative prices will affect 

how changes occur in the mix. Thus, the allocation model was modified 

to include the proportions of each type of central heating at the start 

of each year. The first stage is to calculate price influence factors 

based on relative prices. The electrical analogue is that of the split 

of a current flowing through four parallel resistors - the larger the 

resistor the smaller the current which flows in that path. Thus, letting 

the fuel prices be p^, p^, p^ and p^, the price influence factors are

fuel i

fuel^

fUei3

product^

Epi
Pi

Epi + ^ + Epi Epi
Pi P2 P3 p4

Epi
P2

Epi + 4P-1- + Epi Epi
Pi P2 P3 P4

Epi
P3

Epi + ^ + Epi t Tpi
Pi P2 P3 P4

Epi
P4

Epi
Pi

Epi
p2

Epi
P3

Epi
p4

+ + +
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In the programme these factors are calculated as:

SUM(N) = TOP(N)+TEP(N)+TGP(N)+TSP(N)
PI(N) - SUM(N)/T0P(N)
P2(N) = SUM(N)/TEP(N)
P3(N) = SUM(N)/TGP(N)
P4(N) = SUM(N)/TSP(N)
SUMSUM(N) = PI(N)+P2(N)+P3(N)+P4(N)
OCHRAT(N) - PI(N)/SUMSUM(N)
ECHRAT(N) = P2(N)/SUMSUM(N)
GCHRAT(N) = P3(N)/SUMSUM(N)
SCHRAT(N) = P4(N)/SUMSUM(N)

where OCHRAT(N) = oil central heating proportion
ECHRAT(N) = electric central heating proportion 
GCHRAT(N) = gas central heating proportion 
SCHRAT(N) = solid fuel central heating proportion

The second stage in the allocation procedure is to combine the price 

related influence factors with the ratios of different types of central 

heating at the start of each year to give the actual proportions of each 

type of central heating in the following manner:

OCHRPROPPRICAD(N) = S0CH*0CHRAT(N)
ECHRPROPPRICAD(N) = SECH*ECHRAT(N)
GCHRPROPPRICAD(N) - SGCH*GCHRAT(N)
SCHRPROPPRICAD(N) = SSCH*SCHRAT(N)
SUMPRICADRATES(N) = OCHRPROPPRICAD(N)+

ECHRPROPPRICAD(N)+
GCHRPROPPRICAD(N)+
SCHRPROPPRICAD(N)

FOCHRAT(N) = OCHRPROPPRICAD(N)/SUMPRICADRATES(N) 
FECHRAT(N) = ECHRPROPPRICAD(N)/SUMPRICADRATES(N) 
FGCHRAT(N) = GCHRPROPPRICAD(N)/SUMPRICADRATES(N) 
FSCHRAT(N) = SCHRPROPPRICAD(N)/SUMPRICADRATES(N)

where OCHRPROPPRICAD(N) )
ECHRPROPPRICAD(N) ) _ oil, electricity, gas and solid 
GCHRPROPPRICAD(N) ) fuel price adjsutment factors 
SCHRPROPPRICAD(N) )

SOCH )
SECH ) = start proportions of oil, electrictiy, gas 
SGCH ) and solid fuel centrally heated houses 
SSCH )

FOCHRAT(N) )
FECHRAT(N) ) _ final proportions of oil electricity, gas 
FGCHRAT(N) ) and solid fuel centrally heated houses 
FSCHRAT(N) )

For example, consider the following hypothetical values:

SOCH = 0.4 OCHRAT(N) = 0.3
SECH = 0.3 ECHRAT(N) = 0.25
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SGCH = 0.15 GCHRAT(N) = 0.25
SSCH - 0.15 SCHRAT(N) - 0.2

then OCHRPROPPRICAD(N) = 0.4*0.3 = 0 12
ECHRPROPPRICAD(N) = 0.3*0.25 = 0 075
GCHRPROPPRICAD(N) = 0.15*0.25 = 0.0375
SCHRPROPPRICAD(N) = 0.15*0.2 - 0.030

SUMPRICADRATES(N) = 0.0265

and FOCHRAT(N) = 0.12/0.2625 = 0.45714
FECHRAT(N) = 0.075/0.2625 = 0.28571
FGCHRAT(N) = 0.0375/0.2625 = 0.14286
FSCHRAT(N) = 0.030/0.2625 = 0.11429

The start proportions are then reset and the numbers of houses with each 

type of central heating calculated.

SOCH = FOCHRAT(N) 
SECH = FECHRAT(N) 
SGCH = FGCHRAT(N) 
SSCH = FSCHRAT(N)

OCH(N) = CHHSE(M)*FOCHRAT(N)
ECH(N) = CHHSE(N)*FECHRAT(N)
GCH(N) = CHHSE(N)*FGCHRAT(N)
SCH(N) = CHHSE(N)*FSCHRAT(N)

where OCH(N) = number of oil centrally heated houses
ECH(N) = number of electrically centrally heated houses 
GCH(N) = number of gas centrally heated houses 
SCH(N) = number of solid fuel centrally heated houses

The approach used in calculating the fuels demanded by domestic 

space heating is to calculate the total heat needed to heat the various 

categories of house, i.e. new house, with or without central heating, and 

old house, to a specified internal temperature during the heating year 

taking into consideration the ambient external temperature. From this 

total is subtracted the free heat gains due to the occupants of the house 

and the domestic appliances. The remaining heat is that which has to be 

supplied by the fuel. A model weakness at present is that is does not 

consider a reduction in demand due to fuel price increases but this can be 

achieved by reducing the desired internal temperature with a resultant 

decrease in the total heat needed. The model can be easily amended to
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allow for a series of pre-selected temperature steps to be tested. The 

effects of energy conservation measures such as cavity and loft insula

tion and double glazing and the energy saving new house designs are 

accounted for by a read in variable called AINSR - average insulation 

rate - whose value is determined in the scenario description. The 

approach is that in any year the heat needed, assuming no conservation 

measures, is calculated and then abated by an insulation factor relevant 

to the year. If, for example, one is assuming that over the planning 

period conservation measures will reduce the domestic space heating 

requirement by thirty per cent, AINSR would be set at 0.01 - a straight 

line assumption is made for simplification - and the conservation factor 

in year N then becomes

AINS(N) = (1.0-AINSR*N)

This factor is applied in full in the case of centrally heated houses 

but, since it was thought that non centrally heated houses are less 

likely to apply all the methods of conservation, the factor is arbitrarily 

divided by two in the case of new non-centrally heated houses and by four 

in the case of old houses.

The free heat gains due to domestic appliances have already been 

calculated but the occupants of a house also generate free heat gains. 

Siviour (110) quoted by Leach states that the occupants of houses provide 

6 GJ of useful energy per house per year. At an average family size of 

three this means each person generates 555 kWh per year or 1.5 Wh per 

day. Assuming a heating year of 273 days, i.e. September through May, 

the free heat gain per person is 409.5 kWh. Since family size is 

expected to decrease then the average free heat gain in kWH due to the 

occupants of a house in year N is

FHGPEOPPERHOUSE(N) = FAMSIZE(N)*409.5

The lack of flexibility of the model with regard to internal temper-
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ature has already been mentioned and the present calculations are based 

on internal temperatures of 18°C for centrally heated houses, 17°C for 

non centrally heated houses and 16°C for old houses. The heat which 

must be supplied to maintain desired internal temperatures is dependent 

upon the difference between the external temperature and the desired 

temperature. The detailed calculations of the various heat require

ments are contained in Appendix 2 (a). Ignoring the free heat gains, 

the average quantities of heat per house which must be supplied during 

each heating year of 273 days to maintain a house at the stated temper

atures are:

18°C - 19340 kWh

17°C - 17580 kWh

16°C - 15850 kWh

The demands for the four different fuels in centrally heated 

houses at 18°C are calculated as follows:

THLOILCH(N) = (0CH(N)*19340 
THGOILCH(N) = FHGPE0PPERH0USE(N)*0CH(N)+

((FHGAPPLINEWH0USES(N)*0CH(N))/ 
NEWH0USES(N)*0.75

TH2BPR0V0CH(N) - THL0ILCH(N)-THG0ILCH(N)
0CHD(N) = (TH2BPR0V0CH(N)*0CHAPPEFF(N)*AINS(N))/l2450

where THLOILCH(N) = total heat loss in kWH in oil
centrally heated houses in year N

THGOILCH(N) = total free heat gain in kWh in
year N. (The 0.75 is an abatement 
factor since much appliance heat 
occurs outside the heating year)

TH2BPR0V0CH(N) = total heat to be provided in oil
centrally heated houses in year N.

0CHD(N) = oil in tonnes which must be
delivered to provide heat

OCHAPPEFF(N) = the reciprocal of the expected
efficiency of oil central heating 
appliances in year N - an array 
read in as part of the scenario 
description
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THLELECCH(N) = ECH(N)*19340 
THGELECCH(N) - FHGPE0PPERH0USE(N)*ECH(N)+

((FHGAPPLINEWHOUSES(N)*ECH(N))/ 
NEWHOUSES(N))*0.75

TH2BPR0VECH(N) = THLELECCH(N)-THGELECCH(N'i 
ECHD(N) = TH2BPR0VECH(N)*ECHAPPEFF(N)*AINS(N)

where the variables have similar definitions to those for oil central 

heating and ECHD(N) is in kilowatthours.

THLGASCH(N) - GCH(N)*19340 
THGGASCH(N) = FHGPEOPPERHOUSE(N)*GCH(N)+

((FHGAPPLINEWHOUSES(N)*GCH(N)/
NEW HOUSES(N))*0.75

TH2BPR0VGCH(N) = THLGASCH(N)-THGGASCH(N)
GCHD(N) = (TH2BPR0VGCH(N)*GCHAPPEFF(N)*AINS(N)/29.3

where GCH(N) is the demand for gas in therms

THLSOLIDCH(N) - SCH(N)*19340 
THGSOLIDCH(N) = FHGPEOPPERHOUSE(N)*SCH(N)+

((FHGAPPLINEWHOUSES(N)*SCH(N))/
NEW HOUSES(N))*0.75

TH2BPR0VSCH(N) = THLSOLIDCH(N)-THGSOLIDCH(N)
SCHD(N) = (TH2BPR0VSCH(N)*SCHAPPEFF(N)*AINS(N))/8000

where SCHD(N) = the demand for solid fuel in tonnes.

The majority of centrally heated houses in Northern Ireland also 

have secondary forms of heating such as electric fires, gas fires, and 

open coal fires. A private survey by one of the bottled gas companies 

showed almost one additional fuel being used by each household with 

central heating and that an open coal fire was used on occasions by 

approximately seventy per cent of households with central heating. 

Assuming an average usage rate of 250 kilogrammes of coal per annum by 

a house with central heating and a coal fire, then

COALINCHHSE(N) = CHHSE(N)*0.70*0.25

where COALINCHHSE(N) = coal in centrally heated houses in
tonnes
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The other secondary heating fuels - electricity and gas - are accounted 

for in the applicances calculations.

The internal temperature of non centrally heated new houses is 

assumed to be 17°C, requiring 17580 kWh of heat per heating year.

Having calculated the total heat loss for non centrally heated houses, 

this is reduced by two-thirds since in a non centrally heated house 

about one-third of the volume is heated. The heat demands of non 

centrally hew houses are met by coal, electricity and gas. From the 

Northern Ireland Electricity Service survey (086) it was possible to 

establish the numbers of non centrally heated houses which had each type 

of fuel as the main source. Since the number of houses with central 

heating is expected to increase over time, the number of non centrally 

heated houses will decline and the proportions established using the 

Northern Ireland Electricity Service survey data are kept constant since 

fuel switching in this sector is likely to be toward central heating.

The fuel demands:

NONCHNEWHSE(N) = NEWHOUSES(N)-CHHSE(N)
THLNONCHNEW(N) = NONCHNEWHSE*!7580.*0.33

where NONCHNEWHSE(N) = the number of non centrally heated
new houses in year N

THLNONCHNEW(N) = total heat loss in non centrally 
heated new houses in year N in 
kilowatthours

THGNONCHNEW(N) = FHGPEOPPERHOUSE(N)*
N0NCHNEWHSE(N)+
((FHGAPPLINEWHOUSES(N)* 

NONCHNEWHSE(N))/
NEWHOUSES(N))*0.75

TH2BPR0VN0NCHNEW(N) = THNONCHNEW(N)-THGN0NCHNEW(N)
THPROVBYCOALNONCHNEW(N) = TH2BPR0VN0NCHNEW(N)

*107832/137190
THPROVBYELECNONCHNEW(N) = TH2BPR0VN0NCHNEW(N)

*23048/137190
THPROVBYGASNONCHNEW(N) - TH2BPR0VN0NCHNEW(N)

*6311/137190



where THGNONCHNEWCN)
\ /

where

- total heat gain due to people 
and appliances in year N

TH2BPR0VN0NCHNEW(N) = total heat which has to be
provided in non centrally 
heated new houses

THPROVBYCOALNONCHNEW(N) ) t*1e 1,1 ^Wh provided by 
THPROVBYELECNONCHNEW(N) ) = coal ’ electricity and gas ^ 
THPROVBYGASNONCHNEW(N) ) respectively in non centrally

heated new houses

107832/137190 ) 
23048/137190 ) =
6311/137190 )

the proportions of non centrally 
heated houses with coal, 
electricity and gas as the primary 
sources of heat (086)

COALNONCHNEW(N) =

ELECTNONCHNEW(N) = 

GASNONCHNEW(N)

(THPROVBYCOALNONCHNEW(N)* 
C0ALAPPEFF(N)*(1.0-AINSR*
N/2))/8000
(THPROVBYELECNONCHNEW(N)* 
ELECTAPPEFF(N)*(1.0-AINSR*N/2) 
(THPROVBYGASNONCHNEW(N)* 
GASAPPEFF(N)*(1.0-AINSR*
N32))/29.3

COALNONCHNEW(N) = coal in tonnes delivered in year N to
non centrally heated new houses

COALAPPEFF(N) = reciprocal of the expected average
efficiency of coal burning appliances 
in year N

(1.0-AINSR*N/2) = effect of energy conservation in non
centrally heated new houses. The 
N/2 implies that energy conservation 
measures will be pursued less effect
ively in non centrally heated houses

ELECTNONCHNEW(N) = electricity in kWh

ELECTAPPEFF(N) - reciprocal of appliance efficiency

GASNONCHNEW(N) = gas in therms

GASAPPEFF(N) reciprocal of appliance efficiency

The calculations for old houses are made assuming 

(i) an internal temperature of 16°C;

(ii) one-third of the house is heated;
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(iii) energy conservation measures will be such that in total 

they will be one quarter as effective as in the case of 

centrally heated houses.

The NIES survey indicated that approximately 7300 houses are heated by 

means other than coal, electricity and gas, and these are ignored.

THLOLDHSE(N) - 0LDH0USES(N)*15820*0.33 
THGOLDHSE(N) - FHGPEOPPERHSE(N)*OLDHOUSES(N) 

+FHGAPPLIOLDHOUSES(N)*0.75 
TH2BPR0V0LD(N) = THLOLDHSE(N)-THGOLDHSE(N) 
THPROVBYCOALOLD(N) = TH2BPR0V0LD(N)*154614/196710 
THPROVBYELECOLD(N) = TH2BPR0V0LD(N)*33047/1 9671 0 
THPROVBYGASOLD(N) = TH2BPR0V0LD(N)*9049/196710 
OLDCOALD(N) = THPROVBYCOALOLD(N)*COALAPPEFF(N)

*(1.0-AINSR*N/4)/8000
ELECTOLD(N) = THPROVBYELECOLD(N)*ELECTAPPEFF(N) 

*(1.0-AINSR*N/4)
GASOLD(N) = THPROVBYGASOLD(N)*GASAPPEFF(N)

*(1.0-AINSR*N/4)/29.3

where THLOLDHSE(N) = total heat loss in old houses in year N

THGOLDHSE(N) = total free heat gain in old houses in
year N

TH2BPR0V0LD(N) = total heat which must be supplied to old 
houses in year N

THPROVBYCOALOLD(N) ) 
THPROVBYELECOLD(N) ) 
THPROVBYGASOLD(N) )

heat provided to old houses 
= by coal, electricity and gas 

respectively in year N

154614/196710 ) proportions of old houses using coal, 
33047/196710 ) = electricity and gas respectively as
9049/196710 ) the primary source of space heating

OLDCOALD(N) = coal delivered to old houses in tonnes 

ELECTOLD(N) = electricity delivered to old houses in kWH 

GASOLD(N) = gas delivered to old houses in therms

Having calculated the various fuels delivered to the different 

categories of houses the equivalent primary inputs must be calculated.

OILINCH(N) = 0CHD(N)*0ILINDEFF(N) 
ELINCH(N) - ECHD(N)*ELINDEFF(N) 
ELOEQ(N) = ELINCH(N)/12450 
GASINCH(N) = GCHD(N)*GASINDEFF(N) 
GOEQ(N) = GASINCH(N)/425 
COALINCH(N) = SCHD(N)*SOLINDEFF(N)
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where OILINCH(N) = primary oil need to provide the central
heating fuel oil

ELINCH (N) = equivalent kWh input of primary fuel to 
provide the central heating electricity

ELOEQ(N) = primary oil equivalent to ELINCH(N)(tonnes)
GASINCH(N) = equivalent therms input of primary fuel to 

provide the central heating gas
GOEQ(N) = primary oil equivalent to GASINCH(N)(tonnes)
C0ALINCH(N)= equivalent tonnes input of primary fuel to 

provide the central heating solid fuel
OILINDEFF(N) )
ELINDEFF(N) ) _ industry efficiency factors read in
GASINDEFF(N) ) as part of scenario description 
SOLINDEFF(N) )

ELINNONCHNEW(N) = ELECTNONCHNEW(N)*ELINDEFF(N)
ELINOLD(N) = ELECTOLD(N)*ELINDEFF(N)
COALD(N) = C0ALN0NCHNEW(N)+0LDC0AED(N)
NONCHOILEQ(N) = (ELINNONCHNEW(N)

+ELIN0LD(N))/12450 
+(GASNONCHNEW(N)

+GAS0LD(N) )*GASINDEFF(|\!)/425

where ELINNONCHNEW(N) = equivalent kWh input of primary fuel to
provide the non centrally heated new 
houses electricity

= equivalent kWh input of primary fuel to 
provide the old houses electricity

= coal delivered to new non centrally 
heated houses plus old houses (tonnes)

= primary oil equivalent for electricity 
and gas in non centrally heated new 
houses plus old houses (tonnes)

ELINOLD(N)

COALD(N)

NONCHOILEQ(N)

The primary fuel inputs in tonnes are then:

TOTOILCH(N) = 0ILINCH(N)+EL0EQ(N)+G0EQ(N)
TOTCOALHEA.T(N) = COALINCH(N)+COALINCHHSE(N)+COALD(N) 
TOTOILEQHEAT(N) - T0T0ILCH+N0NCH0ILEQ(N)

where TOTOILCH(N) = total primary oil needed to provide fuel for
oil, electric and gas central heating

TOTCOALHEAT(N) = total primary coal in tonnes needed to 
provide solid fuel for all heating in 
houses

TOTOILEQHEAT(N) - total primary oil in tonnes needed to
provide oil, electricity and gas for all 
heating in houses (other than via 
appliances)
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6.5 Private Transport

Mention has already been made in Section 6.3.3, when discussing the 

input data calculations for personal transport, of the trip generation 

approach used by Hanson and Mitchell in the Wisconsin study (052).

Chateau and Lapillone (025) also suggest a trip generation approach to 

personal transport with three trip classifications - short private trips, 

long private trips, and professional trips. These trip types are fed into 

passenger train traffic, private car traffic, and bus and plane traffic. 

Both studies go on to calculate vehicle miles and hence fuel demands. As 

was described in Section 6.3.3, the input data for the three public trans

port subsectors is based on vehicle journeys and that for private trans

port on car ownership levels. The approach adopted for private transport 

is simply to use vehicle ownership levels, average annual distances 

travelled, and average distances per unit of fuel to arrive at total fuel 

demands.

The flow chart for Private Transport is shown in Figure 6.7. Start 

values read in for the average kilometres per year for petrol cars 

(SAVKMPETCAR), petrol tax rate (SPETTAX), average kilometres per litre of 

petrol (SAVKMPL), average kilometres per kilowatthour (SAVKMPKWH), and 

electric cars (SELCARS). These have been included as part of the scenario 

because, except for electric cars, they tend to change and because there 

is no agreement on the values which tend to depend on the source of the 

data. For example, the average kilometres per litre for petrol cars quoted 

by the Automobile Association (012) for 1976 based on an average annual 

distance of 16,000 kilometres was 10.10 km/lt while Leach (063) quotes for 

1976 30.9 m.p.g. or 10.9 km/lt an increase of 8%.

The calculations are straightforward and take place in a single DO 

loop. While the average annual distance travelled by petrol cars is 

assumed to be affected by the price of fuel in real terms, the average
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annual distance travelled by electric cars when they enter the situation 

is assumed constant at 8,000 kilometres. This assumption is made because 

most authors writing about electric cars in the private sector, indeed 

about electric vehicles generally, see them as being used as urban 

vehicles with restricted ranges and speeds in situations of short trip 

length (023)(096)(007). The average annual distance of petrol cars will 

be affected by increased ownership of electric cars. Since the total 

overall distance in any year is unlikely to be changed significantly 

because of the changing mix of electric and petrol cars, the average dis

tance travelled by a petrol car will be the total private transport dis

tance travelled less the distance due to electric cars divided by the 

number of petrol cars. It is also assumed that a change in the rate of 

petrol tax affects the annual distance travelled but only in the year of 

the tax change, i.e. an increase in tax will lead to a decrease in dis

tance travelled but the average distance will not continue to decrease but 

will level off at some new level within one year and remain there until 

the tax rate again changes. Leach (063) has this to say about the reaction 

of private motorists to changes in petrol prices:

'... petrol forms only 30 - 40% of average motoring 
costs over the year while its future pump price is 
virtually impossible to predict, even if one could 
foretell crude oil prices, owing to the large tax 
element in petrol, now close to half the price at 
the pump. Expense account motoring provides a 
further cushion against higher prices. What we can 
conclude is that given the two to three fold increase 
in.GDP and doubling of car fuel economy assumed in 
this study over the next 50 years, the pump price of 
petrol would have to rise roughly four-to-six-fold to 
deter the average motorist more than it does now.'

The calculations in private transport are:

AINCRELCARS = ELCAR(N)-SELLARS

where AINCRELCARS = annual increase in the number of electric
cars
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AVKMPETCAR(N) - SAVKMPETCAR*(1.0-R0(N)/Z)
*(SPETTAX/PETTAX(N))
+(SAVKMPETCAR-8000.0)
*AINCRELCARS/PETCARS(N)

where AVKMPETCAR(N) = average kilometres travelled by a
petrol car in year N

(1.0 - R0(N)/Z) = factor to account for decrease in
distance travelled due to the increase 
in petrol price in real terms, i.e. 
R0(N), where Z is a factor to be 
decided in the scenario description.

SPETTAX/PETTAX(N) = factor to account for the decrease in
distance travelled due to petrol tax.
In light of the comments by Leach above 
this is probably too high since, for 
example, if tax is half of the pump 
price, then an increase in tax of 20% 
is an increase of 10% in the pump price. 
This factor needs further research on 
the effects of tax increases on petrol 
sales.

(SAVKMPETCAR-8000)
*AINCRELCARS/

PETCARS(N)

= increase in the average distance 
travelled by a petrol car due to the 
increase in the number of electric cars. 
For example, if the petrol car yearly 
average distance is 14,000 km and 1,000 
electric cars enter the market, this 
assumes they replace 1,000 urban petrol 
cars. They thus cover 8,000,000 km, 
leaving 6,000,000 of the total km to be 
covered by the remaining petrol cars. 
There is some error in this assumption 
in that it would not be a total replace
ment situation but some of the sales 
would be new which had they been petrol 
cars would have led to reduction in the 
AVKMPETCAR(N).

New start values are set

SELCARS = ELCARS(N) 
SAVKMPETCAR = AVKMPETCAR(N) 
SPETTAX = PETTAX(N)

The resultant demand for primary fuel due to petrol cars is obtained by 

the following statements:

TOTKMPETCAR(N) = AVKMPETCAR(N)*PETCARS(N) 
AVKMPL(N) = SAVKMPL+0.20 
SAVKMPL = AVKMPL(N)
TOTLTRSPET(N) = T0TKMPETCAR(N)/AVKMPL(N)
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TOTOILFORPET(N) = TOTLTRSPET(N)*OILINDEFF(N)/l300 
OTHEROILFORPET(N) = (T0TKMPETCAR(N)/8000.)*6.0

*OILINDEFF(N))/l300.

where TOTKMPETCAR(N) = total kilometres travelled by petrol
cars in year N

AVKMPL(N) = average kilometres per litre in year N.
The annual increase of 0.20 km reflects 
the expected increase in car performance 
over the planning period due to design 
improvements (017). This increase could 
be easily changed to a read in variable 
to permit different estimates of increased 
economy to be tested. It is this expected 
increase in efficiency that will make it 
more difficult for electric cars to com
pete except in urban situations where 
driving conditions make it difficult to 
realize the improvements.

TOTLTRSPET(N) = total litres of petrol in year N

TOTOILFORPET(N) = the equivalent primary input oil needed
for the petrol consumed assuming 1300 
litres per tonne

OTHEROILFORPET(N) = the equivalent primary input oil for lubri
cation, etc. assuming servicing every 8000 
km at an average of 6 litres of petroleum 
products per service.

The calculations for electric cars are:

TOTKMELCARS(N) = ELGARS(N)*8000.
AVKMPKWH(N) = SAVKMPKWH+0.05
SAVKMPKWH = AVKMPKWH(N)
TOTELFORELCAR(N) = TOTKMELCARS/AVKMPKWH(N)
TOTOILFORELCAR(N) = T0TELF0RELCAR(N)*ELINDEFF(N)/12450.

where TOTKMELCARS(N) = total distance travelled by electric cars
in year N.

AVKMPKWH(N) = average kilometres per kilowatthour in year
N. The annual increase of 0.05 km is to 
reflect increased performance. The data on 
electric cars is such that this amounts to 
a guess since the cars are not yet in the 
marketplace

TOTELFORELCAR(N) = total electricity demand in kWh in year N
to propel electric cars

TOTOILFORELCAR(N) = the equivalent primary input oil for the
electricity demands of electric cars.
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The overall primary fuel demands by private transport are:

TOTOILPETCAR(N) = T0T0ILF0RPET(N)+0THER0ILF0RPET(N) 
TOTPRIXPORTOIL(N) = TOTOILPETCAR(N)-TOTOILFORELCAR(N)

where TOTOILPETCAR(N) = total primary oil needed in year N to
supply petrol and lubrication for petrol 
cars

TOTPRIXPORTOIL(N) = total primary oil needed in year N for
private transport

6.6 Public Transport

As already stated, when discussing the input data calculations for 

personal travel in Section 6.3.3, public transport is modelled in three 

parts - Citybus, Ulsterbus and Northern Ireland Railv/ays.

6.6.1 Citybus

The flow chart for Citybus is shown in Figure 6.8. The approach to 

the calculation of the fuel demands by public transport in Belfast is to 

convert the journey predictions of the input data calculations into dis

tances travelled and use the relevant fuel intensity factors to find the 

resultant fuel demands. While there are now no electrically propelled 

buses in Belfast, the trolley buses were phased out many years ago, 

discussions with the management of Citybus indicated that electric buses 

might return at some time in the future. To try to account for this 

possibility, an array ELECTRIFICATIONCB is read in as part of the scenario 

data and is the proportion of Citybus total distance travelled which is 

expected to be by electric vehicle in year N. Also read in as 30-year 

arrays are average kilometres per litre of diesel fuel (AVKMPLCB) and 

average kilometres per kilowatthour (AVKMPKWHCB). The values of these 

arrays are established as part of the scenario description and allow for 

different predictions of efficiency increases in the respective population 

systems. The calculation of the fuel needs are straightforward.
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MFSNCBKMS(N) = MFSNCB(N)*7.486*2 
MFSLECBKMS(N) = MFSLECB(N)*7.468*2 
SUNDAYCBKMS(N) = SUNDAYCB(N)*7.468*2 
EDUCMISCCBKMS(N) = EDUCMISCCB(N)*8.569*2 
TOTALCBKMS(N) = F!FSNCBKMS(N)+MFSLECBKMS(N) 

+SUNDAYCBKMS(N) 
+EDUCMISCCBKMS(N)

where MFSNCBKMS(N) = total distance in kilometres by Citybus
during normal hours Monday - Saturday. 
7.486 is the average radial distance of a 
single journey

MFSLECBKMS(N) = total distance in kilometres by Citybus
during the late evenings Monday - Saturday

SUNDAYCBKMS(N) = total distance in kilometres by Citybus
on Sundays

EDUCMISCCBKMS(N) = total distance in kilometres by Citybus
on educational and miscellaneous.
8.569 is the average single educational 
journey length.

TOTALCBKMS(N) = total distance in kilometres by Citybus
in year N.

ELECTRICCBKMS(N) - (MFSNCBKMS(N)+MFSLECBKMS(N)+SUNDAYCBKMS(N))
*ELECTRIFICATIONCB(N)

DIESELCBKMS(N) = MFSNCBKMS(N)+MFSLECBKMS(N)
+SUNDAYCBKMS(N)-ELECTRICCBKMS(N)
+EDUCMISCCBKMS(N)

where ELECTRICCBKMS(N) = total distance in kilometres by electric
vehicles in year N

DIESELCBKMS(N) = total distance in kilometres by diesel
vehicles in year N. These two calculations 
assume that educational journeys will be 
by diesel buses since such journeys are not 
usually on fixed routes. This actually 
implies electric trolley buses and free 
route electric buses may be a possibility 
within the planning period.

DIESELFUELCB(N) = (DIESELCBKMS(N)/AVKMPLCB(N))/l 300 
ELFORELCB(N) = ELECTRICCBKMS(N)/AVKMPKWH(N)
OILFDRELFORCB(N) - (ELFORELCB(N)*ELINDEFF(N))/l2450 
LUBDIESCB(N) - (DIESELCBKMS(N)/160.)*0ILINDEFF(N)/1300 
LUBELCB(N) = (ELECTRICCBKMS(N)/8000.)*2.0*0ILINDEFF(N)/1300 
LUBCB(N) = LUBDIESCB(N)+LUBELCB(N)
OILFORDIESELFUELCB(N) = DIESELFUELCB(N)*OILINDEFF(N) 
TOTALOILFORCB(N) = OILFORDIESELFUELCB(N)

+OILFORELFORCB(N)+LUBCB(N)

where DIESELFUELCB(N) = diesel fuel in tonnes in year N to meet
the Citybus needs
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ELFORELCB(N) = electricity in kilowatthours in year 
N for electric buses

OILFORELFORCB(N)

LUBDIESCB(N)

LUBELCB(N)

= equivalent primary input oil to meet 
the electricity needs of Citybus in 
year N.

= equivalent primary inputoil in tonnes 
to meet the lubrication needs of 
diesel buses. Assumes 1 litre of 
petroleum products every 160 km (cal
culated from data supplied by Citybus)

= equivalent primary input oil to meet 
the lubrication needs of electric 
buses. Assumes 2.0 litres of petroleum 
products per 8000 kms (tonnes)

OILFORDIESELFUELCB(N) = equivalent primary input oil for diesel
fuel

TOTALOILFORCB(N) = total equivalent primary input oil for
Citybus in year N in tonnes

6.6.2 Ulsterbus

The flow chart for the Ulsterbus calculations is shown in Figure 6.9. 

The calculations are quite simple, given the input data generated as 

described in Section 6.3.3 where the concept of 'route times frequency' as 

an indicator of revenue was explained. Two arrays are read in, the average 

kilometres per litre of diesel fuel in year N (AVKMPLUB) and the other 

revenue kilometres in year N (OTHERREVKMS). These arrays can be varied to 

suit the scenario description being generated. The Ulsterbus calculations 

are then achieved by seven equations as follows:

YRBYFTOTKMS(N) = T0TR0UTEBYFREQUB(N)*51*2 
DEADENGTRGKMS(N) = YRBYFT0TKMS(N)*0.0835 
YTOTKMSUB(N) = YRBYFTOTKMS(N)+DEADENGTRGKMS(N)

+0THERREVKMS(N)
DIESELFUELUB(N) = (YT0TKMSUB(N)/AVKMPLUB(N))/l300
LUBUB(N) = (YT0TKMSUB(N)/215.)/l300+(YT0TKMSUB(N)/8500.)/l000
TOTALOILUB(N) = DIESELFUELUB(N)+LUBUB(N)
OILFORUB(N) = TOTALOILUB(N)*OILINDEFF(N)

where YRBYFTOTKMS(N) = yearly total of route by frequency
distance travelled. As in the case 
of Citybus 51 is used instead of 52 
to account for the 7 days of partial 
or no service.
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DEADENGTRGKMS(N) - yearly total of dead, engineering and
training distances. The factor 0.0835 
is based on the proportion of such dis
tance to route by frequency distance in 
1979. Since it is such a small proportion 
changes will be insignificant and so it is 
assumed constant.

YTOTKMSUB(N) = total distance travelled by Ulsterbus in
year N. It includes other revenue dis
tances - tours and private hire.

DIESELFUELUB(N) = total diesel fuel for Ulsterbus in year N
in tonnes

LUBUB(N) = petroleum products used for lubrication by
Ulsterbus in year N (tonnes). Data 
supplied by Ulsterbus showed that in 1979 
one litre of engine oil was needed every 
215 kilometres and 1 kilogramme of grease 
every 8500 kilometres. These will probably 
reduce during the planning period due to 
increased efficiency but make up such a 
small part of the total that for ease of 
modelling they are assumed constant.

TOTOILUB(N) = total of diesel fuel and lubricants in
year N

OILFORUB(N) = equivalent primary input oil in tonnes to
meet the demands of Ulsterbus in year N.

6.6.3 Northern Ireland Railways

The flow chart for the Northern Ireland Railways submodel is shown 

in Figure 6.10. The rolling stock is at present all diesel but when dis

cussing the input data calculations in Section 6.3.3 the possibility of 

electrification of the system at some future date was mentioned and the 

subsequent need for individual track modelling. The management of 

Northern Ireland Railways consider that no electrification will occur 

before about 1990 because of the age structure and economic life of the 

present rolling stock. Although diesel rolling stock may continue to use 

the track after electrification for modelling purposes it is assumed 

that once a track is electrified only electrically propelled rolling stock 

use it. Hence, for each track, in effect for each route making up a track,
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Figure 6.10 Public Transport - Northern Ireland Railways
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the year of electrification is read in and in the model all distances on 
that track are assumed diesel until the year of electrification and 
electric thereafter. The Belfast - Dublin route, while using the Belfast- 
Portadown track, is modelled separately. The dates of electrification 
are determined as part of the scenario input. There is at present little 
freight traffic in the Northern Ireland Railway system but management think 
this would change if the present plans for a cross Belfast link were 
executed. Such a link would connect the Bel fast - Dublin track with the 
Bel fast - Larne Harbour track, thus making containerized through traffic 
possible from the Republic of Ireland to Scotland and the North of England. 
Public investment will be needed to finance such major construction. The 
increase in traffic can be shown in the affected route growth factors 
which are read in for the input data calculations as part of the scenario.

The input data calculations using the annual distances calculated from 
the scheduled journeys in the time-table and projected growth factors 
produced a series of route distances for each year. The remainder of the 
Northern Ireland Railways calculations are as follows:

READ (1, 701)LECTBANGBELREAD (1, 701jlECTBELLIS
READ (1, 701)LECTWHITLARN

These are the year of electrification of the eleven routes which make up 
the system. The diesel and electric distances travelled are next calcul
ated by eleven small program segments within an overall DO loop. For each 
route a combination of IF and GOTO statements is used as follows:

IF(N-LECTBANGBEL)702, 703, 703
702 DIESELKMSNIR(N) = DIESELKMSNIR(N)+BANGBEL(N)

GO TO 704
703 ELECTKMSNIR(N) = ELECTKMSNIR(N)+BANGBEL(N)
704 CONTINUE

i.e. N is tested against the year of electrification of the Bangor - Bel fast 
route (LECTBANGBEL) which is a number greater than or equal to unity but
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given the comments of management probably greater than ten. If N is 

less than LECTBANGBEL, the program steps to 702 and calculates the dis

tance travelled on scheduled revenue routes by diesel rolling stock 

(DIESELKMSNIR). Since Bangor - Bel fast is the first route tested, the 

total at this stage is just the value of BANGBEL(N). If N is equal to 

or greater than LECTBANGBEL the program steps to 703 and calculates the 

distance travelled on revenue routes by electric rolling stock 

(ELECTKMSNIR). The next route is considered and added on by:

IF(N-LECTBELLIS)705, 706, 706
705 DIESELKMSNIR(N) - DIESELKMSNIR!N)+BELLIS(N)

GO TO 707
706 ELECTKMSNIR(N) = ELECTKMSNIR(N)+BELLIS(N)
707 CONTINUE

If N is less than the year of electrification of the Belfast - Lisburn 

route (LECTBELLIS) the program steps to 705 and adds BELLIS(N) to 

BANGBEL(N) assuming N had been less than LECTBANGBEL in the first step.

If N is equal to or greater than LECTBELLIS the program steps to 706 and 

augments ELECTKMSNIR(N) by BELLIS(N). The remainder of the eleven routes 

are considered similarly so that the last route, Whitehead - Larne, is

IF(N-LECTWHITLARN)732, 733, 733
732 DIESELKMSNIR(N) = DIESELKMSNIR(N)+WHITLARN(N)

GO TO 734
733 ELECTKMSNIR(N) = ELECTKMSNIR(N)+WHITLARN(N)
734 CONTINUE

Hence, if N is less than the year of electrification for each of the 

routes, then the total scheduled distance travelled in year N is all by 

diesel rolling stock and at statement 732 is in effect

DIESELKMSNIR(N) = BANGBEL(N)+BELLIS(N)+---------+WHITLARN(N)

similarly, if N is equal to or greater than the year of electrification 

for each of the routes, then the total scheduled distance travelled in 

year N is all by electrified rolling stock and at statement 733 is

ELECTKMSNIR(N) = BANGBEL(N)+BELLIS(N)+------------ +WHITLARN(N)
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If N is less than the year of electrification for some routes and equal 

to or greater than for the others, the final summations at statements 732 

and 733 will be of the relevant diesel and electrified routes. These totals 

are for scheduled journeys and to them must be added the excursion and 

dead, engineering and training distances. These will also be a mixture 

of diesel and electric and the split is made in proportion to the diesel

and electric scheduled distances. The final diesel and electric distances 

are:

TOTDIESELKMSNIR(N) = DIESELKMSNIR(N)+EXCURS(N)
*(DIESELKMSNIR(N)/SUBTOTAL(N))

_ +DEADENG(N)*DIESELKMSNIR(N)/SUBTOTAL(N)))
ELECTKMSNIR(N) = ELECTKMSNIR(N)+(EXCURS(N)*ELECTKMSNIR(N)/

SUBTOTAL(N))+(DEADENG(N)* 
ELECTKMSNIR(N)/SUBTOTAL(N)))

where EXCURS(N), DEADENG(N) and SUBTOTAL(N) are calculated as part of the 

input data calculations. The fuels used are then calculated.

DIESELFUELNIR(N) = (TOTDIESELKMSNIR(N)/FUELCONSNIR(N))/l300 

where DIESELFUELNIR(N) = total diesel fuel in tonnes in year N.

FUELCONSNIR(N)

ELECTKWHNIR(N)
OILFORELNIR(N)

where ELECTKWHNIR(N)

KMSPERKWHNIR

OILFORELNIR(N)

= fuel consumption per litre for NIR which 
is read in as a scenario input - different 
scenarios assuming different rates of 
increase in efficiency. The small numbers 
of propulsion units of relatively long 
life makes it difficult for NIR to main
tain efficiency and the infrequent addi
tions of new plant do not thus lead to 
ever increasing efficiency.

ELECTKMSNIR(N)/KMSPERKWHNIR
(ELECTKWHNIR(N)*ELINDEFF(N))/12450

= electricity demand in kWh by NIR in year N.

= kilometres per kilowatthour for electri
cally propelled trains. Since electrifi
cation is not expected before 1990 it was 
thought one value would be sufficient 
rather than an array.

= equivalent primary oil in tonnes for the 
electricity demand of NIR in year N

LUBNIR(N) = ((TQTDIESELKMSNIR(N)/80.)+ 
(ELECTKMSNIR(N)/240))/1300
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where LUBNIR(N) = petroleum products used as lubricants
in year N assuming one litre of lubri
cant per 80 km diesel and per 240 km 
electric

TOTOILEQFORNIR(N) = (DIESELFUELNIR(N)+LUBNIR(N)
*0ILINDEFF(N)*0ILF0RELNIR(N)

where TOTOILEQFORNIR(N) = total equivalent primary fuel input in
tonnes for the fuel demands of NIR in 
year N.

6.7 Agriculture

Agriculture is the most important single industry in Northern Ireland 

and in 1976 accounted for 6.7% of Gross Domestic Product compared with the 

United Kingdom average of 4.6% (085). Various approaches to modelling the 

fuel demands of the agriculture sector were considered and, after discus

sions with the Farm Mechanization group of the Department of Agriculture, 

it was decided to try to identify the fuel consuming activities involved 

in the production of the various products to the farm gate. The domestic 

fuel demands on farms are accounted for in the domestic sector where farm 

houses are included in old and new houses. The fuel inputs to crops occur 

as work by machinery, low temperature heat in, for example, mushroom 

houses, and special in, say, milk cooling. Work in the form of chemical 

energy is also performed by fertilizers which are largely based on fossil 

fuels. The model calculates the total fertilizer used per year but does 

not include it in the overall oil equivalent totals. Eleven specific fuel 

demanding products were identified (078), plus a sweep-up miscellaneous 

category, and each product was then examined to determine the activities 

per unit of output per annum which led to fuel demands. Beef production 

is a major agricultural product of Northern Ireland but its fuel demands 

occur in grass and cereals production and so it is not identified specifi

cally. The input data submodel is not used in the case of agriculture 

nor is the agriculture sector linked explicitly to the population driving
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function. In any scenario, for each of the twelve product categories, a 

thirty year projection is read in, the values being consistent with the 

overall scenario assumptions. Thus, a scenario assuming, say, high 

population growth and high economic activity would require matching 

agricultural input data. The twelve products are:

Grass for grazing - projection is in hectares per year. This 
(GRASSONE) category does not include some 200,000 hectares

of rough grazing which has little work done on 
it. GRASSONE is assumed to be limed every four 
to five years and fertilized two or three times 
each year. Discussions with the Dept, of 
Agriculture indicated that fertilizer needs in 
the future may reduce due to the introduction 
of better clovers. Thus, the tractor work may 
reduce over the years. The rate of reduction 
is a scenario decision. The fuel demand is 
assumed to be a function of the job which the 
tractor is doing and is stated in fuel per 
hour for the different jobs. For example, 
ploughing takes more fuel per hour than 
spraying.

Grass for cutting - projection is in hectares per year. This is 
(GRASSTW0) grass grown for silage and hay. Hence, in

addition to liming and fertilizing, there is 
also cutting and transport to store.

Wheat, Barley, - projection in hectares per year. The fuel 
Oats (CEREALS) demand activities are planting (ploughing,

harrowing, sowing, rolling), fertilizing, 
harvesting and some grain drying.

Milk Production - projection is in '000 litres per year. The 
(MILK) fuel expended on feed, except contained in

imports, is included in the other products - 
grass and cereals. The projection of milk 
production has to tie in with grass and 
cereals - an internal consistency problem of 
scenario writing. The fuel demands are for 
milking machinery and milk cooling.

Pigs (PORK) - projection in tonnes per year. This is a
relatively low fuel demanding product on the 
farm and is not considered in detail but the 
low temperature heat for pighouses is instead 
included in miscellaneous.

Broiler Meat - projection is in '000 head per year. The major 
(P0ULTRY0NE) fuel demand is for broilerhouse ventilation and

milling and mixing feeds. These fuel demands 
are included in the miscellaneous special 
category.
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Laying Hens 
(POULTRYTWO)

Potatoes
(POTATOES)

Fruit (FRUIT)

Vegetables
(VEGETABLES)

Mushrooms
(MUSHROOMS)

Miscellaneous 
(MISCAGR)

- projection is in '000 head each year. As for 
POULTRYONE house ventilation is important and the 
demands are included in the miscellaneous special 
category.

- projection is in hectares per year. The fuel 
demanding activities are planting (ploughing, etc.), 
spraying and harvesting.

- projection is in hectares per year. The major 
fruit crop is culinary apples and with the present 
hand-picking harvesting method the major fuel 
demanding activity is fruit spraying. Future 
plantings may be designed for machine harvesting 
but this has been ignored.

projection is in hectares per year. Vegetables 
are similar to potatoes requiring planting, 
spraying and harvesting, although much harvesting 
is by hand.

projection is in tonnes per year. Mushrooms are 
an expensive product with heating and ventilating 
needs and compost tossing machinery.

projection is in tonnes per year. The major com
ponent is sea-fishing and so the fuel demand is 
for boat propulsion.

The flow chart for the agriculture sector is shown in Figure 6.11. 

All the necessary data is read in at this point since no agricultural 

input data calculations are performed in the overall input data stage of 

the model. The derivation of parameters based on published data is 

explained in Appendix 2(d). The various calculations are carried out 

within a DO loop as follows:

GRASSONEFERT(N) = GRASS0NE(N)*AVG0NEFERT(N) 
GRASSONELIMEHRS(N) = (GRASS0NE(N)/4.0)*AVLIMEHRSPERH 
STARTGONEFERTHRS = STARTGONEFERTHRS*(AVGONEFERT(N)/

STARTGONEFERT)
GRASSONEFERTHRS(N) = GRASSONE(N)*STARTGONEFERTHRS 
STARTGONEFERT = AVGONEFERT(N)
GONEWORKTRAN(N) = (GRASSONELIMEHRS(N)

+GRASSONEFERTHRS(N))* 
(GONEFUELPERHR*TRACTOREFF(N))

where GRASSONE(N) = area of grass for grazing in year N in
hectares

AVGONEFERT(N) = average amount of fertilizer applied to
grazing grass in kilogrammes per hectare 
in year N.
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GRASSONEFERT(N) - total fertilizer in kilogrammes applied
to grazing grass in year N.

GRASSONELIMEHRS(N) = time in hours to spread lime on grazing

AVLIMEHRSPERH

grass in year N. The factor 4.0 is 
because about one quarter of the total 
is limed each year.

= average time in hours required to spread 
lime on one hectare of grass.

STARTGONEFERTHRS = time to spread fertilizer on one hectare 
of grass. Since it is related to the 
amount of fertilizer spread it is shown 
as a function of the expected change in 
fertilizer due to better clovers on a 
year to year basis, i.e. 
AVGONEFERT(N)/STARTGONEFERT 
is equivalent to
AVG0NEFERT(N)/AVG0NEFERT(N-1)

GRASSONEFERTHRS(N) = total time in hours to spread fertilizer

GONEWORKTRAN(N)

on grazing grass in year N.

= total fuel in litres for tractor work on 
grazing grass in year N.

GONEFUELPERHR = fuel per hour used by a tractor working on 
grazing grass (litres).

TRACTOREFF(N) = tractor efficiency in year N. There are 
some 40,000 tractors in Northern Ireland 
but the average efficiency is expected to 
increase with time as old tractors are re
placed with new.

GRASSTWOFERT(N) = GRASSTWO(N)*AVGTWOFERT(N) 
GRASSTWOLIMEHRS(N) = (GRASSTW0(N)/4.0)*AVLIMEHRSPERH 
STARTGTWOFERTHRS = STARTTWOFERTHRS*(AVGTWOFERT(N)/

STARTGTWOFERT)
GRASSTWOFERTHRS(N) = GRASSTWO(N)*STARTGTWOFERTHRS 
STARTGTWOFERT = AVGTWOFERT(N)
GRASSTWOCUTHRS(N) = GRASSTWO(N)*AVGTWOCUTHRSPERH 
GTWOWORKTRAN(N) = (GRASSTWOLIMEHRS(N)+GRASSTWOFERTHRS(N)+

GRASSTWOCUTHRS(N))*(GTWORJELPERHR*
TRACTOREFF(N))

where GRASSTWO(N) = area of grass for cutting in year N in 
hectares

AVGTWOFERT(N)

GRASSTWOFERT(N)

= average fertilizer in kilogrammes per 
hectare applied to grass for cutting in 
year N

= total fertilizer in kilogrammes applied 
to grass for cutting in year N.

GRASSTWOFERT(N)
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GRASSTWOLIMEHRS(N) = time in hours to spread lime on grass for
cutting in year N. The factor 4.0 is 
because about one quarter of the total 
is limed each year.

STARTGTWOFERTHRS = time to spread fertilizer on one hectare
of grass-. Amended on each cycle as for 
grass one fertilizer hours.

GRASSTWOFERTHRS(N) = total time in hours to spread fertilizer
on cutting grass in year N.

AVGTWOCUTHRSPERH = average time to cut one hectare of grass

GRASSTWOCUTHRS(N) = total time to cut cutting grass in year
N.

GTWOWORKTRAN(N) = total fuel in litres for tractor work on
cutting grass in year N.

GTWOFUELPERHR(N) = average fuel per hour used by a tractor
working on cutting grass in litres.

CEREALSFERT(N) = CEREALS(N)*AVCERSFERT(N)
CERSFERTHRS(N) = CEREALS(N)*CERSFERTHRPH 
CERSPLANTHRS(N) = CEREALS(N)*CERSPLHRPH 
CERSHARVHRS(N) = CEREALS(N)*CERSHARVHRPH 
CEREALSWORKTRAN(N) = CERSFERTHRS(N)*CERSFERTFUELPERH*

TRACTOREFF(N)+CERSPLANTHRS(N)* 
CERSPLANTFUELPERH*TRACTOREFF(N)+ 
CERSHARVHRS(N)*CERSHARVFUELPERH* 
TRACTOREFF(N)

CEREALSDRYING(N) = CEREALS(N)*CERSYIELD(N)*CERSDRYKWHPTONNE

where CEREALS(N)

AVCERSFERT(N)

CEREALSFERT(N)

CERSFERTHRPH

= area of cereals crops in hectares in year N

= average fertilizer in kilogrammes per 
hectare of cereals in year N

= total fertilizer in kilogrammes applied to 
cereals crops in year N

= time in hours per hectare to apply ferti
lizer for cereals

CERSFERTHRS(N) = total time spreading fertilizer for cereals 
crops in year N

CERSPLHRPH = hours per hectare to plant cereals -
includes ploughing, harrowing, rolling.

CERSPLANTHRS(N) = total time for planting cereals in year N 

CERSHARVHRPH = time in hours per hectare to harvest cereals.

CERSHARVHRS(N) = total time in hours to harvest cereals in 
year N
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CERSFERTFUELPERH = fuel used per hour by a tractor spreading
fertilizer for cereals crops.

CERSPLANTFUELPERH = fuel used per hour by a tractor to plant
cereals crops

CERSHARVFUELPERH = fuel used per hour by a tractor harvesting
cereals crops

CEREALSWORKTRAN(N) = total fuel in litres for tractor work on
cereals crops in year N.

CERSYIELD(N) = yield in tonnes/hectare in year N.

CERSDRYKWHPTONNE = fuel to dry/tonne of cereals

CEREALSDRYING(N) = fuel used to dry cereals in kWh in year N.

MILKOUTKWH(N) - MILK(N)*MILK0UTKWHPERLTR*(1.0-AEI*N)*l000. 
MILKCOOLKWH(N) = MILK(N)*MILKC00LKWHPERLTR*(1.0-AEI*N)*l000

where MILKOUTKWHPERLTR = fuel in kWh to extract 1 litre of milk

MILKOUTKWH(N) = total fuel in kWh used to milk cows in 
year N.

(1.0-AEI*N) = the general efficiency improvement factor 
for electrical machinery. The *1000. 
factor is needed because MILK(N) is in 
'000 litres.

MILKC00LKWHPERLTR = average fuel used in keeping 1 litre of
milk cool

MILKCOOLKWH(N) = total fuel in kWh used to cool milk in 
year N.

POTATOESFERT(N) = 
POTPLANTHRS(N) = 
POTSPRAYHRS(N) = 
POTHARVHRS(N)

POTATOES(N)*AVPOTFERT(N)
POTATOES(N)*POTPLANTHRPH
POTATOES(N)*POTSPRAYHRPH
POTATOES(N)*POTHARVHRPH

POTATOESWORKTRAN(N) = POTPLANTHRS(N)*POTPLANTFUELFERHR*
TRACTOREFF(N)+POTSPRAYHRS(N)* 
POTSPRAYFUELPERHR*TRACTOREFF(N)+ 
POTHARVHRS(N)+POTHARVFUELPERHR* 
TRACTOREFF(N)

where AVPOTFERT(N) = average fertilizer in kilogrammes per 
hectare of potatoes in year N

POTATOESFERT(N) = total fertilizer in kilogrammes for 
potatoes grown in year N

POTPLANTHRPH = time in hours to plant one hectare of 
potatoes
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POTPLANTHRS(N) = total time in hours to plant potatoes 
in year N.

POTSPRAYHRPH = average time per hectare to spray 
potatoes based on 2 sprays for early 
potatoes and 3 sprays for main crop.

POTSPRAYHRS(N) = total time in hours to spray potatoes 
in year N.

POTHARVHRPH = time in hours to harvest one hectare 
of potatoes.

POTHARVHRS(N) = total time to harvest potatoes grown 
in year N.

POTPLANTFUELPERHR = fuel used per hour by a tractor for 
planting potatoes

POTSPRAYFUELPERHR = fuel used per hour by a tractor for 
spraying potatoes

POTHARVFUELPERHR = fuel used per hour by a tractor for 
harvesting potatoes

POTATOESWORKTRAN(N) = total fuel in litres for tractor work 
on potatoes in year N.

VEGFERT(N) = VEGETABLES(N)*AVVEGFERT(N) 
VEGPLANTHRS(N) - VEGETABLES(N)*VEGPLANTHRPH 
VEGSPRAYHRS(N) = VEGETABLES(N)*VEGSPRAYHRPH 
VEGHARVHRS(N) = VEGETABLES(N)*VEGHARVHRPH 
VEGWORKTRAN(N) = VEGPLANTHRS(N)*VEGPLANTFUELPERHR*

TRACTOREFF(N)+
VEGSPRAYHRS(N)+VEGSPRAYFUELPERHR*
TRACTOREFF(N)+
VEGHARVHRS(N)*VEGHARVFUELPERHR*
TRACTOREFF(N)

AVVEGFERT(N) = average fertilizer in kilogrammes per 
hectare of vegetables in year N.

VEGFERT(N) = total fertilizer in kilogrammes for 
vegetables in year N.

VEGPLANTHRPH = time in hours to plant one hectare of 
vegetables.

VEGPLANTHRS(N) = total time in hours to plant vegetables 
in year N.

VEGSPRAYHRPH = average time in hours per year spent on 
spraying each hectare of vegetables.

VEGSPRAYHRS(N) = total time in hours to spray vegetables 
in year N.
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VEGHARVHRPH = average tractor time in hours to harvest
one hectare of vegetables.

VEGHARVHRS(N) = total tractor time in hours to harvest
vegetables in year N.

VEGPLANTFUELPERHR = fuel used per hour by a tractor for
planting vegetables.

VEGSPRAYFUELPERHR = fuel used per hour by a tractor for
spraying vegetables.

VEGHARVFUELPERHR = fuel used per hour by a tractor for
harvesting vegetables.

VEGWORKTRAN(N) = total fuel in litres for tractor work
on potatoes in year N.

MISCAGRWORKTRAN(N) - TRACTORS(N)*AVNONSPECHRS
*NONSPECFUELPERHR*TRACTOREFF(N)

where TRACTOR(N) = number of tractors in year N.
AVNONSPECHRS = average number of hours per year for

which a tractor is used on non specific work
NONSPECFUELPERHR = fuel used by a tractor per hour on non

specific work
MISCAGRWORKTRAN(N) = total fuel in litres for non specific

tractor work in year N.

MISCAGRWORKFERT(N) = FRUIT(N)*AVFERTFRUIT(N)
+GARDENFERT(N)+
FRUIT(N)*AVFRUITSPRAY+ 
POTATOES(N)*AVPOTSPRAY+ 
VEGETABLES(N)*AVVEGSPRAY in kilogrammes

where AVFERTFRUIT(N) 

GAR.DENFERT(N) 

AVFRUITSPRAY

AVPOTSPRAY

AVVEGSPRAY

= fertilizer in kilogrammes per hectare of 
fruit in year N.

= total fertilizer sold to private gardens 
in year N in kilogrammes.

= average quantity of spray per hectare of 
fruit (equivalent kilogrammes)

= average quantity of spray per hectare of 
potatoes (equivalent kilogrammes)

= average quantity of spray per hectare of 
vegetables (equivalent kilogrammes)
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MISCAGRWORKFERT(N) - total chemical work in kilogrammes in
the miscellaneous agricultural category. 
This is a measure of the fossil fuel 
needed to provide fertilizers and 
pesticides and herbicides.

MISCAGRSPEC(N) = (POULTRYONE(N)/AVBRHSESIZE) 
*ANNBRVENTKWH*(1.-AEI*N)+
(POULTRYTWO(N)/AVEGHSESIZE) 
*ANNEGVENTKWH*(1.-AEI*N)

where AVBRHSESIZE - average size of a broiler house in terms 
of birds per annum.

ANNBRVENTKWH = annual unadjusted demand in kWh for an 
average broiler house. Typically 40 
week occupancy, 100 hours per week,
20 kWh fan motor.

1 m i—
i * = the general efficiency improvement 

factor for electrical machinery

AVEGHSESIZE = average size of a laying house in terms 
of laying hens.

ANNEGVENTKWH = annual demand in kWh for ventilating a 
laying house.

MISCAGRSPEC(N) = demand for special fuel in kWh in year N 
by the miscellaneous agriculatural cate
gory.

MUSHROOMLTH(N)

MUSHRDOMSPEC(N)

= MUSHROOMS(N)*C0MPPREP0ST*(1.0-MEFF*N)+ 
MUSHROOMS(N)*MUSHHSEHEAT*( 1.0-MEFF*N)

= MUSHROOMS(N)*MUSHVENT*(1.0-AEI*N)+
MUSHROOMS(N)*C0MPT0SS*(1.0-AEI*N)

where COMPPREPOST = amount of fuel in kWh needed to prepare 
compost to grow one tonne of mushrooms 
and to sterilize the compost after use.

MEFF = the efficiency factor for the use of low 
temperature heat in mushroom growing.

MUSHHSEHEAT = amount of fuel in kWh needed to heat 
mushroom houses for each tonne of 
mushrooms.

MUSHROOMLTH(N) = total fuel in kWh used as low temperature 
heat to grow mushrooms in year N.

MUSHVENT = fuel in kWh per tonne of mushrooms for 
ventilation.

COMPTOSS = fuel in kWh to toss compost needed to
grow one tonne of mushrooms.
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(1.0-AEI*N) - the general efficiency improvement factor
for electrical machinery

MUSHROOMSPEC(N) = demand for special fuel in kWh in year N
for all mushrooms.

AGWORKFERT(N) = GRASSONEFERT(N)+GRASSTWOFERT(N)+ 
CEREALSFERT(N)+POTATOESFERT(N)+ 
VEGFERT(N)+MISCAGRWORKFERT(N) 

AGWORKTRAN(N) - GONEWORKTRAN(N)*GTW0W0RKTRAN(N)+
CEREALSWORKTRAN(N)+P0TAT0ESW0RKTRAN(N)+ 
VEGWORKTRAN(N)+MISCAGRWORKTRAN(N) 

AGSPEC(N) = MILKOUTKWH(N)*MILKCOOLKWH(N)+
MISCAGRSPEC(N)+MUSHR00MSPEC(N)

AGLTH(N) = MUSHROOMLTH(N)+MISCAGRLTH(N)+CEREALSDRYING(N)

where AGWORKFERT(N) - total fertilizer in kilogrammes used in
year N.

AGWORKTRAN(N) - total fuel in litres used by moving farm
machinery in year N.

AGSPEC(N) = total fuel demand in kWh for special
needs in year N.

AGLTH(N) total fuel demand in kWh for low tempera
ture heat in year N.

6.8 Movement of Goods

Transport of goods in the context of the model means the movement 

of goods within Northern Ireland, i.e. shipping and aircraft fuel demands 

are not considered. As has already been noted in Section 6.6.3, there 

is very little freight moved by rail in Northern Ireland and so this 

sector concentrates solely on the movement of ooods by road transport.

An approach which was considered initially was that of projecting vehicles 

by type and associating with them different character!'sties with regard 

to fuel usage. After 'wallowing around' for some time it was decided to 

regard population as the driving function to be supplied with goods and 

to have goods produced collected from and to try to structure the road 

freight system which serves these ends. The underlying concept of the 

sector which emerged was that of a 'gravity model' in which the popula-
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tion is assumed to exist at certain centres and the flows of goods are 

in proportion to the population weight. A primary distribution system 

links the points of entry and exit of goods to and from the system to 

these population centres. A secondary distribution system is assumed to 

exist at each centre for local distribution. The need to consider primary 

and secondary distribution separately is highlighted by Leach (063), 

writing about United Kingdom freight traffic:

'The breakdown into lorry and light van traffic 
is necessary because of the extreme difference in 
energyperformance - and in potential fuel 
economies - between the two types of vehicle. In 
1976 light vans of under 0.75 tonnes unladen weight 
carried about 3% of road freight tonne-km but 
accounted for over half the vehicle mileage and 
one third of fuel consumption by road freight.'

The three types of goods which are moved are imports, exports and intra 

goods, i.e. goods produced and consumed within Northern Ireland.

There are twelve population centres in the model based on the 

pariiamentary electoral divisions and the proportion of the population 

assumed to be at each centre are in proportion to the numbers of electors 

in each of the twelve pariiamentary divisions given in the Ulster Year 

Book 1978-79 (121). These are given in Table 6.1.

Electoral Number of Proportion
Dl'v1's~ion Electors of Total

North Antrim 
South Antrim 
Armagh 
North Down 
South Down 
Fermanagh and 
South Tyrone 

Londonderry 
Mid-Ulster 
Belfast East 
Belfast North 
Belfast South 
Belfast West

Table 6.1

102,828
125.924 
93,496 
98,901 
89,855
72,319
94,871 
81,937 
76,740 
66,651 
70,256
59.924

Population Centres

0.099
0.122
0.090
0.096
0.087
0.070
0.092
0.079
0.074
0.065
0.068
0.058

and Proportions
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The two major ports in Northern Ireland are Belfast and Larne 
which together in 1977 accounted for seventy per cent of imported goods 
and eighty-seven per cent of exported goods (081). All imports and 
exports through these ports are assumed to be distributed to and 
collected from all the population centres in proportion. The other ports 
for the remaining imports and exports are assumed to serve a much more 
restricted number of centres. The centres served by each port, together 
with the port-centre distances in kilometres, are given in Table 6.2.

Ports
Centres Bel fast Larne Londonderry Warrenpoint

North Antrim 40.0 30.0South Antrim 15.0 45.0 - 60.0Armagh 53.0 83.0 - 40.0North Down 15.0 45.0 - 90.0South Down 53.0 83.0 _ 20.0Fermanagh and 
South Tyrone 106.0 136.0 70.0
Londonderry 90.0 90.0 10.0 _

Mid-Ulster 60.0 90.0 70.0 _

Belfast East 3.0 30.0 _ 70.0Belfast North 3.0 30.0 ~ 70.0Belfast South 3.0 30.0 _ 70.0Belfast West 3.0 30.0 70.0

Table 6.2 Nominal Distances Ports-Centres

In addition, small amounts of goods move through Coleraine and 'Other 
Ports'. These goods are assumed to move a nominal distance of ten 
kilometres.

The flow chart for the sector model is shown in Figure 6.12. As 
already mentioned in Section 6.3.4, when discussing the input data cal
culations for the movement of goods, there are five categories of goods 
for which 30 year projections are made, based on population growth and 
economic activity. These categories are further subdivided within the 
movement of goods model into the various proportions to centres and into
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those portions needing secondary or primary distribution or both. In 
addition to the derived input data of Section 6.3.4, the model uses the
following read in data, the calculations for which are given in Appendix 
2(e):

SECDISTLTRSPERTONNEKM(N) - 30 year array of the fuel in
litres per tonne-kilometre for 
secondary distribution. The 
values of this array have to be 
consistent with the scenario 
being described and reflect the 
expectations about vehicle 
efficiency improvements.

PRIMDISTLTRSPERTONNEKM(N) - 30 year array of the fuel in
litres per tonne kilometre for 
primary distribution.

NORTHANTPROP ) 
SOUTHANTPROP )

BELWESTPROP )
BELIMPPROP ) 
DERRYIMPPROP ) 
LARNEIMPPROP ) 
WPOINTIMPPROP ) 
COLEIMPPROP ) 
OTHERIMPPROP )
BELEXPPROP ) 
DERRYEXPROP ) 
LARNEEXPPROP ) 
WPOINTEXPPROP ) 
OTHEREXPPROP )
SECEXPPROPFACT

SECINTRAPROP

SECDISTRADIUS

PRIMDISTRADIUS

_ proportion of population assumed at 
each of the twelve centres

proportion of imports via Belfast,
- Londonderry, Larne, Warrenpoint,

Coleraine and Other Ports respectively.

proportion of exports via Belfast, 
- Londonderry, Larne, Warrenpoint 

and Other Ports respectively.

- proportion of exports which have a secondary 
collection before entering the orimary system.

- the proportion of intra goods (other) with a 
secondary distribution element.

- the radial distance assumed for all 
secondary distribution (kilometres).

- the radial distance assumed for those 
primary situations where an actual port- 
centre distance is not being used 
(kilometres).
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The calculations on imported goods are as follows:

SECTONNEKMSIMP(N) = F0PDDRINKC0NSG00DS(N)*SECDISTRADIUS 
SECLTRSDISTIMP(N) = SECTONNEKMSIMP(N)*

SECDISTLTRSPERTONNEKM(N)

where SECTONNEKMSIMP(N) = the tonne kilometres value for imports
with a secondary distribution element in 
year N. The assumption is that only the 
food, drink and consumer goods portion 
of imports has secondary distribution - 
the intermediate goods portion is assumed 
to have primary distribution only.

SECLTRSDISTIMP(N) = the fuel in litres for secondary distri
bution of imports in year N.

BELIMP(N) = IMPORTS(N)*BELIMPPR0P 
BELIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = BELIMP(N)*

(N0RTHANTPR0P*40.0+S0UTHANTPR0P*
15.0+ARMAGHPR0P*53.0+N0RTHD0WNPR0P* 
15.0+S0UTHD0l'!NPR0P*53.0+ 
FERMSTYRPROP*!06.O+DERRYPROP*
90.0+MIDULSTERPR0P*60+BELFASTPR0P*
3.0+BELN0RTHPR0P*3.O+BELSOUTHPROP*
3.0+BELWESTPR0P*3.0)

where BELIMP(N) = amount of imports in tonnes via
Belfast in year N.

BELIMPPRIKTONNEKMS(N) = the total tonne-kilometres of
primary distribution for inputs via 
Belfast in year N.

N0RTHANTPR0P*40.0 = the proportional factor for the North
Antrim Centre times the 40.0 
kilometres from Belfast to the centre.

BELWESTPR0P*3.0 = the proportional factor for the
Belfast West centre times the 3.0 
kilometres from Belfast to the centre.

LARNEIMP(N) = IMPORTS(N)*LARNEIMPPROP 
LARNEIMP PRIMTONNEKMS(N) = LARNEIMP(N)*

(N0RTHANTPRCP*30.O+SOUTHANTPROP*
45.0+ARMAGHPR0P*83.0+N0RTHD0WNPR0P+
45.0+S0UTHD0WNPR0P*83.0+ 
FERMSTYRPROP*!36.0+DERRYPR0P*90.0+ 
MIDULSTERPR0P*90.0+BELFASTPROP*30.0 
+BELN0RTHPR0P*30.0+BELS0UTHPR0P*30.0+ 
BELWESTPR0P*30.0

where LARNEIMP(N) = amount of imports in tonnes via Belfast in
year N.
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where

LARNEIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = the total tonne-kilometres of
primary distribution for imports 
via Larne in year N.

N0RTHANTPR0P*30.0 = the proportional factor for the
North Antrim Centre times the 30.0 
kilometres from Larne to the centre

BELWESTPR0P*30.0 = the proportional factor for the
Belfast West Centre times the 30.0 
kilometres from Larne to the centre

DERRYNORMFACT = (DERRYPROP+MIDULSTERPROP+FERMSTYRPROP) 
DERRYIMP(N) = IMP0RTS(N)*DERRYIMPPR0P 
DERRYIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = DERRYIMP(N)*(DERRYPR0P*10.0+

MIDULSTERPR0P*70.0+ 
FERMSTYRPR0P*70.0)/DERRYNORMFACT

DERRYNORMFACT = factor to account for imports via
Londonderry going to only three of 
the twelve centres and thus the 
centre proportional factors have to 
be increased accordingly.

DERRYIMP(N) = amount of imports in tonnes via
Londonderry in year N.

DERRYIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = the total tonne-kilometres of
primary distribution of imports 
via Londonderry in year N.

DERRYPR0P*10.0 = the proportional factor for the
Londonderry Centre times the 10.0 
kilometres from the port to the 
centre.

FERMSTYRPR0P*70.0 = the proportional factor for the
Fermanagh & South Tyrone Centre 
times the 70.0 kilometres from the 
port of Londonderry to the centre.

WP0INTN0RMFACT = (S0UTHD0WNPR0R+N0RTHD0WNPR0P+BELFASTPR0P+ 
BELN0RTHPR0P+BELS0UTHPR0P+BELWESTPR0R 
+ARMAGHPR0P+S0UTHANTPR0P)

WPOINTIMP(N) = IMPORTS(N)*WP0INTIMPPR0P 
WPOINTIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = WP0INTIMP(N)*(S0UTHD0WNPR0P*

20.0+N0RTHD0WNPR0P*90.0+ 
BELFASTPR0P*70.O+BELSOUTHPROP*
70.0+BELN0RTHPR0P*70.0+ 
BELWESTPR0P*60.0+ARMAGHPR0P*
40.0+S0UTHANTPR0P*60.0)/ 
WP0INTN0RMFACT
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where WPOINTNORMFACT

WPOINTIMP(N)

WPOINTIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N)

S0UTHD0WNPR0P*20.0

= factor to account for imports via 
Warrenpoint going to only eight of 
the twelve centres and thus the 
centre proportional factors have 
to be increased accordingly.

= amount of imports in tonnes via 
Warrenpoint in year N.

= the total tonne-kilometres of 
primary distribution of imports 
via Warrenpoint in year N.

= the proportional factor for the 
South Down Centre times the 20.0 
kilometres from Warrenpoint to the 
centre.

S0UTHANTPR0P*60.0 = the proportion factor for the South
Antrim Centre times the 60.0 
kilometres from Warrenpoint to the 
centre.

COLE IMP(N) = IMPORTS(N)*C0LEIMPPR0P 
COLEIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = C0LEIMP(N)*10.0

where COLEIMP(N) = amount of imports in tonnes via 
Coleraine in year N.

COLEIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = the total tonne-kilometres of
primary distribution of imports via 
Coleraine in year N.

C0LEIMP(N)*10.0 = factor which shows that the
Coleraine imports are restricted to 
the immediate Coleraine area.

OTHERIMP(N) = IMPORTS(N)*0THERIMPPR0P 
OTHERIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = OTHERIMP(N)*!0.0

where OTHERIMP(N) = amount of imports in tonnes via
other ports in year N.

OTHERIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = the total tonne-kilometres of
primary distribution of imports 
via other ports in year N - 
assumes movement restricted to the 
immediate port area, i.e. 10.0 
kilometres.

IMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = BELIMPPRIMT0NNEKMS(N)+
LARNEIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N)+ 
DERRYIMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N)+ 
WP0INTIMPPRIMT0NNEKMS(N)+ 
C0LEIMPPRIMT0NNEKMS(N)+ 
OTHERIMPPRIMTONNETMS(N)
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PRIMLTRSDISTIMP(N) = IMPPRIMTONNEKHS(N)*
PRIMDISTLTRSPERTONNEKM(N)

DIESELFUELIMPDIST(N) = (SECLTRSDISTIMP(N)+
PRIMLTRSDISTIMP(N))/1300

where IMPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = total tonne-kilometres of primary
distribution of imports in year N.

PRIMLTRSDISTIMP(N) = total fuel in litres for primary
distribution of imports in year N.

DIESELFUELIMPDIST(N) = total fuel in tonnes for the dis
tribution of imports in year N.

The calculations on exported goods are as follows:

SECTONNEKMSEXP(N) = EXPORTS(N)*SECEXPPROPFACT*
SECDISTRADIIJS

SECLTRSDISTEXP(N) = SECTONNEKMSEXP(N)*
SECDISTLTRSPERTONNEKM(N)

where SECTONNEKMSEXP(N) = total tonne-kilometres of the
secondary distribution phase of 
exporting goods in year N.

SECl-TRSDISTEXP(N) = fuel in litres for the secondary
distribution phase of exporting 
goods in year N.

BELEXP(N) = EXPORTS(N)*BELEXPPROP 
BELEXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = BELEXP(N)*(N0RTHANTPR0P*40.0

+S0UTHANTPR0P*!5.O+ARMAGHPROP*
53.0+N0RTHD0WNPR0P*!5.0+ 
S0UTHD0WNPR0P*53.0+
FERMSTYRPROP*! 06.0+DERRYPROP*
90.0+MIDULSTERPR0P*60.0+ 
BELEASTPR0P*3.0+BELN0RTHPR0P*
3.0+BELS0UTHPR0P*3.0+ 
BELWESTPR0P*3.0)

- amount of exports in tonnes via 
Belfast in year N.

= total tonne-kilometres of primary 
distribution for exports via Belfast 
in year N.

= the proportional factor for the North 
Antrim Centre times the 40.0 
kilometres from the centre to Belfast.

where BELEXP(N)

BELEXPRIMTONNEKMS(N)

N0RTHANTPR0P*40.0

BELWESTPR0P*3.0 = the proportional factor for the
Belfast West Centre times the 3.0 
kilometres from the centre to the 
port of Belfast.
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LARNEEXP(N) - EXPORTS(N)*LARNEEXPROP
LARNEEXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = LARNEEXP(N)*(N0RTHANTPR0P*30.0

+S0UTHANTPR0P*45.O+ARMAGHPROP*
83.0+N0RTHD0WNPR0P*45.0+ 
S0UTHD0WNPR0P*83.O+FERMSTYRPROP*
136.0+DERRYPR0P*90.0+ 
MIDULSTERPR0P*90.O+BELEASTPROP* 
30.0+BELN0RTHPR0P*30.0+ 
BELS0UTHPR0P*30.0+BELWESTPR0P*30.0)

where LARNEEXP(N) = amount of exports in tonnes via
Larne in year N.

LARNEEXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = total tonne-kilometres of primary
distribution for exports via Belfast 
in year N.

N0RTHANTPR0P*30.0 = the proportional factor for the
North Antrim Centre times the 30.0 
kilometres from the centre to Larne.

BELWESTPR0P*30.0 = the proportional factor for the
Belfast West Centre times the 30.0 
kilometres from the centre to Larne.

DERRYEXP(N) = EXP0RXS(N)*DERRYEXPPR0P
DERRYEXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N)

where DERRYEXP(N)

DERRYEXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N)

DERRYPR0P*!0.0

= DERRYEXP(N)*(DERRYPROP*!0.0 
+MIDULSTERPR0P*70.0+ 
FERMSTYRPR0P*70.0)/DERRYN0RMFACT

= amount of exports in tonnes via 
Londonderry in year N.

= total tonne-kilometres of primary 
distribution for exports via 
Londonderry in year N.

= the proportional factor for the 
Londonderry Centre times the 10.0 
kilometres from the Centre to the 
port of Londonderry

FERMSTYRPR0P*7C.0 = the proportional factor for the
Fermanagh and South Tyrone Centre 
times the 70.0 kilometres from the 
Centre to the port of Londonderry

WPOINTEXP(N) = EXPORTS(N)*WP0INTEXPPROP 
WPOINTEXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) - WP0INTEXP(N)*(S0UTHD0WNPR0P*20.0

+N0RTHD0WNPR0P*90.0+BELFASTPR0P* 
70.0+BELS0UTHPR0P*70.0+ 
BELN0RTHPR0P*70.0+BELWESTPR0P*70.0 
+ARMAGHPR0P*40.0+S0UTHANTPR0P*
60.0)/WP0INTN0RMFACT
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where HPOINTEXP(N) = amount of exports in tonnes via
Harrenpoint in year N.

WPOINTEXPPPJMTONNEKMS(N) = total tonne-kilometres of primary
distribution for exports via 
Harrenpoint in year N.

S0UTHD0WNPR0P*20.0 = the proportional factor for the
South Down Centre times the 20.0 
kilometres from the centre to 
Harrenpoint.

S0UTHANTPR0P*60.0 = the proportional factor for the
South Antrim Centre times the 
60.0 kilometres from the centre 
to Harrenpoint.

OTHEREXP(N) - EXP0RTS(N)*0THEREXPR0P
OTHEREXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = 0THEREXP(N)*10.0

where OTHEREXP(N) = amount of exports in tonnes via
other ports in year N.

OTHEREXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = total tonne-kilometres of primary
distribution for exports via other 
ports in year N.

EXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = BELEXPPRIMT0NNEKMS(N)+
LARNEEXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N)+ 
DERRYEXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N)+ 
WP0INTEXPPRIMT0NNEKMS(N)+ 
OTHEREXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) 

PRIMLTRSDISTEXP(N) = EXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N)*
PRIMDISTLTRSPERTONNEKM(N) 

DIESELFUELEXPDIST(N) = (SECLTRSDISTEXP(N)+
PRIMLTRSDISTEXP(N)/1300

where EXPPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = the total tonne-kilometres of
primary distribution of exports in 
year N.

PRIMLTRSDISTEXP(N) = total fuel in litres for primary
distribution of exports in year N.

DIESELFUELEXPDIST(N) = total fuel in tonnes for the
distribution of exports in year N.

The calculations on goods produced and consumed in Northern Ireland are 

as follows:

SECTONNEKMSINTRA(N) = INTRAGOODSAGRIC(N)*SECIDSTRADIUS+
INTRAGOODSOTHER(N)*SECDISTRADIUS*
SECINTRAPROP
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SECLTRSDISTINTRA(N) = SECTONNEK^SINTRA(N)*
SECDISTLTRSPERTONNEKK(N)

INTRAPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = (INTRAGOODSAGRIC(N)+INTRAGOODSOTHER(N))*
PRIMDISTRADIUS

PRIMLTRSDISTINTRA(N) = INTRAPRIMTONNEKMS(N)*
PRIMDISTLTRSPERTONNEK^(N) 

DIESELFUELINTRADIST(N) = (SECLTRSDISTINTRA(N)+
PRIMLTRSDISTINTRA(N))/l300

where SECTONNEKMSINTRA(N) - the total tonne-kilometres of sec
ondary distribution for 'intra' 
goods in year N.

SECLTRSDISTINTRA(N) = the fuel in litres for secondary
distribution of 'intra' goods in 
year N.

INTRAPRIMTONNEKMS(N) = the total tonne-kilometres of
primary distribution for 'intra' 
goods in year N.

PRIMLTRSDISTINTRA(N) = the fuel in litres for primary
distribution of 'intra' goods in year N.

DIESELFUELINTRADIST(N) = the total fuel in tonnes for the
distribution of 'intra' goods in year N.

The total fuel for the movement of goods is then the sum of the fuels for 
imports, exports and intra goods as follows:

TOTALFUELDISTOFGOODS(N) = DIESELFUELIMPDIST(N)+
DIESELFUELEXPDIST(N)+ 
DIESELFUELINTRADIST(N)

where TOTALFUELDISTOFGOODS(N) = the total fuel in tonnes for the
movement of goods in Northern 
Ireland in year N.

6.9 Industry

The approach finally adopted in the industrial sector is that of 
calculating the total fuel demand in kilowatthours in each subsector of 
industry, splitting these totals into the four types of end use fuel 
demand - low temperature heat, high temperature heat (process energy), 
work and special - by subsector proportional factors and then applying 
expected efficiency factors for each of the four types. A major problem
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in the industrial sector is that of arriving at the actual output of 

industries in physical units since most published data tends to be in 

value terms. A direct equivalence between output by value and physical 

units is not possible immediately since some of the high weight items are 

of low value and thus, taking total physical output and splitting by

value, would lead to large errors. In 1977 outputs of minerals in

Northern Ireland was 19.1 million tonnes for a value of £14.4 million 

whereas, for example, in the same year 133,000 tonnes of beef had a value 

of £146.0 million. For this reason and because the output in physical 

units is available directly minerals as an industrial subsector is con

sidered separately. The physical outputs of the other industrial sectors 

are based on data from the Ulster Year Book 1978-79 (121), The Northern

Ireland Digest of Statistics (081), and the Reports on the Census of

Production of Northern Ireland 1969-70 (083), and 1973-74-75 (084).

Based on total industrial output of approximately four million 

tonnes (excluding minerals and construction), Table 6.3 shows the average 

1973-75 data for the industrial subsectors. Minerals and construction 

are also shown in Table 6.3 although, in the case of construction, the 

energy intensity is quoted in ki1owatthours per employee. The calcula

tions upon which Table 6.3 are based are included in Appendix 2(f). It 

is emphasised that energy intensity in this case does not include energy 

in raw materials but is based on the amounts of fuel purchased by the 

different sectors, including purchases' for transport, as reported in the 

Census of Production (084). Each industry used the total fuel which it 

purchases in different ways. Leach (063) considers each of the major 

United Kingdom industrial sectors and for each produces a structure of 

energy use profile. Based largely on these analyses by Leach, Table 6.4 

shows the proportions by which the total purchased fuel is divided 

between the four end use demands by the industrial sectors in Northern 

Ire!and.
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As in the cases of the other model sectors so far considered there 
are expected to be increases in fuel usage efficiencies in the future.
It was at first decided to use a 30 year array of efficiency indices for 
each industrial sector but this was abandoned for the simpler approach 
of an industrial efficiency array for each type of end use demand which 
are determined as part of the scenario description, i.e.

LTHEFIND(N) = low temperature heat industrial efficiency
factor in year N

SPECEFFIND(N) = special industrial efficiency factor in year N 
WORKEFFIND(N) = work industrial efficiency factor in year N 
PROCESSEFFIND(N) = process industrial efficiency factor in year N

These are read in as part of the input data.

The flow chart for the industrial sector calculations is shown in 
i igure 6.13. i he relevant data of Table 6.3 are read in as:

FOODDRINKENGINT )
ENGINEERINGENGINT )
LINENTRADESENGINT )
OTHERTEXTILESENGINT )
CLOTHINGENGINT ) -
TIMBERFURNENGINT )
PAPERPRINTINGENGINT )
MISCMANUFACTENGINT )
MINERALPRODUCTSENGINT )

energy intensity in kWh/tonne of
Food, Drink and Tobacco
Engineering
Linen Trades
Other Textiles
Clothing
Timber and Furniture 
Paper and Printing 
Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
Mineral Products

CONSTRUCTENGINT energy intensity in kWh/employee of 
the construction industry

1 he total fuel demands of each industrial sector in kilowatthours are 
calculated as follows:

FCODDRINKENGY(N)
ENGINEERINGENGY(N)
LINENTRADESENGY(N)
OTHERTEXTILESENGY(N)
TIMBERFURNENGY(N)
PAPERPRINTINGENGY(N)
MISCMANUFACTENGY(N)
MINERALPRODUCTSENGY(N)
CONSTRUCTENGY(N)

= FOODDRINKTOBACIND(N)*FOODDRINKENGINT 
= ENGINEERINGIND(N)*ENGINEERINGENGINT
- LINENTRADESIND(N)*LINENTRADESENGII\IT
= OTHERTEXTILESIND(N)*OTHERTEXTILESENGINT 
= TIMBERFURNIND(N)*TIMBERFURNENGINT 
= PAPERPRINTINGIND(N)*PAPERPRINTINGENGINT 
= MISCMANUFACTIND(N)*MISCMANUFACTENGINT
- MINERALPRODUCTS(N)*MINERALPRODUCTSENGINT 
= CONSTRUCTEMPLOY(N)*CONSTRUCTENGINT
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Start

DO 1010

Store

Wri te

Read Input Data

Dimension

Equivalent Primary 
Fuel Demands

Low Temp. Heat
Special
Work
Process
TOTAL

Uncorrected Industry 
End Use Demands

Low Temp. Heat 
Special 
Work 
Process

Corrected Industry 
End Use Demands

Low Temp. Heat 
Special 
Work 
Process

Industrial Sector 
Fuel Demand Cal
culations:

Food Drink & Tobacco 
Engineering 
Linen Trades 
Clothing
Timber & Furniture 
Paper and Printing 
Mi sc. Manufacturing 
Mineral Products 
Construction

Figure 6.13 Industry
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where FOODDRINKTOBACIND(N) - output in tonnes of the food, drink and 
tobacco industry in year N.

MINERALPRODUCTS(N) = output in tonnes of the mineral products 
industry in year N.

CONSTRUCTEMPLOY(N) = number of employees in the construction 
industry in year N.

FOODDRINKENGY(N) = total fuel demand in kilowatthours by the 
food, drink and tobacco industry in year
N (excluding transport).

CONSTRUCTENGY(N) = total fuel demand in kilowatthours by the

construction industry in year N (excluding 
transport).

The proportional factors for the four end use demands by industry 

shown in Table 6.4 are applied to these industry totals to give industrial 

totals of the four end uses as follows:

UNCORRLTH(N)

UNCORRSPEC(N)

UNCORRWORK(N)

UNCORRPCESS(N)

F00DDRINKENGY(N)*0.157+ENGINEERINGENGY*0.363+ 
LINENTRADEENGY(N)*0.274+0THERTEXTILESENGY(N)*0 274+ 
CL0THINGENGY(N)*0.50+TIMBERFURNENGY(N)*0.315+ 
PAPERPRINTING ENGY(N)*0.137+MISCMANUFACTENGY(N)*0.1794 
MINERALPRODUCTSENGY(N)*0.40+C0NSTRUCTENGY(N)*0.315 
F00DDRINKENGY(N)*0.01+ENGINEERINGENGY(N)*0.042+ 
LINENTRADESENGY(N)*0.016+0THERTEXTILESENGY(N)*0.016+ 
CL0THINGENGY(N)*G.01+TIMBERFURNENGY(N)*0.015+ 
PAPERPRINTINGENGY(N)*0.02+MISCMANUFACTENGY(N)*0.0265+ 
MINERALPRODUCTSENGY(N)*0.01+CONSTRUCTENGY(N)*0.015 
F00DDRINKENGY(N)+0.12+ENGINEERINGENGY(N)*0.185+ 
LINENTRADESENGY(N)*0.137+0THERTEXTILESENGY(N)*0.137+ 
CLOTHINGENGY(N)*0.30+TIMBERFURNENGY(N)*C.31+ 
PAPERPRINTING ENGY(N)*0.167+MISCMANUFACTENGY(N)*0.247+ 
MINERALPRODUCTSENGY(N)*0.067+C0NSTRUCTENGY(N)*0.31 
FOODDRINKENGY(N)*0.704+ENGINEERINGENGY(N )*0.408+ 
LINENTRADESENGY(N)*0.57+0THERTEXTILESENGY(N)*0 57+ 
CLOTHINGENGY(N)*0.19+TIMBERFURNENGY(N)*0.375+ 
PAPERPRINTING ENGY(N)*0.735+MISCMANUFACTENGY(N)*0.55+ 
MINERALPRODUCTSENGY(N)*0.88+CCNSTRUCTENGY(N)*0.375

where UNCORRLTH(N) = the total low temperature heat demand in kilowatt-
hours by industry in year N without correction for 
the expected increase in the efficiency by which 
industry uses fuel for low temperature heat.

UNCORRSPEC(N) = the total special demand in kilowatthours by 
industry in year N without correction for the 
expected increase in the efficiency by which 
industry uses fuel for special applications.
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UNCORRWORK(N) = the total work demand in kilowatthours by 
industry (excluding transport) in year N 
without correction for the expected increase 
in the efficiency by which industry uses 
fuel for work.

UNCORRPCESS(N) = the total processing demand in kilowatthours 
by industry in year N without correction for 
the expected increase in the efficiency by 
which industry uses fuel for processing.

The factors by which each of the industrial sector total fuel 

demands, FOODDRINKENGY(N) through CONSTRUCTENGY(N), are multiplied to 

give the total industry demands for the four end uses are from the end 

use columns of Table 6.4.

The projected end use demands are found as follows:

CORRLTH(N) = UNCORRLTH(N)*LTHEFFIND(N) 
CORRSPEC(N) = UNCORRSPEC(N)*SPECEFFIND(N) 
CORRWORK(N) - UNCORRWORK(N)*WORKEFFIND(N) 
CORRPCESS(N) = UNCORRPCESS(N)*PCESSEFFIND(N)

where CORRLTH(N) = total low temperature heat demand in kilowatt-
hours by industry in year N.

CORRSPEC(N) = total special demand in kilowatthours by 
industry in year N.

CORRWORK(N) = total work demand in kilowatthours by industry 
in year N.

CORRPCESS(N) = total processing demand in kilowatt hours by 
industry in year N.

The primary fuel equivalents in tonnes of oil for the industrial 

demands are:

OILFORINDLTH(N) = (C0RRLTH()/l2450.)*0ILINDEFF(N) 
OILFORINDSPEC(N) = (CORRSPEC(N)*ELINDEFF(N))/l 2450. 
OILFORINDWORK(N) = (C0RRW0RK(N)*ELINDEFF(N))/l2450. 
OILFORINDPCESS(N) = (C0RRPCESS(N)/12450.)*0ILINDEFF(N) 
TOTALOILFORIND(N) = 0ILF0RINDLTH(N)+0ILF0RINDSPEC(N)+

0ILF0RINDW0RK(N)+0ILF0RIN0PCESS(N)

where OILFORINDLTH(N) = equivalent primary fuel input to supply
the low temperature heat demands of 
industry in year N.

OILFORINDSPEC(N) = equivalent primary fuel input to supply
the special demands of industry in year N
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OILFORINDWORK(N) = equivalent primary fuel input to supply
the work demands of industry in year N - 
the demands are assumed to be for motive 
power and supplied by electricity.

OILFORINDPCESS(N) = equivalent primary fuel input to supply
the processing demands of industry in 
year N.

TOTALOILFORTWO(N) = the total equivalent primary fuel input
to meet the end use demands of industry 
for fuel in year N.

6.10 Commerce and Public Service

The approach adopted for this sector has already been explained 

in Section 6.3.6 when discussing the input data calculations. Basically, 

it is to predict the number of employees in each subdivision of the sector 

in each year, combine these with an average area per employee to find the 

total subdivision area, then apply average low temperature heat demand 

per square metre, and special demand per square metre to find the total 

demand in these two categories. These are then amended to reflect insula

tion policies and the likely increases in commercial equipment leading to 

increased special demand before equivalent input fuels are calculated.

A flow chart of the calculations is shown in Figure 6.14 and the various 

data calculations are included in Appendix 2(g).

The first step is to read in the following sets of factors:

AREAHEADPUBADMIN
AREAHEADEDUCAT
AREAHEADMEDDENT
AREAHEADGASWATER
AREAHEADXPORTCOMM
AREAHEADRETAILDIS
AREAHEADINSBANK
AREAHEADCATHOTEL
AREAHEADMISCSERV
AREAHEADOTHERPROF
AREAHEADOTHERDIST

Area in Square Metres per Employee in:

Public Administration 
Education
Medical and Dental Services 
Gas, Water and Electricity Services 
Transport and Communication 
Retail Distribution 
Insurance, Finance and Banking 
Catering and Hotels 
Miscellaneous Services 
Other Professions 
Other Distribution



Start

Calculate Specials
Public Admin. 
Education 
Medical & Dental 
Gas, Water & Elect. 
Transport & Comm. 
Retail Dist.

Catering & Hotels 
Mi sc. Services 
Other Profess.
Other Dist.
Total Sector Special 
Equiv. Input Fuel

Store

Write

Dimension

Calculate 
Total Equivalent 

Input Fuel

Initialize Variables

Read Input Data

Calculate Areas
Public Admin. 
Education 
Medical & Dental 
Gas, Water & Elect. 
Transport & Comm. 
Retail Dist.
Insur. & Banking 
Catering & Hotels 
Mi sc. Services 
Other Profess.
Other Dist.

Calculate Heats
Public Admin. 
Education 
Medical & Dental 
Gas, Water & Elect. 
Transport & Comm. 
Retail Dist.
Insur. & Banking 
Catering & Hotels 
Mi sc. Sources 
Other Profess. 
Other Dist.
Total Sector 
Equiv. Input Fuel

Figure 6.14 Commerce and Public Service
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Low Temperature Demand per Square 
Metre in:

AREAPOWERPUBADMIN
AREAPOWEREDUCAT
AREAPOWERMEDDENT
AREAPOWERGASWATER
AREAPOWERXPORTCOMM
AREAPOWERRETAILDIS
AREAPOWERINSBANK
AREAPOWERCATHOTEL
AREAPOWERMISCSERV
AREAPOWEROTHERPROF
AREAPOWEROTHERDIST

Public Administration 
Education
Medical and Dental Services 
Gas, Water and Electricity Services 
Transport and Communication 
Retail Distribution 
Insurance, Finance and Banking 
Catering and Hotels 
Miscellaneous Services 
Other Professions 
Other Distribution

SPECUNITPUBADMIN
SPECUNITEDUCAT
SPECUNITMEDDENT
SPECUNITGASWATER
SPECUNITXPORTCOMM
SPECUNITRETAILDIS
SPECUNITINSBANK
SPECUNITCATHOTEL
SPECUNITMISCSERV
SPECUNITOTHERPROF
SPECUNITOTHERDIST

Special Demand per Square Metre in:

Public Administration 
Education
Medical and Dental Services 
Gas, Water and Electricity Services 
Transport and Communication 
Retail Distribution 
Insurance, Finance and Banking 
Catering and Hotels 
Miscellaneous Services 
Other Professions 
Other Distribution

The data for these sets of factors exists in various sources and 

all have been designated as read in because there are as yet no definitive 

numbers for many of them. Within each subdivision different areas per 

employee has been calculated. For the low temperature heat and special 

demands the calculations are based on data quoted by Leach (063).

Dealing with the structure of energy use in 1976 in the commercial and 

institutional sector, he shows that out of a total end use demand of 655 

Peta Joules 84.3 per cent was used for low temperature heating including 

space heating, water heating and cooking, and the remaining 15.7 per cent 

was used for lighting and appliances. He goes on to quote a delivered 

energy per square metre in 1975 of 1.7 Giga Joules or 472 kilowatthours. 

Applying the end use percentages yields, an average of 398 kWh per square 

metre for low temperature heat and an average of 74 kWh per square metre
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for special demand. These figures are used for all the relevant sub- 

divisional factors in the scenarios described in Chapter 7.

Also read in at this point are a 30-year array called SPECPENFACT 

which allows for changes in the demand for special appliances based on a 

factor of the present values and COMEF which is to allow for decreased 

demand for fuel for low temperature heat due to increasing fuel use 

efficiencies in Commerce and Public Service.

The calculations for the areas in the various subdivisions are;

AREAPUBADMIN(N) = EMPLOYPUBADMIN(N)*AREAHEADPUBADMIN 
AREAEDUCAT(N) = EMPLOYEDUCAT(N)*AREAHEADEDUCAT 
AREAMEDDENT(N) = EMPLOYMEDDENT(N)*AREAHEADMEDDENT 
AREAGASWATEL(N) = EMPLOYGASWATEL(N)*AREAHEADGASWATEL 
AREAXPORTCOMM(N) = EMPLOYXPORTCOMM(N)*AREAHEADXPORTCOMM 
AREARETAILDIS(N) = EMPLOYRETAILDIS(N)*AREAHEADRETAILDIS 
AREAINSBANK(N) - EMPLOYINSBANK(N)*AREAHEADINSBANK 
AREACATHOTEL(N) = EMPLOYCATHOTEL(N)*AREAHEADCATHOTEL 
AREAMISCSERV(N) = EMPLOYMISCSERV(N)*AREAHEADMISCSERV 
AREAOTHERPROF(N) = EMPLOYOTHERPROF(N)*AREAHEADOTHERPROF 
AREAOTHERFIST(N) = EMPLOYOTHER DIST(N)*AREAHEADOTHERDIST

where AREAPUBADMIN(N) = total floor area in square metres in
Public Administration in year N.

AREAOTHERDIST(N) - total floor area in square metres in
Other Distribution in year N.

The calculations for the low temperature heat demands are:

HEATPUBADMIN(N) = AREAPUBADMIN(N)*AREAPOWERPUBADMIN*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATEDUCAT(N) = AREAEDUCAT(N)*AREAPOWEREDUCAT*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATMEDDENT(N) = AREAMEDDENT(N)*AREAPOWERMEDDENT*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATGASWATEL(N) = AREAGASWATEL(N)*AREAPOWERGASWATEL*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATXPORTCOMM(N) = AREAXPORTCOMM(N)*AREAP0WERXP0RTC0MM*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATRETAILDIS(N) = AREARETAILDIS(N)*AREAPOWERRETAILDIS*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATINSBANK(N) = AREAINSBANK(N)*AREAPOWERINSBANK*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATCATHOTEL(N) = AREACATHOTEL(N)*AREAPOWERCATHOTEL*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATMISCSERV(N) = AREAMISCSERV(N)*AREAPOWERMISCSERV*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)
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HEATOTHERPROF(N) = AREAOTHERPROF(N)*AREAPOWEROTHERPROF*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

HEATOTHERDIST(N) = AREAOTHERDIST(N)*AREAPCWEROTHERDIST*
(1.0-C0MEF*N)

where HEATPUBADFIN(N) = total demand in kWh for low temperature
heat by Public Administration in year N.

FIEATOTHERDIST(N) = total demand in kWh for low temperature
heat by Other Distribution in year N.

(1.0-C0MEF*N) = reduction in heat per square metre due to
increased efficiency of use. For simpli
fication the increased efficiency is 
assumed to follow a straight line during 
the planning period so that an overall 
improvement of 30% during the period is 
reflected in a COMEF value of 0.01. If 
then N is year 10 (1.O-COMEF*!0) is 0.90 
or the heat is 90% of what it would have 
been assuming no efficiency improvement.

HEATCOMMPUBSERV(N) = HEATPUBADMIN(N)+HEATEDUCAT(N)+
HEATMEDDENT(N)+HEATGASWATEL(N ) +
HEATX PORTCOMM(N)+HEATRETAILDIS(N) + 
HEATINSBANK(N)+HEATCATHOTEL(N)+ 
HEATMISCSERV(N)+HEATOTHERPROF(N)+ 
HEATOTHERDIST(N)

OILEQHEATCOMM(N) = HEATCOKMPUBSERV(N)/l2450.*
OILINDEFF(N)

where HEATCOMMPUBSERV(N) = total demand in kWh for low temperature
heat in Commerce and Public Service in 
year N.

OILEQHEATCOMM(N) = the equivalent primary input oil in
tonnes to meet the demand for low temp
erature heat in Commerce and Public 
Service in year N. Much of this low 
temperature heat is in fact supplied 
electrically particularly to small shops 
and offices and so OILEOHEATCOMM(N) is 
likely to be an understatement of what 
occurs in practice. The model would 
have to be on a much more detailed level 
like the Domestic Sector model to 
reflect the actual situation.

The calculations for the special demands are:

SPECPUBADMIN(N) = AREAPUBADMIN(N)*SPECUNITPUBADMIN
SPECPENFACT(N)

SPECEDUCAT(N) = AREAEDUCAT(N)*SPECUNITEDUCAT*
SPECPENFACT(N)
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SPECMEDDENT(N)

SPECGASWATEL(N)

SPECXPORTCOMM(N)

SPECRETAILDIS(N)

SPECINSBANK(N)

SPECCATHOTEL(N)

SPECMISCSERV(N)

SPECOTHERPROF(N)

SPECOTHERDIST(N)

= AREAMEDDENT(N)*SPECUNITMEDDENT* 
SPECPENFACT(N)

= AREAGASWATEL(N)*SPECUNITGASWATEL* 
SPECPENFACT(N)

- AREAXPORTCOMM(N)*SPECUNITXPORTCOKM* 
SPECPENFACT(N)

= AREARETAILDIS(N)*SPECUNITRETAILDIS* 
SPECPENFACT(N)

= AREAINSBANK(N)*SPECUNITINSBANK* 
SPECPENFACT(N)

= AREACATHOTEL(N)*SPECUNITCATHOTEL* 
SPECPENFACT(N)

- AREAMISCSERV(N)*SPECUNITMISCSERV* 
SPECPENFACT(N)

= AREAOTHERPROF(N)*SPECUNITOTHERPROF* 
SPECPENFACT(N)

- AREAOTHERDIST(N)*SPECUNITOTHERDIST*
SPECPENFACT(N)

SPECCOMMPUBSERV(N) = SPECPUBADMIN(N)+SPECEDUCAT(N)+
SPECMEDDENT(N)+SPECGASWATEL(N)+ 
SPECXPORTCOMM(N)+SPECRETAILDIS(N)+ 
SPECINSBANK(N)+SPECCATHOTEL(N)+ 
SPECMISCSERV(N)+SPECOTHERPROF(N)+ 
SPECOTHERDIST(N)

OILEQSPCOMM(N) = SPECCOMMPUBSERV(N)*(l.0-AEI*N)* 
ELINDEFF(N)/!2450.

where SPECPUBADHIN(N) - total demand in kWh for special by
Public Administration in year N.

SPECOTHERDIST(N) - total demand in kWh for special by
Other Distribution in year N.

SPECCOMMPUBSERV(N) = total demand in kWh for special by
Commerce and Public Service in year N.

OILEQSPCOMM(N) = the equivalent primary input oil in
tonnes to meet the demand for special in 
Commerce and Public Service in year N.

(1.0-AEI*N) - electrical appliance efficiency effects

TOTOILEQCOMM(N) - 0ILEQHEATC0MM(N)+0ILE0SPC0MM(N)

where TOTOILEOCOMM(N) = the total equivalent primary input oil
in tonnes for all end use fuel demands 
in Commerce and Public Service in vear
N.
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6.11 Oil Equivalent of Sector Demands
The outputs of each sector are written out in detail but, in 

addition, the oil equivalents of each end use demand of each sector and 
the overall oil equivalents are calculated and written out using the 
Summation of Sector Outputs segment of the model. In some instances the 
arrays are merely renamed to fit into a general naming scheme for the 
oil equivalents. The summation segment consists of a single DO loop as 
follows:

DO 2000 N=1, 30
OILEQLTHAPP(N) = ADELECLTHE0(N)+ADGASLTHE0(N)+ ADS0LLTH(N)*8000./12450 OILEQSPECAPP(N) = ADSPECEQ(N)OILEQLTHDOMHEAT(N) = T0T0ILEQHEAT(N)+T0TC0ALHEAT(N)*

8000./12450.OILEOWORKPXPORT(N) = TOTPRIXPORTOIL(N)OILEQWORKCBUS(N) = TOTALOILFORCB(N)OILEQWORKUBUS(N) - OILFORUB(N)OILEQWORKNIR(N) = TOTOILEQFORNIR(N)OILEQLTHAG(N) = AGLTH(N)*0ILINDEFF(N)/12450. OILEQSPECAG(N) = AGSPEC(N)*ELINDEFF(N)/12450. OILEQWORKAG(N) = AGW0RKTRAN(N)*0ILINDEFF(N)/1300. OILEQWORKDISTOFGOODS(N) = TOTALFUELDISTOFGOODS(N)*OILINDEFF(N)OILEQLTHIRD(N) = OILFORINDLTH(N)OILEQSPECIND(N) = OILFORINDSPEC(N)OILEQWORKIND(N) = OILFORINDWORK(N)OILEOHTHIND(N) = OILFORINDPCESS(N)OILEQLTHCOMM(N) = OILEQHEATCOMM(N)OILEQSPECCOMM(N) = OILEQSPCOMK(N)
OILEOLTHALL(N) = OILEQLTHAPP(N)+OILEQLTHDOMHEAT(N)+ OILEQLTHAG(N)+OILEQLTHIND(N)+ OILEOLTHCOMM(N)OILEQSPECALL(N) = OILEQSPECAPP(N)+OILEQSPECAG(N)+ 

OILEQSPECIND(N)+OILEQSPECCOMM(N) OILEQWORKALL(N) = OILEQWORKPXPORT(N)+OILEQWORKCBUS(N)+ OILEQWORKUBUS(N)*OILEQWORKNIR(N)+ 0ILEQW0RKAG(N)+0ILEQW0RKDIST0FG00DS(N)+ OILEQWORKIND(N)OILEQHTHALL(N) = OILEOHTHIND(N)OILEQALL(N) = OILEQLTHALL(N)+OILEQSPECALL(N) 
+OILEQKORKALL(N)+OILEQHTHALL(N)2000 CONTINUE
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The oil equivalent in tonnes in year N 
of the demand for:

where OILEQLTHAPP(N) 
OILEQSPECAPP(N) 
OILEQLTHDOMHEAT(N) 
OILEOWORKPXPORT(N) 
OILEQWORKCBUS(N) 
OILEQWORKUBUS(N) 
OILEQWORKNIR(N) 
OILEQLTHAG(N) 
OILEQSPECAG(N) 
OILEQWORKAG(N) 
OILEQOWRKDISTOFGOODS(N) 
OILEQLTHIND(N) 
OILEQSPECIND(N) 
OILEQWORKIND(N) 
OILEQHTHIND(N)

OILEQLTHCOMM(N)

OILEQSPECCOMM(N)

OILEQLTHALL(N)
OILEOSPECALL(N)
OILEQWORKALL(N)
OILEQHTHALL(N)
OILEQALL(N)

= low temperature heat by domestic appliances
= special by domestic appliances
= low temperature heat by domestic heat
= work by private transport
= work by Citybus
= work by Ulsterbus
= work by Northern Ireland Railways
= low temperature heat by agriculture
= special by agriculture
= work by agriculture (fertilizers omitted)
= work by distribution of goods 
= low temperature heat by industry 
= special by industry 
= work by industry
= process or high temperature heating 

industry
= low temperature heat by commerce and 

public administration 
= special by commerce and public adminis

tration
= low temperature heat by all sectors 
= special by all sectors 
= work by all sectors 
= high temperature heat by all sectors 
= all demands by all sectors

6.12 Summary of The Model

It was stated in Chapter 4 that a model in applied science is 

equivalent to the hypothesis formulation stage of the scientific method 

and so the model described in this chapter represents the hypothesis of 

this study. The crux of the hypothetico-deductive method of science as 

expounded by Popper is the exposure of a hypothesis to tests upon the 

results of which the decision about the falseness or continued acceptance 

of the hypothesis is made. In the case of a model in an applied situation 

the equivalent step is that of model validation. By definition, a model 

is a simplification or a complexity reducing image of the real world 

situation being studied. If a model is declared false because it is not 

a true representation of the real world, then all models are false. Such 

an approach is sterile and to quote Naughton (072):
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'the only way out of this dilemma is to abate, 
as it were, the ferocity with which we apply 
Popper's criterion.'

The approach then must be to try to establish the validity of the model 

on the basis of its acceptance as a representation of the system being 

modelled. Writing about computer simulation models in management 

science, Van Horn (122) says:

'Simulation models are designed and used with a 
goal of learning about a process. Validation 
is the act of increasing to an acceptable level 
the confidence that an inference about a simu
lated process is correct for the actual process.
There is no such thing as the "test".'

If this is thought to be the case in situations that are essentially 

dealing with problems of effective routine at the operational or admin

istrative levels of management, then there is less likelihood of a 'test' 

existing for a model designed as an aid to the intelligence stage of 

specific response decisions of strategic management.

In Chapter 4 the three distinctive validation approaches listed by 

Naughton (072) were 'the rationalist', 'the empiricist' and 'the 

predictive . Like Van Horn, Naylor et al refer to computer simulation 

models and state that (074):

'the ultimate test of a computer simulation 
model is the degree of accuracy with which the 
model predicts the behaviour of the actual 
system.'

ihus predictive validation of this model seems inappropriate since its 

purpose is not to predict but to test the implications from a long term 

fuel demand viewpoint of predictions about the evolution of society in 

Northern Ireland and the impact of environmental energy changes.

While empirical testing of some parts within the model is possible, 

in general, the need for this model is seen to exist because the major 

perturbation in the world energy system in 1973-74 means that historical
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data gathered before that time are now of little relevance in model 

building. An econometric model based on the post 1973 Northern Ireland 

fuel demand data would be of little use for longer term predictions.

The model described in this chapter rests heavily on Naughton's 

rationalist aspect of validation. This appears inevitable as the com

plexity of the situation being modelled increases. The model is presented 

and argued as a plausible explanation of how the end use demands for fuels 

occur in Northern Ireland and, thus, as an exploratory vehicle, for 

looking at future possible courses of such demands given different 

assumptions. The modelling activity is one of synthesis using relation

ships which in most cases seem well established in general terms and all 

of which, where possible, are related directly or indirectly to the driving 

functions of population and economic growth. Exposing the model to 

criticism and comment by other actors in the system is part of the valida

tion process - the basic question would seem to be, "Is it a reasonable 

plausible representation of the system and, as such, is it a useful 

planning tool?" The 'systems approach1 is about making the decision maker 

aware of the larger implications of decisions and models should be judged 

on the contribution which they make to this awareness. Three scenarios 

tested using the model form the basis of Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 7

THE MODEL IN USE
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7.1 Introduction

The stated aim for the development of the model was to provide an 
aid at the intelligence stage of the strategic level of decisions with 
regard to the Northern Ireland energy system. It is seen as the first 
part of a demand - supply matching model as depicted in Figure 5.8. Since 
the model is a test instrument to provide estimates of the effects on the 
demands for fuels of changes in the system and in the environment, the 
number of possible outputs from the model is well-nigh unlimited. This 
Chapter will consider the outputs from the model based on three sets of 
input data each of which constitutes a particular set of assumptions 
about the future values of the different variables. As Alec Lee says 
(065):

1 . . .if there is one undeniably relentless 
process in life it is that future time becomes 
present time. The present is one of a large, 
perhaps infinite, number of possible past 
futures. The current present possesses, curiously 
enough, certain characteristics that even some of 
the more competent, and certainly more thoughtful, 
purveyors of possible futures overlooked not 10 years ago.'

The values of the infinite number of phenomena which describe a present 
state can be regarded as instantaneous measurements across the paths which 
those phenomena track through time. Just as the path of an individual 
fish within a shoal is constrained by the paths and likewise acts as a 
constraint on the paths of the other fish so the path of a phenomenon 
interacts with the other phenomena. In writing exploratory scenarios, 
which consist of predictions about the future values of those phenomena 
which are of interest, one must be aware of the difficulty identified by 
Alec Lee (065), namely that of 'generating internally consistent sets of 
assumptions about possible futures'. If one is using the 'high1, 'low', 
'mean' trio of scenarios, it is not sufficient to take, say, the highest 
set of values of each phenomenon but some likely combination. Rhyme (148)
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points out that:

'association of all "high" variations within a 
single coherent set is unlikely . . . since 
the interrelation among variables is such that 
they will confine each other.'

He, like Lee, emphasises internal consistency, going on to say:

'Each should offer a plausible mix of good and 
ill, as all real world patterns seem to do; 
preference among projections should be subordinated 
(it can never be erased) in favour of internal 
self consistency.'

The three scenarios described are 'high1, 'low' and 'mean' from the oil 

equivalent fuel demand viewpoint. The high scenario is an attempt to 

project the worst that can happen, i.e. the scenario that results in the 

greatest use of fuel. Despite the warning of Rhyme about a plausible mix 

the approach in the high future is that, when choosing variable values, 

the choice will be made in favour of that value which will lead to the 

highest demand even though it may result in an unlikely combination of 

variables. The same approach in reverse is used for the low scenario 

while in the case of the mean or most likely internal consistency is the 

aim where possible.

7.2 Scenario Descriptions

The input data for each model run consists of 527 lines although 

many of these are constant irrespective of the scenario being tested.

The data input at present has a number of different formats associated 

with it and the order in which it is read in reflects the stages by 

which the model was developed. In a few instances hypothetical data has 

been used where published data was not readily available but in such 

cases the "guesses" have been made on what seems reasonable assumptions.

The scenarios will be described by looking in turn at each variable
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which must be projected and discussing how the projected values were 

determined. Many of the inputs consist of 30 year arrays but for brevity 

the values given here are restricted to year 1, year 10, year 20 and year 

30. The results of each run of the model are extensive because in addi

tion to detailed output for each sector and the summary results the input 

data calculations from the input data sector are also written out. The 

discussion of results after describing the scenarios will concentrate 

largely on the summary results. The complete results of the three test 

runs can be made available if needed.

Projected Population (T0TPR0JECTP0P)

Mean - increase from 1531000 to 1610600 
- an increase of 5%

(081)

High - increase from 1531000 to 1800000 
- an increase of 17.5%

(080)

Low increase from 1531000 to 1550000 
- an increase of 1.25%

The mean figure is the estimated future population published in the 

Northern Ireland Digest of Statistics, Number 51, March 1979, while the 

high figure is from the same journal in March 1975, i.e. official sources 

have revised downward the estimate of future population in the past few 

years. The low figure is hypothetical and shows very little growth.

Institutional Factor (INSTFACTOR)

Mean - 3.0%, i.e. little change expected
High - 2.5%, i.e. a low institutional factor means

more family units, hence more houses 
and hence greater demand for energy

Low - 3.5%, i.e. a high institutional factor means
fewer families, hence fewer homes and 
hence lower demand for energy

These three values are assumed constant for the 30 year period.
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Economic Growth Factor (ECONGROWTHFACT)

There are a number of published forecasts of Gross Domestic Product but 

for convenience the following annual growth rates were assumed:

Mean - 2.0%
High - 4.0%
Low - 0.0%

Family Size (FAMSIZE)

Mean - 3.0 reducing to 2.678
High - 3.0 reducing to 2.644
Low - 3.0 reducing to 2.710

Family size is a case of ignoring the advice of Rhyme about internal con

sistency since one would expect larger families to be associated with the 

larger population. However, associating the larger population with the 

lower family size results in a greater number of households and hence in 

more energy use. The projections on family size are based on upper and 

lower projections for England and Wales in "Social Trends", Number 9,

1979, Table 2.4 (048). For Northern Ireland the same percentage decreases 

have been assumed but the higher start value of 3.0 has been used. The 

mean is simply the average of the upper and lower.

Conversion of Old to New Houses (C0NRATE)

Mean - 3.0% constant per annum
High - 5.0% constant per annum
Low - 1.0% constant per annum

The conversion of old to new houses means demolition and replacement in

addition to major renovations. The three rates are associated with the 

mean, high and low economic growth rates and are based on data on new 

permanent houses completed in the Northern Ireland Digest of Statistics 

(081) and on rehabilitation of houses in the Ulster Year Book (119).
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Rate of Inflation (RATEINFLAT)

This is not used in the model at present and the three values are set to 

hypothetical values.

Car Ownership Levels (CARSPERPER)

Mean - 0.285 increasing to 0.4275
High - 0.30 increasing to 0.47
Low - 0.278 increasing to 0.385

ihese figures are based on the indices 1965 - 2005 for numbers of vehicles

in the United Kingdom published in Transport Statistics GB 1967 - 77,

Table 179 (049) combined with vehicle licence data for Northern Ireland 

(081).

Oil Industry Efficiency Factor (0ILINDEFF)

Mean - ) These have been assumed the same and that 
) there is no improvement in the oil industry

High -
) efficiency but that it remains at 88%, the 

Low - ) reciprocal yielding the factor 1.136.

Electricity Industry Efficiency Factor (ELINDEFF)

Mean - ) 

)
High - ^ 

)
)

Low - )

Mention has already been made of the difficulty 
the Northern Ireland Electricity Service will face 
in trying to maintain efficiency levels and so it 
is assumed that there will be no improvement in 
the efficiency of the electricity industry. Effi
ciency is 25%, giving a factor of 4.0
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Gas Industry Efficiency Factor (GASINDEFF)

Mean - ) 

)
High - ^ 

)
)

Low - )

The gas industry in Northern Ireland depends upon 
feedstock from the oil industry and so overall its 
efficiency will be less than that of, say, British 
Gas which uses natural gas directly. An efficiency 
of 76% for each scenario throughout the period is 
assumed.

Coal Industry Efficiency Factor (SOLINDEFF)

Mean - ) The coal industry is relatively efficient and no 
High - ) improvement has been assumed. An efficiency of 95%, 
Low - ) giving a factor of 1.052, has been used.

The fuel industry efficiencies are discussed in some detail by Peter 

Chapman (023).

Fuel Price Increases (R0, RE, RG, RS)

The price is little used in the model but the four fuels are assumed to 

increase in price by the same amounts so that R0, RE, RG, and RS have the 

same values within each scenario. These are:

Mean - 4% per annum
High - 0% per annum
Low - 8% per annum

i.e. the low price is assumed to be associated with high economic growth 

and vice versa.
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Electric Car Forecasts (ELCARS)

As explained in Chapter 6, four parameters have to 1ae given value:

ELCARSSTART1 ELCARSSTART2 ELCARSSL0PE1 ELCARSSL0PE2

Mean 15 25 0.02 0.04
High 25 30 0.02 0.04
Low 10 15 0.02 0.05

These values are hypothetical and the high values are chosen so that they

have least impact on energy saving while the low values have greatest

impact (of the three sets of values)

Diesel Fuel Efficiency Northern Ireland Rai1 ways (FUELC0NSNIR)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30
Mean 0.710 0.731 0.755 0.779
High 0.710 0.710 0.710 0.710
Low 0.710 0.753 0.801 0.849

These values are based upon information in fuel consumption supplied by

Northern Ireland Railways and expected efficiency improvements for diesel

trains quoted by Leach (063).

Excursions Proportions Northern Ireland Railways (EXCURSFACT)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30
Mean 0.020 0.020 0.030 0.040
High 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.060
Low 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020
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Dead, Engineering and Training Distances (DEADENGFACT) 

Kean - )
High - ) Assumed to remain constant at 5% as at present 
Low - )

Route Growth Factors Northern Ireland Railways

The table below shows the total change over thirty years, i.e. the 

figures are not per annum changes.

Mean High Low

Bangor - Bel fast 
(BANGBEL) 10% 30% 0%

Bel fast - Lisburn 
(BELLIS) 10% 30% 0%

Lisburn - Portadown 
(LISPORT) 5% 10% 0%

Bel fast - Dublin 
(BELDUB) 10% 20% 0%

Lisburn - Antrim - Ballymena 
(LISANTBM) 5% 10% 0%

Ballymena - Coleraine 
(BMCOLE) 0% 5% 0%

Coleraine - Portrush 
(COLEPORT) 0% 5% 0%

Coleraine - Derry 
(COLEDER) 0% 5% 0%

Belfast - Carrickfergus 
(BELCARR) 10% 30% 0%

Carrickfergus - Whitehead 
(CARRWHIT) 5% 10% 0%

Whitehead - Larne 
(WHITLARN) 5% 10% 0%

These figures are hypothetical and even the mean increases are unlikely 

since the UK projections in fact show a decrease in passenger rail traffic 

of around ten per cent during the planning period. Any increases which do 

occur are likely to be on those direct routes into Belfast. The scenario 

figures here again break the internal consistency requirement since a high
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growth in train traffic, while leading to an increase in energy usage, 

is unlikely to be associated with the high increase in car ownership 

levels as is assumed in the high scenario although this argument may be 

offset by the higher population level.

Ulsterbus Route Abandonment (INCREMENT)

Mean - 2 routes abandoned each year
High - 0 routes abandoned each year
Low - 4 routes abandoned each year

The internal consistency criterion is again contravened here since, 

although zero route closures lead to high energy use, it is unlikely to 

be associated with higher car ownership levels but this must be con

sidered in light of the assumed population increase of the high scenario.

Proportion of Industrial Output Exported (EXPORTPROP)

Mean - ) 0.7272 increasing to 0.75. These proportions 
) have little effect on energy usage since the 
) total amount manufactured is a function of 

High - ) population and economics activity. The pro- 
) portion exported was based on data in the 
) Report on the Censuses of Production of 

Low - ) Northern Ireland 1969 - 70 (083).

Sectoral Proportions of Industry

Industry in this case excludes mineral products and gas, water and elec

tricity. The same data are used in each scenario althouoh different 

economic growth rates may lead to different realtive proportions among 

the sectors.
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Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Food, Drink, Tobacco 
(F00DDRINKPR0P) 0.2607 0.2635 0.2667 0.2700

Engineering
(ENGINEERINGPROP) 0.2412 0.2284 0.2142 0.2000

Linen Trades
(LINENTRADESPROP) 0.0849 0.0740 0.0620 0.0500

Other Textiles
(0THERTEXTILESPR0P) 0.1780 0.1848 0.1924 0.2000

Clothing
(CL0THINGPR0P) 0.0691 0.0631 0.0565 0.0500

Timber, Furniture 
(TIMBERFURNPROP) 0.0185 0.0174 0.0162 0.0150

Paper, Printing
(PAPERPRINTINGPROP) 0.0365 0.0329 0.0289 0.0250

Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
(MISCMANUFACTPROP) 0.1112 0.1356 0.1628 0.1900

Employment in the Construction Industry (CONSTRUCTEMPLOY)

Mean - 27000 increasing to 27400 

High - 27000 increasing to 30600 

Low - 27000 decreasing to 26500

These values are thought to be consistent with the scenario populations. 

Although the low scenario shows a small population increase the employ

ment in the construction industry shows a small decrease.

Employable Proportion of Population (EMPL0YABLEPR0P0FP0P)

This is a demographic calculation which has to consider the age structure 

of the population and will therefore be different for each projected 

population. The differences are assumed to be slight and the same data 

set is used for each scenario. The values were established using the 

Northern Ireland Census 1966 (082) and The Northern Ireland Digest of 

Statistics (081).
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Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

0.593 0.610 0.610 0.627

Employment Level (EMPLOYMENTLEVEL)

The published data on employment are usually based on those registered 

and excludes housewives, etc. who are employable but not employed. Hence 

employment level has to relate to the population and the employable pro

portion of the population. It is closely related to the economic growth 

rate and likely to have a cyclical pattern. The figure used in the 

scenarios are hypothetical but it is argued realistic.

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30 Overall Range

Mean 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.62 0.63±0.05
High 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.70 0.63+0.08,-0.02
Low 0.63 0.56 0.64 0.57 0.63+0.02,-0.08

Employment in Manufacturing Proportion (EMPL0YINMANUPR0P)

Mean - 0.36 reducing to 0.32
High - 0.36 reducing to 0.34
Low - 0.36 reducing to 0.30

There is general agreement among economists that the proportion of people 

employed in manufacturing industry will continue to decrease as the move

ment toward a service economy continues. This factor can change quite 

rapidly as employment levels in general fluctuate and the numbers above 

refer to long term trends and are based on data in the Ulster Year Book 

1978 - 79 (121 ).
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Proportions in Various Sectors of Commerce and Public Service

The actual proportions in the different sectors have little effect on 

energy usage and are thus the same in each scenario

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Public Administration 
(EMPL0YPUBADMINPR0P) 0.128 0.127 0.126 0.125

Education
(EMPL0YEDUCATPR0P) 0.084 0.086 0.088 0.090

Medical Dental
(EMPL0YMEDDENTPR0P) 0.097 0.098 0.099 0.100

Gas Water Electricity 
(EMPL0YGASWATERELPR0P) 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031

Transport and Communication 
(EMPL0YXP0RTC0MMPR0P) 0.105 0.105 0.105 0.105

Insurance Banking Finance 
(EMPLOYINSBANKPROP) 0.037 0.038 0.038 0.039

Catering Hotel
(EMPLOYCATH0TELPR0P) 0.056 0.059 0.062 0.065

Miscellaneous Services 
(EMPL0YMISCSERVPR0P) 0.136 0.134 0.132 0.131

Other Professions 
(EMPL0Y0THERPR0FPR0P) 0.038 0.039 0.039 0.040

Other Distribution 
(EMPL0Y0THERDISTPR0P) 0.101 0.101 0.101 0.101

These proportions are expressed as proportions of the total employment in 

the Commerce and Public Administration sector. The bases for the calcul

ations are The Northern Ireland Digest of Statistics (081) and Black and 

Jefferson (016).

Annual Efficiency Improvement in Electrical Appliances (AEI)

Mean - 0.5% increase per annum = 15% over 30 years

High - 0% i.e no improvement

Low - 1.0% increase per annum = 30% over 30 years

This factor represents the average increase in efficiency in the pool of 

electrical appliances as new more efficient models are introduced and old
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replaced. Leach (063) states that the fuel used in major electrical 

appliances can probably be cut by 50% during the next 30 years. Such a 

reduction will of course be reflected in the free heat gain calculations 

for domestic space heating. High again means highest fuel demand.

Annual Consumption Rates of Individual Appliances

This is a set of factual data which are altered by the AEI factor. The 

same data are used in each scenario although it is realized that a harsh 

economic climate would depress the use of appliances. The actual data 

were supplied in private correspondence by the Northern Ireland Electri

city Service

Annual Consumption

Lights in Old Houses (A10) 150 kWh
Lights in New Houses (AIN) 375 kWh
Irons in Old Houses (A20) 40 KWH
Irons in New Houses (A2N) 75 kWh
Electric Cookers in Old Houses (A30) 1190 kWh
Electric Cookers in New Houses (A3N) 1590 kWh
Refrigerators in Old Houses (A40) 325 kWh
Refrigerators in New Houses (4N) 325 kWh
Television sets (A5) 500 kWh
Freezer (A6) 1090 kWh
Dishwasher (A7) 850 kWh
Food mixer (A8) 2 kWh
Stereos, etc. (A9) 10 kWh
Vacuum Cleaners (A10) 30 kWh
Washing Machines (All) 270 kWh
Tumble Driers (A12) 100 kWh
Electric Fires (A13) 1200 kWh
Electric Water Heaters (A14) 1500 kWh
Gas Cookers in Old Houses (A150) 80 therms
Gas Cookers in New Houses (A15N) 80 therms
Gas Fires in Old Houses (A160) 250 therms
Gas Fires in New Houses (A16N) 250 therms
Gas Water Heaters in Old Houses (A!70) 160 therms
Gas Water Heaters in New Houses (A17N) 160 therms
Paraffin Heaters in Old Houses (A180) 60 therms
Paraffin Heaters in New Houses (A18N) 60 therms
Microwave Ovens in Old Houses (A190) 80 kWh
Microwave Ovens in New Houses (A19N) 80 kWh
Solid Fuel Cookers in Old Houses (A200) 1 .0 tonne
Solid Fuel Cookers in New Houses (A20N) 1.0 tonne
Electric Kettles in Old Houses (A210) 8 kWh
Electric Kettles in New Houses (A21N) 8 kWh
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Appliance Forecast Data

The general approach to forecasting appliance ownership levels was out

lined in Section 6.4.1 and different possible growth curves shown in

Figure 6.5. For each appliance which has not yet reached saturation 

three values are needed for each scenario. These are the current owner

ship level, the rate of increase and the year of saturation. The majority 

of current ownership levels were established by the Northern Ireland 

Electricity Household Survey (086).

Mean High Low
C.V. R . I. S.P. C.V. R.I. S.P. C.V. R.I. S.P

A30 44.1 1 .5 20 44.1 3.0 10 44.1 1.0 30
A3N 44.1 1 .5 20 44.1 3.0 10 44.1 1.0 30
A40 72.1 0 .5 15 72.1 1.0 10 72.1 0.25 25
A4N 72.1 1 .6 15 72.1 2.5 10 72.1 1.0 25
A50 90.0 0 .3 15 90.0 0.5 10 90.0 0.2 25
A60 23.3 0 .5 15 23.3 1.0 10 23.3 0.25 25
A6N 23.3 1 .7 15 23.3 2.5 10 23.3 1.0 25
A70 3.7 1 .6 15 3.7 2.5 10 3.7 1.0 25
A7N 3.7 3 .0 16 3.7 5.0 10 3.7 2.0 25
A80 50.0 0,.5 20 50.0 1.0 10 50.0 0.3 30
A8N 50.0 1 .5 20 50.0 3.0 10 50.0 1.0 30
A90 70.0 0..5 20 70.0 1.0 10 70.0 0.3 30
A100 75.0 0..5 20 75.0 1.0 10 75.0 0.3 30
A110 66.0 0,.5 20 66.0 1.0 10 66.0 0.3 30
A11N 66.0 1..5 20 66.0 3.0 10 66.0 1 .0 30
A120 12.0 0..5 20 12.0 1 .0 10 12.0 0.3 30
A12N 12.0 1..5 20 12.0 3.0 10 12.0 1 .0 30
A130 49.0 1.,0 20 49.0 2.0 10 49.0 0.3 30
A140 59.0 0.,5 20 59.0 1 .0 10 59.0 0.3 30
A14N 59.0 1.,0 20 59.0 2.0 10 59.0 0.6 30
A! 50 50.8 1..4 15 50.8 2.5 10 50.8 1 .25 20
A15N 50.8 1. 4 15 50.8 2.5 10 50.8 1 .25 20
A160 3.0 0. 0 30 3.0 0.0 30 3.0 0.0 30
A16N 3.0 0. 0 30 3.0 0.0 30 3.0 0.0 30
A170 20.0 1. 3 15 20.0 2.0 10 20.0 1 .0 20
A17N 5.0 0. 3 15 5.0 0.5 10 5.0 0.25 20
A180 20.0 0. 5 15 20.0 0.5 20 20.0 2.0 10
A18N 5.0 0. 5 15 5.0 0.5 20 5.0 1 .0 20
A190 0.0 0. 5 20 0.0 1.0 10 0.0 0.3 30
A19N 2.5 2. 0 20 2.5 4.0 10 2.5 1.3 30
A210 73.0 1. 5 15 73.0 2.5 10 73.0 1 .25 20
A21N 73.0 1. 5 15 73.0 2.5 10 73.0 1 .25 20
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Central Heating Fuel Price Taxes

These are in effect policy variables which can be used to shift the demand 

between fuels. For example, removing the domestic off-peak tariff for 

electricity would result in a very rapid shift to other fuels by house

holders with electric central heating. For these variables one just 

chooses a value and sees how the fuel changes occur.

Mean Hi gh Low

Oil (CH0T)
(Annual Tax)

0.0 0.0 0.0

Electricity (D0ME0FPKR)
Off Peak Annual Rate

0.5 0.5 1 .0

Gas (D0MG0FPKR)
Off Peak Annual Rate

0.5 0.5 1 .0

Solid Fuel (CHST) 0.0 0.0 0.0

The low scenario values of electricity and gas are equivalent to no 

reduction in tariff for off-peak users and these changes are reflected in 

the model output as a rapid switch to oil and solid fuel central heating.

Central Heating Fuel Prices Per Unit

These are the same for each scenario and while they change often the 

prices used for the present scenarios are:

Oil (SOPTON) 
Electricity (SEPKWH) 
Gas (SGASPTH)
Solid Fuel (SSOLPTON)

£176.7 per tonne 
4.017 pence per kWh 
90.0 pence per therm 
£94.0 per tonne

Annual Insulation Rate (AINSR)

This reflects the effects of conservation policy on total demand for fuel, 

e.g. a value of 0.005 says that, due to increased insulation, the total
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fuel will decrease by 0.5% per annum below what it would have been with

out insulation. Consumer expenditure in conservation measures will be 

affected by relative fuel prices and government policy with regard to 

grants. With regard to total housing stock, it will also be influenced 

by the policy of the Northern Ireland Housing Executive toward its houses.

Mean - 0.005 per annum
High - 0.000 per annum
Low - 0.010 per annum

Thus, the high energy usage assumes that no domestic conservation meas

ures are taken while the low assumes that over the thirty years conser

vation measures alone will reduce the demand by 30.0%.

Start Proportions with Each Type of Central Heating

These proportions are independent of the measures and were obtained from 

the Northern Ireland Electricity Service Household Survey (086).

Oil Central Heating 
Electric Central Heating 
Gas Central Heating 
Solid Fuel Central Heating

(S0CH) 0.423
(SECH) 0.112
(SGCH 0.048
(SSCH) 0.417

Start Installation Costs of Types of Central Heating

These are the average costs of installing central heating of each type in 

a new house and are independent of the scenario.

Oil Central Heating (SIN0CH) £1800
Electric Central Heating (SINECH) £1500
Gas Central Heating (SINGCH) £1800
Solid Fuel Central Heating (SINSCH) £2000
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Annual Rate of Increase of Centrally Heated Houses

Mean - 1.0% per annum
High - 1.0% per annum
Low 0.25% per annum

These values are thought to be internally consistent with the economic 

growth rates of the scenarios and linked to the 55.16% of new houses 

with central heating (i.e. CHHSESV = 55.16) lead to 70%, 85% and 62.5% 

of new houses with central heating at the end of the planning period.

Space Heating Appliance Efficiencies

The factors are expressed as the reciprocals of efficiencies and are 

based on expected improvement in design of heating appliances during the 

period (063).

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Oil Central Heating Mean 1.428 1.372 1.311 1.250
(OCHAPPEFF) High 1.428 1.398 1.365 1.333

Low 1.423 1 .349 1.262 1.176

Electric Central Heating Mean 1 .250 1.216 1.179 1.142
(ECHAPPEFF) High 1 .250 1.227 1 .201 1 .176

Low 1.250 1 .206 1.158 1.111

Gas Central Heating Mean 1.612 1.542 1 .465 1.388
(GCHAPPEFF) High 1.612 1.567 1.518 1.469

Low 1.612 1.509 1 .395 1.282

Solid Fuel Cent. Heating Mean 1 .666 1 .568 1 .459 1 .351
(SCHAPPEFF) High 1 .666 1.605 1.537 1 .470

Low 1.666 1.536 1.393 1.250
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Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Open Coal Fires Mean
(COALAPPEFF) Hfgh

5.000

5.000
4.224

0.482
3.362

3.907
2.500

3.333
Low 5.000 4.069 3.034 2.000

Electric Fires Mean
(ELECTAPPEFF) H1gh

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

Low 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Gas Fires Mean
(GflSAPPEFF> High

1.612

1 .612
1.542

1.567
1.465

1.518
1.388

1 .469
Low 1 .612 1.509 1.395 1.282

Start Values for Private Transport

These values are independent of the scenario and are:

Distance Travelled per Petrol 
(SAVKMPETCAR)

Car per Year = 16000 kilometres

Petrol Tax 
(SPETTAX)

= 100%

Average Ki 1ometres/Litre of Petrol 
(SAVKMPL)

= 8.77

Average Ki1ometres/Ki 1 owatthour 
(SAVKMPKWH)

= 2.5

Number of Electric Cars 
(SELCARS)

= 0.0

Petrol Tax (PETTAX)

Like the fuel taxes in central heating this is seen as a policy variable 

whereby the market can be influenced.

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 100.0 105.0 115.0 125.0
High 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Low 100.0 110.0 130.0 150.0

The values have been chosen arbitrarily.
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Diesel Fuel Efficiency Citybus (AVKMPLCB)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 2.807 3.242 3.725 4.209
High 2.801 2.981 3.174 3.368
Low 2.807 3.503 4.277 5.052

The start values are based on the actual fuel consumed and distance 

travelled in 1979 by Citybus.

Electric Fuel Efficiency Citybus (AVKMPKWHCB)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean .802 0.926 1.064 1.202
High .802 0.851 0.906 0.962
Low .802 1.000 1.221 1 .442

The start values for these arrays are simply the same as the diesel fuel 

efficiency converted using the efficiency analysis of Chapman (023) for 

electric and liquid fuel cars.

Proportion of Citybus Routes Electrified (ELECTRIFICATIONCB)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.50
High 0.000 0.000 0.250 0.750
Low 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.25

Although electrification may be an overall reducer of primary energy 

demand, it will be a high capital cost activity and so is linked to the 

economic growth of the scenario.
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Diesel Fuel Efficiency Ulsterbus (AVKMPLUB)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 3.89 4.49 5.16 5.83
High 3.89 4.12 4.39 4.66
Low 3.89 4.85 5.92 7.00

The start values are based on the 1979 operating data supplied by Ulsterbus

Other Revenue Distance Per Year, Ulsterbus (OTHERREVKMS)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 2259000 2577000 2597000 2617000
High 2259000 2595000 2635000 2675000
Low 2259000 2259000 2259000 2259000

Electric Fuel Efficiency Northern Ireland Railways (KMSPERKWHNIR)

A common value 0.25 is used in each scenario.

Year of Electrification of Route Northern Ireland Railways

Mean High Low

Bangor - Bel fast 
(LECTBANGBEL)

15 10 30

Bel fast - Lisburn 
(LECTBELLIS)

15 10 30

Lisburn - Portadown 
(LECTLISPORT)

15 10 30

Bel fast -Dublin 
(LECTBELDUB)

20 15 30

Lisburn - Antrim - Ballymena 
(LECTLISANTBM)

25 20 30

Ballymena - Coleraine 
(LECTBMCOLE)

25 20 30

Coleraine - Portrush 
(LECTCOLEPORT)

25 20 30

Coleraine - Londonderry 
(LECTCOLEDER)

25 20 30

Belfast - Carrickfergus 
(LECTBELCARR)

15 10 30

Carrickfergus - Whitehead 
(LECTCARRWHIT)

15 10 30

Whitehead - Larne 
(LECTWHITLARN)

15 10 30
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Electrification is a high capital cost activity and so early electrifi

cation is shown with high economic growth even though it may lead to 

lower overall primary energy demand.

Grass for Grazing (GRASSONE) (Hectares)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 504300 504300 504300 504300
High 504300 513300 523300 533300
Low 504300 495300 485300 475300

Grass for Cutting (GRASSTW0) (Hectares)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 262100 262100 262100 262100
High 262100 266600 271600 276600
Low 262100 257600 252600 247600

Wheat, Barley and Oats (CEREALS) (Hectares)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 61500 61500 61500 61500
Hi gh 61500 62400 63400 64400
Low 61500 60600 59600 58600

Milk Productioni (MILK) ( '000 Litres)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 1136000 1136000 1136000 1136000
High 1136000 1154000 1174000 1194000
Low 1136000 1118000 1098000 1078000
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Pork Production (PORK) (Tonnes)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30
Mean 64000 64000 64000 64000
High 64000 65800 67800 69800
Low 64000 62200 60200 58200

Broiler Meat Production (POULTRYONE) ('000 head)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30
Mean 20000 20000 20000 20000
High 20000 24000 28000 32000
Low 20000 18000 16000 14000

The actual broiler population at any instant is assumed to be 1/5
these figures, i.e. this assumes 5 crops per year.

Laying Hens (P0ULTRYTW0) ('000 head)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 5900 5900 5900 5900
High 5900 5990 6090 6190
Low 5900 5810 5710 5610

Potato Production (POTATOES) (Hectares)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30
Mean 14100 14100 14100 14100
High 14100 14325 14575 14825
Low 14100 13875 13625 13375
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Fruit Production (FRUIT) (Hectares)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 2670 2670 2670 2670
High 2670 2715 2765 2815
Low 2670 2625 2575 2525

Vegetable Production (VEGETABLES) (Hectares)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 1200 1200 1200 1200
High 1200 1218 1238 1258
Low 1200 1182 1162 1142

Mushroom Producti on (MUSHROOMS) (Tonnes)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 4000 4000 4000 4000
High 4000 4090 4190 4290
Low 4000 3910 3810 3710

Miscellaneous Agriculture

This category has been left blank at present because the published infor

mation on production accounts only for fish landed in Northern Ireland 

whereas much of the fish caught by the Northern Ireland fishing fleet is 

landed elsewhere. The fleet consists of about 140 boats of which about 

20 are large boats using about 200,000 litres of diesel fuel each per 

annum, some 100 are boats using about 140,000 litres of diesel fuel each 

per year and the remaining 20 or so boats use about 100,000 litres of 

diesel fuel each per annum. Thus, the total diesel fuel is approximately 

20,000 tonnes per year but a considerable amount of this is purchased 

outside Northern Ireland since boats can be away from their home ports for
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several months at a time. It was thus decided to omit the data alto

gether until data of better quality can be obtained.

Fertilizer on Grass for Grazing (AVGONEFERT) (Kgs/Hectare)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 247.0 247.0 247.0 247.0

High 247.0 251.5 256.5 261.5

Low 247.0 242.5 237.5 232.5

Fertilizer on Grass For Cutting (AVGTW0FERT) (Kgs/Hectare)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 400.0 400.0 400.0 400.0
High 400.0 409.0 419.0 429.0
Low 400.0 391.0 381.0 371.0

Fertilizers for Cereals Production (AVCERSFERT) (Kgs/Hectare)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0

High 500.0 509.0 519.0 529.0

Low 500.0 491.0 481.0 471.0

Average Yield of Cereals/Hectare (CERSYIELD) (Tonnes)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 3.870 3.870 3.870 3.870

High 3.870 3.930 3.996 4.063

Low 3.870 3.809 3.743 3.676
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Fertilizers for Potato Production (AVPOTFERT) (Kgs/Hectare)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0
High 1200.0 1218.0 1238.0 1258.0
Low 1200.0 1182.0 1162.0 1142.0

Fertilizers for Vegetable Production (AVVEGFERT) (Kgs/Hectare

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0 1200.0
High 1200.0 1218.0 1238.0 1258.0
Low 1200.0 1187.0 1162.0 1142.0

Ferti1izers for Fruit Production (AVFERTFRUIT) (Kgs/Hectare)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 247.0 247.0 247.0 247.0
High 247.0 251.5 256.5 261.5
Low 247.0 242.5 237.5 232.5

Fertilizers for Private Gardens (Kilogrammes)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000
High 1000000 1013500 1028500 1043500
Low 1000000 986500 971500 956500

Numbers of Tractors (TRACTORS)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 40000 40000 40000 40000
High 40000 40450 40950 41450
Low 40000 39550 39050 38550
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Efficiency of Tractors (TRACTOREFF)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 1.000 0.922 0.836 0.750
High 1.000 0.953 0.901 0.850
Low 1.000 0.875 0.737 0.600

Start value of fertilizer for grass for grazing 
(STARTGONEFERT)

= 247.0 kgs/Hectare

Start value of time to fertilize grass for grazing 
(STARTGONEFERTHRS)

= 0.400 hrs/Hectare

Average time to lime grass for grazing or cuttina 
(AVLIMEHRSPERH)

= 0.40 hrs/Hectare

Fuel consumption when workina grass for arazing 
(GONEFUELPERHR)

= 4.545 1itres/hour

Start value of fertilizer for grass for cutting 
(STARTGTWOFERT)

= 400 kgs/Hectare

Start value of time to fertilize grass for cutting 
(STARTGTWOFERTHRS)

= 0.53 hrs/Hectare

Average time to cut grass for cutting 
(AVGTWOCUTHRSPERH)
(includes cutting, transporting, etc.)

= 5.88 hours/Hectare

Fuel consumption when workinq arass for cutting 
(GTWOFUELPERHR)

= 13.638 litres/hour

Time to fertilize cereals 
(CERSFERTHRPH)

= 0.400 hours/Hectare

Time to plant cereals 
(CERSPLHRPH)

= 10.00 hours/Hectare

Time to harvest cereals 
(CERSHARVHRPH)

= 10.00 hours/Hectare

Fuel consumption when fertilizing cereals 
(CERSFERTFUELPERH)

= 4.546 litres/hour

Fuel consumption when planting cereals 
(CERSPLANTFUELPERH)

= 1 1.365 1 itres/hour

Fuel consumption when harvesting cereals 
(CERSHARVFUELPERH)

= 15.91 litres/hour

Fuel consumption when drying cereals 
(CERSDRYKWHPTONNE)

= 5200.0 kWh/tonne

Fuel consumption for milk extraction 
(MILKOUTKWHPERLTR)

= 0.100 kWh/1itre

Fuel consumption for cooling milk 
(MILKC00LKWHPERLTR)

= 0.500 kWh/1itre

Time to plant potatoes 
(P0TPLANTHRPH)

= 10.00 hours/Hectare

Time to spray potatoes 
(P0TSPRAYHRPH)

=0.5 hours/Hectare
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Time to harvest potatoes 
(POTHARVHRPH)

Fuel consumption when planting potatoes 
(POTPLANTFUELPERHR)

Fuel consumption when spraying potatoes 
(POTSPRAYFUELPERHR)

Fuel consumption when harvesting potatoes 
(POTHARVFUELPERHR)

Time to plant vegetables 
(VEGPLANTHRPH)

Time to spray vegetables 
(VEGSPRAYHRPH)

Time to harvest vegetables 
(VEGHARVHRPH)

Fuel consumption when planting vegetables 
(VEGPLANTFUELPERHR)

Fuel consumption when spraying vegetables 
(VEGSPRAYFUELPERHR)

Fuel consumption when harvesting vegetables 
(VEGHARVFUELPERHR)

Average non specific hours per tractor 
(AVNONSPECHRS)

Fuel consumption on nonspecific work 
(NONSPECFUELPERHR)

Averaae volume of spray on fruit 
(AVFRUITSPRAY)

Average volume of spray on potatoes 
(AVPOTSPRAY)

Average volume of spray on vegetables 
(AVVEGSPRAY)

Average broiler house annual throughput 
(AVBRHSESIZE)

Fuel consumption per broiler house 
(ANNBRVENTKWH)

Average layer house population 
(AVEGHSESIZE)

Fuel consumption per layer house 
(ANNEGVENTKWH)

Fuel to make and dispose of mushroom compost

Annual Efficiency Index Mushroom House

Mean - 0.007 per annum 

High - 0.000 per annum 

Low - 0.010 per annum

= 14.00 hours/Hectare

= 11.365 litres/hour

= 4.546 litres/hour

= 13.538 litres/hour

= 10.00 hours/Hectare

= 0.50 hours/hectare

= 14.00 hours/Hectare

= 11.365 1itres/hour

= 4.546 litres/hour

= 13.638 litres/hour

= 300 hours/year

= 4.546 litres/hour

= 20.0 1itres/Hectare

= 40.0 1itres/Hectare

= 20.0 1itres/Hectare

= 25000 birds/year

= 8000 kWh/year

= 2500 birds

= 8000 kWh/year

= 40000 litres/tonne 
of mushrooms

Heating (MEFF)
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Mushroom house heating 
(MUSHHSEHEAT)

Mushroom house ventilation 
(MUSHVENT)

Mushroom compost tossing 
(COMPTOSS)

40000 litres/tonne

8000 kWh/tonne

10000 kWh/tonne of mushrooms

The agricultural data sources used were The Statistical Review of 

Northern Ireland Agriculture, 1979 (078), D.J. White (123) and (124), 

private correspondence with the Farm Mechanization Unit of the Department 

of Agriculture for Northern Ireland (079), and private correspondence 

with a mushroom grower (093).

Fuel Consumption in Secondary Distribution (SECDISTLTRSPERTONNEKM)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 0.152 0.128 0.102 0.075
High 0.152 0.142 0.132 0.121
Low 0.152 0.123 0.092 0.060

Consumption in Primary Distribution (PRIMDISTLTRSPERTONNEKM)

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

Mean 0.040 0.035 0.029 0.023
High 0.040 0.037 0.034 0.032
Low 0.040 0.032 0.024 0.016

The fuel consumption data for secondary and primary distribution are based 

on a report of the National Prices Commission (Dublin) in 1975 (125).

Import Proportions via the Various Ports

These proportions are assumed constant and are the same in each scenario 

and calculated using the Northern Ireland Digest of Statistics (081).
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Bel fast (BELIMPPR0P) 0.509
Londonderry (DERRYIMPPR0P) 0.093
Larne (LARNEIMPPR0P) 0.190
Warrenpoint (WP0INTIMPPR0P) 0.060
Coleraine (C0LEIMPPR0P) 0.014
Other Ports (0THERIMPPR0P) 0.134

Export Proportions via the Various Ports

As for imports these proportions are assumed constant, are the same in 

each scenario and calculated using the Northern Ireland Digest of 

Statistics (081).

Bel fast (BELEXPPR0P) 0.306
Londonderry (DERRYEXPPROP) 0.035
Larne (LARNEEXPPR0P) 0.560
Warrenpoint (WP0INTEXPPR0P) 0.051
Other Ports (0THEREXPPR0P) 0.048

The Proportion of Exports with a Secondary Distribution Phase
(SECEXPPROPFACT)

The same value in each scenario = 0.500

The Proportion of Intra Goods with a Secondary Distribution Phase
(SECINTRAPROP)

The same value in each scenario = 0.600

The Seconary Distribution Radius (SECDISTRADIUS)

The same value in each scenario = 10 kilometres

The Primary Distribution Radius (PRIMDISTRADIUS)

The same value in each scenario 20 kilometres
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Industrial Fuel Efficiency Improvement

Low Temperature Heat Mean
(LTHEFFIND) ,

High

Low

Special Mean
(SPECEFFIND)

High

Low

Work Mean
(WORKEFFIND)

High

Low

High Temoerature Heat Mean
(PCESSEFFIND) ,

High
Low

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

1.000 0.937 0.868 0.800
1.000 0.968 0.934 0.900
1.000 0.875 0.737 0.600

1.000 0.937 0.868 0.800
1.000 0.968 0.934 0.900
1.000 0.875 0.737 0.600

1.000 0.937 0.868 0.800
1.000 0.968 0.934 0.900
1.000 0.875 0.737 0.600

1.000 0.937 0.868 0.800
1.000 0.968 0.984 0.900
1.000 0.875 0.737 0.600

The potential for fuel savings in industry varies from sector to sector 

and indeed from company to company and thus the three scenarios are for a 

10L, 20%, and 40% reduction over the planning period and are selected on 

a say basis. Leach (063) considers possible conservation measures in

industry but the major difference between Great Britain and Northern

Ireland is that Northern Ireland has no iron and steel industry whereas 

from a fuel use viewpoint industry in Great Britain is dominated by iron 

and steel which in 1376 used 28% of all the fuel supplied to industry.

Areas Per Employee in Commerce and Public Service

Public Administration (AREAHEADPUBADMIN)
Education (AREAHEADEDUCAT)
Medical and Dental (AREAHEADMEDDENT)
Gas, Water and Electricity (AREAHEADGASWATER) 
Transport and Communication (AREAHEADXPORTCOMM) 
Retail Distribution (AREAHEADRETAILDIST)
Insurance, Banking, Finance (AREAHEADINSBANK) 
Catering and Hotels (AREAHEADCATHOTEL)
Miscellaneous Services (AREAHEADMISCSERV)

10.00 so. metres 
40.00 sq. metres 
12.00 sq. metres 
12.00 sq. metres 
15.00 sq. metres 
90.00 sq. metres 
15.00 sq. metres 
90.00 sq. metres 
15.00 sq. metres



Other Profession (AREAHEADOTHERPROF)
Other Distribution (AREAHEADOTHERDIST)

15.00 sq. metres 
45.00 sq. metres

The calculations for these areas are shown in Appendix 2(g).

Low Temperature Heat Demand in Commerce and Public Service

As explained in Chapter 6, the same figure of 398 kWh per square metre 

is used for all subdivisions of the sector in each scenario.

Special Demand in Commerce and Public Service

As for low temperature heat demand, the same figure is used for all sub

divisions in each scenario. It is 74 kWh per square metre per annum.

Increase in Special Equipment Factor (SPECPENFACT)

Mean

High

Low

Year 1 Year 10 Year 20 Year 30

1.000 1.031 1.065 1.100

1.000 1 .037 1.079 1.125

1.000 1.016 1 .032 1.050

These increases reflect the increase in demand for special fuel due to 

increased use of special equipment. The mean represents an increase of 

40%, the high an increase of 50%, and the low an increase of 20% in 

equipment during the planning period. These increases have been abated 

to one quarter because lighting accounts for approximately seventy-five 

per cent of the special demands in office accommodation (021).

Annual Efficiency Improvement Factor Commerce and Public Service (C0MEF)

Mean - 0.005 per annum, i.e. 15% during the period

High - 0.000 per annum, i.e. no change

Low - 0.010 per annum, i.e. 30% during the period
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This factor reflects the impact of new buildings built to modern conser

vation standards upon the total stock of commercial and public service 

accommodation.

7.3 Scenario Results

The total output for a scenario run consists of thirty-eight pages 

of printout giving detailed output for each sector together with summaries 

and the projections produced by the input data calculations sub-model.

It is not proposed to discuss all of this output data for each scenario 

but to look at those items of particular interest. The actual printouts 

do not form part of this thesis but are available separately.

7.3.1 Input Data Calculations

Given the expected population increases, family size projections and 

conversion rates, the families and houses data are shown in Table 7.1.

It can be seen clearly from the low scenario data of Table 7.1 that a low 

economic growth rate (hence a low conversion rate of change of old to new 

houses) is reflected in a slow change in the housing stock going from an 

old/new ratio of about 40/60 to about 25/75 during the 30-year period 

while the high scenario changes from about 40/60 to about 7/93 in the 

same time.

Combining the official population projection (081) with expected 

changes in family size in the mean scenario shows that an additional 

88300 families and hence houses will be need by 2010. The projected 

population is not linear but is such that additional family formation 

starts at about 4000 per year and drops to about 2500 per year by the end 

of the period. The average number of new houses completed between 1969 

and 1978 was 9729 per annum (081) so that the output of the house building 

section of the construction industry appears to be converting old to new
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houses slightly faster than the rate assumed.

Private car ownership projections depend upon population and cars 

per person. The results for the three scenarios are shown in Table 7.2. 

The number of private car licences in Northern Ireland in 1978 was 

approximately 347,000 and the average increase in the numbers of private 

cars in the previous three years had been 11,000 per year so that the 

expected 1980 figure was about 370,000. Thus, the mean and the low 

scenario figures are comparable in total terms and in terms of annual 

growth with the first increment in the mean case being 13700, and in the 

low case 12000. The high growth case is unlikely in Northern Ireland.

The three scenarios also demonstrate the mechanism for electric car 

ownership levels discussed in Section 6.3.3.1.

Projections of imports, exports and industrial output (excluding 

mineral products) which are functions of population and economic growth 

are shown in Table 7.3. The imports projections have to be corrected 

since they include fuel imports projected at the population and growth 

factors whereas a major assumption of this thesis is that fuel imports 

are a complex function of conservation policies, prices, and equipment 

efficiencies. Thus, the actual total imports in year N are the total 

imports as calculated less the overstatement of the fuels portion. For 

example, when N is 30, the mean scenario projected imports are 20,129,000 

tonnes, an increase of 82.5% on the start value of 11,025,000 tonnes at 

time zero (Section 6.3.4). However, the 11,025,000 tonnes included 

4,854,000 tonnes of fuels and so the projected imports less fuel imports 

are 11,270,000 tonnes (20,129,000 - 4,854,000*1.825) to which must be 

added the projected fuels imports in year 30 to give the corrected 

imports. For the mean scenario the total fuel in year 30 is 5,412,000 

tonnes of oil equivalent of which 578,000 tonnes are due to 899,000 

tonnes of coal (page 6 of mean scenario printout) or the total fuels
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imports are 5,733,000 tonnes if oil and coal are the primary fuels.

Hence, the actual projected imports in year 30 are

20,129,000 - (4,854,000*1.825) + 5,733,000 = 17,003,450 tonnes

Similar corrections must be made for each year for each scenario to 

obtain the actual imports. Since, in fact, the distribution of goods 

model is based on calculated imports, the model is increasingly in error 

as the actual amount of overcounting of goods for distribution increases 

with time. The fuel used for the distribution of imports in year 30 is 

thus overstated by about 18% but, since the fuel for distribution of 

imports is then down to 19000 tonnes (page 16 of mean scenario printout) 

or 0.35% of the total fuel demand, this error is not significant. It 

should be possible to amend the model to correct for it if only to give 

a truer picture of projected imports.

The employment projections used in the Commerce and Public Service 

sector are shown in Table 7.4. For each scenario the second, third and 

fourth columns are derived from the first and, as such, are hypothetical 

in that they depend on the values chosen for the level of employment 

array and the split between manufacturing and commerce and public service. 

This table is included to illustrate the possible implications of an 

increasing population with regard to the overall labour force and change 

in the manufacturing/service sector split.

7.3.2 Output Calculations 

7.3.2.1 Domestic Appliances

While the ownership levels of gas appliances falls in each scenario 

to reflect the phasing out of town gas, the overall ownership of appli

ances increases in line with the projection data of each scenario given 

in Section 7.2 and the population increases (appliance penetration
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factors form part of the complete scenario output). The primary fuel 

demands of domestic appliances are given in Table 7.5. In each scenario 

the demand for gas falls substantially and then, in the later years, 

increases slowly due to population growth being reflected in increased 

bottled gas demands.

Solid fuel demand is seen to increase slowly throughout the period 

and this is so simply because the penetration of solid fuel cookers is 

assumed to remain constant at 0.05 (086) and so demand is proportional 

to population increase.

With regard to special and electrical low temperature heat demands, 

i.e. demand for electricity, it can be seen that for the low scenario 

the demands rise slowly for about 25 years and then start to fall slowly. 

In fact, although population and appliance ownership levels increase, the 

equivalent primary fuel needed is virtually constant, the increase being 

offset by increasing appliance efficiencies. The mean scenario shows 

increasing demands which flatten out in the later years. For this most 

likely situation the demand for special increases by 58% in the first 20 

years and by only another 2% in the last 10 years. The demand for 

electrical low temperature heat increases by 29% in the first 20 years 

and then remains well nigh static. The high scenario which assumes large 

population growth, large demand for appliances and little improvement in 

appliance efficiencies, shows correspondingly large increases in fuel 

demands - special increasing by 114% and low temperature heat by 70%.

The total equivalent primary fuels in tonnes of oil due to domestic 

appliance end use demands for the three scenarios are given in Table 7.6 

and shown graphically in Figure 7.1. It can be seen that the most likely 

scenario of moderate population growth allied with increasing appliance 

ownership levels of more efficient appliances results in an increase in 

fuel demand of some 30%, most of which occurs in the first 20 years.
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7.3.2.2 Domestic Space Heating

The allocation of centrally heated new houses between the various 

types of central heating and the numbers of non centrally heated old and 

new houses at each year are given in Tables 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 for the mean, 

high, and low scenarios respectively. These tables show clearly the 

effects of the different assumptions made.

Considering Table 7.7, the number of centrally heated houses 

increases steadily, from 55% to 70% of new houses during the period, and 

at the same time the number of old houses falls steadily to approximately 

40% of the starting figure. The split of the centrally heated houses 

reflects the relative total prices of the different types of central 

heating (page 3 of the printout). Initially, the prices are quite 

similar and additions to the pool of centrally heated houses are divided 

between the four types but first electricity, then gas and finally oil 

become relatively more expensive than solid fuel and reallocation takes 

place. In year one the proportions are 0.428, 0.112, 0.047 and 0.411 to 

oil, electricity, gas and solid fuel respectively while by year 30 the 

proportions are 0.421, 0.009, 0.016 and 0.552.

In Table 7.8 the effects of high economic growth allied to larger 

population growth are shown in the rapid increase in centrally heated 

houses from 55% to 85% of total new houses and the decrease in the 

number of old houses to about 22% of the start figure. An important 

assumption in the high scenario is that fuel prices will not increase in 

real terms and so the allocation of centrally heated houses shows the 

effects of the consequential constant relative fuel prices. Thus, at 

the end of the period, there are still considerable numbers of each type 

although the proportions have changed from 0.428, 0.113, 0.047 and 0.411 

to 0.588, 0.141, 0.031 and 0.238 for oil, electricity, gas and solid fuel 

respectively. In particular, as will be seen, the high number of
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electric central heating installations is reflected in the total oil 

equivalent demand since electricity has an overall efficiency of about 

20% when the electric central heating appliance efficiency is combined 

with the overall generation/distribution efficiency of 25%.

The results of the low scenario assumptions are demonstrated by 

Table 7.9. Low economic growth and a small population increase results 

in an increase from 55% to 62% of total new houses with central heating 

and a decrease in old houses to 75% of the original total. The split of 

centrally heated houses between the types reflects immediate cessation of 

off-peak tariffs for electricity and gas. Toward the end of the period, 

in addition to all growth going to solid fuel, there is a considerable 

movement from oil to solid fuel. This is due, not so much to a great 

price advantage (see page 3 of the low scenario printout) but to a 

persistent advantage for over 20 years.

The fuel demands for the three scenarios are given in Table 7.10.

It is worth noting that the total oil equivalent for the mean scenario in 

year 1 of 815279 tonnes added to the same figure for domestic appliances 

of 598479 tonnes yields a domestic total of 1413758 tonnes of oil 

equivalent. From Figure 5.5 the domestic oil equivalent demand in 1978 

was 1324000 tonnes plus an unidentified portion of 480000 tonnes of town 

and bottled gas so that the model total in the domestic sector is suffi

ciently close to the actual data to add to the confidence in the model. 

The final columns of each scenario in Table 7.10 are shown graphically 

in Figure 7.2. It can be seen from Figure 7.2 that the 'most likely1 

scenario, which results in a continuing increase in the standard of 

living judged by increased central heating and elimination of old houses, 

due to increasing appliance efficiencies and conservation measures, can 

be met by a small increase in primary fuel demand. Thus, given reason

able assumptions, it seems possible that the domestic space heating fuel
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demands in Northern Ireland will remain fairly constant during the next 

thirty years while standards of comfort continue to increase.

7.3.2.3 Private Transport

The fuel demands for private transport by the three scenarios are 

shown in Table 7.11. It has been estimated (077) that in 1978 private 

transport in Northern Ireland accounted for 438700 tonnes of oil and in 

that year there were 347000 cars (081). It has already been pointed out 

in Section 7.2 that the mean scenario is slightly ahead of the actual 

total number of cars giving 423425 in year one when the expected figure 

is about 370000 cars. Given the 1978 estimated consumption, then 423425 

cars would consume about 535000 tonnes of oil so that the model figure 

of 660829 is some 23% too high. The model assumes an average fuel con

sumption of 8.77 km/lt and an initial average yearly distance of 16000 

kms (25.0 m.p.g. and 10,000 miles converted). Leach (063) quotes average 

fuel consumption of 10.9 km/lt and an annual distance of 14500 kms.

Applying these figures in year one yields a total oil equivalent of 

482000 tonnes which is some 10% less than the 535000 tonnes. One can 

see that, as expected, the private transport fuel demand calculation is 

very dependent upon the fuel consumption and distance travelled assumptions. 

Nevertheless, the figures are close enough to at least regard the private 

transport submodel as valuable for showing trends. The assumptions can be 

changed easily to more closely match the estimated actual demands.

It is noticeable that the low scenario which assumes all the factors 

tend to result in lower fuel demands shows a final demand which is 62% of 

the initial demand and yet the total number of private cars has increased 

by 44% (Table 7.2) although the total distance travelled has fallen by 17% 

(page 7 of the low scenario printout). The mean scenario shows a fall in 

fuel demand of 26% for an increase in total private cars of 57% (Table 7.2) 

and an increase in total distance travelled of 12% (page 7 of the mean
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scenario printout). Even the high scenario shows an increase of only 14% 

in fuel demand for an increase in total private cars of 84% (Table 7.2) 

and an increase in total distance travelled of 75% (page 7 of the high 

scenario output). The primary fuel demands for the three scenarios are 

shown in Figure 7.3. Thus, it appears that for reasonable assumptions 

about improving fuel efficiency and some reduction in average annual 

distance the numbers of private cars in Northern Ireland can continue to 

expand while the resultant primary fuel falls by about a quarter.

7.3.2.4 Public Transport - Citybus

The full output data for Citybus are given in pages 8 and 9 of the 

scenario printouts. The distances travelled and equivalent primary 

fuels are given in Table 7.12 with a graph of primary fuel demands in 

Figure 7.4. It must be pointed out that Citybus accounts for less than 

0.1% of the total Northern Ireland fuel demands, nevertheless, the model 

shows that, given reasonable assumptions about vehicle efficiencies, 

Citybus will make a decreasing demand for primary fuel in the future - 

for the mean scenario a reduction of 4% in the total distance travelled 

is accompanied by a fall in primary fuel demand of 28%. It is worth 

noting that only in the high scenario does a significant amount of 

electrification take place and the resultant primary fuel demand starts 

to increase.

7.3.2.5 Public Transport - Ulsterbus

The total distances travelled and the equivalent primary fuel 

demands each year for Ulsterbus are given in Table 7.13. Like Citybus, 

Ulsterbus accounts for a small part of the Northern Ireland primary fuel 

demand - about 0.2% of the total. Given reasonable increases in engine 

efficiencies during the planning period, the primary fuel needs due to
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Ulsterbus should decrease since even in the high scenario with a small 

increase in yearly distance and lower than expected engine efficiencies 

the fuel demand decreases by 16%. Figure 7.5 is a graph of the fuel 

demands for each scenario.

7.3.2.6 Public Transport - Northern Ireland Railways

The total distances travelled in each year by diesel and electric 

trains together with the resultant primary fuel demands are shown in 

Table 7.14 and the fuel demands are shown graphically in Figure 7.6. As 

for the other two segments of intra public transport, the primary fuel 

demand of Northern Ireland Railways is a small part of the total Northern 

Ireland demand, being in the region of 0.1%. Each of the scenarios shows 

an increase in primary fuel demands as electrification progresses, the 

increase being most marked in the low case when electrification is all 

assumed to take place at the end of the period. Leach (063) discussing 

passenger rail fuel demands says:

'Substitution of diesel by electric traction 
starting in the mid-1980s is assumed, ....
Fuel savings (on a primary energy basis) are 
substantial; as are operating costs, largely 
because of the much lower maintenance needs 
for electric locomotives.1

This seems to indicate that the fuel consumption by electric trains is too 

high in the model and more research is needed on this figure.

7.3.2.7 Agriculture

The equivalent primary fuel demands for low temperature heat, special 

and work in the agricultural sector are shown in Table 7.15 and the total 

primary fuel demands are presented graphically in Figure 7.7. These 

figures do not include fertilizer demands which are, however, given in the 

full agricultural submodel output (pages 12, 13, 14 and 15 of the printouts)
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together with detailed figures for the different crops and activities.

The initial total fuel demand by agriculture in the mean scenario 

is 453,000 tonnes which is just under 10% of the total initial primary 

fuel equivalent of 4,640,000 tonnes. Since agriculture accounted for 

6.7% of the gross domestic product of Northern Ireland in 1976 (085) and 

in the same year employed 10% of the labour force (081), the figure for 

primary fuel demand seems not unreasonable. Considering the trends 

produced, one can readily see that the high scenario results in a well 

nigh constant demand while the mean and low decrease by 14% and 30% 

respectively. It seems, therefore, that for the reasonable assumptions 

of the mean scenario with regard to machinery efficiencies, agricultural 

output can be maintained at constant levels for a continued reduction in 

primary fuel demand.

7.3.2.8 Movement of Goods

Detailed figures for the transportation of goods sector are given 

in the scenario printouts. These include projections of imports and 

exports via the various ports and intra goods by primary and secondary 

distribution. The projections of imports and the necessary correction 

needed for the fuel import change has been discussed in Section 7.3.1 

where it was shown that by year 30 the imports figure for the mean 

scenario is overstated by about 18%. One would, therefore, expect the 

fuel for the distribution of imports to be also about 18% too high. For 

the mean scenario, the total diesel fuel, i.e. before conversion to 

primary fuel, for the distribution of goods in year 30 is 51275 tonnes 

of which 18905 tonnes is due to imports. Subtracting 18% of the 18905 

tonnes gives 47875 tonnes or the model is about 7% in error at year 30 of 

the mean scenario.

In the case of the high scenario, the imports figure at year 30 is
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37,861,152 tonnes or 3.33 times the initial figure which included 

4,867,923 tonnes of oil equivalent. In year 30 of this scenario, the 

primary fuel oil equivalent is 9,379,083 tonnes of which 577,614 tonnes 

are accounted for by 898,913 tonnes of coal or assuming coal and oil 

primary fuels the physical imports amount to 9,700,382 tonnes. Hence, 

the actual imports in year 30 will be [37,861 ,152 - (4,867,923 x 3.33) + 

9,700,322[ tonnes. This yields 31,351,351 tonnes or the model projection 

is some 20% high. The diesel fuel for import distribution in year 30 is 

52411 tonnes, 20% of which is 10,482 tonnes and so the total diesel oil 

for distribution at 146,260 tonnes should be 135,778 tonnes or the model 

is 7.7% high.

For the low scenario since almost zero growth is assumed, any errors 

will be insignificant.

The diesel oil requirements for imports, exports and intra goods 

for each scenario are given in Table 7.16 while Table 7.17 contains the 

total primary fuel equivalents of the sector which are also shown graphi

cally in Figure 7.8. Considering the mean scenario for the expected 

population growth and a 2% per annum growth in the economy, the resultant 

primary fuel needed is almost static throughout the period. The high 

scenario with its more rapid population growth and a 4% per annum 

economic growth results in an accelerating demand for fuel and seems an 

unlikely event. The zero economic growth scenario reflects the high 

expected fuel efficiencies associated with it in a continually decreasing 

primary fuel demand which falls by 60% during the 30 years.

This sector of the model is difficult to cross check against other 

data and, while it is felt that the 'gravity' approach is a useful one, 

more research is needed to establish parameters such as primary and 

secondary distribution radii with a greater degree of accuracy.
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7.3.2.9 Industry

The projected total equivalent primary fuel demands for industry by 

the three scenarios are given in Table 7.18 and are shown graphically in 

Figure 7.9.

It has already been pointed out that, because there is no iron and 

steel industry in Northern Ireland, direct proportional comparisons of 

sectoral uses of fuels with the United Kingdom are likely to be inaccurate 

Leach (063) states that 39% of all primary fuel in the United Kingdom is 

accounted for by industry and that 28% of this is due to the iron and 

steel industry so that the remainder of the United Kingdom industry 

accounts for 28% of all primary fuels. The initial industry total of the 

mean scenario of 1,364,000 tonnes is 28.6% of the initial total primary 

fuel demand of 4,761,000 tonnes. It is shown in Figure 5.5 that in 1978 

industry accounted for some 33% of primary fuels in Northern Ireland but 

this includes electricity and coal used by commerce and the public service 

Thus, while the total primary fuel figure for industry calculated by the 

model cannot be directly verified with other data sources, it seems that 

it is not likely to be wildly inaccurate. It is felt that more research 

is needed to increase the accuracy of the energy intensities for the 

different industries and the split between the different types of end use.

From Figure 7.9 it can be seen that for the mean scenario the demand 

by industry increases slowly throughout the period. The increase during 

the 30 years is 46% compared to an increase in industrial output 

(excluding mineral products) of 72% (Table 7.3) and an increase in mineral 

products of approximately 80%. For the high scenario, the primary fuel 

increase is 193% for an increase in industrial output of just over 200% 

while, for the low scenario, a decrease in industrial output of 3% is 

accompanied by a decrease in primary fuel of 37.5%. It, thus, appears 

that industrial output can be increased at a faster rate than industrial
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consumption of fuel as reflected in equivalent primary fuel.

7.3.2.10 Commerce and Public Service

The equivalent primary demands of the commerce and public service 

sector are given by total and by type for the three scenarios in Table 

7.19 and the total shown graphically in Figure 7.10. The cyclical nature 

of the demands simply reflects the cyclical nature of the assumed employ

ment patterns of the input data in the scenarios (see Table 7.4).

Considering the initial model results of the three scenarios one 

finds that in each case the low temperature heat is about 60% of the 

total. Leach (063) for the United Kingdom quotes delivered energy for the 

sector at 147 Peta Joules of electricity and 508 Peta Joules of other 

fuels. Transforming these fuels back to primary fuels results in about 

a 50 - 50 split, i.e. about 580 PJ via electricity and about 1 570 PJ via 

other fuels. Given that some electricity is used for low temperature 

heating purposes the 40 - 60 split of the model between special and low 

temperature heat is not unlikely. The total demand of the sector at 

792,540 tonnes is about 16.6% of the total. The Northern Ireland Economic 

Council paper on energy conservation (077) quotes a figure of 36% of 

primary energy supplies being absorbed by industry and commerce (exclusive 

of transport) and if the 28% figure calculated for industry is reasonable 

then the commerce and public service figure should be about 8% of the 

total and thus appears to be overstated by the model. Chapman (023), 

however, in a detailed sectoral analysis of the United Kingdom for 1968, 

shows that the end use demands in retail distribution services and public 

services together accounted for 16.3% of primary fuel input and, although 

this included some transportation, it seems that the model figure may be 

of the right order. The model of this sector depends upon a number of 

parameters which require more detailed research - in particular the area
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per employee for some of the subdivisions. '

Considering Figure 7.10 the general trend of the mean scenario is 

that of an almost constant primary fuel demand to meet a slowly growing 

labour force (and hence sector) and an increasing pool of appliances 

requiring 'special' fuel. The high and low scenarios diverge, reflecting 

the input data assumptions.

7.3.2.11 Total Outputs

The equivalent primary fuel demands by each sector for each scenario 

for years 1, 10, 20 and 30 are given in Table 7.20 and these results are 

shown graphically in Figures 7.11, 7.12, and 7.13 for the mean, high, and 

low scenarios respectively.

The results for each sector have been discussed separately but the 

three graphs help to show the changing proportions of the total accounted 

for by each sector as time progresses. Thus, in the mean scenario shown 

in Figure 7.11, it can be seen that for the current official population 

projection and an arbitrarily chosen rate of economic growth of 2% per 

annum the overall growth in fuel demand in 30 years is approximately 14%. 

This is accounted for by increases of 231,000 tonnes overall in the 

domestic sector, 632,000 tonnes in the industrial sector and 26,000 tonnes 

in the commerce and public service sector and by a total decrease of 

238,000 tonnes in the other sectors combined.

Figures 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13 highlight the weakness of the model in 

the distribution of goods since as a combined sector with public transport 

less than 2% of the total is accounted for. Chapman (023) for 1968 and 

Leach (063) for 1976 show that in the United Kingdom 'other transport' 

accounts for some 6% of total fuel demands. As stated in section 7.3.2.8, 

more research is needed to establish parameter values in the distribution 

of goods sector.
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It can be seen from Figure 7.12 that the industrial domestic space 

heating and, to a lesser extent, domestic appliances are the sectors in 

which high population growth and high economic growth assumptions are 

reflected by increasing equivalent primary fuel demands. At the beginning, 

industry, domestic space heating and domestic appliances account for 28.5%, 

12.5% and 17.0% of the total respectively, the other sectors making up the 

remaining 42%. By the end of the period the figures are 43.4%, 10.9% and 

17.9% for the three sectors while the other sectors now account for only 

about 28% of the total. If such a high growth scenario were thought 

possible, this analysis would indicate where the resultant higher fuel 

demands are most likely to occur.

The low scenario results shown in Figure 7.13 show that the fuel 

demands contract in all sectors except domestic appliances where a small 

increase of 3.4% occurs.

The total equivalent primary fuel demands in Northern Ireland by 

each type of end use, viz. low temperature heat, special, work and high 

temperature heat, for each scenario for years 1, 10, 20 and 30 are given 

in Table 7.21 together with the total equivalent primary fuel demands.

The totals by type are shown graphically in Figures 7.14, 7.15 and 7.16 

for the mean, high and low scenarios respectively while in Figure 7.17 

are shown the totals.

Chapman (023), noting the difficulty of accurate allocation, quotes 

the following ranges of figures for the end uses of primary fuels in the 

United Kingdom for 1968:

low temperature heat 
high temperature heat 
work 
special

40% - 50% 
15% - 20% 
35% - 40% 

5% - 10%

These are broad indicators since, in fact, a low temperature heat level
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of 50% is not possible given that the minimums of the three other cate

gories total to 55%. The initial results of the model for the mean 

scenario yield the following:

low temperature heat 43%
high temperature heat 12%
work 28%
special 17%

Thus, the low temperature heat figure is within the 1968 range of United 

Kingdom figures. Given that in Northern Ireland there is no iron and 

steel industry which in the United Kingdom in 1976 accounted for 36% of 

all high temperature heat on an end use basis, the 12% figure compares 

quite well with that of the United Kingdom. Work, of which transport 

forms about half, is below that of the United Kingdom but, since ships 

and aircraft have been excluded and it is felt that distribution of 

goods is too low, then the 28% for works seems to be in the correct region. 

Special at 17% of the total gives some cause for concern, being almost 

double the maximum figure quoted for the United Kingdom in 1968. However, 

between 1968 and 1978, the number of consumers of electricity in Northern 

Ireland increased from 429,000 to 510,000 accompanied by increased owner

ship levels of domestic and commercial appliances. In the same period 

sales of electricity increased from 3367 million kilowatthours to 5156 

million kilowatthours, an increase of 53%, so that there is some reason 

to think that the special category has been increasing as a proportion of 

the total and that the model figure of 17% may not be too inaccurate.

It can be seen from Table 7.21 and Figure 7.14 that in the case of 

the mean scenario small proportional changes occur within the total so 

that by the end of the period the values are:

low temperature heat 42%
high temperature heat 15%
work 25%
special 18%
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For the high scenario shown in Figure 7.15 the final proportions 

are 40%, 18%, 27% and 15% for low temperature heat, high temperature heat, 

work and special respectively so that there are no dramatic changes in 

the end uses of fuels.

By the end of the period in the low scenario the proportions have 

changed to

low temperature heat 46%
high temperature heat 10%
work 23%
soecial 21%

reflecting the decrease in industrial use associated with the zero growth 

assumption for the economy and the savings in transport.

The overall totals for the three secenarios are shown in Figure 

7.17 and reflect the patterns already discussed for the individual 

sectors. The initial figure for the mean scenario of 4,761,000 tonnes 

compares favourably with the actual 1978 figure of 4,300,00 tonnes and 

given the model parameters which have already been mentioned as needing 

more research it is felt that the structure of the model is a reasonable 

representation of the end use fuel demand system in Northern Ireland.

The mean scenario shows an increase over the period of 13.7% for an 

increase in population of 5.2% and an assumed economic growth of 2% per 

annum. This represents an increase in equivalent primary fuel per capita 

of 8% during the 30 year period. Between 1968 and 1978 (081) the equiva

lent primary fuel per capita increased from 2.25 tonnes to 2.82 tonnes, 

an increase of 25%. Thus, it seem likely, given the reasonable assump

tions of the mean scenario that the Northern Ireland economy can continue 

to grow but that this growth need not be accompanied by the same growth 

in primary fuels as in the recent past.

For the high scenario the equivalent primary fuel per capita
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increases to 5.19 tonnes by the end of the 30 years. Extending the 

1968-1978 increase to 2010 yields a per capita figure of 4.90 tonnes so 

that the 'business as usual' assumption of the high scenario reflects 

the past growth pattern of fuel demands. Such a scenario seems unlikely 

now.

The low scenario shows a reduction to 2.162 tonnes/head by the end 

of the period and suggests that a reduction in fuel use per head of 

perhaps 30% is possible without a drastic reduction in living standards.
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rO
> co CO CO CO 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03

<C

%-
ro
CD
>-

Osjoo*^-Locr)r^cXDcr» ■CNjco^LOLor^coo^ O i— c\jro^-Lr-)vor\cocT» 
CNJOJOsJCvlCNJOJCvICNJOsJOJ
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—r~\ . cr. LO LO CO ,— CO ^r ,— o o ,— cx LO ,— cr 03 o xT 03 03 xT r— co CO LO O CO r~^
r— zn CO LO LO o CXI 03 xr ,— xT o xr 03 CO CO xT 03 co 03 03 o o r— cx CO LO 03 i—•i CD • CO ,— CO LO CO o i---- ro LO o- 03 cx xr LO 03 1— ^T LO 03 i— LO o xT 00 cx LD o xT CD CO

Q Z3 i— LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO I"- o- l\ CO 00 00 00 03 03 o o o 1— i— cx CX CX CO
oo Lu

—i
OJ CXI CXJ CXJ CXI CXJ CXJ CXJ cx CX CX cx cx cx cx cx CX cx cx CX CX CO CO CO CO CO co CO CO CO

+->
•i— c:
O CD LO CO r^ 03 r— Xj- CX xr LO cx CO CO xr f---- o 1— CX cx 03 LO o t— i— CO LO LO

i— cr CO CXJ r- LO CXI r^ co CO 00 CO LO i— CO xr i— CO CO o 03 03 03 cx CO 03 LO 03
CO
03

CD

• 03 CO LT> CXJ o CO r^ LO co CXI 1— LO CX CO xT 03 LO i— UO cx CO xr 1— CO LO CO o xr CX 03
m > LO o LO o 'd- 03 xr 03 xr 03 03 O o i— I— CX CO CO xT xr LO LO XT r\ CO 03 03 o i— i—

• •r— Or cr CO CO LO LO LO LO xr xT LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LD LD LO
o h- 3

• r~ • cr

fT3
c
CD

__i LU

(_) i— 4->
uo CJ • i~ c:

• i— o CD o CO CO CXI C- LO o LO co xr xr o LO 03 03 LO i— 00 LO xr xr o LO LO i— O CO
c. i— CO LO 'Tf- CXI O LO LO LO o xr o xr o CX xr 1— co r- xr CO cx i— o LO O o

CD -M • 03 LO CO CO LO Cvj O CO LO CX xT 03 cx xr LO 03 f— co xr LO CO 1— Cl LO 03 r---- LO CX LO
•r— O zn > C3 03 cr CO CO CO r\ LO CO i— LO o xr co CO I— LO i— CO xT o LD CO 03 LO cx CO
zn CD • •r— r-. CO 03 o CXJ co xr LO LO LO co 00 00 03 03 o o i— 1— CX CO CO xr xr LO LD LO

i— 3 OJ CXJ CXI CO CO CO co CO CO CO CO co CO CO CO CO CO CO xr xr xT xr *T xr xr xr xr xr xr xr
UJ cr

_j LU

4->

03
s

LO CO CXJ CXJ LO ^r LO ,— LO cx xT xr LO ,— LO o co r^ co LO ,— CO ,— CD cx o cx CO CO
1— *3" i— CO CXJ 1— LO XT 03 LO XT o co LO xr 03 CX CO 1— cx r^- xr cx xr xr xr o xr cx r-- •—

O
CD
r~)

03 cr i— CD o CO 03 CXJ 03 03 CX 03 cr. LO CO cr. LO cx co cx r\ co 03 co 03 LO o LD 1— 03 CO
o > CXI LO 1— LO i---- CXJ CO LO 03 xr C3 xr co CO co cx i— CO xr i— r\ xr 1— f\ xr O r^

•1— r— CO LO 03 o CXI co LO LO LO LO 00 CO 03 03 o o •— cx cx co xr xr LO LD LO
C^> 3

cr
CXJ CXJ CXI CXJ CXI CXJ co CO CO co CO co co co co CO co CO CO xT xr xr xr xr xT xT xr xr xr xT

LU

-T—1 o LO 'Tj- CXI CD LO CO co cr i 03 CO cx CO xr r^. o r-. xr cx ^D 03'w* i— zn LO LO CXI o CO LO i— CXJ 03 LO cx CO LO cx 03 xr 03 xr 03 xT LO 03 r— xr LD 03 o xr LO
' CD • cr 1— CO ';tr LO CO 03 i— cx xr LO 03 r— cx xr LO r-. CO O i— CX xT LO LD r\ 03 o i----
Q 13 l— •vJ* LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO O- r^ CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 03 03

oo U_ J C\J CXJ CXI CXJ CXI CXJ CXI CXI Cxi cx cx cx cx CX cx cx cx cx cx cx cx cx cx CX CX CX cx cx CX CX

-p
• i— 3
o CD 'rf CO 1— o LO r^ 03 CO r\ LO 1— LO cx cx LO 1— i— xr 03 o xr 03 CO 03 CO 03 o

Ga
s i— o O CXI CXJ f— LO LO 03 CX CO xr i— 03 LO xr cx o LO o CO xr CO o LO LO CX LD

• 03 o i— 1— CXJ co xT LO LO 03 o cx xT LO co i— xr o CX LO r^ 03 i— xr LD CO r— CO
in > CO LO CXJ 03 (T) O r— xj- i— CO LO co O CO 00 GO 03 03 03 03 03 o o o o i---- 1—

• •i— cr cr 03 CO CO CO CO r- F\ r\ LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LD LD LD LD LD LO
o i— 3

•r— • cr
S-
fO
c:
CD

__ i LU

U i— -P
U1 CJ •t— 3

•r— o CD OJ LO CO ^1- 1— xT o CXJ i— CO 03 o LO LO 03 xT 03 1— 1— CO CO xT 03 CX xT LO o O cx
d i—- cr. LO CXI LO LO LO CXI xr CO !\ cx xT o xr cx CO o 00 CX O LO CO i— 03 03 1— CX xr
rO -M • 03 'rT LO 'TT CXJ 03 LO CO 1— co LO r- 03 r— CX cx cx 03 LO cx r^ xr o LO CX LD cx LD CO r—
CD CJ m > CO CO CO CO CXI 1—■ LO o Xj- CO cx r^ r— LO 03 cx LO O CO xr LO LO LD CO CD 03 03

CD • •i— r^ r- CO CO 03 03 o o 1— 1— 1— cx cx CO co CO xr xr LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO
r— f— 3 C\J CXJ CXI Cxj CXJ Cxi CO co CO CO co CO co co CO CO CO CO CO co CO CO CO CO CO CO co CO CO CO
LlJ • cr

__i LU

-P
r—

03 CD CO CO LO ,__ ,__ CO o CXJ xT co 03 o ,— r^ 03 LO ,— xr LO o ,— 03 '3' CO cx xr o LO
— o 1— o i— <XJ CXJ 03 xT LO cx LO LO xr CO o 03 LO CX r— CO o xr CO 03 O

O
CD
Q_

03 o LO o LD co o LO co o O 03 o 1— CO xr LO CO 1— cx xr 1— LO 00 o CO LO LO 03 o
o > r— CO LO CO r— 03 LO xr CXI O r\ LO xT cx o LO r\ o cx xr LO LO LO LO LD LD LD LD LD r-*

•i— i---- — CXJ CO LO LO CO CO 03 O I— cx CX cx CO co co CO CO CO CO CO 03 co CO co CO
Ul 3 CXJ CXJ CXJ CXI CXI CXI CXI CXI CXI cx cx CX CO CO co CO CO CO co CO CO CO CO co co CO CO CO CO CO

cr
LU

3
03 r— CXJ CO xr LO LO CO 03 o 1— CX co xr LO LO r^. CO 03 o 1— cx co xr LO LD CO 03 o
CD 1— 1— 1— I— 1— i— 1— r— 1— 1— cx cx cx cx cx CX CX cx cx cx CO
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“O

_ O)
° !U~)

*^c_;crii\LOL£)Lnr^
(NJOCXJUDi— LOLOCO
udcoct>oc\jco^lo•^-^'d-LOLOLOLOLO
C\JC\]C\JC\JC\JC\JC\JC\J

co cr, oj ^d- oo oj 
<xi i— i— o cr> cn ^r--cocr>cr»Or— 
LO LO LO LO LO UD CO 
CXI CXI CXI CXI CXI CXI (XJ

cxicOLncNjocor^-r^cococoLO'd-^r
CXJ CO *d~ LD CO I—^ CO 
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 
CXI CXJ (XI CXI CXI (XJ CXI

co co cr> i— oocoo
CO CO (XI CXI CXI CXI I— CXI 
CHOI— CXJ CO <d" CO COcor\r\r^r\r\r^»r^
CXICXICXICXJCXICXJCXJCXJ

■I- c 
O CD

COroCD
Z5
cr

r-- L"- co cxi co i— co co co co 
cocoocor^r^cxii— i— «—
CTi CO CO CO O CXJ CO CO CO CO
cor^Lncocxioooco^d-cxi
oocncncricno^cocococo

or^cococxiLor^cocoo 
o'") *d" co p'- co oo o i— o 
Lor^o'si— co lo r"- o cxj ^d~ 
oo co co i— C0LOCxior^«vj- r\f\o-i\cocococoLOLO

r^oor—^ti—r^.r^.r^oco 
cxi uo o cxi lo i— 'd- co 
L0cor^cr>0:— cxj •d' co co 
*d" *d' •d" 'd' LO LO LO LO LO LO 
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLO

i— 4-5
CJ •i— £=

•r— O 0) O CX o d-
i— co d- CX (T>

+-> • ro i— cx CX CO
o nz > cr r— CX d- LD
CD • • r~ LO

i— h- 3 CX CX CX CX CX
LxJ • cr

__ i UJ

*d-OLOCT»«d-|— OO 
CO I— CO CXI CO O CO CXJ 
co co cr> «d- i— co 
r^cococnor—r—cxi r\f\r^r^cocococo
CXICXICXICXJCXICXJCXJCXJ

cxi^d-r^ocococococo r^r^^d-cor^cxicxir--cr> 
cocxji î— lo cr> «— coco
CXI CO CO •d" •d” •d' LO LO LO
cocooococococococo
CXICXICXJCXJCXICXICXJCXJCXI

r^.cococoLor^cocr> 
lo co co i— ocor^-'d- cor^r^cor^co'd-co
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLO
cocococococococo
CXICXJCXJCXJCXJCXICXICXI

4->
c;
CD

O -I—
CD O 
CL 

OO

co
>

1 r—
3
cr

i— lo cxj i\
CO O I— CO >— CO
cxi r— ctj ct»
lo cxi lo co I—
o o .— i— .— CXJ 
CXJ CXJ CXI CXJ CXI CXI

lo co co cr> o
i— r— cxj co
LO CO CXI LO O'") i—
«d- LO CTi I— CO LO
CXI CXI CXI CO CO CO
CXJ CXJ CXI CXJ CXJ CXJ

i— i— cxiCTLor-^
o cr o lo lo

CO LO 'd- LO 'd- CO 
OO O CXJ d- LO CO (Od-'d-'d'd'd’ 
CXI CXI CXI CXI CXI CXI

CO CO CXI O CO CO
co d- co lo cr lo
r— 00 LO I— LO O 
O I— CO LO LO CO 
LO LO LO LO LO LO 
CXJ CXI CXI CXJ CX CXI

co cr d- lo co 
lo r— lo o o lo 
co co cx r^- o co 
cr r— lo d" co i— 
LO LO LO LO LO LO 
CX CX CX CX CX CX

S-<T3
CD

cxcod"LOLor^cocr cxcod-LOLOr-.cocrOi— cxcod-LOLor^coo^o
'— '— 1— '— I— I— I— I— cxcxcxcxcxcxcxcxcxcxco
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,—
o • r~

•r— O 4-^
d U d
03 •r— L0 CD
d 4-5 CD r—
CD 00 (J ro
O CD d >

CO E ro •>-
O •«- Z3
O r— CT

O Q_ LxJ
__1 CL

<c

CTi o co i— lo ro ^ i— (X)vi5cr>cooor^ro^rooLOOLnococr>ooLor^oor^ uDr^'*DO>»cxDcoocoa>>o^criLoc\jLocxjoO'^-cna>»roLoroosivo^j-crvocr>^r i— cviocnooOLOLor^cr>i— CNjcorocnr^rocnoo^-^uDooi— lo ro ^ .—
o^-r^cr>ooLr)r^cx)cr>o«— ■— •— ■— ooocna^coocvi^^r^^^-roi— o
cncncn0^00000i---- .---- I---- .---- I---- .— r— r— OOOr— I—I— r—f— r— r— r- r—r—LOLDLOLOiX)UDUD^«DkOkO'<DiX)UDUDUD^O^O'X)UD^O'<DUD<X)ViDVX)'<DkDkDViDVO

rO
C
CD
Ooo

O -4-> 
U C 
•r- CO CD 
+-> CD r— 
co CJ ro 
CD C > 
E fO *r- 
O -r- Z5 O i— CT CL LU CL

o'iOoj'd-Loooor^ OCOOLDCnr^CNJLD cxjLororococriLD.—
CTiOOI^'vOLDi— LOLO 
OCvl'^j-LOCOCXlCVl^- LDUDLDc^ccr—

LO CO C\J i— CVJ LD .— 
ocoo^-^rcr>!— 
co co lo oo cn ld 

^ co oo 
lo co cr> o r— cvi co 
r^- r\ co cc co co

co co co co 
ct^ <sO ld oo co
i— cvi cn lo
co CXJ CX) i— o co

ld lo r\ co o
oo co co co co co cn

loo«^}-loco^-(— LO 
COCXILOr^i— CO CTi cxi 
OCOCO^J-LOCXICOCXI c\jLncr>cor^i— lo cn 
cxi co lo co o i— cTicricricriChcriOO

o
•i—
S-
cocz
CDu00
c:
n3
CD

O +-> 
U d 

•r- co CD 
4-^ CD r— </) O ro 
CD C > E CO -r- 
O T- Z5
O r— CT 

CLUJ 
CL<c

cxi o lo co
co cr> i— lo o
co r\ co cn ^ lo

co co lo lo lo
cn o i— cxi co lo
LO LO LO LO LO LO LO

r^cococo^t-cor^LOcon^n^Loco^coco
LO CO CO LO i— n- CO LO 
^(OOOCOCXJf— I— O
Lor^cocnOr—cxjco LOLOLOLor^r^r^r^

i— (XJ (XJ co lo cxi 
cxi i— lo co co cxi
CO LO 00 O f— r— LO
o lo c\j cr» lo r— co
*3- *3- LO LO LO LO LO

oololococx.— CXJCO 
lo lo «— (xicnojo^r 
co co i— o i— i— co cnocxjco^r^-LOLO Lor^r^r^r^.r^r^.r^

s-
ro i— cxjco^LOLor^-coo^Oi— cxjco*Lf-LOLor\cocno.— cxico^LOLor^-coo^o 
CD I— «— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— 1— CXJCXJCXJCXJCXICXJCXICXJCNJOJCO
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IS)
• 0)

m LO *3" r^ O CO LO ,— CO ^ o LO LO o 03 LO O o o r— CO ,— LO 03 cx CD cx LO cx xf LO f"-
• =3 oo CD o O 03 r^ CO CO CD r— CD OsJ i— CX 03 co ix> 1— Xf o o o LO o xf 1— co

c_> O CO O CD CD CXJ o CD Xj- xJ- CD i— c- cx LO r^- co CO r^- CD 03 CO r- 03 cx cx xf CD
HI CD i— CO LO oo o i— cx CD Xf- LO LO CD CD CD CD CD CD CD LO LO xf CD CO cx 1— o

c CO CO co xr 'tt- *d- LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO
o f— i— r— i— i— i— i— i— t— i— i— i— i--- i— i— i— r— I--- f— 1— 1--- r— 1— 1--- f--- r— 1— r— I— f---

CD

IS)
• CD

in CO O CO CD CO 03 CO i— i— CD o o i— 03 CX xt* CX XJ" xf 1— 1— 1— CO 03 1— 1— r- LO 03
• 3 CD CD CD CO CXJ CXJ 03 CO CXI 1— CO CO LO CD CO CX 1--- CO O xf o CD cx CD oo 03 CO LO 03

CJ O O OJ r- CXI O 03 03 r— LO O CD CD CXI cx CD CD 03 xf O CD xt CO cx CO Xf CD 03 CD 00 CD
HI C\J CD o LO O xf 03 LO O CD r— D- CD 03 LO 1— D- xf I--- r\ xf 1— CO LO cx CO, CD xf 1— 03

sz CT» CO CO CD LO LO LO Xj" Xd" CD CD OsJ CX cx i— 1— 1— o o o 03 03 03 CO CO 00 00 r--
o TD i— 1— i— r--- i— i— i— i— i— r— 1— r— r— i— i— 1— i— 1— 1— 1— 1— 1—

i—
O

m

CJ>

,— CO o 1--- ,__ O CXJ CXJ o r^ CD ,— 03 LO CD XT LO r~— Xf 03 03 03 CD 03 xf xf 03 ,— r~ r—
CD CD CO CD LO CXJ CO 03 xj- CD O r^ CO o xj- CD f\ r— O CD o CD CD 03 03 00 cx CD o 1— 1—
ZJ CO CO CO CXI 00 LO o DO i— o 03 1— CD cx O i— xj- 03 CD 03 xf 1— 1— LO cx cx LO CD CD

Li_ 3 CTi i— CO LO 03 CXI 1^ o CXI CO 03 CO i— LO 03 Xi- 03 o CD cx 03 LO cx 03 LO
O ID r\ r^ CO CD CO 03 03 03 03 CJ o i— i— 1— cx cx CD xf xf LO LO CD O'- CO 03

"O HI 1 r~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

O
UO

hi CO
• O) CD C\J LO oo CD r— O' r— 1— CD X+- Xj- CX D- CX D- co r-. LO CO CO CO CD CD 1— CO !--- r-- CD

o CO CD CXJ r— 03 LO 03 o 03 CD i— xf LO xt O xj- CD xT O xf CD LO cx r^ o cx CD cx 1— 03
3 CD C\J LO CO o O r~~ OsJ CXI OsJ cx OsJ i--- O 03 CO CD xf cx o LO cx 03 CD CD 03 CD

(/) O co OO (X) CO CO 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 CD CO 00 CO CO CO r^. CD CD CD LO LO
03 HI

CD

m

CD
CO 1— C\J uo o l\ CO CD o CO r-s. CD LO CO o- CD CO CD CO o LO Xf 03 1— CO CD xf CO o

CJ CD CTi CO CO r^ o- CO CO 03 o co cx x3- xT XT xj- CO xf xf cx r— r— CD Xf 03 o 03 03 LD LO
•i— to CD 03 co CD r-- CD LO i— r^ i— xj- CD 1— l\ C". CD LO xf CO cx 1— 1— 1— co xf O'- o xf
C- 3 CO CD o o 1— i— i— i— i— i— o o 03 CO CD LO xf CO cx 1— o 03 CO CD LO xf Xf CD

O r— i— (XI (XJ CXI OsJ CXI OsJ OsJ OJ OJ CXI i— 1—■ r— r— i— 1— f— 1— 1— 1—
O HI
CD

r—
LU

=□ CO CD co LO CD 03 03 CD Xt- co OsJ 03 LO xt CO 03 cx LO CD CD CO CD cx 03 CD
• CD CD 03 co CO O LO CXI 03 i— CD 1— o r— LO co O CO LO 03 03 03 r- LO LO 1— LO CD 5 LO

CD CO C\J CXI 1— r— 1— CXI (— 1— O i— O o 03 CD 03 CX CX 1— r\ o 03 LO CD 1— cx 03 cx 1—
3 OC CD o CO CXI CD o xj- CD CXI CD 03 CD o xZ o cx LO CD CO 03 o 1— 1— o o 03

i— O r^ CO CO CO 03 03 o O o i— i— i— CX cx CO (D CO xf Xf xf xf xf xf LO LO LO LO LO xf
•i— HI 1— i— 1— i— r— i— i— 1— 1--- r— i— r— 1— r— 1— 1— 1--- 1--- I--- 1— r— r— r—
O

T3
CD

4->
03
CD
m CO 03 r--- LO r\ CO CO CO co 03 CXI LO i— CO 03 CO o Xf 03 xf (— CD O CSI o cx CD xf f"- o

CD OsJ i--- CO r— CO 1— CO LO CXI CXJ r— O 03 o 1— LO 03 Xf 1— 03 xf r— 1— CD CO 1— xf 03
CO CD CD CO r^. CO LO 03 xj- 03 LO o CD 1— CO CD 03 CX CD O CO co CD CD CD LO CD xf CO CD
3 00 CD CXI 03 LO CXI CO LO i— 00 LO r— CO xJ- 1— Xf O 1"- CO 03 LO 1— CD 03 LO 1— CD

r— O CD r^. CO CO CD o o 1— CXI CXI CD xJ- xf LO CD CD CO CO 03 03 o 1— 1— cx cx CD xf Xf LO
03t HI '— — 1— r- '— CXI CXJ CXI CXJ CXI CXJ OsJ OsJ CX cx cx cx cx cx cx cx co CO CO CD CD CD CD CD CD
>—

4->
C
CD

CD

S-
03 r— CXI CO *3- LO CO P"- 8 9 o — CX CO x^* LO CD CO 03 o 1— cx CD xf LO CD CO 03 o
CD — — r— — i— r— 1— •— I— 1— cx cx cx cx cx cx cx cx 03 cx CD
>-
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LO
• CD

m LO
• Z3

co O
in

Cl
o

CD

LO
• CD

=n LO
• 13

o O
in

c
O TD

r—
o

<sO lo vo *^r
i—

vo CX) i— CTi LO 
lo co i— cvi 
co co 'd- <3-

vo cr> CTi lo co
LO LO LO LO d" 
'd d- 'd* 'd* 'd-

•d” lo i— •— CO 
CV! CVJ I— C\J VO 
C\J LO d" O co 
d- co cvj .— cr» 
d’d" d* d- co

o co O i— co
VO O CVJ LO I—
d-cocricvjd- 
r- lo cvj o 
co co co co CVJ

cvj co co .—
LO CVJ o CO '—
o d- lo co o
LO CVJ CTi LO CO 
CVJ CV1 i— I— I—

o lo lo co 
co cvj co

(O LO d I— LO 
(O lo i— cvj 
o o o co co

o lo o cvj co co i— r co co cvj i— cvjocvjlocooovoOi— or^d-cor^coOLOCO 
ocovoc-od-r—LOGOLOcvjcod-vocod-cod-.— co co vo lo •— cvjr^vocococo 
i— vor^cvjcvjLocvjcoc--LOvocovOLor\i— r^-voc^codocococoi— Loor^d 
cococor-coLocOr—d-cocvjvor—vor—r^cvjoOd-Or^d-Or^d-cvjcor^d-cvj 
cor^vovOLOd-cococvj.— i— OOcococococ^c^r^vovovoLOLOLOdd-d-d

CJ>
,___ LO

CD 0J
13 LO

Li_ 13
O

"O m
• r~
r—
O

OO

co vo .— i— cod-r\cOLOcvicoi— o o co .— r^covoocvicvi.   _________ _.
coovoLOCOcOLOd-r^cod-cvjor^cocod-Oi— cor^r^cod-r^r^cviLOd- 
cococococovoocod-d-vococovod-ovoi— d-vod- 
i— d~ o co vo co i— co lo co i— co lo co o .— cvj d-
r^r^r^cococococococococooooooi— ■— .— .—

co o co d- co lo 
. . d- cvj lo d- i—
r^cvivococvicod-d- 

vo co o i— co d" lo vo
i— i— i— cvj cvj cvj cvj CVJ CVJ

m ui
• cu

O (/) 
=3

(/) O 
ro n= 
o

cvjooor\cod-cor^cococoLOOd-r^ocvjLOi— cod-r^d-r--cvji— co co co <—
loco.— OOCOr— d-LOLor^o»—ocovocvjr^r—dd-oor— COLOOd-C^OCVJ
cvjvo.— lococvjvococvjlococvjlocoocovoco .— covococvjd-r^ocvid-r^co
COCOCOCOCOOOO.— I— r— CVJCVICVJCOCOCOCOd'd'd'd'LOLOLOVOVOVOVOVO

o
LO 

U d)
•r— LO 

=3
4-> O
o m
CD

LU

d-vocvjd-covor^..— 
r^cor^r^cvjcococo 
vo .— vo '— r^cvir^co 
co .— cvjd-Lor^coo
I— CVJ CVJ CVJ CVJ CVJ CVJ CO

.— O LO CVJ CVJ r\ vo 
co o lo co lo d* 

co d .— co lo co i—
.— CO LO VO (X) O CVJ
co co co co co d-d-

co vo vo o co co 
lo co LO CVJ CVJ d" o 
co vo lo d- vo co 
co lo co .— co lo 
d- d- d- d- lo lo lo

OCOCOLOOdOOO 
COr— COVOr— VOOOr—
i— lo co cvj i— vo cvj 
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oocxjLoro^Lnr^r^ojLor^cococooJcxji— ■— ■— cntDCO^rcOuDcxirocxiuDCO 
CO co «— o^a>^rc\Jkor^iX)rocOi— lo^t.— koo^cvii— couDCTirocococr»Lor->. 
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8.1 Conclusions

The basic task as identified was to build a model of that sub

system of the Northern Ireland energy system which led to the end use 

fuel demands on the premise that if one were trying to decide future 

system policy such a model would be a useful tool. Any such model 

would therefore have to be able to be used for testing sets of assump

tions about the future values of the constituent parts of the system 

to see what the resultant demand patterns would be.

On the basis of the three scenarios tested in Chapter 7 it is 

argued that the model described in Chapter 6 meets the basic aim.

There are weaknesses, the most important of which is the absence of 

direct links between the sectors although as shown this can be compen

sated for by careful attention to internal consistency when writing 

scenarios. From an overall viewpoint, the model appears to be a 

reasonable representation of the end use demand structure and can be 

used, as it were, to play tunes.

Because new data become available frequently and because some 

of the parameter values need further research to enhance their accuracy 

the aim has been to create a model in which values are read in so that 

new values can be introduced easily. This flexible approach means, 

however, that the input data bank has 527 lines many of which have 

fifty or seventy digits so that a scenario is quite cumbersome. One of 

the operational weaknesses of the model in its current form is that the 

order of the input data and the formats used reflect the stages by 

which the model was developed. This disorderliness and lack of stand

ardization mean that a user faces a considerable learning task before 

being able to use the model. An early stage of future development is 

to rearrange the input data and format to make it simpler to use. 

Another current weakness is that it is not possible to run subsectors
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of the model in isolation but it is hoped that some redesign of the 

computer programme will overcome this.

The outputs of the input data calculations submodel which produce 

the projections for the other sections are in themselves interesting 

since for instance it shows the effects of combining projected popula

tion figures with family size and car ownership levels to yield total 

houses and cars projections. There is a lack of flexibility in the 

input data calculations of Citybus where the annual reduction factor is 

fixed. However, as already pointed out, Citybus uses only about 0.1% 

of the total energy and this lack of flexibility is not important.

There is likely to be some double counting in the domestic sector 

where portable heaters, electric, gas, and paraffin, have been counted 

as appliances and fixed heaters have been placed in space heating and 

precise ownership levels of the different types are not known.

Accounting for this needs more detailed knowledge of these ownership 

levels and it is hoped such information will soon be available from the 

results of a new household survey by the Northern Ireland Electricity 

Service. The overall demand for the domestic sector which for the 

initial years of the model is 29.7% of the total is in close agreement 

with the 30% quoted by Leach (063) for households in the United Kingdom.

The results from private transport seem to be slightly high but 

it has been shown that the submodel, as expected, is quite sensitive to 

the fuel efficiency factor and the annual distance travelled and it is a 

simple job to amend these figures in the light of better information. 

From an operational viewpoint the electric cars element of the input 

data calculations and the private transport submodel works well but at 

present the values used remain hypothetical.

The public transport subsectors, Citybus, Ulsterbus and Northern
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Ireland Railways are modelled in more detail than perhaps is warranted 

by the energy demands which they generate but the data on structure were 

available and the managements were cooperative in providing operating 

data. The scenarios when tested showed that from an operational view

point the submodel is satisfactory but that more accurate information is 

needed about electric locomotives. Given the small amounts of equivalent 

primary fuel used by Northern Ireland Railways it is unlikely that fuel 

savings due to electrification would play a major part in justifying the 

large capital investment which will be needed for electrification. The 

justification will have to be on lower maintenance and other operating 

costs.

The agriculture sector has been modelled in detail and it is hoped 

to extend and refine it still further. The model structure seems quite 

satisfactory in that the crops and activities are combined together in 

a way which reflects the real world situation. While the initial 

scenario values give a total agricultural equivalent primary fuel value 

of 9.5% of the total which seems not unreasonable, better information on 

the many input values of this sector would improve its accuracy. Fishing 

has not been included at present because of the lack of data specific to 

Northern Ireland. While the fishing fleet is based in Northern Ireland 

there is much interregional activity between the other United Kingdom 

regions and an, at present, unknown quantity of fuel is purchased outside 

Northern Ireland.

Although it is felt that the final equivalent primary fuel outputs 

of the distribution of goods sector are low, it is thought that the 

gravity centre approach is a useful structural representation. The need 

is seen as one of improving the accuracy of the values of the important 

distribution radii upon which fuel demand is very dependent.

The industrial sector which accounts for around 29% of the total
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is the least homogeneous of the sectors and since it is also the only 

sector with all four types of end use demand it is the sector which is 

most difficult to model. The model deals with physical units and the 

total physical output had to be allocated to the individual industrial 

sectors on the basis of factors established using output values. For 

this reason mineral products was treated separately, being of high weight 

and low value. The energy intensities used and their constituent end 

use proportions were those of the United Kingdom as a whole and again, 

while being satisfied that the structural approach is sound, more 

accurate values for the parameters would improve the confidence in it.

The structure of the commerce and public administration submodel, 

being based on population levels via employment in the sector, is thought 

to be a sound approach. Again, for increased confidence in the results, 

it required Northern Ireland rather than United Kingdom values for the 

essential parameters and, in particular, for the average area per 

employee in the various subdivisions.

The overall model structure appears to work effectively and, based 

on the results of the three scenarios used for testing, should prove to be 

a useful addition to the techniques available for predicting long term 

primary fuel demands in Northern Ireland. It is not suggested that it 

should be used instead of other techniques but as well as. It seems that 

in forecasting one needs all the help one can get and so this model is not 

proposed as 'the method1 but as another, and it is argued, useful approach. 

From the point of view of applying systems concepts, the study shows that 

by first adopting a broad front approach and then a narrow detailed thrust 

it is possible to make a contribution to the intelligence phase in the 

left most column of Figure 3.10 using quantitative techniques.
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Appendix 2(a) Domestic

Family Size

Based on Table 2.4, Social Trends, No. 9, 1979 (048), which gives 

the following upper and lower family size projections for England and 

Wales:

t Decrease Per Year 
(calculated)

1976 1981 1986 1991 81 -86 86 - 91

Upper 2.76 2.63 2.55 2.50 0.608% 0.392%

Lower 2.76 2.65 2.58 2.54 0.528% 0.310%

A middle projection is easily calculated as:

Middle 2.76 2.64 2.565 2.52 0.568% 0.35%

Assuming the same percentage decreases as England and Wales but start!ng

at the 1978 figure of 3.014 calculated from Belfast; Household Survey

(087) yields:

1981 1990 2000 2010

Upper 3.00 2.86 2.75 2.644

Middle 3.00 2.872 2.773 2.678

Lower 3.00 2.884 2.796 2.710

where low means least decrease and the intermediate years have been

omitted for clarity.

Domestic. Heat

The average heat loss via the fabric of a house has been estimated 

to be 409 watts per °C. above the ambient external temperature (063). 

Assuming an 18 hour heating day, this converts to 7.362 kWh per day per 

°C. The total heat losses per year are found:
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Average
Temperature

(°C)
Number 
of Days

September 14.3 30

October 11.5 31

November 7.4 30

December 5.0 31

January 3.7 31

February 4.0 28i

March 6.1 31

Apri 1 9.0 30

May 12.0 31

Heat Loss in kilowatt hours at:

16°C 17°C 18°C

375 595 815

1030 1255 1485

1900 2120 2340

2510 2740 2965

2810 3035 3265

2500 2705 2910

2260 2485 2715

1550 1765 1985

915 1140 1370

15850 17840 19850

The values for 17°C and 18°C have been reduced slightly in the model to 

17580 kWh and 19340 kWh respectively. The average temperatures are for 

the United Kingdom but no local correction is thought necessary since 

on a 'degree day' basis the Northern Ireland 20 year average of 2,317 is 

close to the United Kingdom average of 2,259 (Department of Energy,

Fuel Efficiency Booklet Number 7 'Degree Days') (126).
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Appendix 2(b) Private Transport

Cars Per Person Projection

Based on Table 180, Transport Statistics, Great Britain, 1967-77 

(049) which gives upper and lower projections of cars per person every 

five years until 2005. These have been simply interpolated to give the 

in-between years and extrapolated from 2005 to 2010 assuming straight 

line functions for each segment. The middle projection is the mid point 

between the upper and lower at each year. Omitting the inter years for 

clarity, the projections are:

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

Upper 0.30 0.35 0.39 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.47

Middle 0.285 0.33 0.36 0.385 0.405 0.42 0.428

Lower 0.27 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.385

Kilometres Per Kilowatthour for Electric Cars

This is calculated by assuming there is little overall difference 

in the fuel efficiencies of electric and petrol cars as demonstrated by 

Chapman (023). Thus, by Chapman 0.88 units of petrol are equivalent to 

0.25 units of electricity and 8.77 km per litre is equivalent to 2.5 km 

per kWh. Since it has been pointed out in the discussion of the model 

that 8.77 km per litre may be low, likewise 2.5 km per kWh is low.
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Appendix 2(c) Public Transport

Citybus

As explained in Section 6.3.3.2, the data basis for Citybus is 

obtained by counting the number of bus journeys scheduled on the various 

routes in the time table.

Total Single Journeys = 701,038

Total Mileage 7,021,500 (Annual Statistics)

Educational and
Miscellaneous Mileage = 500,000

Equivalent Radial 7021500 - 500000
Distance of a = ----------------------
Scheduled Journey 701038 x 2

= 4.6513 miles

= 7.486 km.

The average educational journey length is simply the 500,000 miles 

divided by the 46960 journeys in 1979 to give a radial distance of 8.57 

kilometres.

The start value for fuel efficiency for Citybus is derived from

operating data supplied in private correspondence (128). In the year
6 4ended 1st April 1979, Citybus used 4 x 10 litres of fuel oil, 7 x 10

3
litres of engine oil and 2 x 10 kilograms of grease.

For Ulsterbus, equivalent operating data are (128):

11 x 10^ litres of fuel oil; 2 x 10^ litres of engine oil; and 5 x 10^ 

kilogrammes of grease; total distance 26.7 million miles.

The operating data for Northern Ireland Railways was given in 

private correspondence (129). In the year ended April 1980, the fuel oil 

consumption was 1252000 gallons for 2.51 million miles, yielding an
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average of 0.71 km/litre. The Northern Ireland Railways system map 

is shown as Figure App. 2(c).1.
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Appendix 2(d) Agriculture

Data provided by the Farm Mechanization Unit of the Department of 

Agriculture included the following information relating to tractors of 

50 - 70 horsepower (079).

Implement
Activity Size Ha/hr hrs/Ha gal/hr 1ts/hr

Ploughing 4-furrow 0.36 2.8 2.5 11.365
Harrowing 4.6 m 1.22 0.82 2.0 9.09
Di scing 3.01 m 0.94 1.06 2.0 9.09
Rotary
Cultivating 1.97 m 0.52 1.92 2.5 11.365
Power
Harrowing 3.1 m 1.13 0.88 2.5 11.365
Gang Rolling 4.97 2.5 0.4 1.5 6.819
Combine
Dri11ing 15 row 1.13 0.88 1.5 6.819
Fertilizer 7.85 m 2.5 0.4 1 .0 4.546
Spraying 10.76 m 2.0 0.5 1 .0 4.546
Barley
Harvest!ng 3.94 m 1.25 0.8 3.5 15.911
Grass Mowing 1.86 m 0.8 1.25 2.0 9.09
Potato 
Harvesting :

Spinner: 1 row 0.4 2.5 1.5 6.819
Complete: 1 row 0.14 7.15 3.0 13.638

Baling 1.0 1 .0 1.7 7.728
Forage
Harvest!ng 1.52 m 0.17 5.88 3.0 13.638

This information is used in the calculation of the times and fuel 

usage rates for the activities in the model. The estimates of fertilizer 

and spray quantities were obtained from the same source.

The fuel requirements for milking and poultry production are 

calculated using data from D.J. White (123) (124).
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Appendix 2(e) Movement of Goods

The proportions of imports and exports in the various categories 

are based on value data from the Data Bank of Economic Time Series for 

the Northern Ireland Econometric Model (127). The average percentages 

based on the values from 1967 to 1974 are:

Imports:

Food, Beverages Intermediate Consumer
Tobacco: Goods: Goods:

24.28 60.84 14.82

Exports:

Food Manufactured Goods

19.98 79.96

The Ulster Year Book (121) states that in 1974 agriculture 

accounted for 14% of Northern Ireland exports and was valued at £185.8 

million. The total value of agricultural output in 1974 was £229.8 

million (081) and so the internal consumption was £43.92 m or 19.1% of 

the total.

These percentages were used to apportion imports, exports and 

agricultural products to the various categories of goods for movement 

calculations.

Fuel efficiencies for movement of goods are based on data from 

the National Prices Commission (125) which included:

Carrying Capacity
of Vehicle (Tons) 1 2 3 4 5 8 10 15 20

Miles Per Gallon 30 18 16 15 14 13 11 9 8

The assumption is made that vehicles up to and including 3 tons are
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secondary distribution and assumed on average to be loaded at 50% 

capacity. Trucks of 4 tons or more are assumed to be for primary dis

tribution and assumed on average to be loaded at 75% capacity. The 

average amounts of fuel required in each category to move one tonne a 

distance of one kilometre are then:

Secondary 0.152 litres

Primary 0.04 litres
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Appendix 2(f) Industry

The Report on the Censuses of Production of Northern Ireland 1969 

and 1970 (083) shows data on the distribution of industrial output by 

value to customers in Northern Ireland and elesewhere. Excluding mineral 

products, construction and gas, water and electricity, the data for 

1966 - 1970 are:

Value of Goods Sold (£'000)
(a) (b) (c) Proportion

Overseas G.B. N.I. (a) +(b) of Total

1966 70997 456433 201363 527340 .723
1967 80516 457145 215399 537661 .714
1968 95669 504385 230825 600054 .722
1969 93499 597946 242424 691445 .740
1970 110230 634778 264543 745008 .737

Thus, the 5 year average is 0. 727 or about 73% of Northern Ireland

industrial output is exported. This yields the start value for the

array EXP0RTPR0P. The start value for the weight of exports is that 

quoted in the Northern Ireland Digest of Statistics (081) i.e. 3,190,000 

tonnes.

The Census of Production also shows the Net Output by Trade Groups 

as Percentage of Net Output (page 3) which includes minerals, construc

tion, and gas, water and electricity. Omitting these three groups and 

recalculating for 1968, 1969 and 1970 yields:

1968 1969 1970 Average

Food, Drink, Tobacco 25.56 26.21 26.43 26.07
Engineering 25.82 23.79 22.74 24.12
Linen Trades 9.04 8.82 7.62 8.49
Other Textiles 17.82 17.65 17.92 17.80
Clothing 7.34 6.78 6.61 6.91
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1968 1969 1970 Average

Timber 1.97 1.79 1.78 1.85
Paper Printing 3.80 3.71 3.43 3.65
Misc. Manufact. 8.65 11.25 13.47 11.12

These average values are used as the start values for the arrays of the 

sector proportions.

The energy intensities for the various industries are shown in 

Table 6.3. These are found by apportioning industrial output to the 

various industrial sectors based on the average proportions just calcul

ated and simply dividing the average total fuel purchased by each 

industry for 1973 - 75 by the sector output. The fuel purchases are given 

in The Censuses of Production, pages 63 - 66 (084).
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Appendix 2(g) Commerce and Public Service

The employable proportion of the population is based on Table 5 

of the Northern Ireland Digest of Statistics (130). The numbers of the 

population aged between 16 and 65 years are calculated less a correction 

of 25% of those between 16 and 24 years assumed to be full time students. 

This yields:

1880 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

Population 1531 1541 1561 1583 1598 1605 1612 1623
('000)

Employable 916 939 959 967 975 992 1011 1023

Proportion .598 0.609 0.614 0.611 0.610 0.618 0.627 0.630

The manufacturing industry plus construction as a proportion of 

total employment is based on Table 8 (081) (130):

1974 1975 1976 1977 2010

Manufacturing +
Construction as 
a proportion of
total 0.4198 0.395 0.377 0.365 0.300
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